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PREFACE

§

The subject of this study concerns the history and development of the newspaper press in the town of Reading from 1855, the year of the repeal of the Newspaper Stamp Tax, until 1980. In particular the approach to this account of provincial press history has been primarily from the production viewpoint, in which the newspapers are seen as business enterprises, emphasis being placed on the patterns of ownership and processes of production rather than on readership and newspaper content.

Significantly, 1855 represents a major watershed in the history of the press in this country, for the repeal of the so-called 'taxes on knowledge' opened up the way not only for a press free from the fetters of government control but also for a cheap press. For, increasingly after 1855, commercial and economic forces began to dominate a newspaper's activities, at the expense of what had previously often been political ones. In short, newspapers had to become attuned to matters of business in order to survive.

This commercial awareness became essential to provincial newspaper companies throughout the period under review, and many factors became influential in a paper's success or failure. For example, the improving transport system, particularly that of the railways during the second half of the 19th century, allowed local papers to deliver their copies
for sale in other towns in the district. This apparent advantage worked both ways, for newspapers produced in other localities could be transported to towns which already had a strong press presence of their own and was a particular problem for newspapers in towns close to large or growing metropolitan districts. Such a problem was perhaps most acute during the latter years of the nineteenth century when local weekly papers, which had up to that point provided their readers with national and international news, found that they were in direct competition with London and provincial daily papers which could be despatched and sold in provincial towns with great speed. Similarly, during the period between the two world wars, many provincial papers which had enjoyed a profitable income from local advertising were faced with severe competition from the large national newspaper companies, who themselves were seeking to enlarge the scope of their advertising coverage by becoming involved in the provincial press, thus enabling them to offer their advertisers a more comprehensive penetration of the potential market.

In addition, the ever-rising costs of labour and new equipment led increasingly to a situation whereby only profitable companies could afford to modernize their plant and machinery. Since the Second World War, labour and, particularly, equipment costs have risen to unprecedented heights and only large organizations have the necessary capital to equip and reorganize newspaper production units, thus forcing many provincial papers to sell out to large newspaper conglomerates.

When considering these issues, Reading is in a unique position, for not only is the town close to London and connected to it by one of the best railway services in the country, but during the second half of the nineteenth century the town also had rail transport to most of the
significant towns in the circulation district around it. Many of those towns and villages had grown up in the Thames and Kennet valleys, along which the roads also passed, and when the railways were constructed their lines followed the same natural routes which had been used for the distribution of Reading's newspapers since 1723, when the Reading Mercury had been established.¹ During the same period Reading's population tripled, whilst the population throughout the country as a whole only doubled,² and much of Reading's population increase was due to the town's proximity to London and its consequent popularity with businesses which required easy access to the capital. Other towns around London were not in such a fortunate position, for many, such as Luton, Guildford, Reigate, St Albans, and Bedford, had considerably smaller populations than Reading. Many were also already served by newspapers from neighbouring towns which had a well established press, for example Bedford, with Northampton some twenty miles to the northwest and Cambridge a similar distance to the northeast, each with a newspaper press which had existed since the eighteenth century.³

Earlier research indicated that the press in Reading during the period 1855 to 1900 was worthy of more thorough investigation,⁴ and the town's location in relation to London — being close enough to be

¹ See map overleaf.
² See Appendix B.
⁴ A. T. Watts, 'A Survey of the Newspaper Press in the Town of Reading from 1855 to 1900', unpublished MA thesis, Leeds, 1977. It should be noted that, in order to present a complete account of the development of the newspaper press in Reading from 1855 to 1980, some material from this earlier work has been included in the current thesis. Such material has been subjected to extensive revision and augmented with new information.
This map has been amended to include additional railway lines opened in the area between 1861 and the end of the 19th century:

- Wallingford branch line opened in July 1866
- Marlow branch line opened in 1873
- Didcot to Newbury line opened in April 1882
- Newbury to Winchester line opened in May 1885
- Newbury to Lambourn line opened in April 1898
threatened by Fleet Street yet far enough away to retain its own identity — has presented a valuable area for research for the years up to 1980.

Many historians regard newspapers solely as purveyors of news and vehicles for political and public opinion but, as already mentioned, newspapers, like any other business, have to be commercially viable. In order to achieve this, proprietors must steer an extremely careful course in order to attract customers in the form of both readers and advertisers for, increasingly after 1855, the revenue from advertising became a critical factor in a paper's ability to survive. This fact led to the classic circular situation, whereby newspapers cannot attract advertising without a good circulation and yet cannot guarantee a good circulation without advertising. The amount of advertising necessary for a newspaper to enjoy a reasonable revenue is difficult to quantify precisely, for factors such as production costs, unit cost, advertising rates, and revenue from sales, also have a bearing on the situation. However, much of the research which has been conducted to date into newspaper advertising indicates that Victorian newspapers worked on the basis that between 40% and 50% of their papers' content would contain advertising.5 There is no hard and fast rule concerning this ratio but it has been used in this study as a guide to the measurement of a newspaper's success.6

For newspapers to be successful in the precarious situation of balancing circulation and advertising content, they need to pay careful attention not only to the journalistic content but also to typography and production. Without the restrictions of the Advertisement Tax and the


6 The method used to measure content is to calculate the column inches occupied by advertising and general content.
Stamp Duty, newspapers were able to expand their circulations, thus allowing them to lower their unit costs. In order to increase circulation further and thus reduce unit costs even more, newspapers needed to utilize the rapidly developing technologies of printing and paper making. This move towards a cheaper press reached a point in the late nineteenth century whereby cheap daily papers were sold at a price below their cost, and the difference between that selling price and a paper's profit was made up from advertising revenue. While this state of affairs initially affected the daily press, it increasingly applied to the provincial daily press and, eventually, also to the provincial weekly press.

As the production methods and equipment used by Reading newspaper proprietors played an important part in their papers' success, and in order to obviate the necessity for the repetition of information, two chapters have been included which explain the major developments in printing technology which have taken place during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

For students of history, local newspapers provide an invaluable source of information, for not only do their columns contain a wealth of historical evidence but the fabric of the local press itself plays an important role in the history of any local area. Unfortunately those who are concerned with the history of newspapers are faced with the problem of a lack of source material, for there is an absence of consistent and detailed information, particularly where the provincial press is concerned. Government enquiries such as the Royal Commissions on the Press in 1947-9, 1961-2, and 1974-7, while providing statistical information covering the national press, present considerably less information about the provincial weekly press.
Apart from these reports, very little reliable information has been published concerning the provincial press and few details are regularly and systematically recorded. As a result, there are virtually no records, either privately or publicly compiled, which concern the press in Reading.

Business records of companies have long since been lost or destroyed or, if any do exist, are somewhat scrappy and incoherent. Circulation figures were often used inaccurately by newspapers in an attempt to persuade both customers and advertisers of a paper's success, while in other instances newspapers maintained complete secrecy as to the extent of their circulations.

Those Reading newspapers which have endeavoured to tell the public about their own individual histories, (usually in order to celebrate an anniversary or as a special sales promotion) have all too frequently produced glib or vague and somewhat fragmentary accounts, which contain too many inaccuracies to be of any real value to those involved in historical research.

In order to reconstruct a record of the working of the press in Reading, it has been necessary to refer directly to the columns of the newspapers themselves. This entailed extensive reading of volumes of newspaper files, coupled with the search for any other relevant records which often proved to be scattered and difficult to uncover. For the latter period covered by this study, there are numerous people still alive who have been able to supply verbal accounts of the press as they remember it. However, even these were often too anecdotal and lacking in accuracy to be of great value, while some others which concerned personalities involved in the local press would have been libellous if included in this work.
Fortunately, there are virtually complete files of copies of Reading's major newspapers, either extant or on microfilm, held at the British Library and at Reading Reference Library. Records of most of the shorter-lived papers produced in the town are unfortunately not so complete. In some instances, evidence exists only in the form of a few cuttings, odd extant copies, or isolated entries in local directories.

Reference has already been made to company records, many of which have long since been destroyed or disappeared; however, during the course of this study a few financial records have come to light, and these have been presented in the Appendices in microfiche form, in order that other researchers may be able to use them.

Inevitably, the lack of detailed information about the English provincial press during the period under review has made it virtually impossible to place Reading's press in a neat context by making a direct comparison with the local press in other towns in the country. In addition, the nature of the somewhat fragmented and incoherent information which has come to light concerning Reading's newspapers has resulted in a study biased towards the descriptive rather than to the analytical.

However, it is hoped that, by presenting as coherent a history of the Reading newspaper press as is possible from the information currently available, this study will complete one more piece in the jigsaw of press history and provide a useful source of accurate reference material for others involved in research into the provincial press.
PART ONE
CHAPTER I

§

BACKGROUND: THE NEWSPAPER PRESS IN READING
1723-1855

Perhaps the most significant event in the development of the newspaper press in this country was the lapse of the Printing Act in 1695, which resulted when the House of Commons was unable to accept a number of amendments which the House of Lords had made to the Printing Act Renewal Bill.

Until that time the press had been regulated by law, and all printers and publishers were obliged to submit printed matter to be officially licensed prior to publication, failure to comply with this legislation leading to the liability of prosecution by the Government. The regulations had also ensured that the printing trade was confined to London; thus, when the Act lapsed in 1695, printers were no longer bound by any geographical restrictions nor by the limitations of pre-publication censorship.

Despite the fact that this new-found liberty was due more to parliamentary inefficiency than to any conscious desire for press liberty on the part of the Government, the printing trade was free to expand — not only in London, but out into the provincial areas of the country as well. Such was the desire for news at this time that the first significant
development in the printing trade was the proliferation of pamphlets and newspapers obviously intended to provide the population with the information it desired concerning the affairs of government: ironically, the very knowledge that the Government itself was only too anxious to suppress.

Inevitably, endeavours were made to reintroduce legislation to replace the lapsed Act, but between 1695 and 1714 some fifteen Bills relating to the book trade failed to gain parliamentary approval, by which time the matter of copyright had been covered with the 1710 Copyright Act and the whole of the printing trade, particularly those producing pamphlets and newspapers, had been subject to the Stamp Duty Acts, through which Robert Harley had successfully attempted to acquire revenue for the Government.

The fact that printers were no longer restricted to working in London meant that the pressure on the overcrowded trade was released as printers moved out into the provinces to exercise their skills. So great was the desire for news of any kind amongst the people outside London that most of the newly established presses were used for printing newspapers.

By 1725 newspapers had been established in most towns of a reasonable size, and their success was so great that many of them survived well into the nineteenth century, some (such as Berrow's Worcester Journal and the Reading Mercury) even into the twentieth century. Surprisingly, for a town so close to London, Reading did not have its first printer until 1722¹, and its first newspaper, The Reading Mercury or Weekly Entertainer, did not appear until July 1723.

At this time Reading was a somewhat small, unimportant country town, set in the middle of a fairly large, sparsely populated and rather poor agricultural district. This whole area had suffered during the Civil War period and wool production, which had once dominated the county, had virtually disappeared, little except very general mixed agriculture, replacing it. Despite this, Reading's first printers, William Parks and David Kinnier, must have seen something to attract them, for they not only settled in the town but expressed considerable surprise that the town should have been '...so long slighted by our Brother-Types...'

Kinnier had been apprenticed to the London printer, Matthew Jenour, and was only released from that apprenticeship on 3 September 1722 when, it appears, he came directly to Reading. His experience with Jenour would undoubtedly have included the production of newspapers, for Jenour was very much involved with this form of publishing, both as printer and also as a stockholder in such papers as the British Mercury.

Parks, on the other hand, does not appear to have served an apprenticeship in London, but was known to have been involved in printing in Ludlow in 1719 and in Hereford in 1721, and was twenty-five years old at the time of his arrival in Reading. It is quite possible that his experience also included the production of newspapers, for one of the country's earliest provincial papers had been produced in Worcester, which is close enough to Ludlow or Hereford for Parks to have had some contact. Parks was only involved in the business for a short while, for in

---

2 The only population estimate for Reading during the eighteenth century is of 8,000 people in 1761, in D. and S. Lysons, *Magna Britannia Berkshire*, (1806, reprinted 1978), p. 338.

3 *The Reading Mercury or Weekly Entertainer*, I, no. 1, Monday 8 July 1723.

Monday July 8, 1723. (To be continued Weekly.)

READING:
Printed by W. PARKS, and D. KINNIER, next Door to the Sussex's Head, in High-street: Where all manner of Printing Business is handsomely done, as Books, Advertisements, Summons, Subpoenas, Funeral Tickets, &c. Shop keepers Bills are done here after the best manner, with the Prints of their Signs, or other proper Ornaments. Also Gentlemen may have their Coats of Arms, or other Fancies curiously cut in Wood, or engrav'd in Metal.
[Price of this Paper, Three-Half-Pence per Week.]
January 1724 he emigrated to America, where he became a very successful and wealthy printer.\textsuperscript{5}

The degree of success enjoyed by the \textit{Mercury} under Kinnier's ownership is difficult to judge, for there are no extant copies of the paper for the period from 12 June 1724 to 3 July 1727, but it is possible that the tightening of the stamp tax regulation may have had an effect on the sale of the paper. Certainly, by early July 1727 the ownership of the paper had changed, and the new owner was William Ayres, whose printing office was at Fishers Row in Reading.

With the new ownership came a slight change in the title of the paper, Ayres naming it the \textit{Reading Post or Weekly Mercury}, with publication day changed from Saturday to Wednesday each week. The numbering of this paper, however, was a direct continuation of the \textit{Reading Mercury}. This would indicate that it was the same paper and, apart from the change of title, the paper bore the same appearance as its predecessor. Perhaps Ayres' main claim to fame was the fact that at some point in 1730 he employed the young John Newbery, who was to later own the paper and also to gain fame and fortune as a London bookseller.

Ayres' ownership appears to have ended late in 1736 or early 1737, when the name of William Carnan appeared on the imprint of the paper, now called the \textit{Reading Post or Weekly Mercury or London Spy}. His ownership was short-lived, for he died towards the end of 1737, and in his will left his personal estate (including ownership of the paper) jointly

\textsuperscript{5} Lawrence C. Wroth, \textit{A History of Printing in Colonial Maryland 1686-1776}, (1927). See also Williams Parks Club Publication No. 3 (Richmond 1926), p. 70.
between his brother Charles and John Newbery, who later (in 1739) married Carnan's widow Mary.

Newbery's interests were almost certainly focused more on book production and bookselling than that of newspaper production, and by 1740 he had employed Charles Micklewright as a printer, to continue the production of the Mercury as well as the printing of a number of books. Among the first of these books was The Whole Duty of Man, published in 1740, but many others followed between 1740 and Micklewright's death in 1755.

Micklewright's daughter, Mary, continued the paper for a short time until her marriage to Charles Pocock, and from January 1756 his name appeared as the publisher of the Mercury, a state of affairs which existed until the end of 1761 when the Carnan family took over the paper. It is likely that the Carnan family had retained a substantial interest in the paper throughout, and at this point they took the paper over again in their own name.

The name appearing on the imprint in January 1762 was that of Anna Maria Smart, John Newbery's stepdaughter. She had married the poet Christopher Smart in 1752, in a secret marriage that had cost Smart his fellowship at Pembroke Hall, Cambridge, when the college authorities heard of it. Smart suffered numerous bouts of insanity and was constantly in debt, and his wife and daughter left him for a period to live in Dublin, before returning to Reading to take over the Mercury.

---

6 Reading Mercury, XVIII, 18 August 1740.

7 For example: Samuel Johnson, An Explanation of Scripture Prophecies, (1740); Charles Thompson, Travels of the Late Charles Thompson, (1744); Anthony Addington, An Essay on the Sea-Scurvy, (1753); Arthur Here, The Four Gospels Harmonised, (1750).
This situation is clarified to some extent by the terms of John Newbery's will, in 1767, in which he carefully ensured that Anna Maria would receive an income from his interests in Reading, but which was organised in such a way that her husband could make no claim against the estate.\footnote{Last will and testament of John Newbery dated 27 November 1767. A photostat copy of this will is held at Reading Reference Library.}

John Carnan and Anna Maria continued running the paper until Carnan's death in 1784, and from that time the name of T. Cowslade appeared on the imprint with that of Anna Maria Smart.

Thomas Cowslade was a member of an old Newbury family and had been apprenticed to John Carnan in 1770. Freed from that indenture in 1781, Cowslade had continued to work on the *Mercury* and early in 1784 had married Anna Maria's eldest daughter, Marianne. As a printer already experienced in the production of the paper, he was well qualified to take over the management of his wife's share of the business, which she had inherited, jointly with her sister and mother, on John Carnan's death. The Cowslade family were to control the destiny of the *Mercury* until 1914, when age and infirmity compelled Frederick Cowslade to sell the paper with which his family had been associated for 144 years, during 129 of which they had been proprietors.

The only other newspaper to appear in Reading during the eighteenth century was the *Reading Journal* which was first produced at some time during 1736 and which, by 10 March 1746, had changed its title to *The Reading Journal or Weekly Review*. 
This paper was possibly started by David Henry, who later in his life was to take over control of the Gentleman's Magazine. Henry was born in Scotland in 1710, and left his home for London before the age of 14, never to return. According to the Stationers Company records, he was apprenticed to Samuel Aris at Creed Lane, Ludgate, on 1 Jan 1725 for a term of 7 years, and his father's occupation is described as being that of gardener. Late in his life Henry described his parents as being leaders of Scottish society, and possibly the earlier duplicity was used by him in order to give the impression that he was from a poor background, so that his parents would not be expected to pay for his apprenticeship. It may also have been a ploy to divert attention from the fact that he might have run away from home and had no wish to be traced.

Working for Aris would have given Henry considerable experience in the London print trade, particularly in the production of newspapers as Aris was much involved in the newspaper business. It is likely also that Henry had worked for Edward Cave, the proprietor of the Gentleman's Magazine; certainly he must have known Cave fairly well, for he married Cave's sister, Mary, in 1736.

Whether or not Henry started the Reading Journal, he was almost certainly responsible for the second series of the paper which was started

---

9. K. G. Burton suggests that David Henry set up the Reading Journal in 1736, but there is evidence to suggest that this was not so. Plomer et al., in Dictionary of Booksellers and Printers, 1726-1775, pp. 122-3, states that Henry set up his press in Friar Street, Reading, in 1745, and the sudden change in the appearance of the Reading Journal at this time would seem to suggest that this might have been David Henry's first venture into publishing his own paper. In the light of the fact that Henry had married Edward Cave's sister, it is also interesting to note that William Ayres, who had owned the Reading Mercury until 1736, had served his apprenticeship in London with Freeman Collins I at the same time as Edward Cave, so maybe the possibilities of a printing business in Reading were given to Henry through this contact.

in October 1743 with the sub-title of *Weekly Review*; at the same time a Winchester edition was introduced, under the title of *The Winchester Journal or Weekly Review*. Later, between late 1745 and early 1746, he prefixed the name of each journal with 'Henry's', and these titles were maintained until the papers' cessation during 1748.

By 1749 David Henry had returned to London and was living in Wine Court working as a publisher, and upon the death of Edward Cave on 10 January 1754 he became joint proprietor of the *Gentleman's Magazine* with Cave's nephew Richard, an occupation he maintained until his retirement.

With the demise of Henry's papers, the *Reading Mercury* was without competition in the district around Reading and, by the turn of the century, guided by the firm hands of the Cowslade family, the paper became an organ for the Whig/Liberal political views in the area. Through the columns of the paper, the family energetically supported the movements for Parliamentary reform to such effect that on the passing of the Reform Bill, in 1832, Francis Peter Cowslade was presented with a large silver cup by the 'Mechanics of Reading'. The inscription read 'NOBLE ENGINE OF FREEDOM, may thy energy never be cramped by the minions of despotism and corruption', and this was no doubt also in recognition of the vigorous support that the *Mercury* had given in 1825 to the formation of the first Reading Mechanics Institution.11

During the early years of the nineteenth century, the *Mercury* was always a voice for reform, and the paper's development through this period is described as being '...from a lifeless catalogue of news into a

spirited organ of political opinion'. It was perhaps this strident Whig voice of the Mercury which eventually led to the formation of the rival Conservative paper, the Berkshire Chronicle, in January 1825.

This new paper was printed and published by William Drysdale at 7 The High Street in Reading, but the principal proprietor was a successful and well-known local solicitor by the name of John Jackson Blandy, later to become Reading Town Clerk.

Politically, the Chronicle opposed the Mercury, being somewhat right wing or '...offensively Conservative', to the degree that the local Whigs referred to it as the 'Berkshire Slop-Pail'. It is suggested that the Chronicle was founded in order to voice the Tory and Church of England views (in opposition to the pro-Whig, pro-Catholic Reading Mercury) at the time of the 1826 election, and that the journalistic battle it fought at this time was responsible for its immediate success. However, to compete with a newspaper so well entrenched as the Mercury, which had just celebrated its one-hundredth anniversary in 1823, was a difficult task, and over the next four years the Chronicle appears to have had difficulty in surviving.

After a succession of printers and publishers, the paper possibly suffered a brief suspension in 1835, and when Richard Welch bought the paper, probably some time in 1836, it had obviously passed through a very difficult period in its history. The Welch family, however, revived the

fortunes of the *Chronicle*, and during the next fifty or so years it was a successful and vociferous rival to the Cowslades' *Mercury*.

Only one other newspaper appeared in Reading before 1855, *The Berkshire Independent*, which made its appearance in November 1850. The proprietor was James Macaulay, a local letterpress and copperplate printer, bookseller and stationer of Broad Street, Reading, and his paper had a Non-Conformist bias to it. In its first edition the paper openly attacked both the *Mercury* and the *Chronicle*; unfortunately this appears to have been its sole edition for no other copies are extant, the only known copy of the first edition now being held in the Reading Reference Library.

However, with the repeal of the Stamp Duty Act in June 1855 it was not long before the two Reading rival papers were to face a succession of competitors, some lasting a few days and some a few years, while others were to succeed up to recent times, and it needed a merger of the *Mercury* and *Chronicle* in 1914 to ensure their continuance until the 1980s.
CHAPTER II

§

TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT IN PRINTING DURING THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

By the end of the eighteenth century, printing techniques had changed very little from those used by late fifteenth-century printers. Type was still cast letter by letter in a hand mould and all text matter was assembled by hand, by compositors using a setting stick and picking each letter from a type case. Printing was performed on wooden hand presses which, although subject to a number of minor improvements over the years, still worked on much the same principle that Gutenberg's press had done. Paper was still made by hand, every sheet being individually formed on a hand mould from rag fibres, and letterpress illustrations consisted for the most part of woodcuts or wood engravings printed simultaneously with the text.

The nineteenth century, however, was to witness far-reaching changes to industrial processes, and it was this tremendous technological progress which, by the beginning of the twentieth century, had revolutionized the methods of printing production.

---

1 The text of this chapter has appeared in a privately printed limited edition under the title Technical Progress in Nineteenth-Century Printing, edited by Anne Hunter, and published by Oxford Polytechnic Publishing Department in 1983, as a student exercise.
Not surprisingly perhaps, in view of the ever-increasing popularity of the newspaper, it was the newspaper press which led the demand for technological change throughout the nineteenth century. A rapidly expanding population which demanded more and more news prompted newspaper proprietors to continue seeking ways of producing their papers in larger numbers and more quickly and cheaply than their competitors. It was this demand, probably above all else, which thrust the newspaper industry to the forefront of developments in printing production technology.

Initially these new developments were employed by the national and provincial daily press, but it was not long before the provincial weekly press had grown to a size where it, too, had to adopt the new technology to keep pace with the growth demanded of it.

Inevitably, other areas of the printing industry benefited from this industrial progress, and from the 1830s onwards many aspects of new technology developed for the production of newspapers had been adapted or improved to suit the needs of the printing industry at large. Broadly speaking, these developments took place in four areas: papermaking, the press, illustration, and typesetting, and a brief survey of these developments acts as a useful guide when considering the context of newspaper expansion in Reading.

The first of these major developments concerned the manufacture of paper by mechanical means. A Frenchman, Nicholas Louis Robert, invented a machine that was eventually to supersede the making of paper by hand. Handmade paper was naturally limited by the size of mould that a vatman was capable of controlling, particularly when filled with its weighty content of pulp. Machine-made paper was not subject to such a
limitation and, without the larger sizes of paper produced mechanically, the printing machine could have done little more than to run off more quickly the small four-page folio or eight-page quarto paper of the hand press.

Robert brought his ideas to England, where they were improved and put into practice by Henry and Sealy Fourdrinier, who erected the first paper-making machine at Frogmore, Hertfordshire, in 1803. The effect of this machine was considerable for, whereas from 60 to 100 lbs of paper could be made daily by hand, the new paper-making machine could produce up to 1,000 lbs per day. This meant that the supply of paper would no longer restrict the rapid expansion of the printing industry and, further, this increased speed of paper production, combined with the repeal of the paper taxes and the discovery of cheap, readily available wood pulp, caused the price of paper to fall dramatically: between 1800 and 1900 it fell from 1s. 6d. to 1d. per pound weight.

A further important factor concerning paper made by machine was that it was made in a continuous web, a fact which enabled the reel-fed rotary press to be developed later in the century. Unfortunately, however, in the first half of the nineteenth century the British paper taxes required that the individual sheets of paper should be stamped, a restriction which considerably stifled the development of the rotary press until 1861. As James Moran states:

Until the tax was repealed, sheet-fed machines continued to be used for the most advanced newspaper printing, and the desire to increase

3 Ibid.
productivity led to an increase in the number of feeding stations on presses until they became too large and too unwieldy to accommodate.  

By the middle of the nineteenth century, there were some four hundred Fourdrinier machines in British paper mills, but by this time the paper-making industry was struggling with the ever increasing shortage of cotton 'rag' which was still the sole fibre source for paper-making pulp. This shortage led to experiments being made with other materials, and these in turn led to the discovery of esparto grass and wood as alternative sources for paper-making fibres. It is not necessary to go into the elaborate story of the search for these materials, but the important fact, from the newspaper standpoint, was the introduction of 'mechanical wood' or ground wood pulp between 1870 and 1880 and 'chemical wood' or wood cellulose in the period 1880-90. From this time, the supply and use of cheap and quickly produced newsprint became the normal practice. The quality of this early wood-fibre newsprint left a lot to be desired: all the Reading newspapers which were printed on this material are now very brittle due to the over-short fibres, very yellow and stained due to the impurities left in the pulp when reduced from solid wood, and all display very poor paper surface which causes most of the paper to appear grey and blotchy. This paper must have caused the printer a considerable number of problems when being run on the press.

The first major development to affect the printing press was the invention of an all-iron press by Lord Stanhope in 1800. This press and those which followed it, such as the Albion, Columbian and Britannia,

---

5 *Newspaper Owner and Manager*, Magazine no. 31, 3 August 1898.
6 Wilhelm Haas of Basle had been the first to use a cast-iron staple for a hand press but Stanhope was the first to add a system of compound levers to increase power and accelerate the printing operation.
were particularly important in the area of newspaper production, because they allowed a larger sheet to be printed. The fact that they were made from iron meant that it was possible to make a larger, stronger and more accurate platen which, when operated by a system of levers, allowed a complete forme to be printed at one pull at the press, not the two pulls which had always been necessary with the wooden hand press. This fact alone meant a higher production speed and, in addition, it made possible the production of a larger format newspaper.\(^7\)

Although the all-iron presses were a great improvement on their wooden predecessors, particularly where print quality was concerned, they did not significantly raise the production speed, owing to the difficulty incurred in handling larger sheets of paper. In the early decades of the nineteenth century, the needs of a provincial newspaper such as the Reading Mercury were not hampered by the limitation of the hand press for, as the paper was only published once a week, the printer had the whole of that week in which to prepare and print the paper.

By the latter part of the eighteenth century, the format of the London daily papers was firmly set at four four-column pages, with advertisements completely occupying the front page. This format was peculiar to the British press and was not a custom in America or in Europe.\(^8\) A most important feature of newspaper advertising in eighteenth-century London was the daily theatrical announcements or ‘bills’, and such was their importance that they had an instant claim on the front page. As the daily press expanded and developed, advertisements became increasingly important and some papers put advertising

---

7 The *average* production speed of the hand press was approximately 200-250 sheets per hour, although this could not be maintained for long periods.

first, to such an extent that news was regarded as a filler. Because the outer pages (that is, pages one and four) were filled with the early and controllable advertising copy, it became a matter of technical convenience to print these first, leaving the inner pages for late advertisements and later news copy.9 This format of front page advertising was a feature of the nineteenth-century newspaper, both daily and weekly, and all of the papers which appeared in Reading in the second half of the century conformed to this traditional format.

The first really revolutionary development in the printing industry was the invention of a cylinder printing machine, powered by steam. In 1790, William Nicholson took out a patent for a new type of printing press10 and, although he considered this idea to be ‘insufficient and superficial’,11 Frederick Koenig, in conjunction with Andreas Bauer, used a number of Nicholson’s ideas in the manufacture of their press. This was designed to print from type placed on a flat metal bed, with impression to be effected by a cylinder and inking to be done automatically by rollers.

One man who was quick to realize the tremendous potential of Koenig’s machine was John Walter II, proprietor of *The Times* in London. In 1814, two of Koenig’s machines were installed in *The Times* office, and the first newspaper ‘printed by steam’ was produced on 28 November 1814.12 Koenig’s press was a double-cylinder machine, printing simultaneously two copies of a forme on one side only, with an output of

---

10 Patent no. 1748 taken out by William Nicholson on 29 April 1790.
12 The Koenig and Bauer steam-powered press was so revolutionary that John Walter thought it necessary to construct the machine in secret.
1,100 impressions an hour, thus quadrupling the output of the hand press.\textsuperscript{13}

*The Times* was expanding so rapidly during the first half of the nineteenth century that frequent improvements were necessary in the machine department to keep pace with the demand. Between 1801 and 1855 the circulation of *The Times* rose from 2,500 copies per day to nearly sixty thousand copies per day,\textsuperscript{14} and in 1848 an Applegath eight-feeder machine was installed. This machine worked on the rotary principle, which had first been embodied in Nicholson's designs; the printing cylinder had type fixed around it, while impression was effected by eight small impression cylinders, each fed with paper from separate feedboards. Because they used type and embodied the rotary principle, these machines were known as 'type revolvers'.

From America came a much improved type revolver from the factory of Richard Hoe, and in 1856 a Hoe six-feeder was installed to print *Lloyds Weekly Register*.\textsuperscript{15} This machine was such an obvious improvement on the Applegath that the proprietors of *The Times* ordered a pair of Hoe ten-feeder machines, each capable of 20,000 impressions per hour.\textsuperscript{16}

It was not long before the manufacture of curved stereo plates was perfected. These could be cast and fitted to a central cylinder, thus enabling printers to duplicate formes and run several machines at the same time.


\textsuperscript{15} J. Moran, *Printing Presses*, (1973), p. 188.

When the Paper Tax was repealed in 1861, and the problem of making curved stereos appeared to have been solved, the way was open for the development of printing from a continuous web of paper, and in 1866 the reel-fed rotary perfecting machine was patented by The Times. This machine was installed in 1868, and produced 10,500 perfected eight-page papers in an hour. From this time, web-fed rotary machines were installed by many daily newspapers and by the beginning of the twentieth century many of these machines were arranged in huge decks, printing from as many as eight reels simultaneously, and with all the processes (from feeding to folding and counting) mechanized.

These great revolutionary developments were almost entirely confined to London during the early years of the nineteenth century and it was not until the second half of the century that daily papers were established in the provinces. In the provincial towns where only small weeklies or biweeklies were produced, the printers were therefore adequately served by iron hand presses and flat-bed cylinder machines. This was very much the case in Reading, where the Mercury (which had the largest circulation) installed a cylinder press in 1846. It would appear that the Mercury was in fact well advanced for a provincial, newspaper for the machine in question was a two-cylinder Cowper and it was also steam driven.

The Berkshire Chronicle installed a ‘new and powerful’ machine in 1850; and from the size of newspaper produced on this press it was

18 The earliest of these was probably the Liverpool Telegraph & Shipping Gazette in 1826, but by the 1850s towns such as Manchester, Birmingham, Nottingham, and Darlington had daily papers.
19 Reading Mercury, cxxiv, Saturday 3 January 1846.
undoubtedly a cylinder machine, but it is not known whether or not it was steam driven. Unfortunately little evidence exists concerning the equipment used for the production of many of the smaller Reading newspapers between 1855 and 1905 and it is only possible to surmise their production methods. It is likely that some of them were produced on small hand-powered cylinder presses but many of the small short-lived newspapers such as the Berkshire Guardian, The Reading Times, the first Reading Standard, and the Reading Herald may well have been produced on hand presses. However, there were exceptions to this; for instance, in 1873, when the Berks Telegraph was bought by the syndicate which produced the Observer, a small steam engine was listed in the equipment taken over. This would suggest that the Telegraph had been printed on a power-driven press and, without doubt, the Reading Observer was produced on a power-driven cylinder press from its inception in 1873, for it would not have been able to respond to its rapid success if it had been printed on a hand-powered machine.

The Reading Standard, which was established in Newbury in 1886, was probably printed on a power-driven cylinder machine, for it has been suggested that the noise made by the gas or steam engine which powered the press caused the proprietor, William Hall, to be served a high court injunction in 1890 to prevent him from making a noise at night when printing the Newbury Express and the Reading Standard.21

20 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 1315, Saturday 5 October 1850, 34 1/4" deep x 24" wide.

21 Unfortunately, records of high court injunctions are not kept, and there is no record in the Public Record Office of any court case following such an injunction. However, William Hall moved his newspaper business to Reading in July 1892, so it is possible that such an injunction forced him to move the newspaper business from Newbury, although retaining his printing and stationery business there. This account was given to the author in 1965 by W. J. Pettengell, who was editor of the Reading Standard at that time and had been with the Standard since 1923. He was confident of the authenticity of this account.
As the more successful papers in Reading began to expand during the last quarter of the nineteenth century, they gradually moved from single-feeder machines to the more productive two-feeder Wharfedale machines: first the *Mercury* in 1878 (which had already been produced on a two-feeder Cowper), followed by the *Observer* in 1880 and the *Chronicle* in 1895, whilst the *Reading Standard* changed to a two-feeder in 1905. The rapidly expanding *Observer* was the first to change to a rotary press when, in May 1897, it installed a Hoe rotary perfector machine, together with a stereotyping plant, but it was some ten years before it was followed by the *Berkshire Chronicle*, which installed a Hoe two-unit rotary press in 1907.22

One area of newspaper production which left a lot to be desired was that of illustration. The normal method of providing illustrations in newspapers during the first half of the nineteenth century was to use woodcuts and wood engravings. These wooden blocks had to be drawn and then cut before they could be printed and, as the process often needed an artist to do the drawing and a craftsman to cut the block, their production was both expensive and time-consuming. Frequently the wooden blocks were not capable of withstanding the pressures of the cylinder and rotary presses and consequently an electrotype had to be made for the actual printing. As a result of the expense and the time needed for their manufacture, few newspapers included illustrations in their pages. There were some notable exceptions, such as the *London Illustrated News* which used news and pictures in its pages.23

---

22 See illustration overleaf.

23 The first edition of the *London Illustrated News* in 1842 contained 33 engravings.
The Hoe reel-fed rotary press 1873
(Source: St Bride Library)
The breakthrough came as experiments in photography progressed during the middle years of the nineteenth century. As the art of photography developed, more and more experiments were made towards the production of a commercially successful printing plate for letterpress printing.\textsuperscript{24} It is impossible to give accurate credit to all those who took part in the development of photoengraving, for the latter part of the nineteenth century was rich in research work on photographic processes.

In 1851, Robert Langton discovered a method of photographically transferring an artist's drawing onto the surface of a wooden block, which would then be engraved by hand.\textsuperscript{25} This process meant that the artist's original drawing was left intact, and also that the original could be enlarged or reduced. It was a short step from this process to that of zincography, where a line illustration would be transferred photographically to the surface of a sheet of zinc, which was then etched to leave the image in relief. This process was discovered in 1859 by Firmin Gillot, of Paris, and this method of block manufacture was in general use by about 1873.\textsuperscript{26}

Success was finally achieved when the half-tone plate was invented, which permitted continuous tone photographic images to be printed by the use of a relief plate. George Meisenbach, a German, produced the first practical halftone in 1881 by photographing the image to be reproduced through a screen consisting of two glass plates, each closely ruled with black lines and placed together so that the lines crossed one another.\textsuperscript{27}

The light passed through the screen and the size of the resulting dots varied according to the proportion of light passing through the individual squares. When this screened image was placed on the surface of a metal plate and subsequently etched, the result was a relief printing plate, which was covered with dots of varying surface size. Prints taken from such a plate give the impression of having a variety of tonal values, unlike the line block which appears in terms of black and white only.

From a news illustration point of view, the introduction of the halftone should have made a considerable impact, but unfortunately at that time there was no method of converting halftone plates in a way that would enable them to be printed on a rotary press. The only way that the national daily paper could reproduce a photograph was to re-draw it in line form, and a particular technique was developed in this connection.\(^{28}\) However, halftones could have been printed easily on the flat-bed cylinder presses used by most weekly provincial newspapers. Unfortunately, very little is known about the use by the provincial press of halftones at this time and this would seem to be a fertile area for further research.

What has come to light, however, is the fact that the Newbury Express produced a halftone illustration in its first edition in 1886 and excited a great deal of interest in so doing.\(^{29}\) It is not yet known whether this was the first example of a photograph in an English provincial newspaper, because so little work has been done in this area. However, it was certainly a very early example of the use of a halftone in newspapers in this country, for the first halftone in a national daily newspaper did not


\(^{29}\) *Newbury Express*, no. 1, Thursday 11 March 1886; see Chapter VIII.
appear until 1891. Nevertheless, it was not until November 1894 that halftones were next used in Reading, when they appeared in an edition of the *Reading Observer*. Charles Slaughter, who was one of the proprietors of the *Observer* at the time when these illustrations were reproduced, suggested that the *Observer* was one of the first provincial newspapers to use halftones successfully. If he is correct, then it would appear that the late nineteenth century provincial newspaper press missed an opportunity to gain an advantage over the national daily press, for the real breakthrough to effective half-tone reproduction in their rotary-printed newspapers did not come until 1904.

While great advances were being made in the techniques of machine printing, every en of type was still being set and distributed by hand. Attempts to produce mechanical composing machines in the first half of the nineteenth century had all resulted in failure, although machines designed and built by Charles Kastenbein in 1869 and Robert Hattersley in the same year were sufficiently successful to be used commercially. However, it was the Linotype machine made by Ottmar Mergenthaler in 1885 which was to revolutionize the newspaper composing room.

These machines used a keyboard similar to that of a typewriter and, when operated, a number of brass matrices were assembled in the order in which they were selected on the keyboard. When a full line was assembled, this line of matrices was then arranged so that molten type

---

30 *The Daily Graphic*, 4 November 1891.
31 *Reading Observer*, no. 1829, Saturday 24 November 1894.
32 *Reading Observer*, no. 4360, Saturday 30 August 1924.
metal could be forced through a slot and into the assembled moulds. This caused a whole line of type to be cast in one solid piece, hence the name 'Linotype'. The first installation of machines such as these in this country was at the *Newcastle Chronicle* in 1889, but this was very quickly followed by many others, and all four Reading papers, the *Berkshire Chronicle*, the *Reading Mercury*, the *Reading Observer*, and the *Reading Standard*, had installed Linotype machines by 1898.

Output from these machines averaged five thousand to six thousand ens per hour\(^\text{34}\) (although much higher figures could be reached under ideal conditions) and they were particularly suited to newspaper offices, in which they rapidly displaced hand composition. When it is considered that the average speed of a compositor setting by hand during the nineteenth century was approximately one thousand ens per hour,\(^\text{35}\) some measure of the importance of these machines to the improved setting of news text can be seen. Another advantage of the Linotype was that solid lines were very much easier to handle in the rush and bustle of newspaper production. There was, also, the additional advantage of being able to throw all the lines back into a metal melting pot to be reused when a job was complete.

By 1902 there were over 1,172 Linotype machines being used in Britain and the majority of these were in provincial newspaper offices.\(^\text{36}\) This is attributed to the fact that the provincial press was by this time showing signs of being extremely enterprising and to the fact that the compositors in London had greeted the Linotype with a formidable

---


amount of opposition. Many of them had feared that they would lose their jobs because of this new typesetting machine.

Developments in the areas of paper manufacture, the printing press, illustration, and typesetting were therefore probably those which most affected the newspaper industry during the nineteenth century. At first these developments were almost completely incorporated in the national daily press but, with the expansion of the newspaper industry in the provinces, particularly during the second half of the nineteenth century, many of these technical developments were adopted by the provincial daily and weekly newspapers as well. This trend in technological change is reflected in the development of the newspaper press in Reading into the early years of this century.

---

CHAPTER III

§

POST-REPEAL EXPANSION — 1855-1872

From the latter years of the eighteenth century and through the early decades of the nineteenth century, Parliament was increasingly under pressure to abolish the stamp taxes, and gradually the clamour for their repeal forced the government to comply.

The effect of the 'war of the unstamped press' during the early nineteenth century was such that the government was forced to reduce the Newspaper Stamp quite drastically from 4d. to 1d. in 1836, lowering the Paper duty from 3d. to 1½d. at the same time.¹

Further agitation led to the abolition of the Advertisement Duty in 1853, followed by the Newspaper Stamp Duty in 1855 and the Paper Duty in 1861 and, although all three affected the newspaper industry, the Newspaper Stamp Duty was the tax which had perhaps most aroused passions in the discussion leading to its abolition.

Those who opposed the movement to abolish the taxes were greatly concerned that such a move would lead to a cheap radical press, which it was thought, would spread 'dangerous ideas' to the 'dangerous classes'.²

This notion was expressed very clearly by the nineteenth century economist and statistician, J. R. McCulloch:

We much doubt whether the circulation of low-priced journals can ever be of advantage. Such papers are, speaking generally, addressed to the lower and poorer classes of the community; and their writers find it more to their advantage to flatter the prejudices entertained by their readers, and that espouse their peculiar views, how inconsistent soever these may be with the interests of society in general, than to inculcate sounder though less popular principles. Hence the revolutionary character of the greater number of the lower-priced papers, or, at least, of such of them as are read by the lower orders. This, perhaps, may be a necessary evil in a highly advanced country like this; but whether it be so or not, there can be no doubt of its existence, and of its formidable magnitude.³

Whilst it is perhaps possible to understand politicians and those of the landed and privileged classes holding such a view, it is less easy to follow the arguments of the Provincial Newspaper Society, which declared that the abolition of the stamp duties would be to:

...lower the character of the newspaper press in this country, by the competition for cheapness and by the increase in number of publications diminishing the means of incurring the large outlay made for every respectable journal.⁴

This Society was the major organization for proprietors of provincial newspapers and one would have thought that an increase in the number of provincial newspapers would be to the Society's advantage, leading, as it would, to an increase in both its membership and influence. However, it would appear that the Society was more concerned that its members should be men of substance and 'be GENTLEMEN in the true sense of the word'.⁵

---

By the 1840s however there existed a considerable anti-tax movement which campaigned vigorously against the continuation of press taxes, and organizations such as the ‘Association for Promoting the Repeal of the Taxes on Knowledge’ and the ‘London Committee for Obtaining the Repeal of the Duty on Advertisements’, both founded in 1849, represented the spearhead of that campaign.

Leading politicians such as Richard Cobden, Thomas Milner-Gibson, and John Bright, together with many other reformers, never lost an opportunity to attack the government on the subject and, by means of a carefully organized campaign, put their views not only to Parliament but also, through the newspaper press, to the general public. Their argument was that the newspaper duties restricted the market of printed journals by virtue of the excessive cost of such items. As Cobden said, with reference to the Stamp Tax:

So long as the penny lasts, there can be no daily press for the middle or working class. Who below the rank of a merchant or wholesale dealer can afford to take in a daily paper at fivepence? Clearly it is beyond the reach of the mechanic and shopkeeper.6

Another argument put forward by those agitating for repeal of the taxes was that they not only forced up the price of newspapers but were responsible for the high price of books as well, making them unavailable to those who were being educated to read:

We make a great stir about teaching everybody to read, and the state — that is, the nation — pays a quarter of a million a year in teaching children to do little more than read. Then we proceed to tax the very first thing that everybody reads. In this way the newspapers pay for the education of the country, for they find their expenses aggravated and

their circulation restricted by an impost about equal to the sum spent in educating the masses. But we have several times enlarged on the absurdity of a tax which, as it is a tax on news, is a tax on knowledge, and is thus a tax on light, a tax on education, a tax on truth, a tax on public opinion, a tax on good order and good government, a tax on society, a tax on the progress of human affairs, and on the working of human institutions. 7

Although the Times expressed the case for the repeal of the 'taxes on knowledge' so eloquently on this occasion, it should perhaps be noted that it usually took the opposite view and argued against a cheap press.

The government eventually succumbed to the pressure for repeal, and in June 1855 the Newspaper Stamp Bill became law, while abolition of the Excise Duty on Paper followed in 1861. Those, like John Bright, who predicted that freedom from the Stamp would enable the Press to expand, had their predictions amply fulfilled, for from 1855 the printing industry experienced tremendous growth.

This expansion was particularly evident in the area of newspaper and periodical production: new daily papers were established; weeklies, biweeklies and triweeklies multiplied; while magazines, periodicals, 'Popular Educators' in parts, and books, greatly increased in number. Printed matter of every kind became cheaper and more readily available to all levels of society. One indication of the tremendous expansion in newspaper production can be seen from figures published annually in the Newspaper Press Directory which in 1851 had stated that there were 563 journals in existence. In 1862, one year after the removal of the Paper Duty, Mitchell's Directory gave the total as 1,165 newspapers plus 213 magazines; by 1870 these totals had risen to 1,390 newspapers and 626 magazines; and in 1900 the numbers had risen to an amazing 2,488

7 The Times, 17 May 1854.
newspapers and 2,446 magazines; of the newspaper total in 1900 1,394 were in the English provinces.\(^8\)

Further evidence of the tremendous growth of the printing industry after 1855 can be seen by the figures gleaned from the census returns. These show that the numbers of people employed in printing in England and Wales increased from 23,000 in 1851 to 138,000 in 1911, representing a 600% increase, with London being the largest printing centre, where some 43,000 people were involved in the industry.\(^9\)

The repeal of the newspaper taxes coincided with a period of increasing prosperity during the 1850s and 1860s and this, together with the possibilities of using the press as a weapon in the cause of political reform, attracted many people to invest their money in the newspaper business. Improving communications in the form of the railways and the electric telegraph and increasing urbanization with its attendant market potential added considerably to the attraction of newspapers as possibly profitable enterprises.

According to Alan Lee, most of those who became newspaper proprietors were already involved in the printing and publishing industry, and those who were not tended to employ professionals to run their businesses for them.\(^10\) This was certainly true of all those who owned newspaper presses in Reading, as they were either printers, journalists, or members of families which owned local Reading papers.

---

\(8\) Mitchell's Newspaper Press Directory, 1851, 1862, 1870, and 1900.


Berkshire Journal of Agriculture and Commerce

In the light of this, it is perhaps not surprising to find that when the taxes were repealed in June 1855 the first people in Reading to embark on new press ventures were already involved with both printing and publishing. The first arrival was the Berkshire Journal of Agriculture and Commerce, started on 11 July 1855 (just ten days after the duty was removed), and printed and published by William Wallace Cowslade, the owner of the Reading Mercury. This paper sold not only in Reading but also in Newbury, where it appears to have been more successful, for it changed its title to Newbury Telegraph and Berkshire Journal of Agriculture and Commerce in November 1855. Its only competitor in Newbury at this time was the Newbury Journal, first started on 6 September 1855 and lasting just six months before it was incorporated into a new paper entitled the Berkshire Guardian.

Berkshire Guardian

This new paper was printed and published in Reading and a reference to its having incorporated the Newbury Journal appeared in the editorial of the first issue:

The projectors of the Berkshire Guardian have thought it advisable to take up the NEWBURY JOURNAL, as a basis, — a newspaper which has, in a very short period, attained a considerable circulation, and secured public respect. Added to this was the fact that this first copy of the Berkshire Guardian was numbered vol. I no. 26, suggesting that it had indeed taken over the six-month-old Newbury Journal and was continuing its numbering sequence.

11 See Chapter V.
BERKSHIRE JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE AND COMMERCE.

Agriculture.

The market during the week has presented a better appearance than it has done for a considerable time. The price of grain has remained quiet, and there is little change in the market. The supply of grain is sufficient to meet the demands of the week, and the demands are not very active. The price of grain has been steady, and there is little change in the market. The supply of grain is sufficient to meet the demands of the week, and the demands are not very active. The price of grain has been steady, and there is little change in the market.

Commercial.

The market has presented a better appearance than it has done for a considerable time. The price of grain has remained quiet, and there is little change in the market. The supply of grain is sufficient to meet the demands of the week, and the demands are not very active. The price of grain has been steady, and there is little change in the market. The supply of grain is sufficient to meet the demands of the week, and the demands are not very active. The price of grain has been steady, and there is little change in the market.

Imports and Export.

The market has presented a better appearance than it has done for a considerable time. The price of grain has remained quiet, and there is little change in the market. The supply of grain is sufficient to meet the demands of the week, and the demands are not very active. The price of grain has been steady, and there is little change in the market. The supply of grain is sufficient to meet the demands of the week, and the demands are not very active. The price of grain has been steady, and there is little change in the market.

Berkshire Journal of Agriculture and Commerce.

The Berkshire Journal of Agriculture and Commerce is a weekly newspaper that covers topics related to agriculture and commerce. It includes information on crop prices, market reports, and other relevant news.
It is likely that the *Newbury Journal* had been a four-page newspaper, for it was announced that the *Berkshire Guardian* was to be altered in size and would be printed as an eight-page paper with forty columns. The announcement also declared that the *Guardian* would be produced on good-quality paper, be printed from brand-new type and would form one of the cheapest provincial newspapers in the kingdom. Editors and reporters of long experience on the London and provincial press were engaged ‘...in order to render the *Berkshire Guardian* a newspaper of high class'\(^\text{13}\).

The theme of the paper was to be ‘The right to think — the right to differ — and the right to express that difference’, and this aim was printed at the bottom of the masthead.\(^\text{14}\)

The first issue of the *Berkshire Guardian* appeared on 27 February 1856 and it was to be published weekly on a Wednesday in three editions. The first edition was to be produced in time to be put onto the early morning trains to Basingstoke, Maidenhead and Hungerford, and was also despatched to other local towns which had a Wednesday market. The second edition, containing any later news which arrived during Wednesday morning, appeared at midday, while the third edition was to be published in the evening and was to contain the up-to-date London market news for the day. This evening edition was on sale in Reading, and was also sent to Newbury and other towns on the same evening as its publication. Regular subscribers could also obtain a copy by post.

The owners of the *Berkshire Guardian* must have intended to exploit the railway to the full, for the circulation area included (in

\(^{13}\) *Berkshire Guardian*, I, no. 26, Wednesday 27 February 1856.

\(^{14}\) Ibid.
addition to Reading) Newbury, Andover, Basingstoke, Maidenhead, Windsor, Abingdon, Hungerford, Marlborough, Swindon, Wantage, Faringdon, Odiham, Wokingham, and Guildford, all of which were readily accessible by rail.

The format of the paper was 19 1/2" deep by 15 1/2" wide and consisted of eight pages, each with five 15 em columns of type, and cost threepence, or fourpence if sent by post. According to the imprint it was printed and published for the proprietors by Benjamin Pechey Pask, a printer who had his business at 45 London Street, Reading.

Who the proprietors were, or how long this paper lasted, is not known, for there is little or no reference to it in newspaper handlists, or at Colindale, and only one known extant copy held in Reading Reference Library.15

Reading Advertiser and Berks Telegraph

One of the problems experienced by provincial newspaper proprietors, before the advent of the telegraphic system, was the acquisition of news, particularly national news, in time to typeset it and print it before that same news was on sale in the form of London papers, transported by the railway.

There was however a way around this problem, and that was for a local proprietor to sign a contract with a specialist London news agency company to supply him with from two to four pre-printed sheets. These pre-printed sheets contained much of the national and more general news, and to them the local proprietor could add local news and advertisements.

It is thought that a barrister by the name of Douglas Straight first thought of the idea in 1850, and Charles Knight certainly used the idea extensively with his *Town & Country Newspaper*, the publishing company of Cassells also supplying a considerable amount of material in this form. Unfortunately this area of newspaper production is somewhat lacking in documentation and would be an interesting area for further research.

John Read, a local Reading printer, adopted this method of production when he published the *Reading Advertiser* early in 1860 and, although it has not been possible to discover which company was supplying Read with the pre-printed sheets, it is known that he received two pre-produced pages to which he added two of his own. The paper was published every Saturday and cost either 1d. or 2d., presumably the twopenny edition being the charge for a copy sent by post.

The circulation area for the *Advertiser* was Reading, Wokingham, Henley, and Newbury, all of which were within easy reach of Reading by train. Unfortunately only a very small extract from one edition of the *Advertiser* is extant, and that is dated 11 October 1860. The extract is in fact the editorial for this particular edition and indicates that the paper was decidedly Liberal in its outlook, despite being listed in the *Newspaper Press Directory* as politically neutral.

---

18 *Reading Observer*, no. 4360, Saturday 30 August 1924.
19 George Lovejoy's Scrapbooks, Reading Reference Library.
At some point in 1862, the name of the paper was changed to the *Berks Telegraph*, still at the same price as the *Advertiser*, keeping the same circulation area but now openly professing to be a Liberal paper.\(^\text{20}\) As there are no copies of the paper from this period the reason for the change of name is not known, but it is possible that the company which was supplying John Read with pre-printed sheets from London entered into an arrangement to receive their news by electric telegraph, and wished to advertise the fact by changing the name of the paper to a more suitable one. The early 1860s certainly witnessed the formation of a number of news agencies created with the purpose of exploiting the telegraphic system, these companies offering to supply original articles, digests of news, and stereotyped matter for the use of its customers. The largest of these early agencies was the Central Press, founded by William Saunders and Edward Spender in 1862.\(^\text{21}\)

The *Berks Telegraph* appears to have become reasonably well established quite quickly in Reading, although with no circulation figures available it is difficult to assess the extent of its profitability. However, one measure of its success appeared in the first extant issue of the paper, dated 11 July 1869, in which a a full-page advertisement announced that the paper was 'now enlarged to 8 full pages - 48 columns'.\(^\text{22}\) At a price of 1\(^{1/2}\)d. the paper was very competitively priced compared with its two established local rivals, the *Reading Mercury* which cost 4d. and the *Berkshire Chronicle* at 3d. Perhaps another indication of the fact that the *Telegraph* had established something of a foothold in the Reading area

---


\(^\text{22}\) *Berks Telegraph*, no. 483, 16 July 1869.
was that it was able to resist the competition from the other newspapers started in the town during 1868, two of which (*The Reading Times* and *The Reading Standard*) each sold for 1d. and, like the *Telegraph*, declared their support for the Liberal cause. Unfortunately neither lasted for more than a few weeks. The third paper to appear at this time was the politically neutral *Reading Herald*, which sold at 1½d. (the same price as the *Telegraph*), and offered some competition until 1870 when it was sold and moved to Abingdon.24

The secondary, or sub-title, of the *Berks Telegraph* was *Henley Standard and General Advertiser for the Neighbouring Towns and Villages*, and perhaps this was another reason for John Read's success with the paper, for by restricting the circulation of the paper to places fairly close to Reading he did not need to be concerned with the expense of sending his paper to those larger towns further afield in Berkshire. Apart from Basingstoke, some 20 miles to the south of Reading, all the other towns or villages mentioned in the paper distribution area, such as Theale, Henley, Twyford, Wargrave and Bracknell, are within six miles of the town and easily reached by road or rail at this time. The *Telegraph* was also sold at thirteen newsagents or bookshops in the central part of the town, including the bookstalls at Reading's two railway stations.25

An inspection of the paper shows that the supplier of the pre-printed sheets produced pages 2, 3, 6 and 7, while John Read was responsible for printing local news and advertisements on the remaining pages. Altogether some thirty-one per cent of the paper's contents

23 See Chapter IV.

24 See Chapter IV.

25 *Berks Telegraph*, no. 483, Friday 16 July 1869.
contained advertising, suggesting that the paper enjoyed a reasonable circulation, and this percentage was maintained until early in 1873 when the amount of advertising dropped to around twenty-five per cent.

The Telegraph continued in this form until 1870, during which time the advertising content rose to around thirty-five per cent, perhaps justifying to some extent the paper's claim that it was 'the most profitable Medium for Advertising'. However, during 1870 a number of changes occurred, starting in July when a four-page edition at 1d. appeared, with no secondary or sub-title but with the words 'Special Edition' over the main title and no explanation for the sudden change. The same thing occurred in October of the same year except that on this occasion the price was reduced to ½d., but again there was no reason given for the paper appearing in this form. One explanation could be that the supply of pre-printed news from London did not arrive in time to meet the local deadline, so John Read carried on with his own four pages in order to satisfy his customers.

It is perhaps significant that it was during that year, 1870, that the Liberal Central Press agency was sold by its owner, William Saunders, to a group of Conservatives. The circumstances surrounding this sale are somewhat clouded by the fact that Saunders continued to run an agency under the same name until 1873, at which time the Conservative group obtained an injunction obliging him to change the name of his agency. This he did, calling his new company the Central News agency.

---

26 Berks Telegraph, no. 521, Friday 8 April 1870.
27 Berks Telegraph, no. 533, Friday 1 July 1870.
28 Berks Telegraph, no. 549, Friday 21 October 1870.
If Read was using Central Press, which is probable, its unreliability caused by the sale situation may explain why the *Berks Telegraph* was experiencing problems of news supply, and why the paper was produced in two editions per week in early 1871, with one eight-page edition at 1½d. and a four-page edition priced at 1d. 29 This state of affairs lasted until October 1871, when the *Telegraph* reverted to one eight-page edition per week, but with the cost reduced to 1d., which, according to the proprietor, was made possible by the 'liberal support' he had received from advertisers. 30

It could be that at this point John Read had decided to proceed with the production of the complete paper on his own, while using the services of Saunders' newly named company only for the supply of news items, an argument supported by the announcement which appeared in January 1872 under the heading of Latest News:

> We have much pleasure in stating that we have made arrangements with the 'Central News' Association to forward telegrams of all important events, Home and Foreign, up to the latest hour of going to press. Further arrangements are under consideration, and no pains will be spared to make the *Berks Telegraph* the best and most comprehensive News paper in the district. 31

If the pre-printed sheets had still been supplied by the Central Press agency, it would appear unnecessary for Read to need telegrams of Home and Foreign News, as he would only have been responsible for local news and advertisements, another indication perhaps that the *Telegraph* was now being produced in its entirety by John Read. The 'Further arrangements...' referred to here were for an improvement in the staffing

---

29 *Berks Telegraph*, no. 564, Friday 3 February 1871.

30 *Berks Telegraph*, no. 599, Friday 6 October 1871.

31 *Berks Telegraph*, no. 615, Friday 26 January 1872.
of the paper. This also lends weight to the argument that the *Berks Telegraph* was, from this point, completely in Read's hands.\textsuperscript{32}

Throughout the period of the *Berks Telegraph*'s existence, the advertising content had never risen above 31\%, except for a short period in 1870 when it was around 35\%. The revenue from this amount of advertising was presumably enough to support the paper in its earlier form, but now that John Read was attempting to produce an eight-page newspaper on his own he began to run into the difficulty of costs, and by the end of 1872, despite an increased weekly sale, he was forced to reduce the size of the paper to four pages. In an editorial in December 1872 the editor, after giving a brief history of the paper, states that, despite the fact that

\begin{quote}
...the sale has increased week by week...the result has been a very serious loss to the proprietors as the cost of paper and the printing has not been covered by the amount received for the sale and the advertisements.\textsuperscript{33}
\end{quote}

This puts the blame squarely on the lack of advertising revenue, and also suggests perhaps that the paper was underpriced, particularly when compared with the *Telegraph*'s two rivals, the *Berkshire Chronicle* and the *Reading Mercury*, which were still selling at 3d, and 4d. respectively. The solution to the problem, as Read saw it, was to reduce the paper to four pages but to increase the contents of those four pages by using smaller type and narrower margins and columns.\textsuperscript{34}

Despite this move and a promise to subscribers that their interests would be amply catered for, the *Berks Telegraph* appears to have been in decline, and by January 1873 the advertising accounted for only 25\% of

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{32} *Berks Telegraph*, no. 663, Friday 27 December 1872.  
\textsuperscript{33} Ibid.  
\textsuperscript{34} Ibid.
\end{flushright}
the paper's contents. It continued in this four-page form until the end of
July 1873, when it was merged into a new Liberal paper, the Reading
Observer. Throughout the last months of the Telegraph's existence, Read
had doubtless been negotiating with those who were to form the
ownership syndicate for the new paper, and dealing with the need for new
staff, more capital, and new machinery and type — all of which were
necessary before the Reading Observer could be launched on 2 August
1873.

35 Berks Telegraph, no. 664, 3 January 1873.
36 See Chapter VII.
CHAPTER IV

§

THE EXPANSION CONTINUES — 1868-1912

After the initial flurry of newspaper activity between 1855 and 1860, Reading's press entered a short period of comparative calm, the two established papers (the Reading Mercury and the Berkshire Chronicle) competing with the new Berks Telegraph for custom. This state of affairs existed until 1868, during which year attempts were made to launch three new papers, and there followed a period of some eighteen years when a further seven newspapers were started, although only two of these (the Reading Observer and the Reading Standard) existed for any length of time.¹

The Reading Times and Reading Herald

Some time during August or early September 1868, a newspaper prospectus appeared in Reading, advertising a new Liberal paper, to be called The Reading Times.² The proposed new paper was to be a weekly, priced at 1d., and the prospectus stated that the first edition of the paper would appear on Saturday 19 September 1868. In addition, the prospectus announced the aims and objectives of the new paper: apart from being

¹ See Chapters VII and VIII.
² Reading Times, Prospectus 1868. See illustration overleaf.
To the Inhabitants of Reading and its Vicinity.

This is an age of progress, and as the Press is one of the principal bulwarks of England, it behoves all who have the welfare of their Country at heart, to do their best to promote so laudable an undertaking, calculated to further the interest of their fellow-creatures. To attain that end is the wish of the Proprietors of this Publication, who are determined not to leave a stone unturned to accomplish their purpose. We do not say that Reading and Berkshire are without advocates connected with the Press. We are aware that there are in this neighbourhood papers well-conducted and under most able management, and, in stating that in this borough, a medium is required, which will advocate the wants and suit the pockets of the humbler classes, it is not in the way of disparagement to these old-established papers.

Reforms of every description have taken place. Taxes on knowledge are entirely removed, and the time has arrived that men will boldly advocate those principles, for the furtherance of the cause of Reform and Retrenchment. But, hitherto Reading has made no movement with a view to fill up the gap, and it is to do this, that the Proprietors have determined to launch forth a paper, that in every way shall meet those requirements. It is our intention to make its literature purely local, to supply full and faithful reports of all public proceedings, to libel no man, at the same time to write the truth, to adjust a grievance wherever it is found to exist, and altogether to be the means of blending classes together. In fact, our duties will be to write plain local leading articles, setting forth, to the best of our ability, facts as they really exist. The price will be only ONE PENNY, and for that we shall supply as good a report, if not more truthful, than those which have appeared in contemporary issues. Although a working man's paper, the welfare of the middle and upper classes will be advocated. It will contain reports connected, not only with Reading, but with the towns and villages in the county. Our first number will appear on SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19th.

We should like the public to understand that this paper is not a mere mushroom, just sprung into existence, but that it has already an extensive circulation in Newbury and its surrounding district; but Reading being the centre and most populated town, has determined the Proprietors to transfer their head office there. Upwards of 1000 papers will be freely distributed in the town of Reading, and the distribution will continue until a good circulation is obtained. The whole responsibility and entire management will devolve on Mr. P. J. Lock, to whom, as Editor, all communications must be addressed at Reading.

Yours faithfully,

P. J. LOCK, one of the Proprietors.

Prospectus for The Reading Times September 1868
politically Liberal, it was to ‘advocate the wants and suit the pockets of
the humbler classes’. Further to this the prospectus stated:

> It is our intention to make its literature purely local, to supply full and
faithful reports of all public proceedings, to libel no man, at the same
time to write the truth, to adjust a grievance wherever it is found to exist,
and altogether to be the means of blending classes together.

Despite the declared intention to be a workingman’s paper, *The
Reading Times* was also to advocate the ‘welfare of the middle and upper
classes’, no doubt in an attempt to appeal to all classes of society in the
Reading district.

Although the prospectus advertised *The Reading Times* as a new
paper to the inhabitants of Reading, it stated that it was

> ...not a mere mushroom, just sprung into existence, but that it has
already an extensive circulation in Newbury and its surrounding district.

It was presumably published in Newbury under the title of the *Newbury
Times*, although there appears to be virtually no record of such a title in
any reference work. The only mention made of it suggests that it lasted
for about a year, but it does not give a date for the termination of its short
existence.\(^3\) If the *Newbury Times* had existed during the early part of
1868, it would have been in direct competition with the *Newbury Weekly
News*, which had been launched by James Blackett and Thomas Wheildon
Turner in February 1867,\(^4\) and which has survived as the lone Newbury
newspaper up to the present time. It may well have been this competition
which determined the proprietors to transfer the *Newbury Times* to
Reading, which, as the most populated town in the county, would have
offered a larger audience for a struggling newspaper.

---


\(^4\) *Newbury Weekly News*, no. 1, 7 February 1867.
The proprietors of *The Reading Times*, as it was subsequently called, were Francis John Lock, who was responsible for the entire management of the *Times* and was also its editor, and Henry Ford, who was in charge of the printing and publishing of the paper, from 12 Chain Street in Reading.

In order to gain a circulation for *The Reading Times*, the proprietors proposed to distribute up to 1,000 free copies in and around the town of Reading, and that free distribution was to continue until a good circulation had been obtained. The format of the paper was 19\(\frac{3}{4}\)" deep x 12\(\frac{1}{2}\)" wide, and it consisted of eight pages, each with four 15-em columns. Both copies of *The Reading Times* which are extant are uncut, showing that the paper was printed sheetwork on the press, with four pages to view. Whether or not the paper was distributed in this uncut state is not known, although this was not an unusual method of presenting a newspaper during the nineteenth century, as demonstrated by the famous painting 'Waiting for *The Times*', which shows an uncut version of that great paper being read by a gentleman, while another waits patiently for his turn to read.

The circulation of *The Reading Times* was declared to have been 2,000 copies for the week ending Saturday 17 October, but whether this figure included any free copies or not is not stated.

---

5 *Reading Times*, Prospectus, 1868.

6 *Reading Times*, no. 6, Saturday 24 October 1868.


8 *Reading Times*, no. 6, Saturday 24 October 1868.
Unfortunately, *The Reading Times* did not exist for very long, for by the end of November the two proprietors had parted company and were each publishing journals on their own. The breakup of the partnership does not seem to have been due to the failure of the paper, for if the circulation figures are correct it would appear to have been showing signs of early success. There were, however, some serious disagreements between the partners over the way the paper was run, resulting in Henry Ford moving to Broad Street, Reading, where he started a paper called the *Reading Standard*. 9

The last issue of *The Reading Times* probably appeared on Saturday 14 November 1868, yet within a week both Lock and Ford had published new papers, Francis Lock in fact producing the first edition of his new paper on Wednesday 18 November.

Lock’s new paper was called the *Reading Herald*, and in the first issue he explained the reason for the apparent change of title and the breakup of the partnership:

> It is possible that the inhabitants of Reading and the neighbourhood will be surprised to find that we have altered the title of our paper... One of the proprietors, who is a Conservative, ignores the claims of our Subscribers, and wishes to publish a paper when and how he pleases. To this we objected, as also to the carelessness with which the previous numbers have been printed. We have constantly endeavoured to let the number of mistakes be as few as possible; but through wild carelessness our corrections have been neglected. 10

To refer to his ex-partner as a ‘Conservative’ was no doubt the height of insult, as far as Francis Lock was concerned, and was possibly an attempt to influence *The Reading Times* Liberal clientele against buying any paper Henry Ford was going to produce. Ford’s new paper, the *Reading

---

9 See below, p. 56.

10 *Reading Herald*, no. 1, Wednesday 18 November 1868.
*Standard*, certainly professed to be a Liberal paper, which tends to support that theory.

It would also appear that John Lock had rushed into print with his new paper in order to claim for himself the clientele, which had already been established, in advance of Henry Ford. The speed of producing the new paper was such that Lock had to apologize to the public for the lack of local news in the first copy, which was produced in remarkably quick time, starting production at 6 a.m. and being read by the inhabitants of Reading twelve hours later.\(^\text{11}\)

The format of the *Reading Herald* was 20\text{1/2}" deep x 14\text{1/2}" wide and consisted of four pages, priced at 1d., but this was only for the first three issues, for copy number four was enlarged to eight pages.\(^\text{12}\) This enlargement had been promised in one of the earlier issues, but the price of the fourth issue was increased to 2d. and included a supplement, which consisted of a single leaf measuring 13\text{1/2}" deep x 10" wide, and on which was printed a large black 3-em border, enclosing an obituary for a Dr. Cowan.\(^\text{13}\) As this was printed on one side only, it appears to have been a very expensive supplement to buy; however, as Dr. Cowan was an extremely well-known and popular member of Reading society Lock no doubt decided to profit from the unfortunate doctor’s death.

---

\(^{11}\) *Reading Herald*, no. 1, Wednesday 18 November 1868.

\(^{12}\) *Reading Herald*, no. 4, Saturday 5 December 1868.

\(^{13}\) Dr Cowan was the senior physician at Reading's Berkshire Hospital and was deeply immersed in the social life of the town. He and George Lovejoy, the bookseller, were instrumental in the founding of Reading’s second Mechanics Institution, and Dr Cowan was its first president. He was a very eloquent speaker and always drew a capacity audience when he spoke publicly in the town. When he died, all the businesses in the town closed as a mark of respect and many private houses also displayed signs of mourning.
This high price was possibly only a temporary one, for in the last issue of the Reading Herald for 1868 there appeared an announcement that from the beginning of 1869 the price of the paper would reluctantly have to be raised to 1½d; it would therefore no longer be the cheapest of the Reading newspapers.\(^\text{14}\) At this time the Berks Telegraph was also 1½d. for an eight-page paper, while the Chronicle cost 3d. and the Mercury 4d.; the only local paper to remain at 1d. was the Reading Standard, although this paper does not appear to have survived for long.

Despite the rise in price, the Herald boasted of its success and referred in its editorial to the fact that the demand for the paper had been so great that many regular readers had been unable to obtain copies.\(^\text{15}\) From the typographic point of view, the paper certainly shows signs of good page make-up and of good presswork, and without doubt was the best-looking of the Reading papers at this time. The editor also went to great pains to explain to the public that he was going to make the paper suitable for 'the reading of every respectable family in the neighbourhood', and he was going to start with 'the suppression of all objectionable quack advertisements from our advertisement columns'.

At some point between the end of January and the middle of July 1869, the paper added 'Newbury Telegraph, Oxford Advertiser' to its already rather lengthy title, which now read Reading Herald, Newbury Telegraph, Oxford Advertiser, Wokingham Herald, Henley Chronicle, Basingstoke News, Thatcham Mercury, General Advertiser for Berks, Hants, Wilts, Bucks, Oxon and Somerset.\(^\text{16}\) Apart from the paper's main

\(^\text{14}\) Reading Herald, no. 7, Thursday 24 December 1868.

\(^\text{15}\) Ibid.

\(^\text{16}\) Reading Herald, no. 36, Saturday 17 July 1869.
title of *Reading Herald* and the two recent additions, all the other names appearing in the *Herald’s* secondary title had been used for *The Reading Times*, and it is interesting to note that its circulation area appears to have been predominantly in towns and villages to the west of Reading.

During August 1869, Lock also commenced printing a Wednesday edition\(^\text{17}\) costing the same price as the Saturday edition which, during the period between January and August 1869, had been reduced again to 1d. It may well have been that when Lock raised the price of the *Herald* to 1½d. in December 1868 he lost custom, and was forced to reduce the price to maintain sales.

The lowering of the price, and attempts to gain further revenue by attracting people to buy a midweek edition of the *Herald*, were possibly all slightly desperate manoeuvres to keep the paper alive, for in May 1870 the paper was purchased by George Rippon of Summertown, Oxford. He was the proprietor of the *Abingdon Herald and Wallingford Chronicle*, which had been established in 1867 and which was distributed in much the same circulation area as Lock's *Reading Herald*.\(^\text{18}\) Rippon combined the two publications and the new paper was renamed the *Reading and Abingdon Herald*, the first issue appearing on Saturday 14 May. This title, however, was shortlived and it seems likely that the paper's success lay in its distribution in Abingdon and district rather than in the Reading locality, for at the end of August the title was altered yet again, this time to the *Abingdon and Reading Herald*. With this title it continued until October 1883, when ‘Reading’ was dropped from the masthead and it was thus known as the *Abingdon Herald*.

\(^{17}\) *Reading Herald*, no. 40, Wednesday 11 August 1869.

\(^{18}\) *Abingdon Herald and Wallingford Chronicle*, no. 147, Saturday 7 May 1870.
George Rippon continued printing and publishing this paper from his printing works in Oxford, although he used an address at 78 Broad Street, Reading, for the collection of local news, but from a glance through the editions of the Reading and Abingdon Herald it will be apparent that most of the paper’s contents concerned events in the Abingdon district and that little news or advertising related to Reading; indeed it is surprising that George Rippon persevered for thirteen years before finally changing the name to identify his paper solely with Abingdon.

**Berkshire Weekly Times and Berkshire Weekly News**

Having disposed of the Reading Herald, it was not too long before Francis Lock was once again involved with a newspaper venture. An entry appears in Mitchell’s Newspaper Press Directory listing a newspaper called the Berkshire Weekly Times, the proprietor of which was F. J. Lock. According to this entry, the paper was established in August 1871, was politically neutral, was circulated in Reading and throughout the county, and contained the local and district news and advertisements and a ‘selection of general intelligence’. Unfortunately there are no extant copies of this paper, so nothing is known of the regularity of publication, of its format, size or price; indeed the only reference to its existence is the one entry listed above.

However there are two copies of a newspaper called the Berkshire Weekly News and Windsor and Eton Gazette in the British Library, which stated in the imprint that it was published by Francis J. Lock at 50 Oxford Street, Reading. This was a four-page newspaper measuring 24½" deep x 19" wide, with seven 15-em columns, selling for 1d., and which, according to the masthead, was 'printed by steam power'. The first of

---

these extant copies is numbered '177' followed by '(BWN No. 3)' and appeared on Saturday 9 March 1872. This double numbering suggests that Lock may have changed the name of his Berkshire Weekly Times to encompass the Windsor and Eton area and that it had been published more than once a week to arrive at number 177 by March 1872. Alternatively Lock may have acquired another newspaper, which had already published 174 editions in the Windsor and Eton area and which he renamed when he took it over. Unfortunately, despite a careful search, no evidence has so far come to light concerning the existence of such a newspaper in the Windsor area which could have been subject to a takeover, and as copies of the first two editions have not survived there is no printed explanation concerning the paper's history.

According to a notice appearing in the third edition of the Berkshire Weekly News, the paper had a 'guaranteed circulation', although no figures are given to indicate the extent of this guaranteed sale. As well as the ordinary sales of the paper by newsagents and boys, the proprietor also guaranteed the distribution of five hundred copies every week to hotels, inns, public houses, literary institutions, reading rooms, and all places of public resort in Berkshire and the surrounding counties.20

In order to guarantee such a circulation to these establishments, many of these copies must have been free and, while such a distribution might have been of interest to those who wished to place advertisements in the paper, it was no doubt very expensive for Lock to maintain if there was insufficient advertising revenue to pay for it. It is likely that the expense of this distribution ploy was responsible for the paper's apparently short life, for apart from the one entry in Mitchell's Newspaper

---

20 *Berkshire Weekly News and Windsor and Eton Gazette*, no. 177 (BWN no. 3), Saturday 9 March 1872.
Press Directory for 1871, and two extant editions of the paper, nothing more is known of it.

Lock might also have lost some of his revenue due to the dishonesty of his staff, for a notice appeared in the same edition (BWN No. 3) stating that W. H. Hind Junior, of 17 Horn Street, Reading, had been discharged from Lock's employ in December 1871, and that he had no authority to collect Lock's accounts.21

Of Francis J. Lock himself, virtually nothing is known, except that prior to his arrival in Reading he had been a member of the 2nd Devon Rifle Volunteers and was, it seems, an excellent shot. At some point in 1871 he had published a book called The Volunteer's Friend and during the same year he had been chosen, with two others, as reserve for a shooting competition called the 'Eight Twenty' held at Wimbledon.22 Apart from this brief insight into Lock's character, the rest of his life is something of a mystery.

Reading Standard and Newbury Guardian

After the breakup of The Reading Times partnership, Henry Ford, like Francis Lock, endeavoured to publish a newspaper of his own as soon as possible, no doubt in an attempt to maintain some continuity with the clientele already interested in The Reading Times. Unfortunately, Ford had to move premises to 19 Broad Street before he could embark on his new venture, and it was perhaps this delay that enabled Francis Lock to produce his newspaper first.

21 Berkshire Weekly News and Windsor and Eton Gazette, no. 177, (B.W.N. no. 3), Saturday 9 March 1872.
22 Ibid.
Ford's new paper was called the *Reading Standard and Newbury Guardian*, and the first edition appeared on Saturday 21 November 1868.\(^{23}\) The format was 19\(\frac{3}{4}\)" deep x 12\(\frac{1}{2}\)" wide, consisted of eight pages, and was priced at 1d.; its style and typographic layout, including the use of the head title block, were identical to that of *The Reading Times*. According to the masthead, the *Reading Standard* had incorporated *The Reading Times*, and, from all appearances, it would seem that Henry Ford had been the prime mover in the establishment of *The Reading Times*, and responsible for its production.

The secondary title for Ford's paper was *Wokingham Chronicle, Henley Herald, Basingstoke Mercury and Thatcham News, General Advertiser for Berks, Hants, Wilts, Bucks, Oxon and Somerset*, and it is apparent that Francis Lock, in producing his newspaper before Ford, had used the secondary titles of *The Reading Times* and forced Henry Ford (who would obviously have wished to use the same sub-titles in his own paper for continuity) to transpose the names. Thus the 'Wokingham Herald' and the 'Henley Chronicle' became the 'Wokingham Chronicle' and the 'Henley Herald' and so on.\(^{24}\)

Despite Francis Lock's accusation that Henry Ford was a Conservative, the *Reading Standard* demonstrates a strong Liberal bias in the only two extant copies. The paper does not appear to have existed for very long, however, and although a number of cuttings in one of George Lovejoy's scrapbooks refers to 'The Standard' it is unlikely that they are from the *Reading Standard*.\(^{25}\) These cuttings are for dates

\(^{23}\) *Reading Standard and Newbury Guardian*, no. 1, Saturday 21 November 1868.

\(^{24}\) See p. 52.

\(^{25}\) George Lovejoy's Scrapbooks, Reading Reference Library.
between 30 August 1872 and 28 June 1878 and, if they were taken from the Reading paper, would suggest that it had existed for at least ten years from its first issue. It does seem unlikely that all but two copies of a newspaper which had existed for ten years should have been lost or destroyed and that no other records concerning the paper should have survived.26 The cuttings in question deal with national issues and it is therefore highly probable that they were cut from editions of the famous Standard, a national daily published at this time.

In 1886 another paper was established in Reading with the title Reading Standard and it has been suggested that apart from the name there was no connection between the two papers.27 However, Henry Ford ran a printing business in Newbury and the second Reading Standard sprang out of the Newbury Express, published by the Newbury printer William Hall; these Newbury connections therefore do hint at the possibility of some common background.

Reading Examiner and Berkshire County Chronicle

Early in 1872, when Lock's Berkshire Weekly News appears to have ceased publication, another new paper appeared in Reading, called the Reading Examiner and published by George Richard Smith in King's Road, Reading. Smith owned a general commercial and ornamental printing business, and also acted as an agent for newspapers published outside the town. Although it is not certain exactly when he started his

\[\text{26 The only extant copies of the Reading Standard and Newbury Guardian are no. 1, for Saturday 21 November 1868, and no. 2, for Saturday 28 November 1868.}\]

own printing company, his interest in newspapers was first apparent with the appearance of the *Reading Examiner*.28

Although Smith’s name appeared as the publisher on this new paper, the *Reading Examiner* was in fact printed and published by William Edwin Baxter at 15 Duke Street, London. Baxter was responsible for publishing and printing a number of other papers in London and the south-eastern counties. Smith’s contribution to the *Examiner* would appear to have been to supply reports of local events, to gather local advertising, and to be responsible for sales and distribution in the Reading area.

By the 1870s, W. E. Baxter was the owner of the largest chain of newspapers in the country and was an extremely influential man in provincial newspaper publishing, particularly in the south of England. Born at Lewes in Sussex in 1808 and educated at the local grammar school, he had started work in his father’s bookselling and publishing business which had been established at Lewes during the early years of the nineteenth century. His father, John, had originally worked as a publisher in Paternoster Row in London, before ill health had forced him to move away from the city and retire to the south coast, where he started a bookshop. It was not long, however, before John Baxter was involved in various publishing activities, starting with local histories, and when William Baxter started work in 1829 he found himself in a publishing office rather than a bookseller’s.

During 1836-7, the Baxters embarked on the publication of the *Sussex Agricultural Express*, and such was their reputation in the county

---

28 Neither George Richard Smith nor his company are listed in the 1871 census, so it must be assumed that the company was formed late in 1871 or early in 1872.
that before the paper was printed they had a subscription list of some fifteen hundred names, including the majority of the landed gentry and wealthy farmers in the district. The paper was a success, and William Baxter followed this with the Surrey Standard, which he launched after a request from Conservatives in Surrey who wished to promote their political party interests. This paper was followed by the Kent Mail in 1839, and in 1849 he took over the running of the Sussex Agricultural Express which, to that point, had been run by his father. Baxter produced a local edition of the Express for Hastings in 1853 and two years later, in 1855, produced the South London Journal. During 1862 he started a number of other newspapers (at Dorking, Tunbridge Wells, and Worthing) followed in 1863 by papers at Eastbourne, Chichester, and Sutton, although most of these were local editions of other newspapers.29

Between 1854 and 1855, Baxter had been the president of the Provincial Newspaper Society, and when the Stamp Duty was lifted in 1855, he fought a vociferous battle for the Society’s members to retain the right of transmission and re-transmission of their newspapers through the post. Through his efforts that right continued until the repeal of the Stamp and the cessation of the special privilege of free postage in 1870.

During 1866 Baxter acquired the County Chronicle and Mark Lane Journal and embarked on a newspaper business which endeavoured to supply newspapers in a 50-mile radius of London. The business had already been established to do this, but under Baxter’s guidance special editions were produced which had the same, or very similar, news and

advertising content but different titles according to the town of publication.  

Advertisers were attracted by the possibility of their advertisements appearing in all the editions and Baxter went to great pains to point out that the *County Chronicle* had a total circulation of 100,000 copies, which was considerably greater than any other paper in the distribution area.  

At this time the *County Chronicle* was listed as having the tenth largest annual circulation amongst English provincial newspapers, while the *Reading Mercury*, with 55,000, was listed as thirty-third and the *Berkshire Chronicle* as eighty-fifth.

Baxter owned the *Windsor and Eton Herald* and in early January 1871 this paper's title was changed to the *Windsor and Eton Herald and Berkshire County Chronicle*. It would seem likely that George Smith acted as a local agent for this paper when he first established his own business in Reading. William Baxter was a successful newspaper owner, with an obvious flair for extending the circulation of his papers, and it was no doubt the prospect of selling more papers in the town of Reading that prompted the subsequent introduction, in February 1872, of the additional title to the Windsor paper of 'Reading Examiner'.

The *Reading Examiner* consisted of eight pages, each with six 15-em columns and a format of 24" deep x 17½" wide, and sold for 1d. per copy. Prior to this particular edition the paper's full title had been the

---


31 These figures are from the Government Returns of Stamped Circulations for the year ending 30 June 1870.

32 Ibid.
Windsor and Eton Herald, Maidenhead and Slough Journal and Berkshire County Chronicle, but the Maidenhead and Slough parts of the title were dropped when Reading was added.33 The words 'Reading Examiner' were printed over the old masthead in 24-point Egyptian Expanded capitals, but this did not last for very long, for at the beginning of July 1872 the 24-point title had been replaced by 12-point Roman light, and appeared to be almost insignificant.34 The reason for this change in title size is not apparent, but it may have resulted from the much lower sales figures in the Reading area than anticipated. Certainly the advertising content of the paper, which was some thirty-eight per cent, contained few advertisements for Reading people.

William Baxter died on 7 January 1873 and the chairmanship of his newspaper was taken over by his wife, who was executrix for his estate. During the period after his death, there appears no change in the form or content of the paper until January 1874, when the words 'Windsor and Eton Herald', which had previously appeared in one-inch high decorated letters curved over a royal crest, were cut from the head title and were replaced by the words 'Reading Examiner' in 48-point Roman letters, while the words 'Windsor and Eton Herald' were pushed down to 24-point Roman capitals under the royal crest.35

Again there is no explanation for this change in the emphasis of the title, but it is possible that this represented yet another attempt to increase newspaper sales in the Reading area.

33 Reading Examiner, Windsor and Eton Herald and Berkshire County Chronicle, no. 185, Saturday 17 February 1872.

34 Reading Examiner, no. 206, Saturday 13 July 1872.

35 Reading Examiner, no. 283, Saturday 3 January 1874.
Despite the fact that the imprint of the Reading Examiner named William Baxter's executrix as the publisher, it is likely that his papers were being managed for Mrs Baxter by their son, who eventually took over the network which continued to prosper under his guidance. However, the number of County Chronicles was gradually reduced to four after Baxter's death, and the Reading Examiner was possibly the last of these to close, when it ceased publication in early August 1874. The last extant issue is dated 8 August of that year. Nothing in the contents of that edition suggest that the paper was about to cease, but a handwritten note on the British Library copy of this last extant issue states that it was discontinued at this date.

**Reading Express and Berkshire Independent**

Just a little over four years after his seemingly peripheral involvement with the Reading Examiner, George Smith was once again concerned with a local newspaper, when he published the first edition of The Reading Express and Berkshire Independent towards the end of October 1878. On this occasion, however, Smith appears to have been more directly involved with the paper's fortunes, for the imprint states that it was both printed and published at the Express office in King's Road, Reading. It was from this address, in fact, that Smith was to run his printing business until 1924.

---


37 *Reading Examiner*, no. 314, Saturday 8 August 1874, last extant issue in British Library, Colindale.


39 The last reference to Smith's business being at this address is an entry in *Kelly's Reading Directory* for 1924.
The *Reading Express* started life as a four-page paper, measuring 28" deep x 20" wide, with seven 15½-em columns per page, and sold for 1d. Initially it was published once a week, on a Thursday unlike its local rivals, the *Reading Mercury*, *Berkshire Chronicle* and the *Reading Observer*, all of which were produced on Saturdays. No doubt this midweek publication time was a planned strategy by Smith to avoid having to compete for sales on the same day that the three local rival papers were published.

A shortlived Liberal newspaper called the *Berkshire Independent* had previously been published in Reading, in November 1850. The printer and publisher of this early paper was James Macaulay, and although he was still in business in Reading in 1878 there appears to be no evidence to connect George Smith's paper with the earlier publication.

Unfortunately, the early issues of the *Reading Express* are missing, the first extant copy being number 28, for 10 April 1879; consequently it is not possible to discover much about its inception. An advertisement which appears in the *Newspaper Press Directory*, however, lists it as being:

> independent of political questions, but in every sense a popular journal, being, not only extensively circulated in the town, but has numerous agencies all over the county.

The evidence suggests that the *Reading Express* was enjoying some success, for it had survived the first six months of its life and was drawing in enough advertising to fill 50% of its space. Then in early May 1879 an announcement appeared, stating that the *Reading Express* was to be

---

40 *Berkshire Independent*, no. 1, Saturday 30 November 1850.

41 *Mitchell's Newspaper Press Directory*, 1879, p. 188.
enlarged to eight pages, which would make it 'the largest penny paper published in Berkshire'.

The first eight-page edition appeared on Thursday 8 May, and with the increase in the number of pages came a slight change in the format, the size changing to 24¾" deep x 17½" wide with six 15½-em columns per page. The editorial for the first issue in the new size explains the reason for the paper's enlargement:

Our readers will not be surprised at the enlarged form of our issue this week, for, apart from the announcement of our intention to increase the size of the paper, the necessity has doubtless been apparent to all. The pressures upon our space have been very great even from the commencement, and we have rarely been enabled to find adequate room for all the multifarious items that week by week flowed in upon us.

From this editorial it would appear that the Express had enjoyed success from its birth, and this may possibly have been due to the fact that it was non-political and was directed at the family. Its price, at 1d., would have made it a direct competitor of the vociferously Liberal Reading Observer but cheaper than the threepenny Berkshire Chronicle and the fourpenny Reading Mercury: perhaps this too helped towards its apparent success.

Two weeks after the increase to eight pages, the numbering of the Express changed, suddenly jumping to 69 from the previous week's number of 34, and a notice on the back page of this issue stated that the Reading Express was not only the largest penny newspaper in the county but also the only midweekly that issued two editions each week: on a Thursday and on a Saturday. There is no indication that this second

42 Reading Express and Berkshire Independent, no. 32, Thursday 1 May 1879.
43 Reading Express and Berkshire Independent, no. 33, Thursday 8 May 1879.
44 Reading Express and Berkshire Independent, no. 69, Thursday 22 May 1879.
edition was an innovation, and it is possible that before this change in numbering a second edition had been produced each week, bearing the same weekly number as the Thursday edition. Indeed, if this numbering change was effected to give each of the two weekly editions a separate number, then it would seem that the Reading Express had published two editions per week from its inception. Unfortunately, there are no extant copies of the Saturday edition and it is therefore not possible to determine exactly when they started or how different the two editions were in content or advertising.

From this date, the numbering of the Express increased by 2 each week until the edition on Thursday 30 October 1879, which was numbered 115 and which was followed by number 118 on Thursday the following week. This change suggests perhaps that a special edition had been published during that time. Another interesting break in the normal numbering sequence occurred for the papers published during the last week of May 1883,\footnote{Reading Express and Berkshire Independent, no. 486, Thursday 24 May 1883, followed by no. 491, Thursday 31 May 1883.} when the increase in the issue numbers suggests that the Express was published on each of the six days from one Thursday to the next (presumably Sunday being excluded). This particular break in numbering sequence lasted for just one week and from then on the numbering was consistent with the normal production of two editions per week.

The early editions of the Reading Express were clean and uncut, and reasonably well printed, but by the middle of 1880 the quality of the whole production was showing signs of deterioration. Bad make-up, with bent and broken rules, together with badly aligned columns, was made to look worse by very bad press make-ready and poor inking. This poor
quality remained, showing very little, if any, improvement right up to the last known issue of the paper in December 1884.  

During 1879, George Smith published a localized edition of the *Express* for the town of Henley under the title of the *Henley Express*, and a year later published another localized edition called the *Wokingham Express*. Each of these editions was published on Friday for Saturday, but how much news they contained directly relevant to the towns they served is not known as there are no extant copies of these specialized editions.

The last extant edition of the *Reading Express* is for 20 December 1884 but, although a notice appears in this copy stating that the paper would only be published in one edition during Christmas week, there is no indication in that issue that the paper was likely to cease publication.  

*Mays Press Directory* for 1885, however, lists both the *Henley Express* and the *Wokingham Express* but makes no mention of the Reading paper; this tends to support the view that the *Reading Express* ceased publication around the end of 1884. How long Smith continued to publish the two local town editions is not known, for they are not listed in any press directory for 1886, suggesting that they, too, were closed shortly after the *Reading Express*.

The reasons for the failure of Smith's paper can only be surmised, for there is virtually no detailed information apart from the extant Thursday editions of the *Reading Express*, and there is little in their content concerning the newspaper itself. It could well be that the *Express* was only just making a profit during the first years of its life. The fact that throughout its existence it maintained a 50% level of advertising

---

46 *Reading Express and Berkshire Independent*, no. 651, Saturday 20 December 1884.
content suggests that although the income from that source was reasonable the costs of production were high. The deteriorating quality of the printing and the use of worn battered type also indicate either a lack of income or a reluctance to replace the damaged materials. Finally, during the last six months of the Express's existence it possibly had to face some increased competition from the Mercury, which had reduced its price to 2d. in September 1884,47 and from the Chronicle which had dropped to 1d. in July of the same year.48 The increased sales, however small, which the two established Reading papers may have gained from such reductions, could well have been enough to plunge the Reading Express into a situation where closure was the only option left.

### Daily Mail and Evening Post

During March 1880, when the Reading Express was showing its first signs of bad make-up and deteriorating quality, George Smith published the first edition of a new daily paper called the Daily Mail and Evening Post, which was to be circulated in 'Reading, Newbury, Windsor, Abingdon, Henley, Maidenhead, Woking etc.'49 This paper consisted of four pages measuring 22½" deep x 17¼" wide, each page having six 15½-em columns, and the selling price was 1/2d.

There are only two extant copies of this paper: number 1, which appeared on Tuesday 23 March, and number 5, which was published on Monday 29 March 1880, and from the numbering it would appear that this paper was published every weekday, including days when the Reading Express was also produced.

47 Reading Mercury, vol. 162, Saturday 27 September 1884. See chapter IV.
48 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 3906, Saturday 5 July 1884. See Chapter V.
49 Daily Mail and Evening Post, no. 1, Tuesday 23 March 1880.
According to the first editorial this, the first of Reading's daily papers, the promoters were convinced that the growing importance of the county and its chief centres of industry demanded 'a more frequent issue of the press'.\textsuperscript{50} It seems that their hopes were a little premature, for the paper appears not to have lasted for very long, and the only two known copies are to be found in Reading Reference Library. It would also appear, from the text of this editorial, that George Smith was not alone in this particular newspaper venture, and that he had at least one co-promoter, if not more.

\textit{Reading Record}

Having had little apparent success with his forays into newspaper production and ownership, George Smith concentrated on his general printing business for a number of years, developing not only the printing and stationery side of his company but also the annual production of \textit{Smith's Reading Directory}, which he maintained until 1924, when \textit{Kelly's Directories} took it over. He also became a successful wholesale and retail newsagent, and ran a shipping agency from his premises.

In 1912, however, Smith embarked once more on a journal-publishing enterprise, when he introduced a monthly eight-page magazine called the \textit{Reading Record}. This magazine was printed in black on smooth but cheap white paper in the rather small format of $9\frac{1}{2}''$ deep x $7''$ wide. The price of the journal was 1d., but the guaranteed minimum edition of 5,000 copies were to be delivered free of charge to 116 streets in Reading and its immediate surrounding districts.\textsuperscript{51}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[50] \textit{Daily Mail and Evening Post}, no. 1, Tuesday 23 March 1880.
\item[51] \textit{Reading Record}, 19 October 1912.
\end{footnotes}
There was a brief editorial in the first issue explaining the purpose of this new venture to the public:

This journal is produced for complimentary circulation. It is none the worse, and probably all the better on this account. The time has been anticipated when all papers now sold at a small price will be given away. We claim to be among the forerunners of the movement. It used to be a maxim that things cheap were things nasty. We gladly record that the bubble is now burst. Obviously, if a thing is good at the price of a penny, it is better at no price at all.\footnote{Reading Record, 19 October 1912.}

As with all 'free sheets', the object was to attract sufficient advertising to cover all the costs of production and distribution and still make a profit. The carrot for the advertisers was the guaranteed circulation of 5,000 copies to 'principal residents' of Reading.

The Record made no attempt to provide general or political news, concentrating on local social news and items of general and domestic interest. Articles on dressmaking, fashion, and health, and short stories, church news, competitions, and a London theatre guide are typical of the regular features which appeared in the first few copies of this paper.

Although there was a good percentage of advertising in the first two issues of the magazine, by the fifth edition the advertising had dwindled to virtually nothing. There are no extant copies after number 5, so it must be assumed that the Reading Record closed with that issue. It would also appear that the publishers had experienced some problems with the distribution of the Record, for in issue number 5 an 'IMPORTANT NOTICE' explains that no one connected with the distribution of the Reading Record was in any way authorized to demand or accept payment for copies.\footnote{Reading Record, 13 February 1913.} If any of those people employed to undertake the distribution of the Record had indeed been unreliable, that too could have affected the
actual distribution, which in turn could have caused advertisers to withdraw their support for this magazine.

George Smith closed his printing business in the early years of the First World War, and his new office in King’s Road, Reading, was used as a shipping office and the publishing office for *Reading Directory*. Whether he retired from business or was forced to cut his losses is not known, for there is no such information available concerning Smith or relating to the success or failure of his business.
CHAPTER V

§

READING MERCURY & OXFORD GAZETTE 1855-1914

When the Newspaper Stamp Duty was repealed in June 1855, the Reading Mercury was about to celebrate 132 years of existence as a provincial newspaper. Indeed, it was by far the oldest-established paper in Berkshire and one of the oldest in the country.

From its foundation in 1723 it had enjoyed a wide-spread influence, having agencies for its sale throughout the south-east corner of England and, although the formation of other newspapers in the counties adjacent to Berkshire had gradually reduced its circulation area, it was still distributed through Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Hampshire, Oxfordshire, Somerset, Surrey, Sussex, Middlesex and Wiltshire. Unfortunately there are no circulation figures available for those areas, but it is probable that sales of the Mercury were comparatively small in the areas outside Berkshire, and that although the overall circulation of the paper was increasing during the middle years of the nineteenth century that increase was accounted for by the growing population in the larger towns and villages of Berkshire.

It was advertised as being the 'leading County Paper' and further boasted that it was circulated
extensively amongst the principal families and wealthy classes as well as the commercial and agricultural community in the adjacent and distant counties.¹

The weekly circulation of the *Mercury* had been increasing steadily and between 1837 and 1855 had risen from 2,432² to 4,217³ copies, a circulation which was considered to be greater than any other journal within a sixty-mile radius of Reading and to outnumber any Berkshire paper by a ratio of five or six to one.⁴

To produce nearly two thousand five hundred copies every week on a hand press must have presented a considerable task to the printer, so it is therefore not surprising to discover that the *Mercury* had installed a Cowper two-cylinder machine in January 1846. This new machine was originally worked by hand, with one or perhaps two men powering the flywheel by means of a cranked handle. This operation must have been back-breaking work for the pressmen, so much so that in September the paper announced:

We have this week had recourse to that universal power, Steam, to accelerate the printing of the *Mercury* and to obviate the inconvenience and toil attached to hard labour when applied to the Printing Machine, to the extent which our large circulation requires.⁵

The Cowper double-cylinder machine, when power-driven, was capable of running at 2,000 sheets per hour, compared with 200-250 per hour from the hand press, so the production time of the *Mercury* was obviously greatly reduced.

---

¹ *Reading Mercury*, vol. 153, Saturday 13 January 1873.
² These figures are taken from Appendix 4 to the report of the Select Committee on Newspaper Stamps, (1851).
³ *Reading Mercury*, vol. 133, Saturday 7 July 1855.
⁴ *Reading Mercury*, vol. 134, Saturday 5 January 1856.
⁵ *Reading Mercury*, cxxiv, Saturday 26 September 1846.
In June 1855 the Mercury's format was 25\(\frac{1}{2}\)” x 17\(\frac{1}{2}\)” , each of its eight pages having six 15\(\frac{1}{2}\)-em columns, and the paper was published every Saturday morning by Henry Hartley Cowslade and his nephew William Wallace Cowslade at 6 Market Place, Reading. The price of the paper was 5d., but with the abolition of the paper duty it was announced that the Mercury would reduce its price to 4d.; however a 5d. stamped edition was still available for those who wished to have the paper posted to them, or who wished to post the paper on to others when they had read it. Apart from the announcement concerning the price reduction, the Mercury made no comment on the repeal of the paper duty, which is a little surprising for a newspaper which had always fought against government restrictions and was such a great advocate for reform.

Nevertheless, while the Mercury may have had little to say concerning the new-found freedom from the 'oppressive stamp', the proprietors did embark on a more practical venture when they published a new paper some ten days after the duty was removed.

This paper was the Berkshire Journal of Agriculture and Commerce and was published by the Cowslades from the Mercury office in the Market Place, Reading. According to the prospectus for the Journal which appeared in the Mercury in July 1855, the new paper was to be published every Wednesday evening, starting on 11 July, and was to be 'a newspaper of convenient size and at a very moderate price'.\(^6\) The purpose of the Journal was to supply the agricultural and trading community with useful and business information in the interval between the weekly issues of the local papers: in other words a midweek edition under its own title. Also the Journal would contain:

\(^6\) Reading Mercury, vol. 133, Saturday 7 July 1855.
...the leading Events of the week, Foreign and Domestic, and also the latest Reports of the London Markets, and Telegraphic despatches from abroad up to the hour of publication.\textsuperscript{7}

The 'convenient size' referred to was $20\frac{1}{2}'' \times 12\frac{1}{2}''$, which was half the size of the Mercury format, and the 'moderate price' was $1\frac{1}{2}d$.

In the editorial of the Journal's first issue the paper's objectives were explained in more detail:

The Berkshire Journal has no pretentions to occupy the position of established Local Papers, nor will it be within its scope to present copious Reports of Local proceedings throughout an extensive district... The Journal will, however, give an epitome of all important events, Foreign and Domestic (more particularly of the eventful War, in which England is so deeply involved), up to the hour of publication, as well as the current incidents of the locality, through which it is hoped the Paper will eventually circulate; and thus afford a means of cheap information to a large portion of the people, hitherto restricted in participating in political and general knowledge, but now enabled, by the removal of the compulsory Stamp, to enjoy the privilege of a Newspaper...\textsuperscript{8}

Although the paper was published in Reading, the Mercury also had a registered office in the Market Place, Newbury, and this office was also used for the Journal. Having branch offices in other towns played an important part in increasing a newspaper's circulation, for local news and advertising could be collected in these offices, thus allowing the newspaper to include fuller and more accurate reports of local events. Inclusion of this material thus created a local interest which in turn resulted in more sales. Some measure of the importance of branch offices can be seen in the fact that all the local Reading papers had such offices in Newbury at different times.

The Journal appears to have enjoyed greater success in Newbury than it did elsewhere in the county, for in November an announcement

\textsuperscript{7} Reading Mercury, vol. 133, Saturday 7 July 1855.

\textsuperscript{8} The Berkshire Journal of Agriculture and Commerce, Wednesday 11 July 1855.
appeared in the *Reading Mercury* to the effect that in response to the patronage received from Newbury it was proposed to

...sanction the adoption of a new title, whilst extending its pages and will therefore appear on the 14th November as the *Newbury Telegraph and Berkshire Journal of Agriculture and Commerce*.9

From this time onwards the paper was listed as being published in Newbury, but this was probably a ploy to suggest to prospective clients that it was a local Newbury paper. Certainly there is no evidence to suggest that it was not still printed in Reading.

Unfortunately, despite the change of title, the paper did not survive for long and one year after its inception it ceased publication, the reason for its closure being given in the last issue:

The subscribers to the *Newbury Telegraph* are respectfully informed that with the close of the parliamentary session this Journal will cease to appear, the termination of war combined with the absence of political interest in the legislative discussions rendering a mid weekly publication possessing the general characteristics of a newspaper no longer necessary.10

This statement suggests that the paper was bought and read primarily for its parliamentary reports and news concerning the Crimean War and that when peace was declared in early 1856 there was insufficient interest in the rest of the paper to sustain its circulation. It also indicates perhaps that those who subscribed to it were most likely from the 'principal families and wealthy' classes of the county, who would perhaps have had a greater interest in international and political affairs.

Although the *Reading Mercury* did little more than announce a reduction in the price of the paper, when the Stamp Duty was repealed it

9 *Reading Mercury*, vol. 133, Saturday 10 November 1855.

Reading Mercury in 1855
devoted the greater part of the editorial for 5 January 1856 to the 'removal of the trammels of the press'.\(^{11}\) Coming, as it did, six months after the event, the opinions expressed are extremely interesting, as they view the effects of the Act with hindsight. According to the \textit{Mercury}, the expected ‘inundation of new literary candidates for the “enlightenment of the people”’\(^{12}\) did not materialize and the great flood of cheap journals which many had predicted just did not appear. As the editorial explained:

...however eager the promoters of the repeal of the Stamp Duty imagined the British Public to be for new literary organs, a steady attachment to the old beacons has been manifested, and the new ‘Daily’ contributions have been coolly looked upon\(^{13}\)

The \textit{Mercury} considered that the repeal of the duty and lack of response to it, in the form of increased competition, was beneficial to its own standing and pledged to continue to render the pages of the \textit{Mercury} as ‘varied, amusing and intellectual’ as its commercial position would allow.

In concluding this particular editorial, the \textit{Mercury} promised its continuing support for the return of peace, the reduction of taxation and for the general education of the masses in Great Britain. With three such popular aims so clearly identified it could perhaps be suggested that the \textit{Mercury} was attempting to appeal to all levels of society: for almost everyone wanted peace; those who were in the position of paying taxes welcomed any attempt to lessen their burden; and there was increasing

\begin{itemize}
  \item\(^{11}\) \textit{Reading Mercury}, vol. 134, Saturday 5 January 1856.
  \item\(^{12}\) Ibid.
  \item\(^{13}\) Ibid.
\end{itemize}
pressure on the government, from many sectors of society, to introduce general education for all.\textsuperscript{14}

The \textit{Mercury's} support for such things as religious freedom, social and intellectual improvement, and liberal principles, together with a reduction in its price, all contributed to a steady gain in its circulation and by 1861 the weekly sales were some four thousand seven hundred copies, which represented a ten per cent increase in its 1850 circulation.\textsuperscript{15}

Competition from other newspapers does not appear to have affected the \textit{Mercury's} progress, for apart from the \textit{Berkshire Chronicle}, which was its Conservative rival in the town, the only other paper of any standing in the county was the \textit{Windsor Express}. Neither of these papers had circulations of much more than one thousand copies per week at this time, so the \textit{Mercury} was clearly well ahead of its rivals.\textsuperscript{16}

One reason for the lead was undoubtedly the long existence of the paper and the fact that it had already built a reputation among the people of Berkshire and beyond. Another reason perhaps was its quality, for it not only presented its readers with reliable reports of both national and local events but was also typographically extremely well presented and was always printed on good-quality paper. The Cowslades in fact went out of their way to advocate high standards and good quality, and nowhere is

\textsuperscript{14} There was a succession of Education Bills between 1847 and 1857, including three in 1855, all of which were defeated, mainly on the issue of religious denomination.

\textsuperscript{15} \textit{Reading Mercury}, vol. 139, Saturday 5 January 1861.

\textsuperscript{16} The only circulation figures available for these two papers are for 1850: the \textit{Berkshire Chronicle} being 778 copies per week and the \textit{Windsor Express} 730 copies per week. This figure of 1,000 copies is based on the possibility that these two papers had the same growth rate as the \textit{Mercury}.
this more clearly demonstrated than in two editorials which appeared in 1861.

In the first it was stated:

The luxury of the newspaper is no longer a monopoly - it is universal — it is the rule, and not the exception...it is an established fact that there is a 'cheap press', and very respectably conducted...with newspapers, as with everything else, quality is the test, and it is there that we take our own ground. We present an article that we submit is equivalent to its price, and that fact is endorsed by the demand for it. 17

The Mercury always attempted to maintain this lofty stance, and until it was taken over in 1914 the price was never lower than 2d. and it was always printed on good-quality laid paper, unlike its competitors who resorted to using cheap newsprint in order to reduce their prices to 1d.

In the second, when the abolition of the Paper Duty was announced in October 1861, the Mercury again emphasized its desire to maintain high standards. After a detailed explanation concerning the duty remitted by the government, the Mercury went on to explain that the duty amounted to 1½d. on every pound weight of paper, and as nearly seven double sheets of an ordinary newspaper weighed a pound the actual saving on each copy of the Mercury would be less than a farthing. This sum they described as 'a fraction too trifling for the public to accept, or for us to propose'. 18 So instead of 'depreciating the quality' of the paper by reducing the price, the Mercury was enlarged to 25½" x 19½", enabling an additional 15½-em column to be printed on each page. 19

It was also decided to cease publishing a stamped edition of the Mercury at this time and to rely on the services of newsmen to deliver the

17 Reading Mercury, vol. 139, Saturday 5 January 1861.
18 Reading Mercury, vol. 139, Saturday 5 October 1861.
19 Reading Mercury, vol. 139, Saturday 12 October 1861.
paper to the country districts. The proprietors argued that this method of delivery would be cheaper for the customer, and also considerably quicker, than relying on the post; this was probably very true.

In common with its competitors, the Mercury distributed its editions in Reading and the other larger towns around it, such as Newbury, Basingstoke, Windsor, Maidenhead and Wokingham. Delivery of newspapers to these towns was made easy by the fact that most of them were connected by the railway, and once the papers had arrived at their destination it was an easy task to distribute them in an urban area.

The Mercury, however, unlike its rivals, had a great many subscribers who lived in small villages and isolated farms dotted over a very large area. For them the Mercury represented a lifeline to the outside world, and undoubtedly the quickest and most reliable method of distribution in these areas was on foot or horseback. Newsmen or 'trampwells', as they were called, would collect copies of the paper and then walk or ride over their routes to deliver the Mercury to these country customers.

When Prince Albert died in December 1861, the Mercury marked the sad event with a two-week display of mourning. All the text in the eight pages of the paper was enclosed within a six-point bold rule and each column was also divided by the same rule. Although the other local papers also marked the royal death by using bold rule to divide their columns, the Mercury's display was by far the most elaborate and certainly the most typographically pleasing.

---

20 Reading Mercury, vol. 139, Saturday 12 October 1861.

21 Reading Mercury, vol. 139, Saturdays 14 and 21 December 1861.
It is perhaps not surprising that the owners of the Mercury should demonstrate such elaborate mourning in their paper for Prince Albert, as well as enjoying general popularity, had also been the leading patron in the Reading Mechanics Institution. The Cowslade family had always played a leading role in that Institution during its existence and Frederick Cowslade was almost certainly one of the members responsible for successfully seeking patronage from Prince Albert in 1840.22

In April 1866, Henry Hartley Cowslade retired from the business, at the age of sixty-seven, having been a co-proprietor of the Mercury since November 1839, and the paper was left in the hands of Henry's nephew, William Wallace Cowslade, and one of William's sons, Frederick William Cowslade. Eighteen months later, in October 1867, William Wallace Cowslade's other son, Henry Alfred Cowslade, also became one of the joint proprietors and the paper's imprint read 'Published for William Wallace Cowslade...by Frederick William Cowslade...and Henry Alfred Cowslade...'

The circulation of the Mercury continued to expand, although very slowly, and by the beginning of 1873 had risen to 4,800 copies a week, representing an increase of 100 copies per week since 1861.23 Perhaps one reason why the increase in circulation was so small was the extra competition which the Mercury had to face at this time, primarily from the Berks Telegraph,24 which professed to being a strong Liberal voice in the town, but also from some six other papers which were launched


23 Reading Mercury, vol. 139, Saturday 12 October 1861.

24 Originally the Reading Advertiser, and later to become the Reading Observer.
between 1860 and 1872.\textsuperscript{25} Despite the fact that all six of these papers were only in existence for a short time, their very presence must have retarded the Mercury's sales a little, particularly as each of them, including the Berks Telegraph, sold for 1d. At this time the Mercury was still 4d. per week, while the Berkshire Chronicle, its Conservative rival, was only a little cheaper at 3d.

On 1 February 1873 the Mercury celebrated its 150th anniversary, and devoted the whole of that week's editorial to the history and achievement of the paper.\textsuperscript{26} As an added attraction the proprietors published a free special facsimile edition of the 'first edition' — although only the front page was a true facsimile, the rest of the pages having been reset in modern type from the original edition.

The Mercury's proprietors had unfortunately misinterpreted the date of the copy which they thought to be the earliest extant edition of the paper, and as a consequence celebrated their anniversary some five months too early. The 'first edition' which they reproduced was dated 1 February 1723, but because the old year had been calculated from 25 March this was in fact a copy of the Mercury produced in 1724.

The extant copy of the real first edition was presumably not available at that time, for it is clearly marked vol. I, no. 1. The interesting aspect of this facsimile, however, is its front page, which was produced photographically and therefore represents a fairly early example of the line block. From the description of the block manufacture which appeared in the Mercury, however, it is difficult to decide whether it was a

\textsuperscript{25} The Reading Times, Reading Standard, Reading Herald, Berkshire Weekly Times, Berkshire Weekly News, and Reading Examiner. See Chapter IV.

\textsuperscript{26} Reading Mercury, vol. 151, Saturday 1 February 1873.
photographic image etched in metal or a wooden block engraved by hand from an image fixed to its surface by some photographic process.

The process for making this block was described in some detail in the *Mercury*:

The original page is placed before the camera and a negative taken; this negative is then transferred by a new process to the surface of a wooden block, which is coated with a peculiar chemical preparation, the negative surface being then submitted to the action of acid which bites out the parts representing the 'light' of the picture; the block becomes 'engraved' as if by the 'graver' and can be printed from with the same ease as the surface of type. That several thousand copies should be taken from a surface engraved from the action of 'light' with other accessories is another triumph of the art of the 19th century.27

This description of the blockmaking process appears to be a little confusing, due to the reference to the action of acid biting out the 'lights' of the picture, on a wooden surface.

Prior to 1859, photographic images had been projected onto the chemically prepared surfaces of wooden blocks, but then engraved by hand in order to use them for printing. This process was apparently not as easy as it sounds, and it would appear that some considerable experimentation had been undertaken before a satisfactory image could be projected onto wood, which had sufficient definition to enable the engraver to work on it.28 However, in 1859 Firmin Gillot introduced the method of projecting a photographic image onto the surface of a sheet of zinc. The chemicals which formed the image on the zinc were treated in such a way that they acted as a resist when the zinc plate was subjected to acid, and allowed the 'lights' of the illustration to be eaten away. These printing blocks, usually referred to as zinos by printers, were in fairly

---

27 Reading Mercury, vol. 151, Saturday 1 February 1873.

general use by the 1870s, although the extent to which they were used in newspapers is not really known.

In the case of the *Mercury's* facsimile, however, it would seem likely that the reporter who wrote this piece was not altogether clear about the process, and that he was in fact describing the process for making a zinco.

If the intention of producing this facsimile was to attract attention from the reading public, then it appears to have been extremely successful. Not only was considerable local interest aroused, but, according to the proprietors, their curiosity had resulted in requests for copies from the British and South Kensington Museums, as well as from every postal district in the metropolis. Indeed, the fame of the production had spread nationwide, for the *Mercury* had received requests for copies of the novelty from 'the cities of York, Liverpool, Oxford, Southampton, Manchester, Bath, Exeter, Bristol, and many others'.

The success of this particular venture apart, the *Mercury* appears to have maintained its popularity for, despite competition from some eight other local newspapers, the circulation had risen to 4,800 copies per week. Without doubt the newspaper was considered to be financially secure, for the proprietors decided that new premises were needed. Accordingly a larger plot of ground was acquired on the opposite side of the Market Place and the erection of the new building was started in the summer of 1873. It was a purpose-built newspaper office and was not only large and spacious but had an elegant, fifteenth-century, Gothic-style frontage, constructed in Bath stone with Forest of Dean piers and Portland bases.

---

29 *Reading Mercury*, vol. 151, Saturday 7 February 1873.

30 *Reading Mercury*, vol. 151, Saturday 4 January 1873.
An old photograph of the Market Place, Reading, showing the Obelisk, Messrs. Sutton & Sons' Royal Seed Establishment, and "The Reading Mercury" Office on the right.
Altogether the premises consisted of a basement (housing the strongroom), and three storeys: the publishing and advertisement offices, the accounts department and the newspaper library on the ground floor; the proprietor's office and the editor's, reporters' and readers' rooms on the first floor; and the works dining room and caretaker's quarters on the second floor.

The printing department was located at the rear of the building, with the press room (some 45 feet by 23 feet) on the ground floor together with a boiler room and a steam engine to drive the press. This engine had been replaced by a gas engine and electric motor by the early years of this century. The composing room was situated on the floor above the press room. Measuring some 70 feet by 24 feet, the room was well lit and spacious, and formes for the press room were conveyed by lift between the two floors.31

One year later, in June 1874, the Mercury moved out of the old premises, where it had been produced for over a century, into the newly completed building. This move, it seems, was the first stage in a number of improvements which the Mercury undertook, for in May 1876 a new printing press was installed. Presumably the paper had been printed for some thirty years on the Cowper two-feeder installed in 1846, for there is no mention of having a new press during that period, nor is there any evidence to suggest that the paper was produced on different equipment.

Unfortunately there are few details of the new machine, apart from the fact that it was installed by William Dawsons of Otley. This information suggests, however, that the new press was a single-cylinder

31 The British and Colonial Printer and Stationer, 26 October 1905.
Reading Mercury composing room at the turn of the century
two-feeder machine. 32 Dawsons designed and built these presses during the 1870s and they were extremely popular with provincial newspaper proprietors. Indeed, during this period the majority of Dawsons's machines were designed for the production of newspapers and their popularity stemmed from the fact that they were not only fast and reliable but also versatile, enabling the production of various-size sheets with only slight alteration to the press.

With the introduction of the new press came an increase in the size of the *Mercury* to 27” x 20 1/2”, a format which effectively enlarged the paper by more than half a page overall. 33 This extra space had been rendered necessary by the increasing pressure on the newspaper advertising coverage, which at this time had risen to 50% of the paper's content, and which had frequently obliged the editors to curtail local news and information of interest.

William Wallace Cowslade retired from the *Mercury* at the end of 1877, leaving control of the paper in the hands of his two sons, Frederick and Henry; their names appeared as proprietors on the *Mercury*'s imprint from January 1878. 34 It was said that William Cowslade had taken little, if any, active part in the day-to-day running of the paper after his wife had died in 1872. However, his retirement at the age of fifty-nine did not mean a quiet life, for he was a keen horseman and rode frequently until one of his legs was crushed in a riding accident at the age of eighty.

32 See illustration, Chapter VII, p. 145.
33 *Reading Mercury*, vol. 154, Saturday 20 May 1876.
34 *Reading Mercury*, vol. 156, Saturday 5 January 1878.
Despite this setback, he is said to have remained extremely active until his death in 1915, at the age of ninety-seven.\(^{35}\)

It needs a feat of imagination to realise that William Cowslade was born at the end of George III’s reign and had witnessed the tremendous changes of the nineteenth century and of the beginning of the twentieth century. For he most certainly saw the sedan chair, the coming of the railway, the industrialization of the country, and at the end of his life witnessed the coming of the motor car and the aeroplane. As a leading citizen of the town and a strong Liberal, he would have personally known Sir Thomas Noon Talfourd and such literary figures as Charles Dickens and Mary Russell Mitford, for all had close association with Reading society.\(^{36}\)

Under the ownership of Frederick and Henry Cowslade, the paper maintained its high typographical standards and continued to maintain a politically Liberal view, although in a very moderate and restrained manner. In addition to the Conservative Berkshire Chronicle, the Mercury faced competition from a number of rival Liberal newspapers between 1860 and 1873, many of which lasted only a short time. However, in 1873 the Reading Observer was established as the official organ of the Liberal party in the area\(^{37}\) and proved to be a serious rival to the Mercury, for after only three years of existence the Observer’s circulation had risen to


\(^{36}\) William Cowslade’s father, Frederick, was an active member of the Reading Mechanics Institution, whose president was Sir Thomas Noon Talfourd until his death in 1854, when he was succeeded by Charles Dickens. Mary Russell Mitford lived for a time in London Road, Reading, and was a regular visitor to George Lovejoy’s bookshop, which was in London Street situated next to the Mechanics Institute. See A. T. Watts, ‘The Foundation and Development of the Reading Mechanics Institution 1825-1830 and 1840-1860’, unpublished Dip.F.Ed. thesis, London University, (1976), pp. 43-9.

\(^{37}\) See Chapter VII.
approximately five thousand copies per week, comparable to that of the Mercury. However, while the Observer became the hardline Liberal mouthpiece for the county, the Mercury maintained its more genteel political viewpoint which, combined with its high quality and its 'county' image, enabled it to maintain its position in the battle for circulation.

The Mercury's increase in circulation was very slow, and by the end of the nineteenth century had probably never exceeded seven thousand to eight thousand copies per week. On the other hand, by 1900 the Mercury's two major rivals, the Reading Observer and the Reading Standard, had both made considerable headway, the Observer's circulation standing at 12,000 copies for the weekly edition and the Standard's weekly sales around thirteen thousand.

It is clear that from the late 1870s the Mercury was slowly losing ground to its two main rivals, firstly to the Observer, which, with its strong allegiance to the Liberal party and its drive for advertising, was expanding rapidly, and later the Reading Standard, which coupled a drive for advertising with photo-journalism in its efforts to obtain a high circulation. Both these papers were increasing their circulations in the towns of Berkshire and the adjacent counties at the expense of the Mercury, which continued to circulate in the more rural areas of Berkshire and the adjacent counties of Oxfordshire, Hampshire, Buckinghamshire, Wiltshire, Middlesex, and Surrey.

---

38 These figures are an estimate based on the rate of gradual increase which had taken place since 1850. It must be emphasized that it is only an estimate.

Its main features were its agricultural reports and its original articles dealing with such items as livestock prices, wheat prices, and modern farming techniques. Also the paper reported extensively on agricultural shows, fairs, and many other rural functions. Surprisingly, it had kept its price at 4d. after the abolition of the Paper Duty, but in September 1884 ‘...in deference to the wishes of their most influential supporters...’ the proprietors reduced the price of the *Mercury* to 2d., at which price it remained until 1914, when it was sold. The proprietors hoped that the reduction in price would place a ‘...high class family paper within the reach of all’ and thus increase the circulation. Whether this ploy was successful or not is difficult to tell, for although the *Mercury* stated that its circulation did increase there are no circulation figures available for this period to substantiate the claim.

At the beginning of 1898, the pressure on the *Mercury*’s space, by both advertising and news, led to the proprietors increasing the size from eight to ten pages by the inclusion of an additional leaf (containing pages 5 and 6) which was inserted into the centrefold of the paper. This increase in size was said to have made the *Mercury* one of the largest newspapers in the United Kingdom, although if that were true then the other Reading newspapers must also have been in that category, for they all contained much the same column space.

Another important addition to the *Mercury*’s plant was the installation of a Linotype machine at the beginning of 1898, for it is

---

40 *Reading Mercury*, vol. 162, Saturday 27 September 1884.

41 Ibid.

42 *Reading Mercury*, vol. 176, Saturday 1 January 1898.

43 The *British and Colonial Printer and Stationer*, 6 October 1905.
doubtful whether the increase in the paper's size could have been satisfactorily produced without additional typesetting facilities. A close inspection of the newspaper suggests that the Linotype was possibly first used for the new ten-page edition of the paper in January 1898.\textsuperscript{44} One of the features of advertising typography at this time was the ingenious but rather tedious repetition of a company's name or product, which could sometimes run down a complete column. Such setting must have been extremely time-consuming, and very boring for the compositor to handset, so the introduction of a Linotype machine must have been very welcome. Another disadvantage, however carefully such an advertisement was set by hand, was that slight variations in spacing due to the squeeze on the forme would show up in the printed page. However, once the line of matrices had been assembled in the Linotype machine, any number of lines could be cast, all of which would appear identically on the page with no such variation of spacing:

\begin{verbatim}
THOMAS APPLEFORD GROCER
THOMAS APPLEFORD GROCER
THOMAS APPLEFORD GROCER
THOMAS APPLEFORD GROCER
THOMAS APPLEFORD GROCER
\end{verbatim}

From this time, the \textit{Reading Mercury} started to include larger and more open advertisements, using more than one column width, plenty of white space, and display typefaces such as Egyptian Light Extended and Modern Face captions and headlines. These changes, however, were all typographical and no illustrations appeared in the \textit{Mercury} — not even a standard wood block or line engraving for advertisements. In fact it was not until December 1905 that the \textit{Mercury} first started to include line

\textsuperscript{44} Unfortunately the copies of the \textit{Reading Mercury} for 1898 are only available on microfilm, making careful inspection very difficult, but the appearance of a new typeface, with occasional signs of hairlines between letters, occurs only after 1898.
blocks in its advertisements, many of which were for national companies such as Cadbury's Chocolate, Robinson's Barley Water, Sun Fire Insurance and Rowntrees Chocolate. Such companies used advertising agents to arrange their advertising for them and the advertisements were usually designed and typeset by the agency, who then had large numbers of stereo plates made so that identical advertisements could be produced throughout the country. This practice also meant that an agency could ensure total coverage in a particular area by buying advertising space in all local papers and supplying identical advertisement to each of them. The Mercury included few illustrations in its pages, and those which did appear were usually in the form of a line illustration for a map, diagram or drawing. Halftone illustrations did not appear in the paper until 1912.

The signs are that the Mercury not only maintained its position in the local press, but actually improved it during the first decade of the twentieth century. Despite the lack of circulation figures for this period, it seems reasonable to suggest that the paper could not continue to carry forty to forty-five per cent of advertising unless the advertisers were happy with the exposure their advertisements were getting, and it is likely that the Mercury's better circulation in the country districts throughout Berkshire and the neighbouring counties was responsible for this. National advertising agencies needed to ensure that their clients' names reached districts outside the urban areas, and local Reading businesses also wished to attract people into the town from the outlying districts, so the Mercury's predominantly rural coverage was ideal for this. For its own part, the Mercury obviously benefited from the revenue from advertising which its unique position attracted.

The Mercury had been owned for just thirty-four years by the brothers Frederick and Henry Cowslade when, in December 1911, Henry
died quite suddenly, leaving Frederick to continue on his own. This he did for the next three years, despite ill health, but by 1914 he felt unable to continue running the paper and, at the age of seventy, and with no heir, he sold the paper which had been in the Cowslade family for one hundred and thirty years.

The new owner was Henry Mortimer Hobson who, at this time, also bought the *Mercury*’s old Conservative rival, the *Berkshire Chronicle*. It is somehow fitting that, at a time when vociferous political argument was fast disappearing from the provincial newspaper, these two old nineteenth-century rivals should be joined together under the umbrella of the Reading Newspaper Company Ltd.
CHAPTER VI

§

BERKSHIRE CHRONICLE 1855-1914

The Berkshire Chronicle had little to say about the repeal of the Newspaper Stamp Duty in June 1855, and its editorial column was merely preceded by a short statement that the price of the Chronicle would henceforth be 4d. unstamped and 5d. stamped. A subsequent paragraph explained how a stamped newspaper could be sent by post as often as desired during the fifteen days following the date of the stamp.¹

Such a brief reaction might seem strange, given that the Press had just been freed from an imposition which many had considered a tremendous burden, and which had severely restricted circulation because of the consequently high price of newspapers. However, the Chronicle was very much a Conservative newspaper and was doubtless suspicious of any move by the Liberal party to reduce newspaper prices. Essential to the establishment of a cheap press were the extension of the franchise, the redistribution of parliamentary seats in favour of the urban areas, and the agitation to provide universal elementary education. These, combined with increased prosperity in the country, were all developments promoted by the Liberal party and were therefore viewed with considerable suspicion by Conservatives.

¹ Berkshire Chronicle, no. 1547, Saturday 30 June 1855.
Berkshire Chronicle in 1855
The proprietor of the *Chronicle* at this time was Richard Welch, who, at the age of thirty-three, had bought the paper from the previous owner, Henry Clark Pidgeon. Born in Englefield, a village near Reading, Welch came 'from a long line of substantial yeomen', who had farmed there for some considerable time, and who would seem to have been reasonably wealthy. Significantly, most of the family were buried near to the church door in Englefield churchyard, and Richard Welch had certainly received a good education, for his journalistic expertise was much praised by his contemporaries.

Little is known about Welch before he bought the *Chronicle* but there is evidence to suggest that he was a printer and also owned a stationery shop. This interpretation is supported by his purchase, in 1837 after buying the newspaper, of another printing business from a Mr Wrake, who had been a bookseller, stationer, printer, and owner of a circulating library. Welch then moved into new premises at 16 Duke Street, Reading, and in September 1844 he moved again, this time to 12 The Market Place, Reading, where the *Chronicle* remained until 1891.

Precise circulation figures for the *Chronicle* at the time of Welch's acquisition of the papers are not known, but the *Windsor Express* carried

---

2 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 596, Saturday 30 July 1836.

3 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 1906, Saturday 22 August 1863.

4 Up to and including the nineteenth century, the middle and upper classes, who were frequently great benefactors to the Church, were usually the only people who could afford to be buried in family vaults or have their own family burial plots and headstones in parish churchyards. The very wealthy were often buried, or had memorial tablets erected, inside the church itself, while those who could afford family plots often arranged to be buried near to the church door in order to be as near to God as possible after death.

5 Reading Mercury, vol. 141, Saturday 22 August 1863.
a report suggesting that the Chronicle may have suspended publication for a short period:

Our ancient enemy the Berkshire Chronicle has appeared once more in the field, having been suddenly resuscitated by the result of the late Election. We had really imagined that this Journal was altogether defunct, but we find that it was only asleep. 6

Whatever the truth of this report, the Chronicle's circulation was very small, being approximately six hundred copies per week for 1837 and 1838, only rising to just under eight hundred copies a week by 1850. 7 Even so it would seem that the paper was enjoying moderate success, for in late 1850 its format was enlarged to the very unwieldy size of 24” wide x 34¼” deep. This extra space was declared to be necessary in order to include more news material:

To introduce a larger quantity of news by using a smaller type, or carefully to condense every article inserted, is open to objections on the part of the readers, and difficulties in the compilation, alike insuperable. 8

Although still only containing four pages, the Chronicle was now double the size of previous issues, and was 'advanced to the limits imposed by the Newspaper Act', 9 but in order to produce a newspaper of this size a new printing press was installed, being:

...a powerful machine of the largest size constructed by the most eminent engineering firm in Great Britain. 10

---

6 Windsor Express, no. 1226, 16 January 1836.
7 These figures are taken from Appendix 4 to the report of the Select Committee on Newspaper Stamps, (1851).
8 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 1315, Saturday 5 October 1850.
9 Ibid.
10 Ibid.
Unfortunately there is no evidence about the make of this press but, as it was installed at a period in the nineteenth century when a considerable number of companies were designing and building printing presses, one can only speculate as to what type of press the Chronicle had bought. However the reference to the 'most eminent engineering firm in Great Britain' narrows the possibilities and it is likely that the new press was a Napier cylinder press, for at that time David Napier's printing machines were regarded as the most successful and were extremely popular with printers. From 1822 onwards Napier designed and manufactured a considerable number of newspaper machines, in particular the Desideratum, which was a single-cylinder machine, and the Double Imperial, which was a two-cylinder machine, both of which could be driven by steam.¹¹ For a newspaper with the level of circulation which the Chronicle had, it is most likely that the single-cylinder press was sufficient for its publisher's needs.

In addition to buying a new press, the Chronicle also acquired new founts of type from Stephenson Blake & Co of Sheffield, '...the beauty and clearness of which our readers can judge for themselves'.¹² Despite having the new press, Welch continued to publish the paper in the large unwieldy folio format until the end of 1851, when:

> In consequence of the very numerous suggestions which have reached us from so many of our subscribers that the size of the Berkshire Chronicle as a folio paper was inconvenient to the readers...¹³

the size was reduced to 23½" x 17½", which the Chronicle referred to as 'quarto form', but the extent was increased from four to eight pages. This new format was retained from this time until 1907, when the Chronicle

---

¹² Berkshire Chronicle, no. 1315, Saturday 5 October 1850.
¹³ Berkshire Chronicle, no. 1378, Saturday 27 December 1851.
was produced in tabloid form. The price of 4d. unstamped and 5d. stamped was kept until October 1861, when the Act for the Abolition of the Paper Duty came into effect, and once again the price was reduced, this time to four pence stamped or three pence unstamped. The repeal of this Paper Duty, which represented the last of the 'taxes on knowledge', was greeted with some enthusiasm by the *Chronicle*, which went into considerable detail in order to emphasise that a lower price would not mean a cheaper product. As they stated in their editorial:

> So far from reducing in any way the quality or the quantity of our Journal, we shall endeavour to improve both so as to render it an intelligent exponent of public opinion...\(^\text{15}\)

It must be said that, despite the *Chronicle*'s declared intention to present an intelligent view, its editorials were often biased to both the Conservative and Church of England points of view, and this was never more clearly demonstrated than in its editorials prior to the 1860 election. One of the candidates was Sir Francis Goldsmid, the Jewish Liberal, who came from the wealthy London banking family, and who was an active worker on behalf of the rights of the Jews. The *Chronicle* greeted the news that Sir Francis Goldsmid was to be a candidate with an extremely anti-Jewish attack in its editorial:

> We had supposed, in common with every Conservative in the country, that our borough had already, in a political sense, descended as low in the scale as it was possible, and that the obnoxious epithet of 'radical Reading' could not have received even a stronger signification. We were mistaken. There is a lower depth still, into which the town is threatened to be plunged by the return of a Jew candidate, whose ultra-radical principles are a mere trivial objection when compared to his religious position.\(^\text{16}\)

---

14 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 1808, Saturday 12 October 1861.

15 Ibid.

16 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 1716, Saturday 17 December 1859.
The whole editorial of approximately two thousand words was written in this vein, and the theme was continued through to the end of January 1860 when, to the town's credit, Sir Francis Goldsmid was elected, much to the dismay of the Conservatives.

When the Prince Consort died on 14 December 1861, the news was announced in the Berkshire Chronicle in an edition with six-point bold rules separating all its columns and another at the head and foot of each page. This full display of mourning was just for one edition, although the columns containing the report of the funeral the following week were also separated by bold rules. On 22 August 1863, the Chronicle's columns were once again divided by bold rules, this time to record the unfortunate death of Richard Welch, the proprietor, who had been ill for some time with an 'organic disease'.

From his obituaries, both in the Chronicle and in the rival Mercury, a little more may be learned about the man whose connection with the Chronicle had started 'in times of great political and religious excitement', and who was both a 'devoted member of the Church of England and a true Conservative'. Both of these attributes are evident in the columns of the Chronicle, particularly his strong allegiance to the Conservative cause. Although his politics may have led him beyond the boundary line of courtesy to his political opponents, '...in his kindly bearing to all in the private discharge of social duties he has never been remiss'.

---

17 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 1818, Saturday 21 December 1861.
18 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 1906, Saturday 22 August 1863.
19 Reading Mercury, vol. 141, Saturday 22 August 1863.
Given his background, his interests and sympathies 'naturally clung to the agricultural interests and to the middle class'. Despite this he appears to have enjoyed the respect and friendship of people from all classes, and from many of those politically opposed to him. Indeed the Liberal Reading Mercury, Welch's rival local paper, lamented his passing from the 'old political contest' regretting that "The Conservative cause has lost a faithful friend, and the Provincial Press an able editorial writer". Welch's funeral took place at Englefield on the following Wednesday, and although it was intended to be a small family service many of Reading's local dignitaries also attended to pay their respects. The cortege included the Mayor of Reading Mr J. O. Taylor, Henry Cowslade the owner of the Reading Mercury, and George Palmer of Huntley and Palmer. In Reading, many of the shops and offices closed for part of the day and apparently many private houses also displayed their respect.

Following Richard Welch's death, the Berkshire Chronicle was published by his executors. In fact, according to the evidence of the imprint this provision continued for nearly fifteen years before the name of Francis Whitehall Welch appeared. The reason for this is still unknown, although an explanation may be offered. When Richard Welch died, he left all his property to his wife, Mary Anne Welch, together with the sum of £6,000, and it is quite possible that she was in no position, or had no desire, to control the paper herself and that the executor (who may

---

20 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 1906, Saturday 22 August 1863.
21 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 1907, Saturday 29 August 1863.
22 Ibid.
23 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 3527, Saturday 19 January 1878.
24 Last will and testament of Richard Welch, proved 14 September 1863.
well have been her eldest son Herbert) allowed the *Chronicle* to be run on her behalf.

Herbert himself, if he were the executor, presumably had no wish to take a practical hand in the affairs of the company. After studying at Oxford University, from where he graduated in 1856, he had entered the Admiralty as a clerk third class, working in the Supply Correspondence and Records Department, and later rose to the position of senior clerk in the Department of the Accountant General of the Navy and Comptroller of Navy Pay.\(^{25}\) Throughout his career in the Admiralty he may have had aspirations to enter the Church, for in 1878 he left the Admiralty and returned to Oxford to study for an MA, and became curate of Brampton by Dingley, near Market Harborough, in 1879.\(^{26}\)

Arthur Welch, the second son, who had worked on the paper as a journalist when a young man, was studying law at this time, and in 1871, at the age of 33, he was admitted to the Inner Temple and subsequently called to the Bar in November 1873.\(^{27}\) After this time he was a judge on the Oxford circuit, but may well have combined his legal duties with those of running a newspaper, for his obituary in 1899 mentions that he had been editor and part-proprietor for over thirty years. If this were so, then it would seem that he did in fact become involved in the running of the paper on behalf of his mother.

---

25 *The Navy List* for the years 1858-79.

26 There is a discrepancy between J. J. Foster's *Alumni Oxonienses*, which lists Welch as curate of Brampton Ashe in Norfolk, and the *Clergy List* of 1883, which gives the above information. As Herbert Welch was ordained by the Bishop of Peterborough, the *Clergy List* would seem to be accurate.

Little is known of the third son, Francis Whitehall Welch, who was about fourteen years old when his father died, and approximately twenty-nine when his name first appeared in the Chronicle as its printer and publisher.

Mary Anne Welch died on 15 September 1877 and, apart from several minor bequests, her estate was divided equally between four of her five children: Arthur, Lucy, Margaret, and Francis, with Arthur and Lucy being the joint executors. The sum of £100 was left to Herbert Welch, the smallness of this bequest possibly being due to the fact that Herbert's religious beliefs had caused him to reject worldly possessions. It is interesting to note that it was almost immediately after his mother's death that Herbert left the Admiralty and entered the Church.

Francis Welch's name appeared on the imprint of the Chronicle three months after his mother's death, and it remained there for the next ten years. During that period, Francis Welch maintained the strong Conservative bias for which the Chronicle was renowned, never missing an opportunity to attack the Liberal opposition in the editorials. The quality of the paper was also maintained, and its appearance remained clean and typographically crisp.

At the beginning of July 1884 the price of the Chronicle was cut dramatically from 3d. to 1d. This considerable reduction was no doubt the result of the Chronicle's attempt to become more competitive with its local rivals and also to expand its circulation amongst those people about to join the electorate for the first time as a result of the 1884 Reform Act. This Act extended the borough household and lodge franchise to the

28 Last will and testament of Mary Anne Welch, proved 24 March 1874.
29 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 3527, Saturday 19 January 1878.
counties, causing the county electorate to be nearly tripled, and was followed by the Redistribution Act of 1885. This was an attempt to attain the democratic ideal of equal electoral districts by accepting a rough proportion of one seat for every 54,000 inhabitants as the basis for parliamentary representation. As a result, seventy-nine small boroughs were deprived of independent representation when they were merged with the counties and some thirty-six larger boroughs in the country were reduced to single-member representation. One of the latter was Reading, where the town's voters lost their ancient right to record two votes, and where the redistribution of the electorate had a considerable influence on the election result of 1885.30

The Chronicle's local rivals were all biased towards the Liberal cause, and it no doubt faced considerable competition, particularly from the Observer which consisted of eight pages and sold for 1d. Between 1880 and 1884 the Observer claimed that it had nearly doubled its circulation from 5,627 to 10,058 copies per week.31 If this claim is accurate, it was making serious inroads into the circulation of the other local papers. In addition to the Observer, the Chronicle also faced competition from the Reading Mercury, which possibly had a circulation of between five and six thousand copies per week, but which sold at 4d. at this time (although this was to be reduced to twopence in September 1884)32 and from the eight-page Reading Express, which had been a penny paper since 1879.

In announcing the reduction in price, the Chronicle stated that the reason was:

30 See Chapter VII.

31 Reading Observer, no. 1258, Saturday 12 January 1884.

32 See Chapter V.
...to meet the demand for a First Class Conservative County Paper, issued at such a price as to be within the reach of all, it has been determined to publish the Berkshire Chronicle at ONE PENNY weekly... No trouble or expense will be spared in order to render the Berkshire Chronicle a popular and trustworthy record of Local and General Events, and a vigorous and efficient exponent of Conservative Opinions...

The Chronicle's aim to expound vigorously the Conservative party message appears to have been successful, for in November 1885 the Conservative candidate, Charles Murdoch, was elected as Member of Parliament for Reading with a narrow majority over the Liberal, George Shaw-Lefevre, who had represented Reading since 1863. This was the first time for thirty-six years that a Conservative had been returned to represent the town, and although Murdoch's majority was only 129 votes the Chronicle expressed considerable jubilation at the result, describing it as a 'Great Conservative Victory'. The success of this victory was said to be in no small part due to the outstanding support given to the Conservative cause by the Chronicle, and to the 'fine literary flair' of its editor, Arthur Welch. To celebrate the victory, a number of copies of the editorial page of the current issue of the paper were printed on silk and hung up in prominent places for all to see.

Francis Welch continued to be the printer and publisher of the Chronicle until July 1888 when, with no explanation, the imprint was suddenly altered to read 'Printed and Published by the Proprietor Arthur Welch'. The abruptness of the change suggests that Francis had either died or had left the Chronicle to go elsewhere, but there appear to

33 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 3905, Saturday 28 June 1884.
34 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 3979, Saturday 28 November 1885.
35 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 3980, Saturday 5 December 1885. There is currently a framed copy of this silk edition in the Reading Chronicle office in Reading.
36 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 4113, Saturday 28 July 1888.
be no extant records concerning his fate, no obituary in the local papers, and no record of his burial in the family church at Englefield.

While Arthur Welch had been involved in his judicial duties on the Oxford circuit, it appears that he may well have been responsible for some editorial work on the paper, but left the day-to-day running and the printing to his younger brother Francis. However, at the age of fifty-two and with failing health, Arthur Welch probably decided to retire from the rigours of legal life and to devote all his time to producing the newspaper.37

Very little change is apparent in the Chronicle under the ownership of Arthur Welch, except perhaps for some sign of deterioration in the quality of printing produced during 1891, which was done with dirty and worn type, while the make-up shows signs of bad justification and spacing and bent and broken rules proliferate. Despite this, however, the Chronicle must have maintained its success, for in 1891 the paper moved to a new site in Valpy Street, into a building which had been specially built to house it, and where it remained until 1986.38

Arthur Welch remained the proprietor of the Berkshire Chronicle until the end of 1894, when it was sold to James Neale, whose name appeared on the imprint of the paper in January 1895. Again, there was no announcement to explain this change of ownership, but Arthur Welch's poor health may have been a contributory factor in his decision to sell the

37 In his obituary in the Berkshire Chronicle, no. 4667, Saturday 20 May 1899, reference is made to Arthur Welch's long illness.
38 See map on p. xvii.
Chronicle, for his obituary in 1899 stated that he had taken no active part in public or journalistic life for some years.39

James Neale had worked for the Chronicle for some twenty-eight years, firstly in the position of reporter and later, presumably, as editor, so his acquisition of the company ensured a measure of continuity in the paper's views. It is no surprise to find that in his first editorial as owner he re-emphasised the Chronicle's political standpoint in 'vigorously supporting the Conservative cause'.

The first aspect of the paper which needed attention was the typographic appearance which had deteriorated considerably during the last few years of Arthur Welch's ownership. Neale immediately set about changing this situation, and the Chronicle at once showed signs of improvement in its typography. To improve the actual quality of the presswork, a new two-feeder Wharfedale was installed, capable of printing between three and four thousand copies an hour. In addition, Neale altered the masthead of the Chronicle by placing a new royal crest between the words 'Berkshire' and 'Chronicle', which were themselves printed in a new Outline Gothic type.

The first halftone illustration appeared in the paper in June 1897, when two portraits were printed, one being of Mr W. Ferguson, the Mayor of Reading, and the other of Prince Christian.40 Considering the poor quality of the paper used at this time, these prints are quite good. During the Welch family's period of ownership the Chronicle had, like its rival the Mercury, always been printed on good-quality rag paper, and Neale continued this practice during the first year of his ownership. However, by

39 Reading Mercury, vol. 177, Saturday 27 May 1899.
40 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 4580, Saturday 12 June 1897.
the early months of 1896 he had no doubt discovered that to keep the price of the *Chronicle* down to 1d. it was necessary to economise on materials and, as a result, from the early part of 1896 onwards the paper was produced on newsprint.

This move to the use of cheaper paper was doubtless necessary in order to compete on price with two of its local rivals, the *Observer* and the *Reading Standard*, both of which had been penny newspapers since they had been established.41 Unlike the *Reading Mercury*, whose circulation was mainly in the country districts and agricultural areas, the *Chronicle* was reliant on sales in Reading itself and in the other larger towns in the county, and here it was in direct competition with the *Reading Observer*, the *Reading Standard*, and also, to a lesser extent, the *Reading Mercury*. With four newspapers seeking sales and advertising revenue in a somewhat limited market, the competition must have been considerable.

The *Chronicle* was certainly unable to attract as much local advertising as its competitors, for only thirty-three per cent of its contents contained advertisements compared with thirty-five percent in the recently formed *Standard* and fifty per cent in each of the *Mercury* and *Observer*. In addition to improving the paper's appearance, Neale obviously needed to work hard at acquiring more advertising revenue and to do this he had to improve both the circulation and the style of advertising. Indeed, one noticeable change in the paper's appearance from this point was the increasing inclusion of display advertisements, particularly those which, for the first time, were placed across two-column widths, a trend already set by the *Reading Standard*.

41 See Chapters VII and VIII.
During the latter part of 1897, the *Berkshire Chronicle* possibly installed a Linotype machine. There is no mention in the paper of any such new piece of machinery but some text columns and advertisements show signs of having been set on a Linotype, hairlines appearing between letters in some instances where the liquid type-metal has been forced between the matrices during the casting of a line. The *Chronicle* was certainly using a new typeface, which appears to be Linotype Roman No. 2, and this, together with the use of repeated words in many of the advertisements in the paper, also suggests the use of a Linotype machine for typesetting.\(^{42}\)

Despite James Neale's investment in new machinery, and his efforts to improve both production methods and the appearance of the paper, it is likely that the *Chronicle* was suffering financial difficulties and that the worry of running the company was having an adverse effect on Neale's already indifferent health.\(^{43}\) In the early part of 1901 the company was placed in the hands of Frank Cooksey, a local auctioneer and valuer, in order to be sold, further supporting the hypothesis that the *Chronicle* needed the fresh injection of capital which only a new company could provide.

The paper was bought by The Berkshire Chronicle Company Ltd, which was registered on 4 June 1901 with a nominal capital of 1,000 shares of £5 each and an initial share issue of 500 shares. By the end of August, 494 shares had been issued, raising £2,470, and of this sum £1,338 1s. 1d. was used to purchase the company from Neale. A further

\(^{42}\) See also Chapter V, p. 93.

\(^{43}\) *Reading Observer*, no. 4783, Saturday 17 August 1901.
£350 was set aside in order to cover all book debts of the *Chronicle* and £21 to cover the cost of the company valuation and the sale transaction.\(^{44}\)

It is fairly clear that this new company was formed by a group of local business people who wished to ensure that the Conservative party in Reading and district should maintain a newspaper which would continue to inform the public of that party's views. Indeed, the *Chronicle*'s later owner, W. T. Hedges, described this group as being ‘...more interested in politics, than in running a newspaper’.\(^{45}\)

The *Chronicle* had always supported the Conservative viewpoint, and all of its owners had been active members of the local Conservative party; indeed, James Neale himself had been the secretary of the Reading Conservative association for over eighteen years.\(^{46}\) Whether the decision to purchase the *Chronicle* was made by the local Conservative party on a formal basis, or whether the shareholders of the new company came together as a result of their collective concern for the promotion of the Conservative cause, is not clear and unfortunately there are no known extant records to clarify this point. However, a glance through the list of shareholders shows quite clearly that most of them were actively concerned in various ways with the Conservative party, including Charles Edward Keyser, who had made three unsuccessful attempts to enter Parliament as Reading's MP, and who was one of the major shareholders, with sixty shares. Another major shareholder was Blackall Simmonds, a local brewer who also held sixty shares, and who for many years was the treasurer of the Reading Central Conservative

\(^{44}\) PRO BT 31/70389.

\(^{45}\) Berkshire Chronicle, no. 5649, Saturday 23 March 1912.

\(^{46}\) Berkshire Chronicle, no. 4783, Saturday 17 August 1907.
Club. It is also interesting to note that Frank Cooksey, who was employed to make a valuation of the company and who was responsible for the sale transaction, was himself the local agent for the Conservative party.

On 12 August, just six weeks after the company had been sold, James Neale died at the age of 58, having been associated with the press in Reading for nearly thirty-eight years, most of which had been on the staff of the Chronicle.

The new company appointed Harry Read, a local journalist, to be the general manager and editor of the paper, and under his guidance the paper embarked on a programme of expansion, starting with a move to a larger format on 3 August, increasing from 20" x 18½" to 25" x 20". This larger size allowed for an extra 16-em column to be added to each page, thus making the Chronicle a 56-column paper, and with this extra space came a sudden and marked increase in the amount of advertising in the paper, rising from 33% in the old format to just over 41% in the new.

In October the company bought the Maidenhead Argus and increased its own size to ten pages, at the same time opening a London office in Budge Row for advertisers and correspondents.

Further improvements were made at the beginning of 1902 when the Chronicle was enlarged still further to twelve pages and consequent changes made to the contents of the paper. From this time on it was proposed to include a weekly syndicated story, an illustrated 'Events of the Week' feature, an illustrated weekly article on dressmaking, 'Hints for

47 PRO BT 31/70389.
48 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 4783, Saturday 17 August 1901.
the Home’, and instructions on home decoration. All of these features and articles were undoubtedly directed at encouraging a wider family audience, more particularly the women in the town and district.

The paper was now illustrated regularly with numerous line and halftone blocks, and throughout 1902 and 1903 there was a steady increase in the photographic illustrations included in the paper. With this change in weekly content came occasional special eight-page supplements on such topics as 'Spring Fashion' or 'Holiday Supplement'; all these items were accompanied by an increase in the advertising content of the paper, which had risen to 46% of the paper's space.

The form of the advertising had also changed. An increasing number of quarter-page and half-page advertisements were gradually included in the paper, many of these being for national companies such as Sunlight Soap, Colmans Mustard, Lifebuoy Soap, Lux, Pearles Butter and Van Houtens Cocoa, most including line illustrations in their make-up. Additionally, instead of all advertising appearing in full columns, some advertisements now appeared in isolated positions in the paper, giving the effect of more space and less close text.

The twelve-page version of the paper continued each week, priced at 1d., until the early part of 1904, when it was announced that the Chronicle was to start the publication of a second edition on a Tuesday afternoon each week.49 This first appeared in early February 50 and consisted of a four-page paper costing a 1/2d., while the Friday edition was reduced to eight pages at 1d.51

49 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 4920, Saturday 6 February 1904.
51 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 4923, Friday 19 February 1904.
In announcing this new venture, the *Chronicle* made much of the advantages that this twice-a-week publication would present to advertisers and, although this may well have been true, it is also a fact that the customer was now having to pay more each week for twelve pages of newspaper. The evidence suggests that the move to a twelve-page paper costing 1d had not resulted in the anticipated rise in circulation, and that even with a 46% advertising content the income was insufficient to ensure the paper's profitability. There is no doubt that the *Chronicle* endeavoured to reduce its costs during this period, for the actual newsprint on which the paper was produced was obviously extremely cheap; the paper used in all the extant editions of the paper from 1902 to 1906 was of such poor quality that they are now too brittle to handle.

It appears therefore that the company split the *Chronicle* into two editions, charging for each part, rather than instituting a price rise for the twelve-page edition, which may have deterred customers. In addition, the publication of the paper in two editions on different days gave the company more time to produce the paper and reduced the pressure of trying to print a twelve-page paper on one day on an obsolete printing press.

One other change which occurred during 1904 was the introduction of James Neale's son, Frank, as the publisher and editor of the paper. There was no explanation for the change but F. W. Neale's name appeared in the imprint from early July, with no reference to Harry Read.

Neale continued to publish the *Chronicle* twice a week until the end of 1906, when the company changed hands again. The editorial for the *Chronicle* on 5 January 1907 announced 'On Saturday last the “Berkshire Chronicle, no. 4961, Saturday 1 July 1904.
Chronicle", the great constitutional organ of the Royal and Ancient County, passed to a new proprietary and to mark the event, and to bring the Chronicle 'within the reach of all' the price was reduced permanently to 1/2d

The new owner was an advertising agent named William Thomas Hedges, who had acquired a major shareholding in the Berkshire Chronicle Company Ltd by purchasing 525 of the 900 shares issued, and he, George Baker (the company secretary), and Frank Neale (the editor), were listed as directors of the company. 53

Hedges obviously had ambitious plans for the Chronicle, for the editorial described other future developments for the paper:

Other far-reaching evolutionary measures are in progress, details of which it would be inopportune to announce at this juncture. Suffice it, therefore, to say in the meantime that the entire plant by which the paper has been recently produced is in the process of being scrapped, and that in its place will be erected within a few weeks, a plant the like of which no newspaper office in Reading, and, indeed, few weekly newspapers in the British Isles has the equal. When the new plant is running innovations even more revolutionary than the reduction of the price of the 'Berkshire Chronicle' will be effected. 54

There seems little doubt that the production methods of the Chronicle needed to be considerably improved, particularly if the paper were to be expanded as Hedges proposed. By the paper's own admission, the printing of the Chronicle on the two-feeder Wharfedale took from 'early afternoon till after midnight', even with continuous running, and the printed sheets had to pass through a folding machine before they

53 PRO BT 31/70389.

54 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 4777, Saturday 5 January 1907.
could be despatched and sold. The average production rate for producing the paper this way was in the region of one thousand copies per hour.\textsuperscript{55}

The old machinery was therefore completely scrapped and a new Hoe reel-fed rotary press powered by electricity was installed in its place, together with the necessary equipment to mould and cast curved stereo plates to fit the press. This new press was capable of producing 27,000 copies of the paper per hour, completely folded and counted in quires. Also included in the new plant was a single-cylinder flat-bed Wharfedale press, on which the weekly ‘Contents Bill’ was to be produced, and, in keeping with a Conservative paper, this was to be printed in bronze blue.

The new press was able to produce the paper in the more convenient format of 20" x 12\(\frac{1}{2}\)", with the Saturday edition containing sixteen pages and the midweek edition eight pages, each edition selling for \(\frac{1}{2}\)d.

The first of the ‘revolutionary innovations’ appeared in September, when the \textit{Chronicle} introduced a special ‘Football Edition’ for Saturdays, which was to be ‘absolutely the most up to date football paper ever published in England’.\textsuperscript{56} Whether this boast was true is difficult to prove, for none of the \textit{Football Chronicles} for this period is extant. However, this edition included the latest results, notes on the championship race, cartoons, sporting portraits, and competitions, amongst many other such features. One of the much advertised attractions for this football paper was that the \textit{Berkshire Chronicle} had acquired the exclusive right to the only telephone at Elm Park, Reading Football Club’s stadium, and was therefore able to offer the most up-to-date report of any local match. The

\begin{footnotes}
\item[55] \textit{Berkshire Chronicle}, no. 4490, Saturday 30 March 1907.
\item[56] \textit{Berkshire Chronicle}, no. 5140, Saturday 14 August 1909.
\end{footnotes}
HOW THE "CHRONICLE" WAS PRINTED.


HOW IT IS PRINTED NOW.

Football Chronicle consisted of eight pages, in the same format as the weekly and midweekly papers, and sold at ½d. Such was its apparent popularity that it was published every football season up to 1914, when the shortage of newsprint caused publication to cease until 1919.

As with previous owners of the Chronicle, W. T. Hedges was an ardent Conservative and he wasted no time in assuring the public that the change of ownership would not endanger the paper's avowed political allegiance. In the first issue under his ownership the paper declared:

It will be the policy of the 'Berkshire Chronicle' to support in the future as in the past the great Constitutional Party of the Empire, the tenets of Loyal Conservatism and Imperial Unionism.\(^5^7\)

Hedges' enthusiasm for the Conservative cause led him into some trouble in 1909, when he abused his position as the owner of a local newspaper by endeavouring to use the Chronicle to his own ends. He apparently wished to stand as a Conservative candidate for Reading and put his name forward to the local Conservative party for consideration. He was not selected and there appears to have been some dispute amongst the local party members over this decision. Hedges felt aggrieved at not being chosen and used the usually Conservative Chronicle to air his grievance publicly by publishing adverse comments and criticisms on the views of the chosen candidates and being highly critical of the way in which the local Conservative Party conducted its business.

The local Conservative party responded to this move by setting up another newspaper called the Reading and County Times, in order to counter the views printed in the Chronicle and, more importantly, to convey their views to the public. This new company was formed during

\(^5^7\) Berkshire Chronicle, no. 4777, Saturday 5 January 1907.
the latter months of 1909 and registered on 30 December of that year as The Reading and County Times Ltd.\(^{58}\) The nominal capital of the company was just £100, divided into 400 shares of 5s. 0d. each, and there were four major shareholders, each of whom had seventy-six shares and who were also the directors of the company.

One of the directors was John Paxton Petty, managing director of the Reading branch of Petty’s Press — a large family printing business which had other printing interests in Leeds and whose Reading company occupied premises in Valpy Street, very near to the Berkshire Chronicle.

The first edition of the Reading and County Times appeared on Friday 31 December 1909, consisted of 12 pages printed on smooth imitation art paper, with a format of 17\(\frac{1}{4}\)" x 11", and cost 1/2d.\(^{59}\) Like most other newspapers, it declared its intention in the editorial of the first issue:

\begin{quote}
We stand for Constitution and Empire — in a word for Freedom and Self Preservation. At a very critical moment in our political history, when Freedom is jeopardised by the threat of what would amount to a single chamber government — when our National existence may become at stake through a weak policy of Defence, when the Union itself, so jealously guarded in the past, may be broken asunder by the granting of Home Rule to Ireland — at this more than critical moment we make our appeal as a new paper to the public of Reading. We shall support with all the energy at our command the Unionist cause and the Unionist Candidates.\(^{60}\)
\end{quote}

Not surprisingly for a paper set up specifically to support a political cause, the content consisted primarily of political articles supporting such topics as 'Tariff Reform' and 'Preferential Treaties with Colonies' About forty-six per cent of the contents consisted of advertising, perhaps not

\(^{58}\) PRO BT 31/106739.
\(^{59}\) Reading and County Times, I, no. 1, Friday 31 December 1909.
\(^{60}\) Ibid.
surprisingly as one of the four directors, Arthur Grantham, was also the managing director of a large Reading advertising agency.\(^{61}\)

Initially it would appear that the *Reading and County Times* received favourable support in the town, for after the next weekly issue a Tuesday midweek edition appeared, consisting of eight pages, and after the subsequent Saturday issue the owners declared that the success of the paper was such that they had decided to enlarge it to sixteen pages each week and to drop the midweek edition.\(^{62}\) Changes continued when issue number 7 was produced in the new format of 22” x 17” and printed on newsprint, making the *County Times* appear much more like a conventional newspaper, and by early August the paper contained sports results, marriage, birth and death announcements, and was attempting perhaps to appeal to the public as a ‘Family and Unionist Journal for Berkshire and the adjoining Counties’.\(^{63}\)

The last edition of the *County Times* appeared on 10 August 1910 after just thirty-five editions had been produced, and with no announcement of its cessation. However, during the early months of 1910, W. T. Hedges had healed his rift with the local Conservative party and had entered into an agreement with John Petty to buy the *County Times* for the sum of £150, which represented the costs which had been incurred in producing the paper. Due to a disagreement over the terms, the sale did not go through, but Hedges was taken to court and sued for the sum of £200, apparently being the sum set aside as surety should the sale of the paper not proceed. The judge found in Petty’s favour, and Hedges was
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obliged to pay, but Petty was still heavily out of pocket over the running of the paper and was in some considerable trouble with his family for having entered into such an arrangement and incurring such a debt. 64

Early in 1910, the Berkshire Chronicle Company turned its attention to other towns in the county and, starting with Newbury in the spring, followed by Windsor and Wokingham in the autumn, initiated the production of local editions of the Chronicle for those towns, each with its own title. These were followed in 1911 and 1912 by the Maidenhead Chronicle and the Slough Chronicle.

The production of those extra editions meant that the press was kept busy throughout the week, for in addition to the midweek Chronicle published on a Tuesday, the Maidenhead Chronicle was published on Wednesdays, the Newbury Chronicle on Thursdays, both the Windsor and the Slough Chronicles on Fridays, and the Wokingham Chronicle, the weekly Berkshire Chronicle, and the Football Chronicle on Saturdays.

With all this expansion activity it must be reasonable to assume that the Chronicle's circulation was increasing, and certainly from October 1908 onwards the paper dropped its old secondary head title and replaced it with the words 'LARGEST CIRCULATION GUARANTEED IN READING AND COUNTY OF BERKS'. 65 It also boasted that its circulation for 1910 showed a certified 24.42% rise over the previous year, but despite this there are no actual figures to show exactly what the circulation was. 66 The only clue to the extent of the circulation at this time came in 1912 when Hedges commented that 'Five years ago the

64 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 5532, Friday 7 June 1912.
65 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 5050, Saturday 3 October 1908.
66 Berkshire Chronicle. no. 5197, Saturday 5 March 1910.
circulation of the "Chronicle" was little more than 1500 copies per week, indicating the extent of the circulation at the time when Hedges acquired the Chronicle.\textsuperscript{67}

According to Hedges, the Chronicle had broken all previous records in 1911 and at that time had undeniably the largest circulation of any paper published in Reading, the County of Berks, and the adjacent districts.\textsuperscript{68}

Hedges was in fact reviewing the progress of the Chronicle, since taking it over in 1907, at a special dinner given to celebrate the formation of a new company for an injection of fresh capital. This company was to be called the Chronicle Company Ltd, and his new partner was A. S. Appelbee, who had been the successful proprietor of a group of newspapers in Hertfordshire and who was to join the new company as managing director. Perhaps the most interesting feature of Hedges' speech was his reference to the fact that the new company had three times the capitalization of the old one.\textsuperscript{69}

It appears very much as if the rapid expansion engendered by Hedges and the considerable outlay on new plant and machinery had left the Berkshire Chronicle Company Ltd extremely stretched in financial terms, and it most likely had little working capital left. Appelbee had expressed a desire to join the enterprise and to back up his request with a 'very substantial sum of capital',\textsuperscript{70} in order that the company could continue the programme of expansion. He had been impressed with the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{67} Berkshire Chronicle, no. 5469, Saturday 23 March 1912.
\item \textsuperscript{68} Berkshire Chronicle, no. 5350, Saturday 28 January 1911.
\item \textsuperscript{69} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{70} Ibid.
\end{itemize}
tremendous progress the Chronicle had made in such a short time and was keen to invest his money in a business that would show a good return in the form of profits.

The newly formed Chronicle Company Ltd was registered in January 1911 with a share capital of £15,000 in £1 shares, the two shareholders being Hedges (with 10,000 shares), and Appelbee (with 5,000). It is evident from the registration documents that it was Appelbee’s investment of £5,000 in cash that was needed, for Hedges’ 10,000 shares were just a paper transaction, being the value placed on the old company and transferred to Hedges as being full paid-up shares in the new one.

In September 1911, the Chronicle was involved in the inauguration of the first official aerial post service between London and Windsor. This service was set up to demonstrate the possibility of using aviation as a practical means of transport for mail items, and the Chronicle approached the organising committee to suggest that the public should also have the opportunity of sending messages from Windsor to London. The initial objection to this idea was that the cost of transporting mail by air would be extremely high and that there would be insufficient mail from a small town like Windsor to warrant the cost, or the risk to the pilots. These objections were eventually overcome and the Chronicle was granted a special concession by the Postmaster General to organise the sending of special messages by air, using the Chronicle’s Windsor office as the official post box for such items. The Chronicle also had the sole selling rights for the special aerial postcards and envelopes to be used for the experiment.

---

71 PRO BT 31/113810.

72 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 5416, Saturday 16 September 1911.
and arranged, through its pages, for the public to be able to send cards or letters to the Chronicle under separate cover, for onward transmission by the air postal service.\footnote{73}{Berkshire Chronicle, no. 5414, Saturday 9 September 1911.}

This experiment proved to be a great success, for not only was it demonstrated that mail could be carried by air but the Chronicle gained a tremendous amount of publicity from the venture, their post boxes being besieged with mail to be transported by air.

Following the injection of new capital and the considerable publicity accruing from the air post venture, the Chronicle embarked on the ambitious production of a daily evening paper in the town, launching the project at a grand inaugural dinner to which many local dignitaries were invited. In an after-dinner speech, W. T. Hedges announced the forthcoming Berkshire Daily Chronicle and emphasised that Reading was well suited to support a daily paper of its own, for with a population of approximately a hundred thousand and a potential market of some three hundred thousand throughout the county it was better placed than many towns such as Cambridge and Gloucester, each of which had only fifty thousand inhabitants but published successful evening papers.\footnote{74}{Berkshire Chronicle, no. 5469, Saturday 23 March 1912.}

At this time, the Chronicle's circulation for all editions had risen to 30,000-40,000 copies per week. This figure, reported the Chronicle, 'represents something like twice the total of the combined circulations of all the other newspapers in Reading, and to exceed that of all the other newspapers in the county put together'.\footnote{75}{Ibid.} This claim, like many others made by papers themselves, has to be treated with care, for during this
same period the *Standard* was claiming to have approximately '50,000 readers',\(^76\) while the *Observer*’s circulation was probably around twelve thousand five hundred copies,\(^77\) and the *Mercury*’s at a rough estimate would be about ten thousand copies a week. Allowing for the fact that the *Standard*’s claim was probably based on two or three readers per household, that would leave a circulation of 16,000-25,000, so the combined circulation of the *Chronicle*’s three rivals was at best approximately 38,500, excluding the other papers in the county.

The first edition of the *Berkshire Daily Chronicle* was published on Monday 25 March 1912 with the same 20" x 12\(\frac{1}{2}\)" format of the weekly and midweekly *Chronicles*, and was an eight-page paper selling for 1/2d. The declared intention was to publish two editions each day in the form of an 'Afternoon Edition' and an 'Evening Edition', but at the end of May the publishers were advertising additional daily editions. These were to take the form of an 'Early Sporting Edition' published at 10 a.m., a 'Luncheon Edition' at 1 p.m., an 'Afternoon Edition' at 3 p.m., an 'Evening Edition' at 5 p.m., and a 'Cricket Edition' (close of play) at 6.45 p.m. With this announcement appeared a slight change in title, now to be *Berkshire Daily Chronicle and Evening Chronicle*.\(^78\)

It would seem to have been somewhat over-ambitious for the *Chronicle* to attempt to publish so many editions per day before ensuring that there would be a demand for them. Unfortunately it is not possible to establish how long the *Chronicle* produced this many daily editions, for

\(^76\) *Reading Standard*, no. 2005, Saturday 11 January 1913.

\(^77\) This figure is based on the estimate given by the *Observer* in the prospectus for its sale in 1918, a copy of which is in George Lovejoy’s Scrapbook, Reading Reference Library.

\(^78\) *Berkshire Chronicle*, no. 5525, Friday 31 May 1912.
only the evening edition is held at the British Library Newspaper Library, Colindale, and Reading Local Reference Library only has copies of the weekly edition.

As well as these various daily editions, the Chronicle continued to produce its special editions for other towns in the county, and as a consequence its production system would have been working to capacity, even with the use of the Linotype machine and the Hoe rotary press. One of the results of copies of these weekly special town editions not being extant is that it is not now possible to compare them to see how much they differ from each other. It may well have been that the make-up of the special town weeklies, the Reading midweek edition, and perhaps even part of the Saturday edition were identical and that very little matter was added or subtracted from one edition to another. The advertising, for example, could remain and be identical in each edition, as too could the main stories and articles for the week. By this method the amount of work in producing each separate edition could be kept to a minimum.

Whatever method was used would have entailed considerable effort, and it would have needed a good circulation for all the editions to make that effort worthwhile. There is little doubt that the company had over-extended its resources, and in December 1912 an extraordinary general meeting was held to initiate winding-up proceedings, Arthur Gould, a local chartered accountant, being appointed as voluntary liquidator.79 Within a month the company stopped publishing the local town editions and, although there was no announcement in the Chronicle to the effect that these editions would cease, the separate town names were no longer

79 PRO BT 31/113810.
listed in the advertising order form for each paper. In addition, the list of addresses of local offices was dropped from the imprint, which now contained only the Reading and London addresses.

Other aspects of the paper's content which changed during 1913 were the amount of space devoted to advertising which had dropped to thirty-three per cent, and the number of halftone illustrations which had virtually disappeared. All these signs pointed to the fact that the Chronicle was in financial trouble, and during 1913 the paper passed into the hands of Henry Mortimer Hobson, the owner of the Derbyshire Advertiser, who also purchased the Reading Mercury in the same year, forming The Reading Newspaper Company Ltd to run the two papers.

80 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 5775, Friday 21 February 1913.
CHAPTER VII

§

READING OBSERVER 1873-1924

Between the years of 1855 and 1873, the Liberal party was particularly strong in Reading and Liberal candidates had always represented the town in Parliament. Two of their candidates, Sir Francis Goldsmid and George John Shaw-Lefevre, had held the two Reading seats for most of that period, Goldsmid being elected in 1860 and Shaw-Lefevre in 1865. Although they had always enjoyed a healthy majority over the Conservatives, that majority was greatly increased in 1868 as a result of the larger electorate, following the 1867 Reform Act.

This Act had removed nearly all the rotten and nomination boroughs in the country, given the vote to many large towns previously unrepresented, and considerably increased the county electorate. Further to this the Act had extended the franchise in towns by giving the vote to all adult males who, for at least twelve months before the election, had occupied a dwelling house either as owner or tenant, and to those in lodging for the same period in premises of the value of ten pounds per year unfurnished. The effect in Reading of this Reform Act was a rapid increase in the electorate, which rose from 2,146 to 3,228 in November 1868, rising still further to over 6,000 in 1884, but with this greater

---

increase the political pendulum swung in favour of the Conservatives until 1892.

Sir Francis Goldsmid, although having a good majority, had therefore to face considerable opposition from the Conservatives in the town, particularly from the Berkshire Chronicle which expressed a frankly vitriolic opinion concerning the fact that Goldsmid was a Jew. During the election of 1860, the Chronicle lived up to its reputation of being 'offensively Conservative'² by vigorously attacking Goldsmid in its pages even after he had won the election:

Had Sir F. Goldsmid been returned for Tower Hamlets or Lambeth or some dirty little seaport, no surprise would have been felt, but that a town so celebrated for its religious profession should have thus deliberately abandoned its distinguishing characteristic is truly marvellous... So the return of a Jew is a standing indignity to the religion we are equally bound to protect from insult.³

The Chronicle even accused the Mercury of awaking from its 'comatose condition', to assume the character of 'Jewish Advocate' and, after such press reports as this and the numerous anti-semitic posters and pamphlets published in the town, it is to Reading's credit that Goldsmid was elected and continued to represent the town until his untimely death in 1878, caused by an accident when alighting from a train at Waterloo Station.⁴

The other Liberal MP, George John Shaw-Lefevre, was the nephew of Viscount Eversley who, as Charles Shaw-Lefevre, had also represented Reading as Member of Parliament from 1802 until 1820. Both Goldsmid and Shaw-Lefevre had distinguished political careers whilst representing the town.

³ Berkshire Chronicle, no. 172, 21 January 1860.
⁴ The Times, 4 May 1878.
In the light of the enlarged electorate, the Liberals, with more foresight than the other political parties, realized that in order to attract voters and win elections they needed a more efficient party organization and a better means of communication with the newly enfranchised voters. With two such distinguished representatives in Parliament as Goldsmid and Shaw-Lefevre, the local Liberal party in Reading felt that the time had arrived when it should ‘...have an up-to-date newspaper as its own organ’.\(^5\) This move to launch a new Liberal newspaper in Reading may also have been influenced by the fact that the Liberal Central Press Agency was sold to some Conservatives by its owner, William Saunders, in 1870. The circumstances surrounding this sale are not altogether clear and it appears that certain leading members of the Liberal party lost confidence in the ability of this agency to represent their party's interest. In order to overcome the problem, a number of influential Liberals formed the National Press Agency; this was financed by J. J. Coleman, the Liberal MP for Norwich and himself a newspaper proprietor,\(^6\) with help from Edward Spender\(^7\) and Lord Wolverton, the Liberal Chief Whip.

This keen interest in the use of the press by the Liberal party is reflected in the political distribution of provincial newspapers at this time, for between 1860 and 1874 there were nearly twice as many Liberal papers as Conservative ones, indeed Liberal papers represented half the country's provincial papers at this time. Over the same period the Liberals always had between three and five newspaper proprietors as MPs in the

---

5 *Reading Observer*, no. 1, Saturday 2 August 1873.

6 J. J. Coleman was owner of the Liberal *Eastern Daily Press*.

7 Spender was co-proprietor with (William Saunders) of the *Western Morning News* and had established the Central Press agency with his partner in 1863.
House of Commons, none of the other parties being represented in this way.⁸

Perhaps it was this keen awareness of the power of the press that led the local Liberal leaders to form a syndicate⁹ with the intention of setting up and publishing 'A New County Paper', the title of which was to be The Reading Observer, with the subsidiary titles of Berks Telegraph, and Bucks, Hants, Oxfordshire and Surrey Newspaper.¹⁰ One of its declared functions was to make the Liberal policy, both locally and nationally, thoroughly understood; and another was to vindicate Liberal measures and the actions of the members and representatives of the Liberal party, which were persistently misrepresented by a portion of the local press.¹¹

To embark on a venture of this kind was undoubtedly something of a gamble. The two old-established Reading newspapers, the Reading Mercury and the Berkshire Chronicle, were still both thriving journals and represented severe competition to any new paper, as too did the Newbury Weekly News and the Windsor Express, in the west and the east of Berkshire respectively. To the north of the county, competition could be expected from the Abingdon Herald and the Oxford papers.

Politically, the Berkshire Chronicle was a vociferous supporter of the Conservative party and was therefore recognized as being the

---

⁹ Reading Observer, no. 4360, Saturday 30 August 1924. Unfortunately no details of the composition or formation of this syndicate have yet been found but it is likely that John Read, the owner of the Berks Telegraph, was one of the members, as he was retained to print this new paper.
¹⁰ Reading Observer, Prospectus, 17 July 1873. George Lovejoy’s Scrapbook, Reading Reference Library.
¹¹ Reading Observer, no. 1, Friday 2 August 1873.
Observer's main political rival. Indeed, the Observer's opinion of the Chronicle was really scathing, regarding it as an organ which:

...took a very active share, not indeed, in political discussion, but in party warfare which if it did not recommend Conservative principles at least made all Liberal persons the objects of incessant abuse.\(^\text{12}\)

The Reading Mercury on the other hand was primarily a Liberal paper, although by 1873 its support for that political viewpoint could best be described as restrained. Certainly the Observer's syndicate did not consider it much of a rival in that respect for, in an editorial in August 1874, the Observer described the Mercury as having:

...arrived at that venerable age at which the inclination to express an opinion on political questions is no longer felt, and the quiet of dignified neutrality preferred to the heat and agitation of party dispute.\(^\text{13}\)

The Windsor Express, like the Mercury, had tempered its political voice with the years and by the 1870s, although its view was still tinged with Liberalism, it was endeavouring to steer a more neutral course. The Newbury Weekly News, however, founded just six years before the Observer, had from its commencement been a non-party paper.

The Liberal syndicate initially acquired the Berkshire Telegraph, which had been published in the town since about 1860 by the printer, John Read.\(^\text{14}\) His paper was biased towards the Liberal cause, but for most of its existence only two of its four pages were printed locally by Read, the other two pages being printed in London.\(^\text{15}\)

\(^{12}\) Reading Observer, no. 53, Saturday 1 August 1874.

\(^{13}\) Ibid.

\(^{14}\) Berks Telegraph. See Chapter III.

\(^{15}\) It should be noted that the Berks Telegraph was produced in an eight-page form for a short period during 1871 and 1872, when Read may have been printing the whole paper himself. See Chapter III.
First edition of the Reading Observer 2 August 1873
It is possible that in the first instance the syndicate's intention was to continue the *Telegraph* but, having acquired the plant and machinery, it was perhaps deterred by the limited capacity of the press. The press was very slow-running and could accommodate only two pages at a time, and required two men to work it, one to hand-feed the sheets and the other to take them off as they were printed.\(^{16}\)

At this point the syndicate therefore decided to start afresh with an entirely new newspaper. New premises were acquired in King Street, Reading, new types were bought, and new machinery was specially installed for the purpose.\(^{17}\) John Read was retained as printer (he may also have been one of the members of the syndicate), and a journalist was employed to deal with all local news and reports. This journalist was the only reporter the *Observer* had and appears to have been something of an eccentric character, for he was described as being:

> A Tall robust Irishman with an eyeglass always screwed into his right eye. He wrote a system of shorthand which was his own and embodied the principles of several systems then in vogue. He could report verbatim any and every of the public speakers who came before him and wrote paragraphs of news crisply and in an interesting style. He had any amount of self assurance and push and was just the man to represent a new paper whose appearance was rather resented by some people.\(^{18}\)

Although the reporter's real name is not known, he later left the *Observer* to join a London news agency, where for many years he was apparently known and respected under the pseudonym of 'Sam Grogan'.\(^{19}\)

The man appointed to be editor and feature writer of the *Observer* was the eminent London journalist P. W. Clayden. Clayden had been a

\(^{16}\) *Reading Observer*, no. 4360, Saturday 30 August 1924.

\(^{17}\) *Berks Telegraph*, no. 693, Friday 25 July 1873.

\(^{18}\) *Reading Observer*, no. 4360, Saturday 30 August 1924.

\(^{19}\) Ibid.
minister in the Unitarian Church, during which time he had become increasingly involved in journalism, writing on political and social questions for the Fortnightly, the Cornhill Magazine, and the Edinburgh Review, and for a long time editing the Boston Guardian. Thomas Walker, editor of the Daily News, had employed him to write occasional articles for the paper in 1866, and two years later Clayden had resigned his ministry to become full-time leader-writer and an assistant editor of the Daily News. He was recognized by his professional colleagues as an efficient and honest journalist and he is said to have 'greatly increased the influence of the Daily News as an organ of Liberal nonconformist opinion'.

To some extent Clayden's employment on the Observer could be said to be something of a homecoming, for he was born in Wallingford, near Reading, in 1827 and spent the early part of his life there.

Clayden's involvement with the Observer was so arranged that he could continue his work as assistant editor on the Daily News, yet also travel to Reading once a week to discharge his duties as editor of the Reading paper. Such a journey each week was, it seems, no hardship for Clayden, for he is described as being a man with a tremendous amount of energy who filled every moment of each day. The manager of the Daily News, Sir John Robinson, declared himself overawed by the activity displayed by Clayden:

20 Although the composition of the Observer's syndicate is not known, it is perhaps reasonable to assume that Goldsmid and Shaw-Lefevre were involved in the Observer's formation and that Clayden's appointment was due to their influence. His position as leader-writer on the Daily News, a stalwart Liberal party paper, would mean that he and the two prominent Reading MPs would certainly have been acquaintances.

I declare that at times I am discussing with him the paper of the following day, and a quarter of an hour later he is haranguing a crowded audience at Islington on the iniquities of Her Majesty's Conservative Opposition. Yet another hour and he is somewhere in the neighbourhood of Tavistock Square, delighting an assembly of ladies of various age by proving to their excited satisfaction their intellectual superiority to the contemptible race of man. Yet a little later he is trying — too often in vain — to withstand the tyranny of the master printer as to what shall go in the paper and what shall be left out.22

The considerable work involved in the production of the London daily severely limited the time Clayden could devote to the Observer, but apparently he would arrive in Reading at 11 o'clock on a Friday morning and immediately start to read proofs of everything set in type. He would write one political leader and another article on local affairs, each apparently written with great speed and fluency, in a hand that was easily read by the compositor. This text matter was then typeset and Clayden, after reading and correcting the proofs, would hurry back to London.23 Despite this short stay each week, it was no doubt extremely advantageous to have a man of Clayden's ability and stature overseeing this new venture.

The first edition of the Observer appeared on Saturday 2 August 1873 and, although the publishers considered that they had very carefully forecast the likely demand, it was completely sold out within a short time of its publication. Such was the demand in fact that a special edition had to be run on the Monday morning, in order that all those who wanted a copy should be able to get one.24 The format of the paper was 26" deep x 20" wide, consisted of four pages, each page having seven 15-em columns, and the price was 1d. This compared well with the Berkshire Chronicle

22 Sir John Robinson, Fifty Years of Fleet Street, (1904), p. 332.
23 Reading Observer, no. 4360, Saturday 30 August 1924.
24 Reading Observer, no. 2, Saturday 9 August 1873.
and the *Reading Mercury* at 3d. and 4d. respectively, despite the fact that both of the *Observer’s* rivals were eight-page newspapers. Almost certainly the fact that the *Observer* was so much cheaper than its rivals was responsible for its evident instant popularity.

Five weeks after its inception, the *Observer* started to publish a second edition on Saturday morning in order to give the public ‘the latest intelligence up to the hour of going to press’; an indication perhaps that the popularity of the paper was being maintained.

After the *Observer* had, in the words of Slaughter, ‘been running for some little while’, some changes were made in the staffing: Charles Slaughter was appointed as general manager, and by early 1875 William Rivers had been appointed as chief reporter to replace ‘Sam Grogan’ who had left to join a London news agency.

Rivers brought with him both experience and useful knowledge concerning the local press, for he had worked as chief reporter on the *Oxford Times* after serving with the *Surrey Advertiser* at Guildford.

It was also during 1875 that P. W. Clayden acquired the *Observer* from the syndicate which had launched it and Charles Slaughter became the new publisher in place of John Read, indicating perhaps that Read had indeed been one of the members of the original syndicate. Certainly Read no longer appears to have had any further dealings with the *Observer*, although he continued to practise as a jobbing printer at 18

---

25 *Reading Observer*, no. 6, Saturday 6 September 1873.
26 *Reading Observer*, no. 4360, Saturday 30 August 1924.
27 *Reading Observer*, no. 1732, Saturday 23 February 1893.
King's Road, Reading, until 1903, when the business was bought by Knill & Sons, another printing company.28

The Observer was showing signs of success when, in May 1875, it was enlarged by increasing the depth of the paper to 28" and at the same time reducing the head and tail margins, thus giving an extra 3" per column.29 This had the total effect of adding an extra three and a half columns to the extent of the paper. The increase was the result of great pressure on the advertising space in the paper, which had reached such a level that the proprietors apologized in an editorial because they were receiving complaints from the public that there was more advertising than news.30 In fact fifteen of the twenty-eight columns were devoted to advertising, just over fifty per cent, and it is possible that the paper's success in attracting advertising revenue was due to the experience of Clayden and to the go-ahead attitude of Slaughter and Rivers. Unlike the other newspapers in the district, the Observer had followed the example of the 'great London journals' and set their advertisements in different types from that used for the text. This enabled them to have more white space in their advertisements which, in turn, made them easier to read and was '...to the advantage of both the reader and the advertiser'.31

There is no doubt that by now the Observer was a financially sound commercial venture for, despite the increase in space to allow for more news, the pressure from advertisers was such that by the end of 1877 the advertising content of the paper had again risen to 51%. Early in 1878,
therefore, the secondary title 'Berks Telegraph, and Bucks, Hants, Oxfordshire and Surrey Newspaper' was dropped, to allow more space, and the two words Reading Observer were pushed in towards the centre block, in order to run the left-hand and right-hand columns of the front page right up to the top edge of the sheet. 32

This state of affairs lasted until the beginning of 1879, when the Observer was enlarged to eight pages in order to accommodate both the pressure from advertising and the need for more news space, particularly news for the county which the proprietors considered to have been neglected for lack of space. It was also necessary to acquire a new machine in order to cope with the extra printing involved, and one of David Payne's Wharfedale stop-cylinder presses was purchased so that the speed of production could be increased on this eight-page paper. 33

Advertisers will not use journals unless they can be guaranteed a good circulation and this increase in advertising alone suggests that the Observer's circulation was growing to healthy proportions. Indeed, the editorial of the first eight-page issue of the Observer stated:

The circulation of the Reading Observer during the past year has been larger than that of any other paper; our contemporary, the Reading Mercury, standing second to us in this respect. 34

Whether this boast was justified or not is difficult to prove, for no accurate circulation figures are available, but the Reading Mercury's weekly circulation was 4,800 in 1873, 35 and could possibly have been about five thousand copies a week, allowing for some slow growth, while the

32 Reading Observer, no. 235, Saturday 26 January 1878.
33 See illustration overleaf.
34 Reading Observer, no. 284, Saturday 4 January 1879.
The Wharfedale flatbed stop cylinder press
(Source: St. Bride Library)
Observer declared its circulation to be 5,600 copies per week in March 1879.36

One other sign of expansion exhibited by the Observer was its move into the field of commercial printing during 1876. This they did at Charles Slaughter's suggestion, buying the necessary equipment and setting up as jobbing printers,37 and advertising their new venture regularly in the paper from August of that year. It obviously made good sense to use both their equipment and (more particularly), the expertise of their craftsmen to the fullest extent. Weekly newspaper production at this time would have involved quite a number of printers to cope with the peak production times, but these men would have little to do for long periods during the week. Charles Slaughter, writing about the formation of the commercial printing venture, says:

We found it useful in many ways, but one of the chief was that we could put hands on the general printing the first part of the week and take them for the paper on Thursdays and Fridays...38

It was fortunate that at that time the local newspaper industry was not subjected to the divisions of labour which were to come later, for Slaughter continues by saying:

In those days we could get 'all round' men and were not hampered by so many trade union rules as was the case later on.

36 Reading Observer, no. 295, Saturday 15 March 1879.

37 Jobbing printing is a term used to describe commercial and display printing as opposed to book, magazine or newspaper work. The type of work usually performed by jobbing printers would include business cards, handbills, letterheadings, and posters, etc.

38 Reading Observer, no. 4360, Saturday 30 August 1924.
It was possibly towards the end of 1876\(^{39}\) that P. W. Clayden found that his work in London was occupying more and more of his time and that, because travelling to Reading was becoming inconvenient, he should sell the *Observer*. Charles Slaughter and William Rivers pooled their resources, bought the paper, and by March 1879 had become business partners, Slaughter continuing to be publisher and manager and Rivers becoming the editor.\(^{40}\) Such was their enthusiasm and industry that the circulation had risen to 5,627 by the end of 1879\(^{41}\) and, despite the enlargement to eight pages at the beginning of that year, the partners felt it necessary to expand still further. To do this meant buying yet another new press, for their new Wharfedale and the old original press were not fast enough to produce the number of copies demanded by the *Observer*’s rapid expansion. It was felt necessary to move out of the cramped premises in King Street, and a plot of land was therefore acquired in Blagrave Street enabling a new office block and factory block to be built, which would accommodate the newspaper presses and the complete commercial printing department, and allow enough space for future expansion.\(^{42}\)

The position of the new premises was carefully chosen, for they were literally within a stone’s throw of Reading’s railway stations and Blagrave Street was increasingly becoming one of the main thoroughfares.

---

\(^{39}\) Charles Slaughter states this to be in 1875 (*Reading Observer*, no. 4360, Saturday 30 August 1924) but the evidence indicates that it was later than this. In the same article Slaughter writes of suggesting to Clayden in 1876 the idea of starting a commercial printing business.

\(^{40}\) In the last will and testament of William George Rivers, ‘certain articles of co-partnership dated the first day of March 1879’ are referred to. Probate granted 13 April 1893; PRO Somerset House.

\(^{41}\) *Reading Observer*, no. 339, Saturday 3 January 1880.

\(^{42}\) *Reading Observer*, no. 363, Saturday 15 May 1880.
between the town centre and the railway station. In addition, the new Reading Town Hall, Library, and Museum were being built on the other side of Blagrave Street. Similarly, both the Berkshire Chronicle and the Reading Standard had also moved to that area by the early years of the twentieth century.

The two existing machines were installed, together with a new Wharfedale two-feeder which was specially built for the Observer by David Payne, the printing machine manufacturer of Otley in Yorkshire. This press was capable of producing 3,500 to 4,000 copies per hour and possessed the further essential advantage of being able to print a much larger sheet. Any future expansion in the paper's size could therefore be accommodated without the need to buy yet another press.

The two Wharfedales were installed side by side, so that they could be driven singly or together, and it was estimated that their combined production speed would be in the region of 5,000 sheets per hour and would enable the company to produce, if necessary, up to double its current circulation. The two-feeder had a flyer delivery, so that only two men were needed to operate it, but it was still capable of printing only four pages to view. Not only was the newspaper getting new equipment, but the jobbing plant and machinery was also to be augmented to meet the growing demands upon that area of the company's business. The complete move to the new premises was undertaken in the early part of

See map on p xvii.

See Chapter II and illustration overleaf.

This meant that, when required, the Observer could be produced with an extra column width on each page, as well as having an increase in the page depth.

Reading Observer, no. 367, Saturday 12 June 1880.

Reading Observer, no. 364, Saturday 22 May 1880.
NAMES OF A FEW FIRMS USING THIS MACHINE:


David Payne's two-feeder Wharfested press
June 1880 and, with better working conditions and greater production capacity, the Observer turned its attention once more to expanding its business.

On 2 October 1880, just three months after the move, Slaughter and Rivers published the first edition of the Newbury Advertiser. This was an eight-page newspaper, selling at 1d., with the same format of 23" x 17½" and the same six 15½-em columns per page make-up as the Observer.48

In the editorial of the first edition of this new paper, it was proclaimed to be a Liberal paper for Newbury and district and (rather grandly) that the paper would:

...endeavour to represent those great progressive principles, the history of which dates back to the splendid struggles of the Puritans, and forms part of those modern conflicts on behalf of the people with which the names of Russell and Peel, Cobden, Bright and Gladstone are indissolubly connected.49

After some general statements about serving the community with news and local reports, the editorial went on to establish the paper's strong support for the Liberal cause, and ended with a violent attack against the Conservatives.

Launching a Liberal paper in Newbury was very much a gamble by the Observer's proprietors as Newbury was a Conservative stronghold, so strong in fact that from 1885 up to the present the Conservatives have lost elections on only two occasions, 1906 and 1923.50 The town of

48 Newbury Advertiser, no. 1, Saturday 2 October 1880.
49 Ibid.
Newbury was not very large, having a population of 7,017,\(^{51}\) and was already served by two other journals, the Liberal *Newbury Herald* (the Newbury edition of the *Reading Mercury*) and the locally printed independent paper, the *Newbury Weekly News*, which by this time was firmly established with a circulation of 4,500 copies per week.\(^{52}\)

These odds against the paper's success were, it seems, too great, and at the end of December 1881, the *Newbury Advertiser* closed and was merged with the *Reading Observer*:

...of which Journal, as most of our readers will be aware, the Advertiser was, from its first appearance, an offshoot.\(^ {53}\)

Despite this setback the *Observer* appeared to be going from strength to strength, with a circulation which had risen to 7,800 copies per week during 1881, representing an increase of nearly one thousand copies over the previous year.\(^ {54}\) Advertising still accounted for over fifty per cent of the paper's contents, which suggests that the *Observer's* circulation was attracting advertisers, in turn increasing the paper's revenue.

Two minor changes had taken place over the previous year: in November 1880 the masthead block had been removed, together with the secondary title of *Berks Telegraph and Bucks, Hants, Oxfordshire and Surrey Newspaper*, and the paper's title was now *The Reading Observer*, set in gothic lettering.\(^ {55}\) Then, in June 1881, the proprietors quite

\(^{51}\) Census of England and Wales 1881, vol. I.


\(^{53}\) *Newbury Advertiser*, no. 67, Saturday 24 December 1881.

\(^{54}\) *Reading Observer*, no. 1141, Saturday 10 December 1881.

\(^{55}\) *Reading Observer*, no. 392, Saturday 27 November 1880.
suddenly changed the numbering of the paper — to No. 1,116 from No. 442 the previous week. This was apparently to bring the numbering into line with that of the *Berks Telegraph*, which had preceded the *Observer*.\textsuperscript{56} Perhaps this new numbering system was an attempt by the proprietors to give the *Observer* a 'longer history' than it really had for the changed numbering made it appear that the *Observer* was over twenty years old and this may have given some advertisers the impression that they were dealing with an 'old-established' business.

Whatever the reason, the paper continued to expand its circulation and attract a good deal of advertising revenue. From 1880 to 1884 the weekly circulation again rose, from 5,627 copies to 10,058 copies.\textsuperscript{57} If those figures are correct then the *Observer* had nearly doubled its circulation in five years.

At the beginning of 1884, the masthead was altered yet again, this time to read *Reading Observer, General Advertiser for Berks, Oxon, Surrey, Bucks, Hants and Wilts*,\textsuperscript{58} and in October of the same year the paper was enlarged from forty-eight to fifty-six columns.\textsuperscript{59} This was achieved by increasing the width of the page from 17\(\frac{1}{2}\)" to 19", reducing the column width from 15\(\frac{1}{2}\) ems to 14\(\frac{1}{2}\) ems and pushing out the printed matter closer to the edges. The purpose of this enlargement was to include more advertising matter without curtailing local news, thus avoiding criticism from its readers.\textsuperscript{60}

\textsuperscript{56} *Reading Observer*, no. 1116, Saturday 18 June 1881.
\textsuperscript{57} *Reading Observer*, no. 1258, Saturday 12 January 1884.
\textsuperscript{58} *Reading Observer*, no. 1259, Saturday 19 January 1884.
\textsuperscript{59} *Reading Observer*, no. 1301, Saturday 4 October 1884.
\textsuperscript{60} *Reading Observer*, no. 1300, Saturday 27 September 1884.
However it was not only in the field of advertising that the Observer attempted to outdo its local rivals, for it also worked hard to present the readers with a good news service as well. The standard of its editorial was always very good, particularly under the editorship of William Rivers, whose reports were invariably fair and correct and whose leading articles displayed lucidity and a competent grasp of the subject he was writing about. In addition to this, the Observer never missed an opportunity to provide an extra edition in order to cover some special event of particular local interest. They had often done this for elections, both local and general, by producing a free single news-sheet of the results, but for bigger events they sometimes went one better. When, for example, in 1882 the Royal Agricultural Society of England held its show in Reading, it was an event of considerable interest to those in the county. Throughout the week of the show, the Observer was published daily, giving up-to-date reports on the show's events. Similarly, during August 1888 when the Ancient Order of Foresters held their annual High Court Meeting in Reading, the Observer was selected as the official organ for reporting the day-to-day proceedings of the Court, the daily special editions consisting of one leaf only and selling for 1d. 61

The Observer continued its successful progress, despite the competition from its local rivals particularly when both the Berkshire Chronicle and the Reading Mercury reduced their prices in 1884. The Observer's Conservative rival, the Chronicle, was the first to alter its price when, in the July, it was reduced from 3d. to 1d.; this was quickly followed by the Reading Mercury which, in October of the same year, lowered its selling price from 4d. to 2d. No doubt both papers were feeling the effects of the competition from the Observer, which had sold at 1d. from its

61 Reading Observer, Special Supplement, Monday 6 August 1888.
inception in 1873. One other rival newspaper also feeling the competition offered by the Observer was the Reading Express and Berkshire Independent, which had first appeared towards the end of 1878. Like the Observer, it had sold for 1d. and must have posed a threat to the Observer in the early years of its life. However, by 1884 the Reading Express was showing signs of deterioration in the quality of its production, with worn and battered type and poor make-up, and the paper seems to have ceased production at the end of 1884, or perhaps early in 1885.62

The successful business relationship between Charles Slaughter and William Rivers received a severe blow in February 1893 when Rivers died. Apparently he had suffered for some time from diabetes, but his illness accelerated suddenly and he died on 22 February at the age of forty, having worked on the Observer for eighteen years, fifteen of them as editor.

That week's Reading Observer announced his death and the whole of the editorial had its columns separated by 6-point black rules, as well as a black head rule.63 William Rivers was survived by his widow and eight children, and it was one of his sons, Walter Vernon Rivers (who had already started to learn the newspaper business under his father), who was later to own the Reading Standard and subsequently take over the Observer.

After the death of his partner, Charles Slaughter took over complete ownership of the paper, and it was said that he had exercised his right under a special clause in the original partnership agreement which

62 The last extant copy of the Reading Express and Berkshire Independent is no. 651, Saturday 20 December 1884.
63 Reading Observer, no. 1732, Saturday 25 February 1893.
would allow a surviving partner to assume total ownership, without regard to the late partner's heirs. This move was to be the subject of some speculation later on, when it was said that young Walter Rivers was so incensed at being denied his father's share in the company that he set out to own a newspaper of his own.\textsuperscript{64}

Subsequent press reports of this change in the partnership arrangement always implied that Charles Slaughter was the villain of the piece and suggested that he was responsible for depriving Walter Rivers of his rightful inheritance. However, the terms of William Rivers's will clearly specify that on his death his half-share in the \textit{Observer} should be administered by his two nominated trustees, Felix B. Parfitt and John J. Cooper, who were given the power either to continue as partners with Slaughter in order to ensure that the profits could be divided for the benefit of the family, or, if they thought fit, to sell Rivers's share of the company and invest the money for the benefit of the family.\textsuperscript{65} It is quite likely that the partnership agreement allowed for a surviving partner to have first option on the deceased partner's shares in the event that they should be available for sale. The will clearly states that if any of Rivers's sons wished to continue the partnership with Charles Slaughter they must find the necessary capital to buy that partnership share from the estate. This last clause may have incensed young Walter Rivers, who perhaps felt cheated by his father's demand, and stung him into wanting a newspaper of his own.

However strongly Walter Rivers may have felt about this episode, he remained at the \textit{Observer} after his father's death, perhaps to continue

\textsuperscript{64} \textit{Reading Standard}, no. 700, Saturday 30 August 1924.

\textsuperscript{65} Last will and testament of William George Rivers granted probate 13 April 1893: PRO Somerset House, London.
learning the newspaper business, and it was during the latter part of 1894 that he began to demonstrate ideas which he would later employ with such success in his own newspaper.

The Thames had been subject to severe flooding in the Reading area and Walter Rivers consulted Slaughter about the possibility of producing some photographic illustrations of the flood. Few newspapers used photographic illustrations at this time, and the usual medium of illustration took the form of line drawings reproduced as engraved wood blocks. The nearest company to Reading specialising in the manufacture of photographic printing blocks was Messrs Hentschel & Co., near Crystal Palace in London. Four 85-screen halftone blocks were made and printed in the Observer at the end of November 1894. The blocks each measured 4 3/4" wide, varied between 2 1/2" and 3 1/2" in depth, and were of fairly reasonable quality, considering the rather rough newsprint paper on which they were printed and the fact that the machine operators were almost certainly inexperienced at printing illustrations of this kind.

The Reading Observer was probably one of the first provincial papers in the country to use halftone illustrations successfully; certainly Charles Slaughter seemed to think so. It was indeed the first in Reading, for the Berkshire Chronicle did not use them until June 1897, the Reading Standard until 1901, and it was 1912 before the Reading

---

66 Reading Observer, no. 4360, Saturday 30 August 1924.

67 Reading Observer, no. 1829, Saturday 24 November 1894.

68 The introduction and use of halftone illustrations by the provincial press is an area about which very little is known at present. Certainly the use of flat-bed presses by many of the provincial newspapers meant that they were able to print halftone blocks, unlike those papers using rotary presses at that time, but to what extent the provincial newspapers took advantage of this is certainly an area worthy of further research.

69 Reading Observer, no. 4360, Saturday 30 August 1924.
Mercury first used a halftone, and that was for an advertisement, not to illustrate the text. The success of this idea was evident in the Observer's circulation figure of 19,000 copies for the week during which these illustrations appeared. Why the Observer did not continue using illustrations, certainly during the following year, is something of a mystery, and one can only suppose that perhaps the cost of photography and blockmaking, coupled with the inconvenience of having blocks made in London, rather outweighed the advantages of their use. However, after the beginning of 1897 the Observer had a new rotary press, thus preventing the reproduction of half-tone illustrations for it was not until the early years of the twentieth century that a satisfactory method of producing curved stereotypes of halftones was introduced.

The Observer always attempted to be ahead of its local rivals in putting new ideas into practice, and in 1895 the proprietors once again embarked on a new venture, in the form of a special football edition. Increasingly during the nineteenth century the pages of provincial newspapers included reports on numerous sporting events and towards the end of the century many papers included the forerunner of the modern sports page. The public's interest in the game of football was growing rapidly, and newspapers became important purveyors of sports news and results.

The Observer's publishers obviously felt that the great interest in football represented another untapped audience, and so on Saturday 12 October 1895 they printed the first edition of the Reading Observer's Football Edition, which they introduced by saying:

The great and enormously increasing interest which is taken in Football has induced us to publish during the present Football season a Saturday Evening edition... We intend that the edition shall contain reports of

Reading Observer, no. 1830, Saturday 1 December 1894.
results of the whole of the matches of importance played in England and Scotland. 71

As well as supplying general results and information each week, the paper would give special prominence to the various Reading clubs and to matches played in the district. In addition to sports reports, up-to-date news and advertisements were to be included and, as a special attraction, it was intended to run stories written by some of the prominent writers of the day. These stories were usually supplied to provincial newspapers by special companies like Tillotsons of Bolton, who, through their Fiction Bureau, were probably one of the largest suppliers of syndicated fiction to the provincial press during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 72 Authors such as Mrs Molesworth, S. Baring-Gould, Robert Buchanan and Miss Amelia Barr were among those whose stories were to appear in the paper, thus creating an appeal to more than just the sporting enthusiast.

Unfortunately the first edition of the football paper was hit by the problem of the late arrival of results from elsewhere in the country, preventing the paper from ‘going to bed’ until 7.15 in the evening. Thus, not only did many people in Reading not get a copy but the publishers were unable to dispatch copies to the surrounding districts. This was an embarrassing start to the new paper but the problems appear to have been ironed out quickly, for by the following Saturday the weekly edition of the Observer was confidently stating that the Football Edition would be available not only in Reading, but also in Wokingham, Bracknell,

71 Reading Observer, no. 1876, Saturday 12 October 1895.

Newbury, Maidenhead, Theale and Pangbourne. The format of the football edition was 19 3/4" x 13 1/2", just half the normal *Observer* format, and it consisted of four pages and cost 1/2d. Although the first edition was printed on ordinary white paper, the second and many later editions appeared on green paper, a factor which made them distinctive.

By the end of 1896 the percentage of the paper devoted to advertising had once again risen to well over fifty per cent, only 24 of its 56 columns being used for news and articles. The use of the maximum sheet size, the need to produce a football edition between September and April each year, and the still-rising circulation made it necessary yet again for the company to invest in new and faster printing machinery to cope with the expansion. During the latter part of 1896 and the early weeks of 1897, a new Hoe web-fed rotary perfector was therefore installed at Blagrave Street, and the basement of the premises was converted to hold the necessary stereotyping plant for producing curved plates for the press. This particular machine was capable of printing, cutting, inserting, folding and counting an eight-page paper at 12,000 copies per hour, which represented a considerable increase in output compared with that of the Wharfedale two-feeder.

As is often the case when new equipment is used, the *Observer* encountered a considerable number of teething troubles during the first few months after the Hoe's installation, and the dimensions of the paper changed from time to time. The quality of the printing also varied, mainly

---

73 *Reading Observer*, no. 1877, Saturday 19 October 1895.
74 *Reading Observer*, no. 1935, Saturday 5 December 1896, is a random example.
75 See illustration, Chapter II. p. 24.
because of the newsprint used, which appeared to be somewhat inferior to the material used previously.\textsuperscript{76}

The first copy printed on the rotary press was produced on Saturday 13 February and it was the same format as usual, but at the end of May the format was increased to 26" deep x 213/4" wide, with eight 15-em columns per page. This size was maintained for five weeks, when it reverted to the original format, but by early October the teething troubles seem to have been overcome, and the paper reverted once more to the larger format, with the announcement that:

\begin{quote}
Today the Reading Observer is enlarged to 64 columns which makes it now one of the largest key newspapers published in the South of England.\textsuperscript{77}
\end{quote}

The paper continued to maintain its new, large format, and the increased production capacity enabled the proprietors to embark on yet another new venture in September 1897, in the form of a midweek edition.\textsuperscript{78} This new midweek paper consisted of four pages, but was a smaller format than the weekly Saturday edition, being only 251/2" deep x 17" wide; it was sold for 1/2d. The original intention was to publish the paper every Wednesday, but as this was early closing day for the shops in Reading few people would have been in the town to buy a copy; so, two weeks after the first midweek edition had appeared, its publication day was altered to early Thursday morning.\textsuperscript{79}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[76] See Chapter II, p. 16.
\item[77] Reading Observer, no. 1978, Saturday 2 October 1897.
\item[78] Reading Observer, no. 1977, Wednesday 22 September 1897.
\item[79] Reading Observer, no. 1981, Thursday 13 October 1897.
\end{footnotes}
It is difficult to know how successful this midweek newspaper was, for although it was published for the next sixteen years, which would seem to indicate that it was commercially viable, Charles Slaughter, writing of it in 1924, declared that it did not turn out to be the success which had been anticipated although the circulation was usually over 2,000, and much larger if there was a 'special report'.\textsuperscript{80} Certainly the circulation figures did not compare favourably with those of the \textit{Football Observer}, which were frequently between 10,000 and 12,000 copies per week.\textsuperscript{81}

In some ways this midweek edition broke with tradition because it contained few if any advertisements, and those which did appear were very small. This in turn meant that news appeared on its front page, which was certainly a change from the conventionally accepted front page, seen on all the other Reading papers, which were normally devoted entirely to advertising.

From the middle of 1886, the \textit{Reading Observer} had another rival newspaper to contend with, in William Hall's \textit{Reading Standard}, which in 1892 had moved from its first premises in Newbury to Friar Street in Reading. And it was in October 1897 that the young Walter Rivers chose to leave the \textit{Observer} in order to become the manager of the \textit{Reading Standard}, a move which eventually led to Rivers acquiring the \textit{Reading Observer} when it ceased production in 1924.\textsuperscript{82}

However, Rivers's departure does not appear to have affected the immediate fortunes of the \textit{Observer} and by the beginning of the twentieth

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{80} \textit{Reading Observer}, no. 4360, Saturday 30 August 1924. \\
\textsuperscript{81} Ibid. \\
\textsuperscript{82} Ibid.
\end{flushleft}
century its total circulation had risen to a figure in excess of 26,000 copies per week.\footnote{83}

With the new rotary equipment and the two regular editions per week, together with the Football Observer during the winter, the pressure on the composing department must have become considerable, for hand-set type has not only to be set up ready for printing but also has to be ‘dissed’ back into the case for future use.\footnote{84} On a newspaper which has peaks of pressure at deadline times, with slack periods in between, this does not always create problems, but the Observer was producing three editions a week, each to a deadline, and undertaking commercial printing as well. So, to relieve some of the pressure on typesetting, two Linotype machines were installed at the end of 1897. Unfortunately these machines brought problems of their own, for they were very early models (probably square-base Linotypes) and were therefore inferior in their operation to those which came later. Additionally, their arrival at the Observer's office created a considerable amount of consternation amongst the compositors, many of whom appear to have thought that these machines represented the death of hand composition and consequent job-losses. The installation of these Linotypes was followed by constant breakdowns and disablement of the machines, until a particularly expensive breakage caused Charles Slaughter to intervene in a decisive way. Calling the men round the stone, he told them that the unreliability was not the fault of the machines, that the Linotypes were there to stay, and that if any more

\footnote{83}{The figures for 1901, 1902 and 1903, for example, are 26,000, 26,000 and 26,500, as quoted in the Observer for 14 December 1901, 8 February 1902 and 24 October 1903 respectively. These totals are for all editions.}

\footnote{84}{This is a printer's term used to describe the 'distribution' of type back into its typecase after use.}
breakages occurred he would sack the whole staff.\textsuperscript{85} From then on, there were fewer problems with the Linotype machines.

By the beginning of this century, the \textit{Observer} had established itself as the leading local newspaper in Reading, and its circulation had risen to a total of 26,000 copies per week for the three editions.\textsuperscript{86}

Local competition in the town existed in the form of the \textit{Chronicle}, which sold for 1d. but was going through a very difficult time,\textsuperscript{87} the \textit{Reading Mercury}, which consisted of ten pages and sold for 2d, but which was owned and run by the last members of the Cowslade family, who were perhaps not the force they had once been in the local press,\textsuperscript{88} and the \textit{Reading Standard}, which had just been acquired by Walter Rivers,\textsuperscript{89} who had left the \textit{Observer} in 1897 but who had yet to exert his personal influence on the paper's future. Like the \textit{Observer}, the \textit{Standard} also contained eight pages and sold for 1d.

By 1902 the \textit{Observer}'s circulation had risen to 27,500 copies per week and much of that success was the result of the company's commitment to attract advertising. In fact, during the early part of 1902 the \textit{Observer} formed the Reading Observer South of England and General Advertising Agency in order to be able to place 'adverts in all the London and Provincial Newspapers, Magazines and Periodicals', although how

\textsuperscript{85} \textit{Reading Observer}, no. 4360, Saturday 30 August 1924.
\textsuperscript{86} \textit{Reading Observer}, no. 2403, Saturday 19 October 1907.
\textsuperscript{87} See Chapter VI.
\textsuperscript{88} See Chapter V.
\textsuperscript{89} Rivers acquired the paper in October 1899. See Chapter VIII.
successful this company was is not known, for there appears to be only one reference to it. 90

This was undoubtedly another astute move on the part of the Observer, for it was now in a position to deal as a professional advertising agency, not only on behalf of its own clients but as a means of attracting bigger advertisers to the Observer. The results can be seen in the advertising pages of the paper, which by 1906 included advertisements from such nationally known companies as Lever Brothers, Cadbury’s, Sun Fire Insurance, Allenbury Foods, Coleman’s Starch, and Eiffel Tower Lemonade. Many of these advertisements were printed from trade-supplied stereos, which were sent out to magazines, journals and newspapers from the companies agencies. The object of producing the advertisements in this way was to ensure that the original advertisement could be designed, set in type, and then approved by the advertiser. Many stereos could be made quickly from this approved original, which ensured that advertisements were both correct and identical every time they appeared.

Another example of improving advertising to attract customers was the use of decoration and illustration. This resulted in the pages of newspapers gradually changing from being purely typographic to becoming more decorative and illustrative, and the Observer was no exception in this respect.

During the latter part of 1902, Charles Slaughter took his son into the business and it was renamed ‘Charles Slaughter and Son’. 91 It was at this time that the company reached what was perhaps the pinnacle of its

90 Reading Observer, no. 2452, Saturday 12 April 1902.
91 Reading Observer, no. 2511, Saturday 1 November 1902.
success. Certainly the Observer considered the years 1902 to 1904 as being their most successful period for, much later (in 1918), the owners of the company used the profits for those years as an example in a prospectus for prospective investors in the company.\textsuperscript{92} The average annual profits at that time were quoted as being some £2,200, this being before the issue of the Football Observer.\textsuperscript{93}

Another reason for suspecting that from 1904 the paper was over its peak and in decline was that no circulation figures were published in the paper from this time onwards, unusual for a newspaper which had, up to this time, gone out of its way to let advertisers know exactly how many copies of the paper were sold each week.

It was from about 1905 onwards that the Reading Standard began to make inroads on the circulation figures of the Observer, for under the astute leadership of Walter Rivers the Standard entered the field of photo-journalism and each week contained a two-page insert of halftone illustrations, which would have attracted many buyers. To its detriment, the Observer persisted with its strong Liberal bias, and although the town was still represented in Parliament by the Liberal, Rufus Isaacs, his majority was very small. The break-up of the Liberal party after 1917 allowed the Labour party to take the Liberals' place as the party of the left, and from that time on, even when a Liberal candidate did stand for election in Reading, he was usually at the bottom of the poll.\textsuperscript{94}

The persistent adherence to the Liberal cause and the competition from the Reading Standard were not the only reasons for the Observer's

\textsuperscript{92} PRO BT 31/158951.

\textsuperscript{93} Ibid.

decline. In company with the other local papers, the Observer was obliged to reduce its size and production during the 1914-18 war, indeed the midweek and football editions were stopped altogether from August 1914. After some fluctuation in size and format, the weekly edition was produced as an eight-page paper in the smaller format of 26" x 17" and during the last eighteen months of the war the paper was often reduced to just four pages.

During 1916, at the age of 73, Charles Slaughter decided to retire, leaving the business in the hands of his son, Charles Henry Slaughter, and for several weeks the paper was printed and published by ‘E. Dennis Berry as trustee of Charles Slaughter’. Presumably this was an interim measure during the change-over of control, for on 4 August the imprint was changed to ‘Printed and published for the proprietors by C. H. Slaughter’. It may be reasonably safe to assume that the Slaughter family were still the proprietors but that the retiring Charles Slaughter had little to do with the day-to-day running of the paper.

By the end of the war, Charles Henry Slaughter was suffering increasing ill health and the Observer was in need of more capital, so an attempt was made to sell the paper. The Reading Observer (Newspaper and Printing Company) Ltd was therefore formed to acquire the assets of the Reading Observer.

The proposed company was to have a nominal capital of five thousand £1 shares, and the qualification shares prescribed for directors

95 Reading Observer, midweek edition last published on 12 August 1914.
96 Reading Observer, no. 3990, Saturday 4 August 1916.
97 PRO BT 31/158951.
of the company were fifty £1 shares. There were four directors listed: Cyril Entwistle MP, Alfred Crossley Davies, newspaper editor, Gervase Robert Parnell, who was a local master printer, and John Frederick Paul, an assistant commissioner in the Ministry of Agriculture.

It was in the prospectus for this proposed company that the average annual profit of £2,200 was stated, together with the comment that:

In more recent years, and particularly during the war, these profits have not been maintained, but marked improvement was made in 1918...

This prospectus also contained a valuation of the business in terms of the assets to be acquired by any prospective buyer:

1) The freehold of premises 19 and 21 Blagrave Street valued at £2,300.

2) Rotary machine, engine, printing machinery and general equipment valued at £6,191.

3) Goodwill £450, book debts £100, total estimated value £700.

Therefore total £9,191.

The purchase agreement was for the sum of £6,000, payable as £2,500 cash and the remainder to be satisfied by the issue of debentures to the value of £3,500 (part of a total issue of £4,000) in sums of £100 each redeemable at 15% premium within five years and bearing interest at 6.5%.

Crossley Davies became editor and immediately set out to improve the paper's flagging fortunes: indeed the Observer went from six to eight pages in September and from that time onwards there was a weekly inset sheet of two pages of halftones. These were printed on a flat-bed press,
and presumably inset by hand, for they were slightly smaller than the newspaper format and printed on slightly better material. Those halftones which appeared in the rest of the paper were always very poor, suggesting that the rotary stereo-platemaker was still not able to cope with halftone illustrations.

Despite Crossley Davies's attempts to improve the paper, the proposed company was unable to raise sufficient capital to buy the Observer from the Slaughters, and in late 1920 Mrs Slaughter again attempted to sell the business, this time to a company trading under the name of Cornhill Syndicate for the sum of £6,500. Unfortunately, this attempt to sell the paper resulted in a very messy and complex court case.100

 Apparently the Cornhill Syndicate resold the paper for the sum of £10,000 to a company called Compendiums Ltd. The contract was made on 12 January 1921, completion was to be on 10 February, and possession was granted before completion on 17 January. Compendiums took over the business at this point and ran it for a period but then threatened to close the business down, and a receiver had to be appointed.101

Compendiums refused to complete the contract because, they insisted, they had been badly misled as to the state of the company. They had been led to believe that the circulation was 12,000 copies per week, that £500 had been spent on type, and that the net profits of the business exceeded £1,000 per annum. According to their own figures during their period of management from January to May, the circulation was less than

100 PRO High Court Cases, July 1921, vol. A.
101 The imprint of Compendiums Ltd first appeared on Reading Observer, no. 4180, Saturday 19 March 1921.
2,000 copies and even less than 6,000 copies with the inclusion of the seasonal football edition. Nothing approaching £500 had been spent during the previous year on type, and the net profits of the business 'did not amount to anything approaching £1,000 per annum'. They further claimed that the original accounts had been 'framed by the accountants' and that on attempting to form a company to run the Observer, which was to be called the Reading Observer Company Ltd, they discovered that a previous company called the Reading Observer Newspaper and Printing Company had been formed, and that both Mrs Slaughter and Mr Parker of the Cornhill Syndicate knew of this previous company but neither of them had informed Compendiums of its existence.

Sadly, on the very day that the high court case started, Charles Henry Slaughter died, and Mrs Slaughter herself was too distraught to participate in the trial.

The case was not resolved at this time and Evelyn Slaughter was left to act as sub-manager and editor of the Observer on behalf of the Receiver until the case could be reopened at a later session, or unless negotiations between the parties resulted in an out-of-court settlement.

With her husband dead, a court case still to be settled, and the company in the hands of the Receiver, Evelyn Slaughter was faced with yet another severe blow when, on the evening of Saturday 17 September, a fire broke out at the Observer’s premises, causing considerable damage to the machinery in both the press room and composing room.

---

102 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 6429, Friday 8 July 1921.
103 Ibid.
So poor Mrs Slaughter, who had tried to sell the paper because of her husband's bad health, now found herself without husband, without the money from the sale of the paper, without ownership of the paper because it was in the hands of the Receiver, and without the normal means of maintaining production of the paper. Many people might well have given in at this stage, but Evelyn Slaughter did not, and the next week the paper appeared on the streets, having been produced with the assistance of the Philip Palmer Press and the Classic Press, both Reading jobbing printers.\footnote{Reading Observer, no. 4207, 24 September 1921.}

The paper was only a four-page with a demy format, but at least it was still being published, and it would seem vital that the paper be continued if the Receiver or, more particularly, Mrs Slaughter were to get any money for the business at all. This she eventually succeeded in doing, for on 10 March 1922 the Observer returned to its original format, containing eight pages, and announced that it was now under new management. Exactly who the new managers were is not known for, despite an exhaustive search, no mention of the owners has yet come to light. The only person whose name is mentioned is that of P. W. Cleaver, who was to be the new general manager of the business, and a P. H. Palmer.\footnote{It was almost certainly Philip Palmer, of the Philip Palmer Press, who helped to produce the Observer for a number of months when the Observer's equipment was temporarily immobilised as a result of the fire.} Cleaver was almost certainly employed for his experience in advertising, for during his career he had worked at the Oxford Chronicle, the Bournemouth Graphic, the Export World, the North Wales Weekly News, the North Wales Standard and last, but by no means least, at the Daily Express where he was classified advertisements manager, and where in a period of thirteen months he had greatly
increased the advertising revenue from £759 to £7,800 a month. Just prior to his appointment with the Observer he had been a director of the National Advertising Service.

The new proprietors pushed ahead with every effort to improve and enlarge the paper, endeavouring to attract more readers with the inclusion of a two-page inset of halftones and entering into a 'free copy' campaign in an effort to re-establish the paper. This campaign consisted of distributing 15,000 free copies in and around Reading in order to draw people's attention to the 'resuscitated Observer', in the hope that they would see how 'greatly it had been improved'.106 The paper reaffirmed its steadfast support for the Liberal party with a report of Asquith's speech at the Liberal Summer School at Oxford, and supported this by stating that the Observer was 'The ONLY LIBERAL PAPER in Reading and District',107 a slogan repeated for four issues of the paper. In September the Observer announced that a new company, Reading Observer Limited, had been formed, which would run the newspaper and its large general printing and publishing business, and that this business was entirely new and had 'nothing to do with those private individuals who had owned the business prior to March last'.108

This company ran the Observer for the next year and appears to have made every effort to regain the circulation and custom it once had, for by the beginning of 1924 it announced that the Observer had 'made
remarkable strides in public favour' and that 'The circulation has risen wonderfully...'.

However, the anticipated revival was not to be, and in May the limited company appears to have sold the paper to new owners, for the imprint changed to 'Printed and published by Geoffrey B. Crouch and Horace Pettengell'.

The new owners made a last-ditch effort to save the paper and pinned their faith on a change of political allegiance; for in the second issue under their management the editorial exhorted those who had previously voted Liberal to vote for the Labour party in the forthcoming election. Six weeks later the editorial went one stage further in changing the political bias of the paper when it announced:

Now the Liberal Observer is dead and like a Phoenix rising from the ashes of its dead past comes forth the Labour Observer, full of promise for a great and glorious future. The King is dead, Long live the King, and we today would doff our caps and wish god speed to our new Labour Journal.

Unfortunately this switch in political allegiance was not enough to save the paper, and after just three and a half months it was closed down and the goodwill and copyright of the Observer were purchased by Walter Rivers, the owner of the Reading Standard.

The Observer had undoubtedly been subjected to increased competition from the Standard from 1905 onwards and, after 1914, from the Berkshire Chronicle and Reading Mercury when the Hobson family had taken them over and began to make them profitable.

109 Reading Observer, no. 4327, Friday 11 January 1924.
110 Reading Observer, no. 4345, week ending 17 May 1924.
111 Reading Observer, no. 4352, week ending 5 July 1924.
All the local papers suffered as a result of paper shortages and lack of advertising during this period, but it appears that the Observer was the slowest to recover from the aftermath of the war in 1918. Perhaps the fact that Charles Henry Slaughter was a sick man and consequently not able to throw himself into the business of reconstruction after the war had something to do with the paper's demise. Certainly both the Chronicle and the Standard were quick to expand their business: by 1919 the Chronicle had entered the field of sports journalism by producing a football edition on Saturday, which undoubtedly severely eroded the circulation of the Observer Football edition, and the Standard had achieved a certified weekly circulation approaching twenty thousand copies. 112

Against this competition it would have been a difficult fight, but the loss of custom and revenue caused by the court case and the fire finally sealed the fate of the Observer — the paper which, at the turn of the century, had been so successful and whose owners had shown the other local papers the way with their drive, enthusiasm, and business acumen.

112 Reading Standard, no. 2553, Friday 5 November 1921.
CHAPTER VIII

§

THE READING STANDARD 1886-1914

There is little doubt that during the second half of the nineteenth century the Liberal radical press had been more active than its Conservative counterpart,¹ and it was with a view to countering the radical press in the Newbury district that the local printer, William Hall, launched a newspaper called the Newbury Express, in March 1886.²

The secondary title for the paper stated that it was ‘a Constitutional journal and General Advertiser for Berks Hants and Wilts’ and, in the editorial of the first issue, the editor left no doubt concerning the allegiance of the paper to the Conservative cause:

It is a notorious fact that up to the present time, in many parts of the country, the Provincial Conservative Press has been less active than the Radical Press. The want is one which cannot be adequately met by the extensive dissemination of London Newspapers, or of Newspapers published at other large centres of population; for the people of the rural district naturally attach great value to local news and are not satisfied with journals which, however sound and clear in their political teaching, and however well furnished with information of general interest, contain no mention of local occurrences. It will be our aim to supply this want for Newbury and the surrounding district, both in South Berks and in those portions of the Western Division of Hants and Wiltshire.³

² Newbury Express, no. 1. Thursday 11 March 1886.
³ Ibid.
The Newbury district had only one locally printed paper at this time and that was the *Newbury Weekly News*, which was founded in 1867 and was politically independent, but the three Reading papers were all distributed there, and the *Mercury* and *Observer* had tried (albeit unsuccessfully) to produce newspapers specifically for Newbury.4

The proprietors of the *Reading Mercury* had published the *Berkshire Journal* (later the *Newbury Telegraph*) from July 1855 until July 1856, while William Rivers and Charles Slaughter had attempted to expand the *Reading Observer* empire when they published the *Newbury Advertiser* from October 1880 until the end of 1881. Significantly, both of these papers were of Liberal persuasion, which tends to support the view that the Liberal press was the most active.

As Hall's editorial indicated, none of the three Reading papers was a local paper, and the amount of local Newbury news was limited to one or two columns only. So William Hall set out to provide the Newbury area with a new Conservative paper, which was printed and published from his Express Printing Works in the Broadway, Speenhamland, Newbury, where he had been in business as a general printer for a considerable number of years.

It is suggested that the *Newbury Express* was published by Hall as a result of the great debate on the Home Rule question, and it is perhaps worth noting that the Conservatives were about to enjoy considerable political success in the 1886 general election, when the Liberal party was defeated and a Conservative government returned to Parliament.5 Whilst Newbury had always been a Conservative town, Reading returned a

---

4 See Chapters III, IV, and VII.

Conservative candidate at this election for the first time in thirty-six years. No doubt Hall was aware of this political revival by the Conservatives and considered it a worthwhile endeavour to produce a local Conservative newspaper at this time.

The *Newbury Express* had a format measuring $24\frac{1}{2}'' \times 18\frac{1}{2}''$, with eight pages each containing six 16-em columns. It was published every Thursday at a price of 1d., and the first issue contained a halftone photograph of Sir William Mount, the Conservative candidate for Newbury. Apparently the appearance of this photograph created considerable interest, for the following week the *Express* was advertising prints of the photograph on toned paper for the cost of 3d. each, and the presence of the halftone perhaps explains why the circulation of the first issue reached 6,000 copies.  

Hall left nothing to chance when it came to ensuring that his new paper was available to those who lived in the rural districts around Newbury, for he employed some eight boys to effect delivery of the *Express*. It is likely that these boys were employed only for the first few issues of the paper, for it was registered for post during the first week of its existence, and presumably all subsequent issues for the country districts were delivered by post.

Although Hall set out to provide a local paper for Newbury, the *Express* was also available in Reading; indeed the paper contained a number of advertisements for Reading companies and from the fourth edition onwards two columns on the back page were devoted to Reading and district news. This Reading column was headed 'The Reading

---

6 *Newbury Express*, no. 2, Thursday 18 March 1886.

7 Ibid.
Standard' in the issue for 17 June and the following week the masthead was altered to read *The Newbury Express and Reading Standard*, with the sub-title reading 'A constitutional Journal for Berks, Hants, and Wilts'.\(^8\) It was also announced in this issue that a *Reading Standard* office was to be opened at 158 Friar Street, Reading, and that the paper could be bought from some twenty-two agents in the town, as well as from the Erleigh Conservative Club.\(^9\)

Whether Hall had originally intended to publish a Reading paper is not known, but even though the *Express* had not been going for very long it was obvious that he was not able to offer serious competition to the *Newbury Weekly News*, which was already firmly established. At this time the population of Newbury was a little under 7,200 people and the *Newbury Weekly News* had already resisted the challenge from the *Newbury Advertiser*; it would appear therefore that there was just not room for another newspaper in the district. To survive, Hall may have switched to the Reading circulation area in an attempt to increase sales of his paper, despite the fact that there were already three papers in Reading fighting for circulation in a town with a population of little more than 70,000 people.

The first edition of the new *Reading Standard* almost certainly dates from June 1886. However, little information is available concerning the early editions of the *Standard*, for the first extant issue is number 44, for early January 1887, and no reference is made to the *Reading Standard* in the copies of the *Newbury Express*. This numbering would be consistent with the paper being numbered from the start of the *Newbury Express*.

---

\(^8\) *Newbury Express*, no. 16, Thursday 24 June 1886.

\(^9\) *Newbury Express*, ibid. The names and addresses of the agents were listed in this edition. Erleigh is a district of Reading.
FRIDAY, JANUARY 7, 1887.

READING KING'S ROAD CORNER.

ONLY ONCE A YEAR!!!

EDWARD JACKSON'S

GREAT FOURTEEN DAYS' SALE.

"NO PRICE LIST.

SPECIAL IS SUITS TO ORDER, EXCEPT IN TROUBLES TO ORDER, 10S.

SPECIAL IN OVERCOATS TO ORDER, 30S.

SPECIAL AMOUNTS OF CHOICE GOODS TO all Departments at CLEARANCE PRICES.

SALE—JANUARY 7TH AND FOLLOWING DAYS.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

EDWARD JACKSON, KING'S ROAD CORNER, READING.

FURNITURE! FURNITURE!! FURNITURE!!!

FURNISH THROUGHOUT THE BERKSHIRE.

THE BERKSHIRE.

FURNISHING COMPANY,

6, MINSTER STREET, READING.

GENERAL TERMS:

For all orders please send deposit or order in full.

Goods delivered on payment of deposit.

Liberal discount allowed for cash. Payment terms in the order of deposit.

FREE ESTIMATES OF WORK, WARES, WAREHOUSE WORKS, WOMEN'S WORKS, &c., &c., &c.

The Reading Standard in January 1887
So Hall continued to publish the *Newbury Express* every Thursday and the *Reading Standard* every Friday, both papers having the same format and selling for 1d. Surprisingly, the two papers were substantially different in their content, although certain aspects of the make-up were common to both editions. As a rule the inside four pages (pages 3, 4, 5 and 6) were frequently the same, or certainly very similar, and contained national news and information of local interest in the county. However, the outside four pages (pages 1, 2, 7 and 8) were entirely different from each other, with local advertisements appearing on pages 1 and 7 and local news appearing on pages 2 and 8. Although this pattern of make-up was not always adhered to, it was the one most generally used, and William Hall appears to have planned and produced his two papers with considerable care. One advantage of the dual make-up for these two papers was that it was possible to offer advertisers the opportunity for their advertisements to appear in two papers for the price of one insertion.\(^\text{10}\)

Producing two newspapers per week must have presented numerous problems for Hall, particularly as one of the papers had to be despatched to Reading for sale but, despite the problems and the competition from existing journals, the two papers appear to have thrived. William Hall was, however, presented with a particularly difficult problem during 1890 when he was served with a high court injunction to prevent him from producing his newspapers at night. It seems likely that his press was powered either by a gas engine or a steam engine and that the noise from this engine had disturbed Hall's neighbours. The result of this injunction was that William Hall moved his newspaper printing press

\(^{10}\) *Reading Standard*, no. 252, Friday 2 January 1891.
to 129 Friar Street, in Reading, and the Newbury and Reading papers were produced there.\textsuperscript{11}

Despite or perhaps because of this problem, the \textit{Reading Standard} appears to have gained a foothold in Reading and, in the face of severe competition in the town, particularly from the \textit{Reading Observer}, it not only survived but expanded its circulation. Indeed, on 23 January 1891 the \textit{Standard} declared that it had sold 12,300 copies the previous week.\textsuperscript{12} Whether this was the total sale for both papers or just for the \textit{Standard} is not clear, but such a circulation would, without doubt, represent a healthy state of affairs for William Hall.

Another sign that the \textit{Standard} was enjoying a successful period was the inclusion of frequent notices to customers and subscribers apologizing for the fact that extreme pressure on space had caused various reports to be held over to the following week. Such was the pressure in fact that the \textit{Standard}:

\begin{quote}
...made arrangements, by the elimination of advertisement blocks, to deal more satisfactorily with the immense amount of local and district news that comes to hand every week.\textsuperscript{13}
\end{quote}

By the middle of 1892 the \textit{Standard} was obliged to invest in a new and faster Wharfedale press and new type, in order to cope with the growing circulation, and in July of that year the company moved to new premises at 24 Friar Street and recruited more office and reporting staff.\textsuperscript{14} It is also interesting to note that with this move the secondary

\begin{itemize}
\item[12] \textit{Reading Standard}, no. 255, Friday 23 January 1891.
\item[13] \textit{Reading Standard}, no. 269, Friday 5 May 1891.
\item[14] \textit{Reading Standard}, no. 330, Friday 1 July 1892.
\end{itemize}
title 'An Official Conservative Organ for Reading, Wokingham, and Berks' was dropped and a new secondary title 'Berks, Hants, Wilts and Oxon Courier' was used. Presumably Hall wished to drop the obvious political tie with the Conservative party and move towards being politically independent, a factor which could well have influenced the survival of the paper.

Another change which took place at this time was the introduction of William Hall's son into the newspaper business, for the imprint was altered to include William Edward Hall's name in addition to his father's. This partnership between William Hall and his son lasted for just two years until July 1894, when a notice appeared in the Standard announcing that the partnership was to be dissolved.15 It is possible that William Edward Hall had edged the Reading Standard to the verge of bankruptcy, either by inept management or by virtue of some improper business practice, for in May 1895 the following notice appeared in the Standard:

By order of Mr Justice Stirling, the printing and publishing business recently carried on by my son William Edward Hall, at 24 Friar Street Reading Berks, including the Reading Standard and Newbury Express now belong to me. I hereby request you to pay to me and to no other person whomsoever all debts and monies owing by you to the said William Edward Hall in connection with the said business, and please take notice that my receipt alone will be a sufficient discharge for the same.16

All remittances were to be made payable to William Hall and sent either to the Reading Standard office in Friar Street, Reading, or to the Broadway office at Newbury. Although the production of the two newspapers was undertaken in Reading, William Hall had continued his printing business in Newbury, under the title of 'W. Hall & Son'. However,

15 Reading Standard, no. 436, Friday 13 July 1894.
16 Reading Standard, no. 487, Friday 24 May 1895.
Hall's son appears to have had no further involvement in either of the business ventures, which were, from this time, continued by William Hall on his own.

Despite this change in management, the Reading Standard maintained its place in the local battle for circulation and, like the Observer, stressed the importance of the paper as an advertising medium. Indeed, the advertisements which appeared in the Standard were more typographically pleasing than those appearing in rival papers, and perhaps this was due to the fact that William Hall was, first and foremost, a printer and this might have influenced his management of the paper.

However, it was not only advertisers that the Standard endeavoured to attract, for each week the contents of the paper included such items as a women's fashion article, a gardening column, a society gossip column, quotes from the comics, and both a serial and a short story. In addition, there was good sports coverage and comment on national and local affairs. Increasingly during 1895 and 1896 line illustrations were used to illustrate the text until, by 1897, the use of such illustrations was a normal part of the paper's make-up.

The year 1897 was a significant one in the life of the Standard, for in October Walter Rivers left the Observer and joined the Standard as its manager, an action which was to result in a considerable change in the fortunes of the paper. Rivers immediately began to stamp his authority on the paper and one of the first changes he made was to declare that the paper would be independent of any political party. The masthead sub-title was altered to read 'Independent Newspaper for Reading and District.'

---

17 Reading Standard, no. 613, Friday 22 October 1897.
and, in his first editorial, Rivers emphasized his intention of freeing the paper from political bias:

Whatever may in the past have been our real or supposed political leanings our readers may be assured that in the future no party colouring will be found in the comments we may have to make.\footnote{18} 

He went on to say that the staff and the plant of the paper had been increased and that these improvements would

...inevitably serve such an increased circulation as to make the \textit{Reading Standard} second to none as a local advertising medium...\footnote{19} 

It would appear that Rivers's drive for more advertising was successful, for the percentage of advertising in the paper, which had always been about 35-40\% of the paper's content, had increased to 44\% by December 1897 and to 55\% by the end of 1898.

Other changes which were made by Rivers were the introduction of an extra, Saturday-morning, edition and the increasing use of illustrations in the paper. Several times during 1898 halftones were used to illustrate articles on local places and people and these photographic illustrations were often augmented with line blocks as well.

Rivers continued as Manager of the \textit{Newbury Express} and the \textit{Reading Standard} for the next two years, producing the \textit{Express} every Thursday and the \textit{Standard} every Friday evening and again on Saturday mornings. However, in October 1899 William Hall announced in the \textit{Newbury Express} that arrangements had been made for the sale of the newspaper plant and that the publication of the \textit{Newbury Express} would cease with that issue.\footnote{20}

\footnote{18} \textit{Reading Standard}, no. 613, Friday 22 October 1897. 
\footnote{19} Ibid. 
\footnote{20} \textit{Newbury Express}, no. 714, Thursday 28 September 1899.
The new proprietors of the *Reading Standard* were Walter Rivers and John James Cooper JP, a prominent Reading auctioneer and estate agent who had acted as executor for the estate of Walter Rivers's father in 1893. Although Cooper was the sleeping partner he was, it seems, always ready to offer sound advice and good judgement to Walter Rivers, and the success which the *Standard* later enjoyed was due in no small part to Cooper's contribution. 21 As their first publication of the *Standard* was produced on Friday 13 October, it would appear that they were not the least superstitious.

The first edition under this new ownership had a new masthead, with the title *Reading Standard* in a new, crisper and smaller outline gothic type, and in addition the sub-title was altered to read 'The Independent and Progressive Newspaper for Reading and District'. The aims of the new management were made very clear in their first editorial:

> We shall study to make it not only an interesting Family Paper, but shall endeavour to deal within its columns with every phase of life, so that all sections of the community will find within it news to interest them... In Political and Municipal affairs our position will be INDEPENDENT and PROGRESSIVE and every movement tending towards the benefit of the people at large will have our earnest support. 22

There is little doubt that Walter Rivers had a good business sense and knew what would appeal to readers. He had demonstrated the attractions of using photographic illustration in newspapers during his time with the *Reading Observer* and he had included photographic illustrations in the *Standard* increasingly from the time he had first become manager. 23 Now that he was part owner of the paper, he was

---

21 *Reading Standard*, no. 2479, Saturday 5 June 1920.

22 *Reading Standard*, no. 716, Friday 13 October 1899.

23 See Chapter VII, p. 152.
obviously in a position to embark on a much greater use of illustration, and this he proceeded to do.

He included, for example, a large halftone of the ceremony in Reading of the Proclamation of Edward VII. This was printed on special art paper and inserted into the weekly paper as a supplement.\textsuperscript{24} Later in the year he produced a supplement on which were printed photographic portraits of no less than 155 out of some 250 children who attended the Mayor's and Mayoress's Fancy Dress Carnival.\textsuperscript{25} In June the \textit{Standard} was printed on special, smooth white paper for the reproduction of some thirteen large halftones showing scenes of the return of the Berkshire Yeomanry from South Africa, including not only regimental pictures but photographs of the crowds in Reading who came to meet the regiment on its return.\textsuperscript{26}

The paper was obviously making good progress and must have been profitable, for in May of 1901 it moved to new premises at 13 and 15 Valpy Street, virtually next door to two of its rivals, the \textit{Berkshire Chronicle} and the \textit{Reading Observer}.\textsuperscript{27} Like its rivals, the \textit{Standard's} new premises were close to both the railway stations and to the new town hall and civic building and their new premises housed not only the newspaper business but its commercial printing department as well.

One other possible indication of the \textit{Standard's} good progress was the change in numbering which occurred in early 1902, when number 846 for Saturday 11 January was followed by number 848 for Saturday 18

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{24} \textit{Reading Standard}, no. 788, Saturday 1 February 1901.
\item \textsuperscript{25} \textit{Reading Standard}, no. 800, Saturday 22 April 1901.
\item \textsuperscript{26} \textit{Reading Standard}, no. 811, Saturday 22 June 1901.
\item \textsuperscript{27} See map on p. xvii.
\end{itemize}
January, suggesting that another edition had been published during the week. There is no mention of the Standard's intention to publish another edition, yet the numbers continue to indicate the production of a midweek edition of the paper. Subsequently there are occasional references to 'our midweek edition', but no information is available as to size, content, price, or day of publication as none of the midweek editions appear to be extant.

Despite the fact that Walter Rivers had stressed the independent nature of the Standard, it had frequently tended to side with the Liberal point of view in its editorial comment. In October 1902 the paper openly confessed that the political situation in the country was such that it had to support the Liberal cause and that henceforth the Standard would be a Liberal paper:

_The Reading Standard_ could do no other than advocate religious liberty, it could not be progressive if it did not condemn the principles of public taxation without popular control, and it would be recreant to the best political traditions if it failed to oppose the placing of burdens upon the necessities of the people. For some while past we have experienced a time of political reaction, and we have been gradually but surely convinced of the necessity for fighting this tendency openly and avowedly. Only one way presented itself, namely, by a declaration of support to the party to which either directly or indirectly Britons owe the liberty and freedom of which, not inexcusably, they are wont to boast. Under all the circumstances the great majority of our readers will not be surprised when we state that henceforth this paper will definitely advocate a True Liberal Policy in things Political, Educational, Religious, and Municipal.28

So once again the secondary title of the paper was changed, to read 'The Liberal and Progressive Newspaper for Reading & District', but this time it was to stay until October 1913, when it was quietly dropped altogether.

It was at this time that the Standard's major rival, the Reading Observer (also a Liberal paper), was enjoying its most successful period.
and it was perhaps significant that during 1905 the Reading Standard moved into the field of photo-journalism in a serious way.29

At the very beginning of the year, the Standard bought a new Wharfedale Quad Royal two-feeder press and it was almost certainly the capacity of this machine to print the main text of the paper that enabled the Standard to produce two-page art inserts containing illustrations and advertising on their old single-cylinder machine. The first of these supplements appeared in the first issue of the Standard to be produced on the new press and, although initially these supplements did not appear regularly, by the end of 1905 they had become a weekly feature, raising the paper to a ten-page edition.

This increase in the size of the paper created pressure on the composing department and the Standard installed a new Linotype machine.30 By the end of 1906 this typesetter was probably working to maximum capacity to cope with the setting of the paper, which was regularly produced in twelve-page form, the advertising content now occupying between 60% and 65% of the paper each week. It is difficult to make comparisons between the Standard and its chief rival, the Observer, as there are no circulation figures available for the Standard but it would be safe to assume that the amount of advertising would not increase unless the advertisers were assured of a good circulation. If that were the case, then the Standard was posing a serious threat to the Observer and may well have surpassed the Observer as the leading paper in the county.

In addition to using photographs to attract subscribers to his paper Rivers, in 1907, produced over 200 of the illustrations in a 72-page

---

29 See Chapter VII.
30 Reading Standard, no. 1233, Saturday 23 September 1905.
booklet, which was given away free of charge to every subscriber. These illustrations had originally appeared in the paper but were thus produced in a more permanent form for subscribers to retain, the theme of the booklet being 'notable events' of 1904, 1905, and 1906.

Those who were not regular subscribers or who wanted extra copies could obtain them for 3d. each, but non-subscribers could obtain a free copy if they contracted to buy the Standard for one month.

Rivers was always alive to the opportunity to introduce new custom and extend the circulation of his paper, and the use of illustration was not the only method he used for doing this. In 1908 he observed that the village of Caversham, on the north bank of the Thames at Reading, was becoming the centre of a local borough boundary issue which was creating a considerable amount of local debate. Reading Borough Council wished to extend their boundaries to include Caversham, which was fast becoming a residential suburb of Reading, but which was separated from the town by the river Thames. Its situation on the north bank of the river, which was the accepted county boundary, placed Caversham in Oxfordshire; however, the residents of the village wished to retain their independence and fought gamely to remain separate from Reading's jurisdiction. Aware that Caversham was such a rapidly growing area, Rivers started a column in the Standard headed 'Caversham Weekly News' to cater for the Caversham people, and in addition altered the subtitle of the paper to read The Reading Standard and Caversham Weekly News, thus establishing a link between the paper and those who lived in the village.  

31 Reading Standard, no. 1375, Saturday 19 January 1907.

32 Reading Standard, no. 1518, Saturday 5 June 1908.
By 1913 the *Standard* had secured the position of the 'premier newspaper for the Town and County' and the 'finest pennyworth for quality and quantity of provincial journals'.\textsuperscript{33} It claimed to have 50,000 readers and be the finest advertising medium in Berkshire. Whilst it was almost certainly the latter, it is difficult to agree that the circulation was so large. Later evidence suggests that the circulation was more likely to be around sixteen to eighteen thousand copies per week.\textsuperscript{34} Even so, the progress of the paper under Rivers's and Cooper's management was remarkable, especially as the circulation of the *Standard* was said to be less than two thousand copies per week when they took it over.\textsuperscript{35}

\textsuperscript{33} *Reading Standard*, no. 2007, Saturday 11 January 1913.

\textsuperscript{34} None of the subsequent circulation figures produced for the *Standard* approached 50,000 copies. This figure is likely to have been calculated on the basis that each copy sold was read by at least three people per household.

\textsuperscript{35} *Reading Standard*, Special Supplement, 2 June 1961.
PART TWO
CHAPTER IX

§

TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT IN PRINTING DURING THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

The developments in printing which took place during the nineteenth century represented a tremendous leap forward in technology, when compared with the virtually unchanged state of the printing trade during the 350 years before 1800. The introduction of new equipment, new processes, new chemicals and materials, combined with the implementation of motive power, had transformed printing from a basic, almost mediaeval, craft into a machine-based industry.¹ Nowhere was this change more apparent than in the area of newspaper production which, throughout the nineteenth century, had been at the forefront of this technological revolution and had exerted constant pressure for the development of quicker, cheaper, and more efficient ways of producing newspapers.

By the end of the nineteenth century, most of the technical demands made by the newspaper industry had been met, and with cheap wood-fibre paper, reel-fed rotary presses, stereotyping, linotype typesetting machines, and the means of producing photographic

¹ See Chapter II.
illustrations, the industry had the new technology it needed to develop and expand during the early decades of the twentieth century.

Since the beginning of this century, progress in the development of printing technology has taken place in approximately two stages, and although this is true for the whole of the printing industry this survey will be concerned for the most part with those technological changes which have affected the production of newspapers.

The first of the two stages of development concerns the technological progress achieved between 1900 and 1950 and which, broadly speaking, consists of improvements, refinements, and further development to the equipment, processes and materials in use at the turn of the century. The second stage concerns the post-1950 technological advancements, many of which involve the use of electronics, and which are so radical that they are considered to be entirely new technology. It must be emphasized however that the choice of 1950 as the point of change is an arbitrary one, for many developments to pre-1950 technology continued after that date, whilst many of the revolutionary changes which have been introduced since 1950 are the results of experiments and research undertaken, in some cases, many years before 1950, but which have only come to practical fruition since that time.

Following the trend of developments which took place during the nineteenth century, it is intended to view the technological progress in four main areas: the press, paper manufacture, typesetting, and illustration, and to survey the pattern of developments in these areas in order to act as a guide when discussing the progress of Reading's newspaper press. Inevitably, technical developments in any of the areas mentioned spring from overall changes in such fields as chemistry,
physics, engineering and electronics, and consequently should never be considered in isolation. Also, improvements in any one aspect of printing technology are increasingly dependent upon cooperation between the various facets of the printing trade, to the extent that paper makers and ink and equipment manufacturers have increasingly coordinated their research in order to advance the quality of the materials and equipment they supply.

This state of affairs is particularly true of the paper-making industry, where a great deal of research has been undertaken in order to make paper easier to print on and a better medium for reproduction. The newsprint available to the newspaper printer at the end of the nineteenth century was made from mechanical woodpulp which contained many impurities, and consequently its colour was very grey-white and the impurities caused it to yellow with age. The tensile strength of the newsprint was also low and web breaks were a normal feature of a newspaper pressman's working day. Added to this, the crude nature of the paper presented a somewhat rough surface, which not only caused the rotary stereo plates to wear but made the reproduction of really fine detail illustrations very difficult, if not impossible, with the result that halftone screens on most newspapers were usually between 55 and 75 lines per inch. Despite considerable improvements in the preparation of fibres for newsprint, resulting in whiter and brighter paper with a much higher tensile strength, the letterpress printer has rarely used halftones finer than 80 lines per inch, partly because of the paper surface and partly because of the problems involved in the manufacture of stereo plates for the press.

One aspect of paper manufacture which has resulted directly from close coordination of research is that of paper developed for web-offset
production. The comparatively recent introduction by the newspaper industry of this method of printing leads most people to believe that it is a relatively new process. In fact, the first web offset press dates back to 1910. Unfortunately it was not successful then because the design of the press was far in advance of the plates, paper and inks which were used in attempts to print on this machine. The full potential of the web offset press and process were not realized until the 1960s, by which time extensive cooperative research resulted in considerably improved plates, inks and papers.

For paper to be used successfully for web offset printing, a number of conditions had to be satisfied. For example, the use of water in the lithographic process meant that paper had to be highly resistant to moisture absorption and to be as dust-free as possible. Paper dust is possibly the greatest hazard to the web offset printer, for it clings to blanket cylinders, causing blurring of image characters and the filling-in of halftone areas on illustrations, while dust which is transferred to the ink system can cause the ink to emulsify on the press and also cause considerable image wear on the printing plate. Further to this, the very high speeds attained on web offset presses demands a paper that will resist the tremendous tension of paper moving at up to 1800 feet per minute, while the surface of that paper must also resist the plucking or tearing action of the ink at such speeds. To date, research has led to the development of papers which satisfy most of the criteria mentioned and, although problems still exist, the quality of the papers now produced has allowed not only the provincial newspaper press but also the national daily press to adopt web offset printing as the means of producing newspapers.
During the nineteenth century, the use of the Fourdrinier paper-making machine, the reduction in paper taxes, and the introduction of cheap wood fibres had combined to reduce the cost of newsprint to around £10 per ton. Unfortunately, this century has witnessed a considerable rise in the cost of paper, which has increased tremendously, particularly since the Second World War. The first major increase in paper costs came as a result of the shortage of materials created by the First World War, and the price of paper rose from £10 per ton in 1914 to £43 per ton in 1920. Although the cost of paper did fall after this time, the drop was gradual, and it was 1934 before the price per ton for newsprint was again down to £10. This price rose slowly to £11 10s. 0d. per ton by the beginning of the Second World War, when a rationing system for newsprint was introduced which lasted from 1940 until 1956, during which time the price rose to just over £58 per ton.\(^2\) The rationing system was controlled by the Newsprint Supply Company, a non profit-making organization incorporated voluntarily by the press in agreement with the government, and although rationing ceased in 1956 this company still sold newsprint to the Press until 1959, at which time the company's activities ceased.

Perhaps the greatest influence on the price of newsprint since the war has been the huge increase in the cost of oil, for between five and eight barrels of oil are needed to produce a ton of newsprint. The steep rise in the cost of oil caused paper prices to nearly treble in the years between 1959 and 1980, at which point the price per ton reached approximately £300. Such increases have made it very difficult for newspaper publishers to keep the selling price of their newspapers down to a reasonable level, and in order to do this many publishers have used paper of a much lighter substance than that used before the war. By

\(^2\) See Appendix A.
changing to a paper with a substance of 50 gm$^2$ as opposed to 62 gm$^2$, newspaper publishers have not only been able to hold down the unit cost of their papers but also to reduce the distribution costs. The availability of this lighter-weight paper, which has reasonably good opacity, high tensile strength, and which meets the other criteria necessary to be run on high-speed letterpress and web-offset presses, is again a tribute to the advances made in the paper-making industry.

By the early years of the twentieth century, the majority of the national and provincial daily papers and many large-circulation weekly papers, particularly those which produced more than one edition, were printed on reel-fed rotary presses. Developments to these presses from 1900 onwards were for the most part concerned with variations in size, different arrangements for the positioning of the various elements of the press, improvements to many of the ancillary operations which were part of the press, and the introduction of new functions to the press operation.

The basis of the web-fed rotary press is the printing unit, which consists of two plate cylinders, each with its own impression cylinder and inking system, and through which the reel of paper is passed in order to be printed on both sides. Printing units were developed to accommodate up to four pages across their width and one or two pages around their circumference, and rotary presses were designed so that a number of these units could be geared together in order to pass the printed web from each unit simultaneously through the same folding unit to produce a multi-page copy of a newspaper. The number of pages in each copy could be altered from day to day or from edition to edition by using only part of a unit, or missing out a unit altogether. Press design developed in this

---

way and gradually a 'conventional' newspaper rotary evolved, which consisted of a number of levels or decks. The lower deck contained the paper-reel stands, and allowed the heavy and cumbersome reels to be handled without interfering with other work on the press, while the printing units were placed on the next deck in order to allow easy access for the machine printer when mounting the heavy stereo plates. The upper deck usually contained the turner bars and paper guides which direct the printed webs to the folder where they are brought together in register before being folded and cut off as individual newspapers. Some presses were designed on the two-deck principle, with the paper-reel stands on the same level as the printing units but placed at each end of the press to facilitate feeding in to a centrally positioned folder.

By the middle of the 1930s, machine manufacturers such as Goss and Hoe were constructing presses which had enclosed printing units, containing an inking system which pumped the ink onto the distribution roller while the press was running. Such an inking system became standard on newspaper presses, replacing the old laborious duct and distribution system and saving not only time but economizing on ink as well. Further improvements to the press included the introduction of automatic reel changers, or 'flying pasters' as they became known. Prior to the 1920s, every time a reel needed to be replenished the press had to be stopped and the fresh reel fed into the press. The invention of the 'flying pasters' allowed the new web to be spliced onto the existing reel while the press was running at full speed, another time-saving addition to the rotary press. However, feeding paper in at one end of a press at high speed meant that printed copies were emerging from another point at equally high speed. Until 1912 these printed papers were removed from the press by hand but the American firm of Culter-Hammer designed and
built a newspaper conveyor which removed newspapers from the press and which was capable of conveying the papers to despatch points well away from the machine.

One further development to the press was that of the 'fudge box', which first came into use in about 1889. The word 'fudge' means to make-do or 'bodge up' and refers to a small cylinder designed to accept a printing surface so that small amounts of additional text could be added to the already printed web, without having to make a completely fresh stereo plate. The early versions of the 'fudge box' were built to hold type or linotype slugs, but later versions designed during the 1920s and 1930s were made to hold small segments of stereo text. These fudge boxes had their own inking system and impression cylinder and allowed for late news to be printed in any column on the page. They were also used to print a seal device, which is a small block (often printed in colour) for identifying each edition, and by the late 1930s the design of the fudge boxes had reached a point when late news or seals could be added or changed while the press was running at full speed.

So far, the developments described have pertained to the letterpress rotary machine, which perhaps is not surprising when it is realized that, up to the 1960s and early 1970s letterpress was the dominant process used for newspaper production, both in America and Great Britain. All the text and illustration content for each page was made up in flat formes which were then moulded in a press using a special sheet of material known as a 'flong'. Under pressure the flong received a precise impression of all details of the forme and, after this moulding process, was removed from the surface of the form and placed in

---

a curved casting box, into which molten type metal was pumped to cast a curved semi-circular plate from the matrix, one plate being cast for every page of the newspaper. These plates were then taken to the press and clamped onto the surface of a plate cylinder ready for printing. This process was essential for the successful application of the rotary press for newspaper printing, but in the years prior to 1904 it was found to be unsuitable for the faithful reproduction of halftone illustrations. After considerable experimentation, the breakthrough finally came when Arkus Sapt, one of Lord Northcliffe's editors on the Daily Mirror, found the solution to the problem, thus making possible the substitution of photographic illustrations for drawings and creating the opportunity for the growth of photo-journalism. The exact details of Sapt's discovery are not known, but in essence the following procedures needed to be undertaken:

1. Original photographs had to be carefully retouched to ensure good, clearly defined, tonal values.

2. Initially fairly coarse halftone screens had to be used with 45 lines per inch, but these were later improved to 65 lines. These blocks had to be deep etched in order to allow for the dot formation to appear clearly in the stereo matrix.

3. The original halftone plates had to have make-ready, called an interlay, placed between the plate and its mounting base, with several layers of paper placed to coincide with the solid areas of the illustration. When passed under a moulding press, the interlay caused the highlights to be bumped down,

---

thus leaving the dark tones or solid areas of the halftone in slight relief.

4. Considerable care and attention to detail was needed during both the matrix making and the casting of the plate.

Despite the knowledge of the process in 1904, it was not until the middle 1920s when advances in deep etching, the use of a dry specially-faced flong and the introduction of direct platen moulding enabled the quality of the stereo plate to be greatly improved, and it required additional developments such as different inking rollers, new ink formulation, the use of harder packing on impression cylinders, and the introduction of smoother surfaced newsprint to ensure good halftone reproduction on the rotary press. However, neither the paper nor the stereotyping process allowed for halftone screens finer than 70 lines per inch to be used, as a general rule, for newspaper illustrations.

It is interesting to note that in Reading Walter Rivers, the owner of the Reading Standard, who used halftones very heavily in his paper, did not change over to a rotary press until 1923, unlike his rivals the Observer (which had a rotary press in 1897), and the Chronicle (which had one in 1907). Sales of his papers with good quality illustrations printed on a flatbed machine continued to increase until 1923, by which time most of the problems involved in producing acceptable halftones on a rotary press had been ironed out.

Mention has already been made of the web offset process which was originally introduced in 1910, but which only recently has had such an impact on the newspaper industry. Although the lithographic printing process was introduced at the end of the eighteenth century, it did not gain a commercial foothold until this century, and then primarily in the
general commercial printing field. A number of serious drawbacks prevented its use in the field of high-speed, quick-change newspaper printing. For example, the only commercial typesetting systems were letterpress ones, which meant that all text matter had to be set in hotmetal; from the resulting forme a reproduction print had to be taken, which was then photographed in a process camera before a lithographic printing plate could be made. This process took considerably longer than making a stereo plate for a letterpress rotary press. The litho plate was also a coarse-grained one, which used a slow-working light-sensitive emulsion on its surface, and with the lack of good inks for high-speed printing the process was limited to use in slower-running magazine presses. Pre-war newsprint was also very sensitive to the moisture content of the litho process, with the result that a very high wastage rate was experienced in web offset printing.

Experiments conducted to resolve these problems resulted in solutions which tended to be costly so that, by the 1950s, good quality web offset was a reality but the paper, ink and plates used in the process were expensive, and the need to re-establish the ink/water balance every time the press was stopped and restarted continued to create a high wastage problem. Despite these problems, however, the web offset process offered a number of advantages: the ability to reproduce fine-screen halftone illustrations; the ease of building a press which would allow full process colour to be printed, with absolute register, which must inevitably attract advertisers as well as appealing to the general public; and, with the introduction of photo-typesetting, the ease of working from film without the cumbersome equipment necessary for hotmetal setting. The development of fast-working pre-sensitized lithographic printing plates also allowed for rapid plate preparation, so that production times could be
reduced, and the web offset process was gradually introduced into the newspaper world, to such effect that by 1973 there were some 300 British weeklies using the process.  

The field of typesetting or, to be more accurate, 'text assembly', was the one in which the most radical advances have been made since 1900, to the extent that the equipment and methods now generally used for setting text matter are referred to as 'new technology'. In newspaper production, the Linotype machine was the primary means of setting the bulk of the text matter, hand setting being used only for display headlines, for any advertising display not already supplied in the form of a block, and for large display headlines being set by the hand assembly of matrices which were then cast in a Ludlow machine.

When Ottmar Mergenthaler, the inventor of the Linotype machine, died in 1899, more than six thousand of his machines were in use, having faced and overcome the tremendous opposition of the hand compositors. Throughout the early years of the twentieth century, the Linotype and, after 1914, the Intertype, were progressively improved upon, so that by the beginning of World War II setting speeds of 8,000 to 20,000 ens per hour could be achieved. Machines were made which were capable of setting mixed type sizes and display typefaces but the fundamental principle of the machine remained the same, thus limiting the possibility of increasing manual setting speeds.

---


7 It should be noted that the use of the word 'Linotype' also encompasses the Intertype machine, which works on the same principle, and a number of which were also heavily used in the newspaper industry.

One development which did occur during the 1930s, which effected some improvement in the setting speed of the Linotype, was the introduction of the teletypesetter (TTS) machine. This was a means of operating a slug-casting machine by code-perforated paper tape, some $7/8$" in width. The teletypesetter consisted of two principal units: a perforator, having a keyboard similar to that of a typewriter and which would punch a code of perforated holes into the paper strip in the same manner as a teleprinter tape; and an operating unit, which used this tape to operate automatically a slug-casting machine. The advantages of this TTS system are many: the keyboarding operation can be undertaken independently of the casting operation, thus allowing for a faster composition speed; the slug caster can also be operated at a greater speed from the tape, as there is no operator interference such as there would be on an ordinary Linotype machine; text can be set on the perforator but cast at a different time (or place), thus allowing for greater efficiency in the use of time during the production schedule; after news is set in one place on the perforator that text can be transmitted via radio or landline, to operate TTS machines in other newspaper offices around the country. The use of the TTS system only really came into operation after the second world war, and although output speeds could be improved from between fifty per cent to one hundred per cent over manual operation it was only the larger newspaper companies, such as The Times which could afford to install such a system.\(^9\) It was also during the post-war period of the 1950s that the developments in phototypesetting and computer typesetting rapidly overtook the TTS system.

\(^9\) *The Times* had a TTS link from the House of Commons to their newspaper office, and the *Scotsman* and the *Glasgow Herald* had a link from London to their offices in Scotland.
The principle of dispensing with hotmetal type and replacing it with photographic images of type goes back to the early days of the development of photography itself. However, despite a number of interesting experimental prototypes it was not until 1948 that Dr H. J. A. de Geoij, of Overseen in the Netherlands, produced the Hadego machine which was the first phototypesetting machine to go into commercial production.

From this time, development in photo composition took two directions. On the one hand there were machines such as the Monotype 'Monophoto' and the Intertype 'Fotosetter' which adapted existing hot-metal casting machines to produce either a piece of film or sensitized paper bearing the required image. This was achieved by replacing the existing hot-metal matrices with film negative matrices which were selected by using a keyboard, the letter images then being projected onto the film or paper using a beam of light. As these were based on known technology, they were initially very popular among the early users of phototypesetting machines.

The other direction taken in the development of photocomposition was into a totally new area of computer technology, where completely new ideas and techniques were introduced. One successful outcome of this adoption of new technology was the Photon or Lumitype, which originated in France but which was developed in America by the Graphic Arts Research Foundation and manufactured and distributed by Crosfield Electronics of London.

The Photon consisted of three units: a setting console, comprising an electric typewriter keyboard; an electronic control unit to interpret the input signals; and a photographic unit, which contained a matrix disc of
glass, some eight inches in diameter, containing two groups of eight rows of ninety characters which represented a total of sixteen different type faces. When the keyboard was operated, it produced a typed proof just like an ordinary office typewriter, but also produced a punched tape, and during the keyboarding of text matter instructions concerning typeface, size, line length, spacing and so on could be given by the use of a side console on the control unit. The results of setting would therefore be a punched tape, containing all the instructions for setting text in a particular manner, and a proof, which could be read for errors of punctuation and spelling.

When the tape was ready for setting, it was passed through the photographic unit, inside which the disc matrix was spinning at approximately ten revolutions per second. As the punched tape instructions were 'translated' by the photo unit the appropriate characters were exposed by a flash from an electronic flash tube onto photographic film or paper. This film or paper was then developed and the resulting negatives or bromides could be assembled to form pages which could then be exposed to a lithographic plate or (in the case of bromides) be photographed in a process camera to form a negative which could be used to produce the printing plate. It was the Photon which was adopted for use as a phototypesetting machine by The Thomson Organisation Ltd when, in September 1965, they set up the Reading Evening Post, the most advanced newspaper production unit of its kind anywhere in the world at the time of its launch.

10 See illustrations overleaf.

11 Dr Tom Margerison, Use of Computers in Europe, (1965). The details of this computer typesetting system are recorded only in this article by Tom Margerison, who was responsible for the development of the system.
Coded punched tape used in the Thomson Computerset system
The converted hotmetal phototypesetting machines did not last too long in the face of computer-controlled photosetting machines such as the Photon, and by the 1970s the photo matrix was being replaced by type faces and other image information, held in digital form in computers, and printed out using the laser beam as the converter from digital information to a photo image on bromide or film. In fact the computer itself has become the central part of the assembly not only of text matter but also of illustration, and sophisticated computers are currently available which allow for direct input of information from sources such as journalists, advertising sales people, outside correspondents, and news agencies. This information may then be called up on a large page-view terminal screen by the editorial team, for assembling complete pages. When this has been completed to the editor's satisfaction, each page can be printed out on a laser printer which provides camera-ready copy, thus saving considerable time and greatly reducing costs.

It is interesting to note that Reading's Evening Post, which led the world with the introduction of the Photon linked to an Elliot computer, was also at the forefront of development when it installed a new Press Computer System II in August 1986. This is linked to a Linotype System 5 computer for editorial and advertising output.

From the mid-1960s up to the present time the technology used in newspaper production has therefore changed drastically, the introduction of computer-controlled text-setting systems, web offset printing and new lightweight paper enabling the newspaper industry in this country to reduce costs by improving efficiency and cutting staff, and thus being able

---

12 These machines are usually referred to as 'Front-end Systems' as all the input, from whatever source, goes directly into the computer and does not have to be subjected to several re-setting stages, as is the case with the conventional hotmetal newspaper.
to compete with other media forms. The adoption of the web offset printing process has allowed for the introduction of colour in both provincial and (more recently) national newspapers, making them more colourful and attractive to the public.

One other major change in the British newspaper press has been the tremendous increase, over the last ten to fifteen years, of the free newspaper, usually referred to as the 'free sheet'. With these free papers, the costs of production and distribution are covered by the advertising revenue. Free sheet publishers can guarantee to advertisers that their advertisements will reach every household in a given area because the paper is delivered to every household, unlike advertisements in the normally purchased newspaper which will only be seen by those who actually buy the paper. Initially many of these free sheets contained all advertising, certainly the Reading ones did, but gradually these papers have included more editorial material, articles, and sports results, and are beginning to take on the appearance of a normal weekly newspaper. This may well be a trend which will continue, to the extent that eventually provincial weeklies (and perhaps even some national newspapers) may become totally free to the public.

One feature of the recent developments in newspaper technology is the high cost of investing in new plant, machinery and equipment necessary for newspaper publishers to keep production costs down and remain competitive. For example, the recent introduction of a new computer front-end system by the Reading Evening Post cost the company some six hundred thousand pounds, without the costs of installation and redundancy payments which the introduction of this equipment
necessitated. It is true to say that only large wealthy business organizations such as The Thomson Organisation Ltd and the Argus Press Group, the owners of the Evening Post and the Reading Chronicle respectively, are in a position to invest such huge sums of money in order to remain a competitive force in the local newspaper marketplace.

---

13 Breakthrough, special Evening Post supplement, Wednesday 6 August 1986.
As the First World War approached, the fortunes of Reading's two longest-running newspapers, the Berkshire Chronicle and the Reading Mercury, were at a very low ebb, and both were losing ground to the comparative newcomer, the Reading Standard, which had only been in existence some twenty-seven years.

After a brave but somewhat over-ambitious attempt to convert the paper from a weekly to a daily, the Chronicle was finding that the lack of a sufficiently large circulation, coupled with the inevitable increase in pressure on its editorial, production and distribution departments, was creating a tremendous strain on its resources. It was also no doubt finding that in order to succeed the paper needed a considerable boost in its income, which could only come from advertising but that the low percentage of advertising content (23%) was insufficient. This situation inevitably led the company into a state of near bankruptcy, and at the end of 1912 a liquidator was appointed and winding-up proceedings set in motion.

At this time Reading's oldest-established paper, the Mercury, was also approaching something of a crisis, for the owner, Frederick Cowslade,
whose family had been associated with the paper since 1770 and owners since 1784, was in his late sixties. Suffering increasing ill health, and with no heir to succeed him, Frederick was anxious to sell the paper and by the latter half of 1913 was actively seeking to retire from running the paper. In both its appearance and the manner of its conduct, the Mercury was still very much a nineteenth-century paper, targeted towards county people.

Both papers, therefore, were in the market for the kind of revitalization that fresh capital and new ownership could bring, and under normal conditions both would have been of great interest to prospective purchasers. However, with the advancing prospect of war, and the inevitable shortages of both advertising and newsprint that war would bring, both papers were quite lucky to find a buyer, which they did when Henry Mortimer Hobson took over both companies during the latter part of 1913.

The Hobsons were a well-known Derbyshire family and had been involved in the provincial press in that area since 1846, when Henry’s grandfather, John Hobson, had founded the Derbyshire Advertiser with his two sons, Robert and William. Robert departed from the paper in 1848, to become a partner in another printing business in Derbyshire, leaving the Advertiser in the hands of John and William.

William Hobson remained in control of the paper after his father’s death in 1860, but in 1893 a private limited company was formed, with William’s third son, Henry Mortimer Hobson, as the managing director. The other directors included two of William’s other sons, Ernest William Hobson (later to become Sadlerian Professor of Pure Mathematics at Cambridge) and Alfred Edward Hobson, who was a well-known Derby
solicitor. The fifth member of the board was Charles Milner Atkinson, who had married William's eldest daughter, Mary, and who was a barrister and later a stipendiary magistrate at Leeds.\(^1\)

There was another son, John, who was a writer and economist and who, as far as can be judged, had no involvement with the \textit{Derbyshire Advertiser} but whose connection with the newspaper press stemmed from the fact that his granddaughter, Mabel, had married Edward Scott, the son of the legendary C. P. Scott of the \textit{Manchester Guardian}.\(^2\)

It appears that Henry Mortimer Hobson felt too restricted in this family business and wanted to have more personal control over his own destiny, and to achieve this he started to look for other newspaper interests.\(^3\) Through Frank Randolph Mullings Phelps, a friend and business associate, Henry acquired a fifty per cent interest in the \textit{Bucks Free Press} at some point between 1909 and 1911, and then bought the \textit{Berkshire Chronicle} (possibly in late 1913) and the \textit{Reading Mercury} (early in 1914).\(^4\)

Phelps was in fact a Birmingham valuer and business agent, who specialised in buying and selling printing companies for clients and who is


\(^2\) Personal interview with E. G. B. Atkinson, fourth editor of the \textit{Derbyshire Advertiser} and nephew of the founder, who worked on the \textit{Berkshire Chronicle} in 1924 and was later a shareholder in the Reading Newspaper Co. Ltd.

\(^3\) Ibid.

\(^4\) The information concerning the Bucks Free Press was given by E. G. B. Atkinson. However, the Bucks Free Press was converted to a private limited company in April 1919, at which point the original partners, John and Thomas Butler, announced that they were to retain a considerable interest in the business. It therefore seems likely that it was at this time that Hobson gained his interest in that company.
said to have made a small fortune in this particular activity.\textsuperscript{5} His transactions to secure the \textit{Chronicle} and \textit{Mercury} for Hobson also included capital of his own, for he had shares in Hobson & Son Ltd, Bucks Free Press Ltd, the \textit{Financial Times}, and Amalgamated Press (Ltd), and was later to become director of the Reading company.\textsuperscript{6} It seems likely that Hobson and Phelps viewed the purchase of these two Reading papers as a very good business prospect and, despite the possibility of war, one worth embarking on.

As the \textit{Chronicle} had already been referred to a receiver, it is possible that Hobson had negotiated for its purchase during 1913; certainly, when he formed the Reading Newspaper Company Ltd at the end of 1913 the registration letter was typed on \textit{Chronicle} notepaper and signed by Frank Neale (who had been with the paper for some years and was then acting as the company secretary). In addition to this, the Memorandum of Association states that the company was formed to take over and carry on the business of printing and publishing the \textit{Reading Mercury}, all of which suggests that Hobson was already in possession of the \textit{Chronicle} when he negotiated for the purchase of the \textit{Mercury}.

One amusing episode during the purchase of the \textit{Chronicle} occurred when Hobson and his wife, Frances, came to Reading to view the company for the first time. When they entered the composing room, Hobson, who was apparently dressed in an old army greatcoat, was presumed by the \textit{Chronicle} staff to be an applicant for the recently advertised job of cleaner. It was a little while before the error was realised, and was no

\textsuperscript{5} Interview with E. G. B. Atkinson.

\textsuperscript{6} Phelps was listed as a director in the business returns of 1924. He was also a director, with Hobson, of the Bucks Free Press.
doubt embarrassing for Frank Neale and his staff. However, it did not deter Hobson, and he bought the *Chronicle.*

The nominal capital of the company was £15,000, divided into £1 shares, of which 7,500 were to be preference shares and 7,500 ordinary shares. The directorship consisted of Henry Collins, a solicitor, and Henry M. Hobson as managing director. Both Hobson and his wife, Frances, were early shareholders of the company.

The task facing Hobson was obviously a considerable one, for he had to endeavour to lift both papers into a more stable and profitable position. Each of the printing plants was in its own purpose-built premises, with its own equipment. The *Chronicle* was the most up-to-date in terms of its equipment, having installed a new Hoe rotary press in March 1907, and had better composing room facilities, which had been necessary when the paper had appeared in daily editions.

The *Mercury*, on the other hand, although living in a rather splendid building at 7 Market Place, Reading, was still printed on an old two-feeder flat-bed press which had been installed in 1874, and the composing room had almost certainly changed very little from the illustration which appeared in the *British and Colonial Printer* in 1905 and quite possibly still only had one Linotype machine.

However, despite its awkward, large size and its poor-quality appearance, the *Mercury* was still very popular throughout the country.

---

7 Personal interview with W. G. Garner, who had been a newspaper journalist in Reading since the late 1930s and was editor of the *Berkshire Chronicle* from 1965 to 1977.

8 See illustration, Chapter VI, p. 118.

9 *The British and Colonial Printer and Stationer*, 26 October 1905. See illustration, Chapter V, p. 88.
districts around Reading. This was perhaps not surprising, for it had always endeavoured to serve the rural districts, and comprehensively covered farming and country topics such as shows, markets, and stock and wheat prices. Its reputation in this area had been established in the 18th century and it had become something of an institution, to such effect that the other Reading newspapers always found it very difficult to break its stranglehold on sales in the country districts.

Nevertheless, Hobson had to set about the task of improving the prospects of both papers, which was made an even more daunting task with the outbreak of war in August 1914, just a few months after the newspapers had passed into his control.

At the time of Hobson's takeover of the two papers, the Chronicle was a 16-page tabloid-style paper with a format of 20" x 13", and sold at 1/2d. per copy, while the Mercury contained ten pages and was still produced in the rather large 26" x 20¼" format, selling at 2d. per copy.

The advertising content of both papers was low, the Mercury having an average of 30% and the Chronicle down to 23% — perhaps not surprising considering the low ebb which that paper had reached during 1913.

As Hobson's home and his other newspaper interests were in Derby, it is quite likely that the day-to-day running of the two Reading papers was left to Frank Neale, and the fact that many of the early directors' meetings were held in Derby perhaps supports this theory. Neale obviously had more than just a passing interest in the venture, for his father had worked at the Chronicle for a considerable period before
becoming its owner in 1894, and Frank Neale himself had been heavily involved with the fortunes of the *Chronicle* up to the time of its acquisition by Hobson. It is likely that Hobson considered himself lucky to have a man with Neale's background and local knowledge to run the paper for him.

The outbreak of war in August 1914 undoubtedly put a strain on the new company, as it also did on Reading's two other papers, the *Observer* and the *Reading Standard*. The local press had great difficulty in dealing with the twin problems of restrictions on the newsprint supply coupled with its rising cost, and the inevitable reduction in the amount of advertising available.

Despite having to reduce the size of its two papers when war broke out, the *Chronicle* and *Mercury* continued to produce 16-page and 10-page papers fairly frequently, but their circulation battle was made very difficult by the increasing success of the rival *Reading Standard*, which had established a good reputation with its excellent picture coverage. At the onset of war, the *Standard* had immediately started to produce illustrations of the local people involved in the fighting and who had been injured or killed or who had distinguished themselves in action, and this feature had proved to be a very popular one in the Reading area.

The *Chronicle* did not include photographic illustrations until the latter part of 1915, and when it did it was really a copy of the *Standard's* approach to the war coverage. Neither the *Reading Mercury* nor the *Reading Observer* included photographs during the war period. It is likely that technical reasons prevented Neale from including them in the

---

10 See Chapter VI.
11 See Chapter VIII.
**Mercury:** this paper was still printed on a two-roll rotary press, which at this time must have been incapable of producing the quality of illustration required.

The rising cost of newsprint caused the price of the *Chronicle* to be increased, firstly to 1d. then, in October 1918, to 1½d., while the *Mercury* was raised to 3d. at this time, making it the most expensive of the four Reading papers.

The war period had depressed the amount of advertising available, although the *Reading Standard* had managed to maintain a high level of revenue from that source, but once the war was over the Reading Newspaper Company embarked on a campaign to attract more advertisers and gradually the percentage of advertising in the paper increased until, by 1922, the *Chronicle* contained on average 40% of advertising and the *Mercury* 50%.

Undoubtedly, the improving post-war conditions had led to this situation, but it is likely that the decline of the *Observer* in the years prior to its closure in 1924 had helped Hobson's company; indeed it may well have been the enterprise of both the *Reading Standard* and the Reading Newspaper Company which had eventually forced the *Observer* to close.\(^\text{12}\)

Another factor to affect Reading's papers was the increasing population of the town at that time. Between 1914 and 1921 the town's population had grown by approximately 17,000, a rise of some twenty-two per cent, and the figures for the surrounding districts showed a similar upward trend. This growing population inevitably increased the potential market for the local papers, and they were very aware of the need to acquire as much of it as they could.

---

\(^\text{12}\) See Chapter VII.
One probable contribution to the demise of the *Observer* was the reintroduction, in 1918, of the *Football Chronicle*, publication of which had stopped immediately the war started in 1914. This special sports paper, produced on a Saturday, had been published for three seasons prior to the war and had enjoyed considerable success, despite the competition it had faced from the *Football Observer.* With the Football League back to normal after the war and with the increasing interest in sports of all kinds, this was no doubt viewed by the management as a lucrative market to tap. The *Observer* was also obviously undergoing a difficult time and although they, too, published a sports edition from 1918 until the paper's demise in 1924, it turned out to be no threat to the *Football Chronicle*. The great incentive to take the risk was the fact that, owing to increased costs of production which occurred after the war, the London evening papers had decided not to publish special football editions, thus leaving the door wide open for local papers to take the initiative.

The football paper was only published for the duration of the football season, between September and May. It was produced in the same format as the *Chronicle*, contained eight pages, and sold for 1d. There was very little advertising and the eight pages were full of articles, reports and results, not only of football but also of many other sports.

It appears that this paper was produced throughout the day, for some of the extant copies contain the results of Saturday league games printed as fudge news on the front and back pages, suggesting that it was possible to buy the paper on a Saturday probably from midday onwards.

Embarking on this venture necessitated considerable serious negotiation and organization by the Reading Newspaper Company, for not

---

13 See Chapter VII.
only was it necessary for the staff to be agreeable but the logistics of producing one weekly paper on a Friday followed by the football edition the following day necessitated the setting and make-up of two papers simultaneously ready for their respective deadlines. Fortunately the Chronicle's previous owners had equipped the paper to produce a daily edition, so the company was well endowed with linotype machines, a process camera, a photographic engraving department, and a comparatively new rotary press.14

The Football Chronicle survived the first year, despite running at a loss for some time.15 At the price of 1d., the revenue was not sufficient to cover the cost of paper and ink, with the result that as the paper's popularity stimulated sales so the loss increased as well. The proprietors were thus faced with three alternatives: to cease publication of the paper; to increase the price; or to introduce more advertising. The first alternative was considered to be unthinkable, as the circulation was large enough to indicate that a heavy public demand existed. To include more advertising was thought to be unacceptable, as the editor already had considerable difficulty in finding sufficient space in the paper for all the items he had available each week. It was therefore decided to increase the price to 2d., in the hope that the public would accept the extra cost rather than have the paper crowded out with advertising which would inevitably reduce the appeal of the paper.

Unfortunately, the proprietors' decision was made in March 1920, which left very little of the season in which to judge whether the public was prepared to pay the extra price for the football paper, but in the

14 See Chapter VI.
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remaining seven weeks the indications must have been good, for the paper was again produced at the end of August 1920 and for the ensuing football season.

Henry Mortimer Hobson died in December 1921, at the comparatively young age of 61, having been involved with provincial newspapers all his working life. At the time of his death, the share capital of the company was £15,000, divided into 7,500 ordinary shares and 7,500 preference shares, of which Henry Hobson had 2,110 ordinary and 700 preference. Henry had in fact transferred 1,890 shares to his only son, Charles Mortimer Hobson, in 1920, and in his will a further 500 were transferred to Charles, giving him control of the company. The balance of the shares was transferred to his widow who, holding 1,612 ordinary shares and 700 preference shares, was the second largest shareholder in the company.

Like his father, Charles Hobson took over the editorship of the Derbyshire Advertiser, leaving Frank Neale to manage the Reading Newspaper Company, and also to keep an eye on the Hobsons' investment in the Bucks Free Press.

Charles Hobson had originally been intent on a career in law: after gaining a double first in Classics at Cambridge he had read for the Bar, taking a first-class certificate of honour and a fifty-guinea prize in the final examination, and he had intended to enter the Chambers of his uncle, C. M. Atkinson a well-known figure on the North Eastern Circuit. His father's death, however, appears to have directed his attention towards newspapers and the rest of his life was spent in that business.

By the end of the 1921-2 season, the success of the Football Chronicle was such that the company decided to invest in a new press in
order to reduce production times and to have the facility for using a second press for the production of the *Football Chronicle*. The machine on which the *Berkshire Chronicle* was produced each week, and on which the *Football Chronicle* had also been produced, was capable of running at 27,000 impressions per hour, but with the addition of a new press that speed could be considerably increased. Four copies per revolution of the press could now be printed, which gave a production speed of approximately 50,000 copies per hour. If necessary the new equipment could be adapted to produce a further 25,000 copies and the output could therefore be raised to 75,000 copies per hour.

With no circulation figures available, it is difficult to assess the true success of the *Football Chronicle* at this time, although the comments made by the editor in both the football paper and the weekly *Berkshire Chronicle* indicate that the company was pleased with its progress. One estimate put the circulation at 27,000 in 1924,\(^{16}\) which was thought to be the best year for that paper. Certainly, reference to the accounts for the six months ending 30 June 1927 indicate that the circulation at that time had fallen to approximately 14,000.\(^{17}\)

This decline continued, and by the early 1930s this sports paper appears to have reached a point where a reduced income from circulation was barely covering the costs of production. After making virtually no profit in 1933 and 1934 and a possible loss in 1935, the *Football Chronicle* was closed in December 1936, halfway through the 1936-7 season.

A number of reasons undoubtedly contributed to the paper's demise, not least of which was the ever-increasing coverage of sports

\(^{16}\) Interview with E. G. B. Atkinson.

\(^{17}\) See Appendix E.
events by the national evening papers. Finally, the presence of the Evening Gazette's Saturday sports paper, The Pink'un, started during the 1935-6 season, was the most likely nail in the Football Chronicle's coffin, and the proprietors, no doubt wisely, decided to stop publication before too much money was lost in the venture.

By the middle 1920s, both the Berkshire Chronicle and the Reading Mercur had reached what appears to have been a sound financial footing, the Mercur proving to be the better of the two papers in terms of sales and advertising revenue. Again, there are no accurate circulation figures for these two papers, and the best estimate suggests that in 1924 the Mercur was selling as many as eighteen thousand copies per week and the Chronicle some nine thousand.\footnote{Interview with E. G. B. Atkinson (who was working on the Mercur and Chronicle at that time).} How accurate these figures are is difficult to judge, and certainly by 1927 the circulation figure would appear to be 9,000 for the Mercur and approximately 5,200 for the Chronicle. It must be emphasised that these figures are only estimates and take no account of any possible fluctuation in sales for the six months from July to December in each year.\footnote{See Appendix E.}

The advertising content of the two papers had gradually increased after the First World War, and by 1927 this was between 46% and 30%, the Mercur always having the slightly larger amount in its pages — perhaps a reflection of that paper's larger circulation. With a good income from sales and advertising, the company was in a sound financial position, showing something in the order of £10,000 pre-tax profit at this time, and it was decided to find new premises for the Reading Mercur, which was
still in premises in Reading's Market Place, where it had been since June 1874.

The new home for the *Mercury* was 19-21 Blagrave Street which, until 1924, had housed the *Reading Observer*, and which was only thirty yards away from the *Chronicle* offices in Valpy Street. The need to move to larger premises was great, for the offices in the Market Place had been designed to accommodate only a two-feeder press and a comparatively small composing room. Now that the *Chronicle* and *Mercury* were part of the same company, it made commercial sense to be able to use common facilities for the production of the papers, and the proximity of the *Mercury* office enabled this to happen.

It seems likely that the *Mercury* had been produced on the *Chronicle* rotary press for some time; there is no reference to this happening, but the fact that halftones had been included increasingly from the early 1920s suggests the transfer of production to the *Chronicle*’s offices.

Apart from the much greater use of photographic illustration and the inclusion of more typographic and illustrated advertisements, the appearance of the two papers had changed very little. The *Mercury* in particular still looked little different from its appearance in the nineteenth century and (surprisingly) had retained its large and unwieldy format, which was not altered until paper rationing in the early years of the Second World War forced the company to reduce the format to 23" x 18".

Frank Neale’s guiding hand on the company was showing sound results, and in 1930 the directors decided to allot £4,207 of company profits in preference shares and awarded 125 to Frank Neale and 25 to his
wife, who acted as advertising manager for the company. This was followed in 1931 by the election of Neale to the Board of Directors, as a reward for the considerable work he had done at the helm of Reading Newspaper Company.

Frank Neale was in many ways the opposite to his local rival, Walter Rivers, the owner of the Standard, for he was a quiet, rather shy man, who in his youth had played in goal for Reading Football Club as an amateur. The rivalry between the two men was always keen, although rarely acrimonious. From the business point of view, despite Neale’s success with the running of the Mercury and Chronicle he was never quite able to better Rivers’s achievements in attracting advertisers, nor the Standard’s reputation for superb illustrations.

There were many occasions when the two newspaper men endeavoured to outdo each other, and sometimes those efforts became almost childish. Perhaps the most celebrated instance concerned the proposed visit to Reading of the Prince of Wales (later the Duke of Windsor). The route for the royal procession included Valpy Street and a veritable battle developed between the two men. They vied with each other over floral decorations and bunting and argued with each other as to whose welcoming banner should have the top position across the road. Each paper tried to blot out the other’s by constant raising and lowering of the strings, and Barry Atkinson, one of Charles Hobson’s cousins (who was later to become the editor of the Derbyshire Advertiser) was ordered by Mrs Neale to shin up a drainpipe and endeavour to blot out the Standard’s welcoming flag.\(^{20}\) In the end it appears that the route was changed, and Valpy Street was left out of the royal visit.

---

This rivalry was, to some extent, ended by the arrival of the Evening Gazette in 1935, for it was necessary for the two Reading newspaper companies to become allies to fight the intruder to retain both their circulation and their advertising.

There are no accounts available for the Reading Newspaper company for this period, so it is difficult to judge the effect that the presence of the new evening paper had on the weekly sales, but the one account for 1935-6 for the Reading Standard indicates a drop of 10% in both revenue and advertising for that paper.\textsuperscript{21} It is reasonable to suggest that the Chronicle and Mercury suffered the same reduction, although for all three weekly papers that loss of business may have been temporary. The closure of the Evening Gazette in 1939 must have given both the Reading Standard and the Chronicle/Mercury some satisfaction and not a little relief.

At that time, the company decided to improve the whole production unit for the Reading Mercury and to install a new Foster four-unit rotary press, which incorporated a special type of insetting folder to cater for various page requirements.\textsuperscript{22} This new press was also considerably more flexible in that it allowed for any combination of pages up to a 32-page paper. Previously the old three-unit press had limited any increase in the size of the Mercury in that there had to be a jump from 20 pages to 24 pages, with the consequent problem of having to fill four very large pages when perhaps there was only advertising and copy enough to fill two.

At the same time as the installation of the new press, the composing room was reorganised and a new Linotype machine installed,

\textsuperscript{21} See Appendix H.
\textsuperscript{22} See illustration overleaf.
bringing the total number of these machines to eight. This included the original Linotype machine, which had first been used in 1897. In addition, the company decided to change the typeface to 'Times New Roman', necessitating the re-equipment of the Linotype with some 320,000 new matrices. Altogether this represented a considerable investment in new equipment and machinery but was necessary for the Mercury's increasing success.

The new machine also allowed the Mercury to be produced in the new and slightly smaller format of 23½" x 18", which was a little easier for the public to handle but not so different from the original format that the Mercury lost 'any of its original dignity'. Reducing the width of the paper resulted in each page having seven 14-em columns instead of the original eight. One considerable improvement which resulted from the introduction of the new press was the superior quality of printing which it allowed. Better impression control and a superior inking system led to a marked improvement in the quality of the halftone illustrations and this, together with the new typeface, gave the Mercury a very much better appearance.

The outbreak of war in September 1939 created an immediate problem for all of Reading's newspapers, and by the end of that year they had been obliged to reduce the number of pages in their issues. In many ways, Frank Neale was in a better position to control the supply of newsprint for his company, for with two newspapers he was able to get a ration for each but was able to allocate that supply to whichever of his papers he wished. Thus, if for any reason he wanted to increase the run of the Chronicle at the expense of the Mercury he could allocate his total

23 Reading Mercury, vol. 218, no. 11229, Saturday 4 February 1939.
supply accordingly, and it appears that he may well have done this. There would be fewer problems circulating newspapers within the town of Reading than dealing with country circulation, and notices appearing in the Mercury persuading country buyers to place an order for their copy of the Mercury rather than rely on casual sales, which were to be drastically reduced, perhaps supports this. During the war, Reading's population was increased considerably by the influx of service personnel, as the districts immediately around the town were used as holding areas for a large number of troops prior to the D-Day landing.

Newsprint supply apart, the other major supply problem facing the two papers was that of the amount of advertising available, for without a respectable income from that source the inevitable rise in the cost of newsprint and the reduced sales due to the paper shortage would lead to the papers running at a considerable loss. By 1941, the advertising content of the Chronicle was down to 36%, and the Mercury had maintained a reasonable 49% — although it should be emphasised that the Mercury had been reduced to only 12 pages by this time and the Chronicle, although reduced to a 16-page newspaper, was still two-thirds of its original size of 24 pages.

The answer to the advertising problem was for them to follow the Reading Standard's example and reduce the column width in the paper, thus enabling them to charge advertisers more for their advertisements.24 This they did in March 1941, the Chronicle moving from five 14-em columns per page to six 11\(\frac{1}{2}\)-em columns, and the Mercury from seven 14-em columns to eight 11\(\frac{1}{2}\)-em columns. This almost certainly had the same effect on Neale's two papers as it had on the Standard in that the

24 See Chapter XI, p. 262.
increased income from advertising was able to balance the ever-increasing price of newsprint which occurred throughout the war period.\footnote{25}

As newsprint rationing continued well after the war, the \textit{Mercury} and \textit{Chronicle} had to plan each weekly issue with care in order to balance the contents, and although advertising was becoming increasingly available as a source of revenue it was necessary for the price of both papers to be increased to 3d., the \textit{Mercury} in August 1947 and the \textit{Chronicle} in March the following year. However, it was not until 1956, following the cessation of newsprint rationing, that the two papers were once again able to increase the number of pages on a regular basis. The \textit{Chronicle} then began producing a twenty-eight-page paper, while the \textit{Mercury}, with its larger format, was frequently published in a twenty-page form. The advertising boom which started in the 1950s, particularly for classified advertisements, ensured a good income, both papers averaging between 40\% and 50\% each week and, like the \textit{Standard}, they often had to hold copy over to the following week.

Having re-equipped the \textit{Reading Mercury} with a new press in 1939, the company decided to do the same for the \textit{Berkshire Chronicle} in 1955, and an ex-\textit{Daily Express} four-unit Hoe rotary press was installed in April of that year.\footnote{26} This press had a running speed of 30,000 copies per hour and was capable of producing a 64-page tabloid-format newspaper, should it be required; thus equipped, the company was prepared for the post-war expansion which was very apparent at this time.

\footnote{25}{See Appendix A.}
\footnote{26}{See illustration overleaf.}
While the installation of the press marked a high point in the year, the sudden death of Frank Neale in August 1955 was undoubtedly the lowest point and the saddest for the company. Neale had been the managing editor of both papers since the Hobson family had taken them over at the end of 1913, and the success of the papers was in no small way due to him. He had been ably assisted by his wife, the advertising manager for the company, and between them they had engineered the success of both papers.

It was at this time that the owner, Charles Mortimer Hobson, decided to come to Reading in order to take over the reigns of the two papers, the first time that a Hobson had been directly in day-to-day control since the company had been formed forty years earlier. His place as editor of the *Derbyshire Advertiser* was taken by his cousin, Barry Atkinson, who had spent two or three years at the *Mercury* in the 1920s before going off to Cambridge University.

Hobson was 63 when he came to Reading and, although married, chose to live on his own in rooms at the top of the *Chronicle* offices in Valpy Street. He was a scholarly eccentric who was described by Mr Atkinson as being ‘...far too clever to be an editor of a provincial weekly’. A keen swimmer, he took a daily swim during the summer in an open-air pool by the river Thames, and an array of bathing trunks and towels hanging from the top windows of the Valpy Street office was a common sight. He could speak and write Greek fluently and on one occasion addressed a Greek society meeting in Oxford, which was also attended by the Reading MP, Sir Peter Emery. When he was complimented by Sir Peter on his command of the language, he

---

27 Interview with E. G. B. Atkinson.
immediately continued their conversation in Greek, which the unfortunate Sir Peter did not speak. Apparently the return journey to Reading was continued in this manner, with Sir Peter replying 'yes' or 'no' and hoping his answer was appropriate.  

Possibly the first noticeable change which came about after Hobson's arrival was the introduction, in April 1956, of news on the front page of the Chronicle. Previously, the front page had been covered with columns of classified advertisements, but these were now pushed onto page two so that classified advertising occupied pages 2-7, with display advertising spread through the remainder of the paper. The masthead remained the same, however, and retained the Old English Gothic letter, which had been a feature of the Chronicle for many years.

Post-war Reading witnessed a considerable number of changes, not least of which was the increase in population; indeed the neighbouring towns in which the local papers circulated expanded at an astonishing rate. In 1946, the area around the village of Bracknell had been designated a ‘New Town’ and the pre-war population figure of under 2,000 was considerably increased by the influx of people into the area — to 5,143 in 1951, rising to 20,533 by 1961, and more than doubling again by 1981. Other local towns, too, had increasing populations and the Reading papers could not ignore these potential markets. The Reading Standard had been the first to identify them by producing four local editions (for Wokingham and Bracknell, Henley, Newbury and Thatcham, and Woodley) and a special town edition for Reading. To some extent the

28 Interview with W. G. Garner.
29 Berkshire Chronicle, no. 8246, Friday 10 April 1956.
30 Official Census Reports for Berkshire.
Reading Newspaper Company had covered the same area, using the *Chronicle* primarily as the town paper and the *Reading Mercury* as the county paper which contained news and information for all the towns and villages in the area. However, unlike the *Standard*, it had not identified the individual areas nor specified that a particular edition should be directed at a particular town or area.

In 1959, Charles M. Hobson, recognizing the growth of local papers in the town around Reading, and particularly the rising trend in free classified advertisements in free sheets, estimated that the life of the *Reading Mercury* was probably no more than twenty years. Noting that the growth of Bracknell far outstripped that of the other local towns and that it would soon be large enough to warrant a local paper of its own, he formed a subsidiary company to produce a new paper, to be called the *Bracknell News*. The move was a bold one, and although the tendency for newspapers in the provinces at that time was to consolidate their positions rather than embark on new ventures, Hobson went ahead with the production of this new paper. Despite the fact that the *Wokingham Times* and a local edition of the *Standard* were already distributed in the Bracknell area, the paper proved to be a success, undoubtedly due to the fact that it was directed entirely towards the needs of the people of Bracknell.

The first edition of the weekly *Bracknell News* was published on Thursday 5 February 1959 and was set and printed in the Reading Newspaper Company's premises in Valpy Street. The company had rationalised its equipment in 1958 by scrapping the old Foster rotary press on which the *Mercury* was printed and producing the *Mercury* on the *Chronicle's* press which had been installed in 1955. This facilitated the use of the composing room and printing equipment throughout the
week, the presses running on Wednesday night for the *Bracknell News*, Thursday night for the *Berkshire Chronicle*, and Friday night for the *Reading Mercury*.

Although rivalry existed between the Reading papers, there were often instances when they would offer help to each other, particularly times of crisis. On several occasions each company had press breakdowns at crucial times and the rival company had kindly offered the services of its press to help with production. However, during June and July 1959 the whole printing industry was victim to a national strike and no production staff were working at all. Despite this, the two companies combined to produce a joint *Reading Standard/Berkshire Chronicle* emergency edition during the six weeks of the strike. This consisted of a four-page paper with a format of 13" x 10" and sold at 1d.\(^{31}\) All these editions were illustrated with halftones and the sheets were typeset and printed by the apprentices in the Reading Standard Printing Company at East Street, apprentices not being involved in the national strike.

The *Mercury* was also published at this time, but in a 13" x 9" format of 10 pages selling at 3d., and was produced on a duplicator from typed masters. The different nature of the news in the *Mercury*, together with the larger edition size, was more than the *Reading Standard* apprentices could undertake, hence its production in this way. When the strike was over, the *Chronicle* altered its masthead, dropping the old Gothic letter and introducing 60-point Bodoni bold italic for the paper title. Under this was included the words ‘circulating in Reading and District’, with the word ‘Reading’ reversed out of a solid to give it more

\(^{31}\) The emergency editions were numbered from 1 to 6, but each paper also included its own numbering sequence. The first edition was slightly smaller in format and sold for 3d., but the rest were sold at 1d.
emphasis. This was the first move towards giving the paper more identity with the town of Reading, where the Chronicle had the greater part of its circulation.

Hobson continued with this masthead until September 1961, when it was changed once again, this time to read **READING and BERKSHIRE CHRONICLE**, the words 'Reading' and 'Chronicle' being in 48-point bold italic and the other two words in 24 bold italic. The word 'Chronicle' was reversed out of a solid. The other change was that the masthead no longer ran across the head of page one but was placed in the top left-hand corner of the page.\(^{32}\)

This change made obvious commercial sense, for the Chronicle was in direct competition in the town with the Reading Standard and needed to identify more clearly with the town itself. When the paper had first been started in 1825, the use of the county names had been ideal, as the borough of Reading had only a few thousand inhabitants and the paper would have sold many of its copies in the surrounding districts. Now that the town's population was being increased quite rapidly by people moving from other parts of the country, change was necessary. Anyone arriving in Reading and needing to buy a house, for example, would seek for one in the local Reading papers, and it would not have been immediately obvious to them that the Berkshire Chronicle would serve their purpose.

Hobson had made a similar alteration to the masthead of the Reading Mercury in November 1960, when the secondary title, of 'Oxford Gazette, Newbury Herald and Berks County Paper, GENERAL ADVERTISER FOR BUCKS, HANTS, OXON, GLOS, MIDDLESEX AND WILTS' was dropped altogether and replaced by

\(^{32}\) Reading and Berkshire Chronicle, no. 8529, Friday 22 September 1961.
Although this part of the masthead was changed, the original title was retained in its old Gothic typeface, thus maintaining a traditional link with the paper’s country subscribers.

There are no circulation figures available for the Chronicle and Mercury, but it is known that despite competition from the Reading Standard the Chronicle was holding its own in the town, but that the Mercury was losing its circulation in the country districts. Small towns around Reading were growing quite quickly, particularly those to the east of the town, which were popular with London commuters, and these towns had their own local papers, the circulations for which were increasing at the expense of papers such as the Mercury.

Sadly for the fortunes of the Reading Newspaper Company, Charles Mortimer Hobson died suddenly on 20 September 1963, while visiting his cousin in Derby. His death was a great loss not only to the Reading company but also to the Derbyshire Advertiser, for his great grandfather had founded that paper in 1845. Hobson represented the last of the family owners of Reading’s newspapers but his wife, Thecla, continued on the board of the company, and the family interest was maintained through Hobson’s cousin, Canon J. A. J. Atkinson, who was appointed as a director at that time. The Chairman of the board was E. L. Turner, who had joined the company originally as an office boy more than forty years previously and the company was therefore able to enjoy considerable continuity in its management.

---

33 Personal interview with D. Bowyer, a local journalist, now editor of the Reading Chronicle.
Hobson's position as editor was taken by W. G. Garner. He had considerable experience of Reading's newspapers, having first joined the *Reading Standard* in 1937, returning to Reading after war service, and moving to the Reading Newspaper Company in 1952 when he became the picture editor. Garner is best described as a modest, retiring man, who was very much a working editor in that he took his jacket off, rolled up his sleeves and got on with the job.34

One of the first problems the new editor had to face was the likely impact of the proposed *Evening Post* which would emerge from the takeover of the *Reading Standard*. The chief concern was the effect that a daily paper would have on the advertising revenue of the two weekly papers, and that, coupled with the declining fortunes of the *Reading Mercury*, was very much at the forefront of the company's list of priorities.

To some extent the problem was solved when The Thomson Organisation decided to close down the weekly *Reading Standard* after launching the daily *Evening Post*. This move left the *Mercury* and *Chronicle* as the only two weekly papers in the area. As the *Standard* had proved to be so popular, the Reading Newspaper Company decided to produce the *Chronicle* in a similar broadsheet format, the new masthead naming the paper the 'Reading Chronicle' in a typographic layout very similar to that of the *Standard* and with the sub-title 'THE INDEPENDENT WEEKLY VOICE'.35

---

34 Personal interview with D. Bower.

35 *Reading Chronicle*, no. 8732, Friday 10 September 1965. See illustrations overleaf.
There's only one weekly for reading now...
And it's bigger and better than ever!

The NEW Reading Chronicle

New, larger format . . . better news coverage . . .
lively new features. This is the face of the new Reading Chronicle. This well-established popular journal is a unique advertising proposition. It is now the only weekly covering Reading and district . . . the only paper designed for leisurely family reading over the weekend and right through the week!

That means that your advertisements will be seen not just once but many times. Rates per inch are unchanged, but advertising impact will be more effective than ever before!

Advertisement for the new Reading Chronicle September 1955
DRUGS -- A FATHER WARNS

Take-over bid for ballroom

Honeymooner missed pools win

‘ACCEPT’ ADVICE

Firm’s books lost – ‘Shocking’

Oil tankers derailed

CEILING COLLAPSES

‘Exceptional response’

Advanced driver – by bus!

PROTECTING ROMAN WALL

Reading Chronicle

The front page of the new Reading Chronicle 10 September 1965
The result was astounding, for both readers and advertisers changed their allegiance to the Chronicle and Mercury, so much so that Bill Garner had an avalanche of advertising to deal with and estimated that the circulation of the papers had doubled.\textsuperscript{36} In the week following the closure of the Standard, the Chronicle published a 'Thank you' to the public who, it reported, liked the new Chronicle to such an extent that circulation had risen to 56,049 copies per week. Although this was to peak at 58,082 in October,\textsuperscript{37} according to E. G. B. Atkinson it settled down to a regular circulation of approximately 46,000 copies, and the Mercury's was said to be approximately 21,000 copies.\textsuperscript{38}

This upturn in the fortunes of Reading's two oldest surviving newspapers was almost too good to be true, but it was seized gratefully and the company capitalised on the situation, endeavouring to ensure that they captured the complete weekly paper market in the area. The advertising revenue continued to rise and the two papers regularly had between 56\% and 60\% of their contents filled with display and classified advertisements.

During 1968, Associated Newspapers acquired a thirty per cent share in the company, although the combined shareholdings of the Hobson family were still enough to maintain overall control of the company's fortunes. How this came about is something of a mystery but it has been suggested that Associated Newspapers had plans to move out of

\textsuperscript{36} Interview with W. G. Garner.

\textsuperscript{37} Reading Chronicle, no. 8735, Friday 1 October 1965.

\textsuperscript{38} Interview with E. G. B. Atkinson.
London and set up a printing unit in the provinces.\textsuperscript{39} Unfortunately the details of such a plan have so far not come to light.

One change which did occur in 1970 was that of the title of the Reading Mercury, which was altered to Berkshire Mercury in July of that year.\textsuperscript{40} This was done to identify further the county nature of the paper and to reinforce the fact that it was primarily circulated in country districts. Throughout the life of the Mercury it had built a reputation for reliability and had become virtually an institution as far as many country readers were concerned. During the latter century of its life it had never attempted to be sensational and had always 'endeavoured to give the rural areas the facts'.\textsuperscript{41} In this respect the paper had performed an extremely useful function in keeping the rural districts in touch with the outside world. However, that function was gradually becoming obsolete. The growth of the medium of television, together with that of local radio, provided those living in the country with both information and entertainment, and the increase in car ownership allowed most country people to travel easily. As a result, the villages around Reading were no longer isolated and country people no longer needed the kind of news and entertainment service that the Mercury had always provided. This, together with an increase in free sheet advertising, was one of the major reasons for the gradual decline in the Mercury's circulation.

However, during the early 1970s the company was enjoying a very profitable period, despite the fact that at this time the Evening Post was

\hfill

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{39} Interview with W. G. Garner.
\item \textsuperscript{40} Berkshire Mercury, vol. 250, no. 12266, Saturday 11 July 1970.
\item \textsuperscript{41} Ibid.
\end{itemize}
also increasing its circulation to over 50,000.\textsuperscript{42} The group turnover was increasing year by year, and the company profits reached a peak of £24,355 in 1973,\textsuperscript{43} the gross income from advertising reaching £104,000.\textsuperscript{44}

In July 1973, the \textit{Berkshire Mercury} celebrated its 250th Anniversary and produced a special supplement, including a facsimile copy of the first issue of the paper, to mark the event.\textsuperscript{45} Although this had been done before, on this occasion a complete facsimile of the whole paper was included, not just the front page. Only five other newspapers in the country had been in existence for a longer period,\textsuperscript{46} and amongst a host of congratulatory messages the paper received one from Her Majesty the Queen to mark this very special celebration.

Two years later it was the turn of the \textit{Reading Chronicle} to celebrate, when in January 1975 it reached its 150th anniversary, and once again the Queen sent a congratulatory message to the company. It was perhaps appropriate that Reading's two oldest-established newspapers, still owned by a family company, should celebrate their anniversaries so close together.

Unfortunately the Reading Newspaper Company only enjoyed two more years as a small private business, for in 1977 they were taken over

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{Evening Post}, no. 2161, Thursday 31 August 1972: circulation of 52,167.
\item See Appendix D.
\item Interview with E. G. B. Atkinson.
\item Berrow's \textit{Worcester Journal} 1690 (?); \textit{Lincoln, Rutland & Stamford Mercury} 1695 (?); \textit{Kentish Gazette} (originally \textit{Kentish Post}) 1717; \textit{Mercury & Herald} (Northampton) 1720; \textit{Gloucester Journal} 1722.
\end{itemize}
by Argus Press PLC to become part of the much larger British Electric Traction Company PLC.

Like most other large newspaper companies, Argus Press had been seeking opportunities to buy suitable local provincial papers in order to avail themselves of the lucrative local advertising revenue which was a feature of many growing towns, particularly in the area around London. Potential towns were shortlisted by Argus and local newspapers were approached, to ascertain their willingness to sell. Many of these small local papers were profitable but unable to inject the sort of investment into their companies that would enable the full potential of the advertising market to be realised. Virtually all of them were still using hotmetal setting and letterpress printing, both of which, although simple, were invariably expensive due to the high cost of labour involved and the limitation on production speed. Hotmetal setting also required considerably more space to accommodate the equipment and machinery, and as many of these smaller papers occupied premises in the centre of towns the companies were situated in high-cost buildings.

In this, the Reading Newspaper Company Ltd and its subsidiary the Bracknell Newspaper Company Ltd were no exception and, although profitable, they suffered from considerable expenditure on staff. For example, in 1968 the group employed an average of 150 people per week, with an aggregate gross remuneration of £160,898. Set against a group turnover of £366,695, this cost of labour alone represented just over 43% of the income, and by 1976 this percentage had risen to 49%. In addition, the Reading Newspaper Company occupied two premises in one of the most expensive areas of the town.

See Appendix D.
One of the Argus group executives involved in the selection of newspapers for possible takeover was J. F. Hancock, who had been the advertising manager of the Reading Standard prior to its takeover by The Thomson Organisation and who had also worked on the Evening Post as their display advertising manager before moving on to other papers. His knowledge of the local Reading press was invaluable to the Argus Press group, for he was able to approach the Reading Newspaper Company more as a friend than as an outsider.

Argus's overtures revealed two problems: one was the thirty per cent holding in the company by Associated Newspapers, and the other the resistance to selling the company by Hobson's widow, Mrs Thecla Hobson, who had maintained an active interest in the company's affairs since her husband's death.

Surprisingly, Associated Newspapers had no desire to maintain their interest in the company and were quite prepared to sell their holding to the Argus group but Mrs Hobson, as the major family shareholder, strenuously resisted the sale. However, just at the point when Argus Press might have withdrawn from negotiations, Mrs Hobson died and the way was left open for the sale of the company.

By September 1977 the Reading Newspaper Company and its subsidiary, the Bracknell Newspaper Company, were owned by the Argus Press group, who immediately started expanding the business and recapitalizing the company to support that expansion. One of the first noticeable changes was the introduction of a Midweek Chronicle in May 1978, distributed free to 40,000 homes in Reading, Woodley, and Earley. With the same broadsheet format as the weekly Chronicle and consisting

48 Midweek Chronicle, no. 1, Tuesday 23 May 1978.
of twelve pages, the midweek edition had some 80-85% of its pages filled with advertising, the rest consisting of some news, formal announcements, and occasional feature articles. It was published by the Chronicle as a protective measure in order to have an interest in both bought papers and in the free-sheet advertising market, and was the first of its kind in Reading. The rival Evening Post did not enter the field of free sheet publication until the early 1980s.

At the takeover, the circulation of the Reading Chronicle was approximately 50,000 copies per week, indicating that after the closure of the Standard the resulting increase in the Chronicle's customers had been maintained, while the Mercury's circulation was well under 20,000 copies per week and declining quite rapidly. Despite various attempts by the new proprietors to arrest this downward trend, the Mercury was eventually closed in May 1987. As Charles Hobson had predicted, the changing pattern of life in the country and the increase in the population of many of the towns around Reading had led to its demise. As these towns grew, so their inhabitants sought a paper of their own which would identify completely with their town. Despite various ploys including special localised editions and, eventually, producing the Mercury as a small-format free sheet, the circulation dropped to below 10,000. This proved to be totally uneconomical and, sadly, the paper which had served the rural areas around Reading since 1723 was closed.

Despite the problems of the Mercury, the rest of the business proved to be profitable and during the next three years the Argus Press

49 Interview with J. F. Hancock, who was advertising manager for the Reading Standard until 1965, then for the Evening Post, later joining Argus Press and returning to Reading as one of their directors. He recently retired.

were able to double the company's turnover. Eventually, in 1980, the
*Chronicle* installed a Linotype System 5 computer typesetting system to
speed up production and reduce composing room staff, although at this
time still continuing to use the old letterpress machine by adapting it to
accept letterpress photo-polymer plates. In January 1986, the company
moved to a purpose-built factory in Portman Road, Reading, where a new
Baker Perkins Gemini web offset press was installed, and Valpy Street,
which since the turn of the century had been Reading's own Fleet Street,
no longer resounded to the sound of newspaper presses.
CHAPTER XI

§

READING STANDARD 1914-1965

When war was declared in August 1914, the Standard immediately ceased publication of its midweek edition and temporarily reduced the weekly edition from ten to six pages, in order to save newsprint. Two of those six pages were in the form of a pictorial section and they were used to include photographs of the war and of many local people who had been 'called to the Colours'. This section was printed on art paper and inset into the paper after printing, and the quality of the halftones was extremely good. Each week this section had a particular theme, such as 'The Rally to the Colours', 'Your King and Country Needs You', 'Berkshire Prepares for War', and as the war progressed included 'Pictures from the Front', and a sadly regular feature 'Roll of Honour for Reading and District', which listed those local people who had lost their lives in the conflict, and included pictures of those who had distinguished themselves in battle. Periodically throughout the war period many of the photographs which had appeared in these insets each week were reproduced in book form under the title of Berkshire and the War. Each book contained approximately 190 photographs and cost 3d., and they were extremely popular publications judging from the fairly large numbers still in the possession of families in the district. It was this pictorial section which created such an interest amongst the local people — so much so that the
Standard's circulation actually increased, despite the wartime restrictions, and the paper was soon regularly back to ten pages.

Indeed, such was the pressure on the production department that Rivers was obliged to '...lay down an additional plant', to enable them to expedite the production of the paper on publishing day.\(^1\) Although there is no clue as to what sort of 'plant' it was, the likelihood is that it was an additional printing machine. The Quad Royal two-feeder would produce eight of the pages, a single cylinder press would be needed to produce the two-page art inset, and another press to print the remaining two pages of a ten-page paper would greatly reduce production time.

Despite the many restrictions created by shortages of newsprint and its increasing cost, the Standard managed to continue producing a ten-page newspaper up to 1917 when, due to fluctuations in the paper supply, it was again forced to reduce its size to between six and eight pages. However, with the illustrated inset the Standard had stolen a march on its local rivals, for it was not until the latter part of 1915 that the Chronicle started to include illustrations in any quantity, and their quality was very poor compared with the Standard's. The illustrations produced by the Standard were superb — sharp, clear, and well printed. Much of this was due to the efforts of the machine-room overseer, Joe Preston, whose labour of love was to spend most of each week cutting underlays and overlays for each of the blocks, in order to get the very best tonal results when printing.\(^2\) Neither the Reading Observer nor the Reading Mercury included illustrations during the war period, and the Standard's success with its halftone printing was due not only to the care

---

2. Interview with W. G. Garner.
and attention of Joe Preston but also to the fact that the paper was still being produced on flat-bed cylinder presses. The *Chronicle, Mercury* and *Observer* were all printed on rotary presses and, although halftones had been used in printing from the 1880s, the quality of those produced on rotary presses was always inferior. This was partly due to the fact that no really satisfactory method of producing good-quality curved stereos had been found until 1907 when Arkus Sapt produced a method of making them, and partly because the quality of the newsprint paper used on reel-fed newspaper presses was so poor.³ Rivers, on the other hand, was able to produce his illustrations on art paper, from fine-screen halftones, and thus the quality was very much better. The popularity of his illustrated feature was reflected in the fact that the *Standard*'s weekly circulation had risen to an astonishing 19,000 copies by the end of 1916.⁴

This high circulation drew in a considerable amount of advertising, accounting for approximately 50% of the *Standard*'s contents, despite the fact that there was a war on and people were supposed to be tightening their belts. However, it was this revenue from advertising which enabled the *Standard* to maintain its price of 1d.

During the latter years of the war, the rising cost of newsprint had been so great that the *Standard*'s annual paper bill had increased by over £1,000, and the paper openly admitted that advertising revenue was subsidizing the profit of the paper.⁵ In 1918 the price of the *Standard* was reluctantly raised to 1½d., but even this price compared well with those of its rivals, for the *Berkshire Chronicle* also raised its price to 1½d. in

---

3 See Chapter IX.
4 *Reading Standard*, no. 2300, Saturday 30 December 1916.
5 Ibid.
October 1918, the *Mercury* cost 2d., and the *Observer*, although still only 1d., had been reduced to a rather pathetic four-page affair, with very little advertising.

The price of newsprint continued to rise even after the end of the war and by 1920 the cost of paper was double its 1914 price, forcing all the Reading papers to raise their prices yet again during the early part of that year, the *Standard, Chronicle* and *Observer* to 2d., and the *Mercury* to 3d.

In September 1915, Rivers bought out his business partner, John J. Cooper, and became sole proprietor of the *Reading Standard*. Rivers and Cooper had worked together for sixteen years and during that period they had laid the foundation for what had become a thriving business. In Cooper, Rivers had not only a business partner but a real friend whose wise counsel and sound advice and encouragement were in no small measure responsible for the success of the *Standard* and, when no longer a partner, Cooper continued to take a very great interest in the paper until his death in 1920.

After a temporary drop in circulation immediately after the war, the *Standard* was soon re-established as the dominant force in local journalism, and by the end of 1922 its circulation was claimed to be back to 20,000 copies per week. This rise in circulation brought with it increasing pressure from advertisers, and by the end of 1921 approximately 71% of the paper's space was devoted to advertising. To accommodate this, and to provide space for an expansion of news coverage, the paper was enlarged in November 1921 to 20½" wide,

---

6 *Reading Standard*, Special Supplement, 5 May 1923.
8 *Reading Standard*, no. 2613, Saturday 30 December 1922.
incorporating another column on each page.\textsuperscript{9} Even this was not enough and by the early months of 1923 the Standard was regularly produced as a twelve-page paper, clearly the limit of the company’s production resources. On a number of occasions the pressure on space in the Standard was such that advertising matter had to be held over to the following week to accommodate news and at one point some sixteen columns of advertising had to be left out in order to present a balanced paper.\textsuperscript{10}

The answer to this problem was to re-equip the production department and install a new press, not only to cater for a paper of this size but also to be capable of accommodating any further expansion the Standard might need. A new two-reel Northern rotary press was installed during April 1923, capable of producing a sixteen-page newspaper and adaptable, when necessary, for production of a twenty-four page paper. With a running speed of twenty thousand copies an hour, this press appeared to be the panacea to the Standard’s production problems.\textsuperscript{11}

The installation of a rotary press of this size inevitably took some time, for the old machinery had to be removed and a special foundation laid to prevent vibration and to allow access to the press for reeling up and delivering newspapers at a much higher speed. Room also had to be made to accommodate a stereotyping department, for now that a rotary press was to be used all the pages had to be converted to curved plates for the press. This equipment had to be reasonably close to the press in order that heavy stereos did not have to be transported very far after being cast.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{9} Reading Standard, no. 2553, Saturday 5 November 1921.
\item \textsuperscript{10} Reading Standard, no. 2626, Saturday 31 March 1923.
\item \textsuperscript{11} See illustration overleaf.
\end{itemize}
A corner of the old Machine Room.

Photo of the new 2-reel Rotary Press in course of erection.

Room showing Linotype Machines.

Idard's first rotary press in 1923
During the change-over period, the *Reading Observer* kindly offered its services to print the *Standard*, and as their office was almost next door this proved to be an extremely convenient arrangement, as well as being a friendly gesture which was much appreciated by Rivers.\(^{12}\)

The first issue produced on the new press was for 5 May 1923. It was a sixteen-page paper but with a slightly smaller format than previously in that it was half an inch shorter in depth. Rivers presented the first copy off the press to the Mayor of Reading who had started the press in a grand opening ceremony, and then he apologized for the rather poor quality of the paper which, he assured everyone, would quickly improve once the press had settled down.\(^{13}\) Unfortunately it was six or seven months before the press problems were resolved and a trouble-free paper produced.\(^{14}\) A specially printed souvenir supplement to the *Standard* was produced, to celebrate not only the installation of the new press but also the twenty-fifth anniversary of Walter Rivers's association with the *Reading Standard*. A banquet was held at the Caversham Bridge Hotel to further celebrate Rivers's silver jubilee and one interesting comment in the after-dinner speeches given at this dinner was a warning by Major Cadogan to Rivers. He drew attention to the fact that a great danger to journalism was gradually appearing in the form of radio and he recommended Rivers to acquire at once the broadcasting rights for the

\[\text{12} \quad \text{*Reading Standard*, no. 2626, Saturday 31 March 1923.}\]
\[\text{13} \quad \text{*Reading Standard*, no. 2632, Saturday 12 May 1923.}\]
\[\text{14} \quad \text{Personal interview with F. E. Holloway, who had been an apprentice compositor at the *Reading Standard* in the 1920s and eventually rose to composing room overseer, a position he continued to hold after the takeover of the *Reading Standard* by Lord Thomson and the formation of the *Evening Post*.}\]
whole of Berkshire. Rivers did not take his advice at that time, but action was taken by the company in 1960.

As the Standard was now produced on a rotary press, which printed, cut and folded the paper in one operation, it was no longer practicable to inset the two-page pictorial art sheet by hand. All photographic illustrations were now produced on the rotary press using a 65-line halftone screen and, despite the change in machine principle, the quality of the illustrations remained high and certainly superior to those of its local rivals. Altogether the Standard seemed set up to continue its successful progress and lead the way in local journalism, a view expressed by a local poet who wrote a poem for this occasion:

Now hail we the Standard, let no voice be mute,
As hand is upraised in a welcome salute
Through growth of a night it has doubled its size,
The cynosure now of all wondering eyes.

What triumphs await it, how far its light send,
Of business and trade and all good causes friend,
Let future days show, but hope rests on sure ground
That worthy of Reading it e'er will be found.

R. H. Hart-Davis

The Standard did indeed continue its progress, and perhaps one of the most interesting milestones in the career of Walter Rivers was his acquisition of the Reading Observer in August 1924. Rivers's father, had been a co-proprietor of the Observer with Charles Slaughter, but on William Rivers's death Slaughter had been able to exercise the rights he had by virtue of an option to buy the shares of his late colleague, and

---

15 Reading Standard, no. 2632, Saturday 12 May 1923.
16 See below, p. 275.
17 Reading Standard, no. 2631, Saturday 5 May 1923.
became sole proprietor. There are suggestions that Walter Rivers was rather upset at not being able to acquire his father's share in the Observer, and one report goes so far as to suggest that Rivers swore to start his own newspaper and drive the Observer out of business. Whatever the truth of these reports, it was rather appropriate that Walter Rivers should subsequently be the new owner of the Observer. As the Reading Standard stated in its article on the takeover:

...perhaps we may be pardoned for suggesting that since, by the decrees of fate, the Reading Observer has had to change owners, there seems a peculiar appropriateness in its passing into the hands of the son of a former editor and proprietor.

Rivers made no attempt to continue the Observer as a separate paper and immediately closed it down, taking over both the goodwill of the company and its name, which he incorporated in the Standard's title. With this closure, Reading was left with three weekly newspapers: the Reading Standard, owned by Rivers, and the Berkshire Chronicle and Reading Mercury, both run by the Reading Newspaper Company and owned by the Hobson family.

With the press problems resolved, the Reading Standard entered a period of progressive calm, and during the next ten years not only consolidated its position in the county but slowly began to expand as well. The paper claimed a circulation of 18,000 copies at the end of 1927, but this is likely to have been an isolated peak, for a more reliable source states that the circulation was always around 16,000 copies per week.

18 See Chapter VII.
20 Reading Standard, no. 2700, Saturday 30 August 1924.
21 See Chapter X.
22 Reading Standard, no. 2870, Saturday 3 December 1927.
between the wars.\textsuperscript{23} The price was maintained at 2d., and the paper contained between sixteen and eighteen pages each week. However, by the end of 1928 the pressure for advertising space again caused the paper to be enlarged, and during the early months of 1929 it was increased to twenty pages per week. By 1934 the need for more space in each week’s edition had frequently forced the paper up to twenty-four pages, the maximum limit of the Northern rotary press. This quantity of advertising represented a very healthy state of affairs for the \textit{Reading Standard} and between October 1933 and January 1937 the average annual income from advertising was £14,160 and accounted for 70\%-80\% of the company’s annual revenue.\textsuperscript{24} By this time, too, the workload in the composing room had been relieved by the introduction of two more Linotype machines, bringing the total up to five, including a Model One machine used for setting headlines.\textsuperscript{25}

In order to be able to reduce the pressure on his production department, and to open the way for further expansion, Rivers had to acquire another new machine and this was installed in September 1935. The new machine was a secondhand three-deck six-unit Crabtree which had previously been used to print the \textit{Scotsman} and which was capable of producing a twenty-four page paper in the \textit{Standard’s} 23\(\frac{1}{2}\)" deep x 18" wide format, or a forty-eight page paper if a folio format were adopted; it could print, fold, inset, cut and count the paper at approximately thirty thousand copies per hour.\textsuperscript{26}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{23} Interview with F. E. Holloway.
\item \textsuperscript{24} See Appendix H.
\item \textsuperscript{25} Interview with F. E. Holloway
\item \textsuperscript{26} \textit{Reading Standard}, no. 3280, Saturday 11 October 1935.
\end{itemize}
As always, Rivers announced the installation of the new press with considerable publicity in the columns of the *Standard*, and arranged for the new machine to be officially started by Lord Hirst of Witton, with many other national and local dignitaries in attendance. The grand opening was followed by the inevitable Luncheon, with many speeches to celebrate the new plant and to mark nearly forty years of Rivers's involvement with the press in Reading.

Rivers was extremely proud of his newspaper and had a very strong proprietary interest in furthering its success. He never missed an opportunity to publicize it, and was quick to use its columns for the promotion of local issues and for advocating the claims of any institution devoted to the needs of the community. It is estimated that through the medium of the *Standard* Rivers was instrumental in raising between thirty and forty thousand pounds for charitable organizations, most of which were situated within the circulation area of the paper. In 1918, for example, he had raised £5,000 in aid of the Royal Berkshire Hospital, in order to enable it to discharge a serious debt accrued during the war, and later he helped to raise £4,000 towards the cost of a nurses' home in the same hospital. He was one of the original governors of the Princess Alice Home for Disabled Soldiers at Slough, raising a considerable sum of money towards the cost of that Home, and later raised further large sums of money for cancer research.

Rivers expressed a keen interest in the early growth of Reading University and argued strongly for its charter, which it received in 1926, becoming the only university established in Great Britain between the two world wars.27 He also served on the University's court of governors.

and in 1927 made a generous donation of £1,040 for the purchase of books on mediaeval English history, as a memorial to his first wife.28 This was followed by another donation of £77 10s. 0d. in 1936.29 Encouragement and support was also given to such organizations as the local nursery movement, to which he personally donated £250 in 1935,30 the YMCA, the Blue Coat School and the Boy Scout Movement. As a result of these and many other philanthropic endeavours Rivers was awarded the CBE in 1936, a recognition which gave him a considerable amount of satisfaction.31

Rivers’s pride in his newspaper extended at times almost to the point of childish possessiveness. On one occasion he caught an employee giving a copy of the Standard to a person working in the paper merchant’s next door to the printing office, and he sacked the man on the spot, saying ‘no one gives my paper away’.32 On a more personal level he had a very paternalistic view of his staff, always being very interested in the well-being of those who worked for him, and he was never happier than when taking his employees for the firm’s annual outing. It is said that he knew every street paperseller by Christian name and would go out of his way to speak to them and to enquire after their health and, no doubt, encourage them to sell more copies of the Standard on his behalf.33 Indeed, in the early days of Rivers’s ownership of the Standard, he would deliver extra

29 See Appendix H.
30 Ibid.
31 This is the view expressed by everyone interviewed who knew Rivers at that time.
32 Interview with F. E. Holloway.
33 Ibid.
copies of the paper to newsagents and papersellers on his way home in the evening.34

At some point during the latter half of 1934 or early 1935, Rivers was approached by Allied Newspapers, who wished to buy the Reading Standard in order to use the plant, the equipment, and the advertising custom as a basis for starting a daily evening paper in Reading. Allied Newspapers Ltd was a group owned by the Berry brothers (Lord Camrose and Lord Kemsley), who, in association with Lord Iliffe, owned a number of daily and Sunday newspapers and a profusion of periodicals published by their Amalgamated Press. The Allied group had been involved in a considerable battle with Lord Rothermere for the possession of local newspapers, a battle which ended with a final truce in 1932.35

Unfortunately, there is no record of the exact terms of Allied's offer, except for the fact that Rivers did not find it acceptable,36 and the reason for his rejection was said to be that Lord Iliffe would not agree to retain all the members of the Standard staff.37 Whether that was the sole reason for rejecting Allied's offer is not known, but it does seem likely, for financially the costs of setting up an entirely new newspaper from scratch would have been considerable, and therefore it could be argued that Allied would have made Rivers a good financial offer for his paper. Certainly Allied Newspapers were not short of money, for their net profits after tax for 1935 totalled £790,722, a rise of £130,000 over the previous year.38

34 Interview with W. G. Garner.
35 See Chapter XII.
37 Interview with W. G. Garner.
Publicly, Rivers suggested that the arrival of a daily evening paper would offer no threat to the local weekly papers and, although to some extent there was truth in this idea, the presence of Allied's new *Evening Gazette* did divert the attention of the two weekly papers away from each other and towards a common enemy. The extent of the competition is hard to assess for the *Gazette* only existed for five years, but it was certainly competing for advertising in the area. As a daily it was a different news product from the *Chronicle*, the *Mercury* and the *Standard*, but it threatened the circulation of the *Football Chronicle*, which was purely a sports paper, and which, like the special four-page Saturday edition of the *Gazette*, known as the 'Pink'n', relied heavily on selling the latest sports results.

However, one aspect of the arrival of the *Gazette* which did threaten the two Reading companies was the acquisition of staff, for quite a number of Reading's bright journalists, anxious to improve their prospects, left the weeklies to join the new daily paper, and most of them later moved on to be successful journalists in Fleet Street, or to edit daily provincial newspapers elsewhere in the county. This turnover of journalists apparently provoked Walter Rivers into saying that journalists were like passing birds of paradise, a feeling that was no doubt also shared by Frank Neale of the Reading Newspaper Company, who also lost a number of his journalists to the *Gazette*.

Although Rivers refused Allied's offer, it may possibly have caused him to think more carefully about the future of his company, and also about his own financial position, for the purchase and installation of the new rotary press, including the necessary building work to accommodate

it, had cost Rivers approximately £3,181 13s. 9d., and this was enough to
turn a £1,156 7s. 9½d. profit in 1933-4 into a loss of £1,129 15s. 5d. in
1935-6. 40 Although the signs of financial recovery were apparent in the
four months from October 1936 until January 1937, when the company
made a profit of £897 8s. 0½d., Rivers may have felt the need for an influx
of money into the business in order to expand still further, so in the latter
months of 1936 he formed a private limited company, with himself as
managing director and his old friend Sir Felix Pole as the chairman of the
board of directors. The Reading Standard Ltd. was registered on 13
February 1937 with a nominal capital of £45,000 divided into £1 shares.

This private limited company was established in order to purchase
the *Reading Standard* from Rivers for the agreed sum of £38,338 10s. 0d.;
this settlement was to consist of £14,338 10s. 0d. in cash together with the
allotment and issue of 24,000 fully-paid shares in the company. The value
of the stock in trade, loose plant and other property was put at
£12,238 10s. 0d., while the goodwill of the business was valued at £21,000
and the unencumbered leasehold of the property in Valpy Street, with the
fixed plant and machinery, was valued at £5,000. 41 The cash sum for the
purchase of the company was raised initially from six shareholders:
Rivers's elder brother, Captain William G. Rivers, a hotelier and
commission agent (4,000 shares); Sir Felix J. C. Pole, who was at one time
the general manager of the Great Western Railway, but who, at this time,
was the chairman of Associated Electrical Industries, and a very old
friend of Walter Rivers (2,500 shares); George W. Spencer Hawes, a
consulting engineer and director of the Thames Valley Electrical Supply
Company, and an old friend and business associate of both Rivers and

40 See Appendix H.
41 See Appendix G.
Sir Felix Pole (3,000 shares); John Hill, a director of Hill & Sherwin, a local advertising agency and another friend and business associate of Rivers (also 3,000 shares); William Claridge, the Standard's production manager (1,000 shares); and William White, the Standard's company secretary and general manager, (500 shares). These initial shareholders were joined a few months later by Rivers's second wife, Florence, with 1,000 shares, and by another friend of Rivers, local architect and surveyor Frederick Sainsbury, with 2,000 shares.\textsuperscript{42}

Not only did the Standard set out as a newly formed company in 1937, but it also had a new editor in W. J. Pettengell, who had started as a junior reporter with the Reading Observer in 1920 and joined the Standard in 1923. He succeeded J. E. Archibald, who died, and who had been very nearly blind during his latter years with the Standard. His sight was so bad, in fact, that often, when he wrote out headlines or short pieces of text, his writing would run right off the page, or he would write over something already printed or written on the paper. Fortunately his memory was superb, and when asked to decipher what he had written he would be able to recall his words exactly, even after a considerable lapse of time.\textsuperscript{43}

Archibald's salary had been twelve guineas a week, but when Jim Pettengell took up the post the editor's salary was reduced to eight guineas week, perhaps because of his lack of experience as an editor; however, he remained editor until his retirement in 1962 and during his tenure he gained considerable respect from all those involved in the press.

\textsuperscript{42} See Appendix G.

\textsuperscript{43} Interview with F. E. Holloway.
in Reading, who recognized that this quiet, gentle man was a very astute and able editor.

Rivers unfortunately did not enjoy his newly found wealth for very long, for on 19 March 1939 he died, after a very short illness. He had been connected with journalism in Reading for more than fifty years and had been the driving force behind the *Reading Standard* for forty-two of those years. He was recognized as being one of the pioneers of pictorial illustration in the provincial press and as a shrewd businessman whose newspaper was his whole world.\(^{44}\)

In his will Rivers split his shares in the company virtually in half, leaving 13,000 shares to be divided between his five brothers and a sister and 12,000 shares to be held in trust by his executors, who were to pay the income from those shares to his only son, Vernon Huntley Rivers.\(^{45}\)

Vernon had worked as sports editor for a short while at the *Reading Standard*, and at the time of Walter Rivers's death he was working on a newspaper in the Channel Islands. Walter Rivers's relationship with his son was not particularly good, and he did not approve of Vernon's rather wild behaviour.\(^{46}\) This may well have been the reason why Walter Rivers did not leave shares in his much-loved newspaper to his son. During the war Vernon served in the army and achieved the rank of colonel, and after demobilization became Director of Pioneer Labour in the Middle East. He was unfortunately shot dead by

\(^{44}\) *Newspaper World*, 25 March 1935.

\(^{45}\) The last will and testament of Walter Vernon Rivers, Somerset House, 11 May 1939.

\(^{46}\) Interview with F. E. Holloway.
bandits in Palestine when his car was attacked on a lonely road near Hebron.

Upon Vernon's death the shares became the property of the trustees (as had been specified in Walter Vernon's will), and as two of the four trustees were themselves shareholders in the company this ensured that control would be exercised by those intimately involved in the Reading Standard's affairs. The two shareholders in question were Sir Felix Pole and his son John, who between them spent some twenty-six years as company chairman, until the Standard was sold to The Thomson Organisation in 1963.

Of the shares left to Walter Rivers's immediate family, 5,000 were left to Rivers's sister, Florence Sarah Parry, while 7,500 of the remaining 8,000 shares were fairly equally divided between his five brothers, and 500 were bequeathed to two of Florence Parry's daughters. It was the fairly substantial holding by the Parry family which was to lead to the Standard eventually becoming the property of The Thomson Organisation, much to the anguish of John Pole and the staff in 1963.

On Walter Rivers's death, George Spencer Hawes became managing director of the Standard and had the difficult task of taking over the reigns of a new company which had lost its creator and driving force. This situation was further complicated by the declaration of war six months later, which brought the inevitable problems of paper shortage, due to the difficulty in getting raw materials, and labour shortage, resulting from staff having to serve in the armed forces. The first signs of these shortage problems came almost immediately and by the end of 1939 the Standard had been reduced in size from twenty pages to sixteen, and by the middle of 1940 it had come down to ten pages per issue.
Although the cost of the paper was still 2d., the reduced size meant that considerably less advertising was carried, with the result that the Standard's income was badly affected. To combat this problem, the Standard's columns were reduced in width and in June 1940 the paper went from seven 14-em columns per page to eight 12-em columns per page.\textsuperscript{47} The same type size continued to be used in the setting of the paper and consequently advertising material occupied a greater depth in each column; as charges for advertisements are based on the column inch, this resulted in advertisers having to pay more for their advertisements to appear in the paper.

The newsprint rationing scheme, which was responsible for controlling supplies of paper to newspapers throughout the country,\textsuperscript{48} inevitably limited the amount of newsprint which each newspaper was allowed, and it was left to the individual companies to utilize the materials as they thought fit. In the Standard's case the weekly paper was soon reduced to a regular eight-page issue, still selling at 2d. but containing 64% of advertising in order to sustain a reasonable income. In addition to this the number of illustrations appearing in the paper was also reduced, to maintain a better news and advertising balance and to keep the production costs down to a minimum. Despite these moves, the Standard was obliged to reduce its column width yet again in May 1944 when it changed to nine 10½-em columns in order to increase once more the income from advertising, which by this time had dropped to 56% of the paper's contents.\textsuperscript{49}

\textsuperscript{47} Reading Standard, no. 3523, Friday 7 June 1940.
\textsuperscript{48} See Chapter IX.
\textsuperscript{49} Reading Standard, no. 3728, Friday 12 May 1944.
Keeping costs down was in fact a major problem for newspapers at this time, for newsprint prices had increased at a considerable rate through the war period and from £10 per ton in 1937 it had risen to £43 per ton by 1948.\textsuperscript{50} In addition, printers' wages and conditions, which had been stabilized during the war period, were renegotiated after the war and resulted in a substantial wage increase which was introduced in January 1948.\textsuperscript{51} These twin costs of labour and materials combined to force the Standard to increase its price to 3d. in March 1948, for the first time since similar circumstances had created a need for a price rise after the 1914-18 war.

The return to peacetime conditions did not see an immediate end to the paper shortage, and although the supply of newsprint gradually improved it was 1956 before paper rationing finally ceased. However, as paper gradually became more readily available the Standard was able to increase its size, returning to ten pages in 1949, twelve pages during 1951, up to fourteen pages in October 1952, and fluctuating between sixteen and eighteen pages by 1956.

This additional space was necessary to accommodate the tremendous increase in advertising which accompanied the postwar trade boom, and the Standard regularly contained between 56% and 60% advertisements; in fact such was the pressure on space that they frequently had to print a small notice in the paper explaining that no guarantee could be given that advertisements would appear on a specified date. Often advertising material had to be held over to the following week, much to the client's annoyance, but it had to be done in order to present a

\textsuperscript{50} See Appendix A.

reasonably balanced newspaper. It was in fact the classified advertisements which were creating most of the problem, at times occupying as much as 25% of the paper's total contents.

As more space became available, the paper was able to include more illustrations in its pages, and this postwar period is marked by the *Standard's* return to the use of photo-journalism, for which it had gained such a good reputation before the war. However, it was not only the inclusion of more pictures which changed the paper's appearance, for in October 1952 the whole design and layout of the *Standard* was changed and for the first time news and illustrations appeared on the front page.52 The classified advertisements were placed at the back of the paper and the display advertisements were given more space and were spread throughout the paper, giving a much better typographic balance to the paper's content. Larger typefaces were used for captions and from this time there was a much greater use of the double-column caption and entry into a single-column story. Overnight the *Standard* had shed its nineteenth-century appearance, and in so doing had stolen a march on its two rivals, for the *Chronicle* did not have news on the front page until 1956,53 and the *Mercury* not until 1962.54 The person mainly responsible for this change was W. G. Garner, who at the time was acting editor of the *Standard*, in Jim Pettengell's absence through illness. It was Bill Garner who was also responsible for the same changes to the *Chronicle* and *Mercury*, when he subsequently worked for the Reading Newspaper Co.

52 *Reading Standard*, no. 4166, Friday 3 October 1952. See illustrations overleaf.
53 *Berkshire Chronicle*, no. 8246, Friday 10 April 1956.
54 *Reading Mercury*, no. 12446, Saturday 2 June 1962.
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Little appears to be known about the *Standard's* progress during the war, for all the young men were away in the forces and those who were left to run the paper were for the most part older workers who are unfortunately no longer alive to recall those times. It does appear from the evidence, however, that the *Standard* survived the paper shortage and labour problems without too much difficulty, for by 1947 the company was making a profit of £6,037, after all running expenses and taxes had been paid.\(^{55}\)

From the formation of the limited company in 1937, the *Standard* had been under the guiding hand of Sir Felix Pole, who at that time was also the chairman of Associated Electrical Industries and who, despite his heavy commitments to that concern, took a keen interest in the affairs of the *Standard*. The healthy financial state of the Reading paper was due in no small way to Sir Felix Pole's leadership as chairman of the board of directors, and it was under his direction that the *Standard* started to expand after the war.

When Walter Rivers had first taken over as manager of the *Reading Standard* in 1897 and embarked on his policy of using photographic illustrations, the halftone blocks were made by the John Swain Company in London who were probably the best blockmakers in the country at that time. Although arranging for blocks to be made in London was inconvenient and wasteful of time, it was not until the late 1920s or early 1930s that the *Standard* started to get its blocks from a recently formed local company called the Reading Process Engraving Company. The *Standard's* first move towards expansion came during 1948, when they bought out the Reading Process Engraving Company and

\(^{55}\) See Appendix I.
thus, for the first time in the paper's existence had complete control over the manufacture of its own illustration material. The company also supplied blocks to most of the local commercial printers in Reading, of which there were many, and it was potentially therefore an extremely lucrative business. In the first six months of trading after the takeover, the engraving company showed a profit of £400, and within six years it was showing a profit of £6,903.56

Acquiring their own process engraving company was to prove an extremely shrewd move by the Standard, for the 1950s and '60s were to witness a tremendous boom in advertising, much of which required considerable illustration, and it was essential that the paper had control over its own blockmaking.

During the latter part of 1955, Sir Felix Pole, who had been chairman of the Reading Standard since it had become a private company in 1937, tendered his resignation due to ill health, and in January 1956 he died, at the age of 78. He was succeeded as chairman by his son, John Pole, who had also been on the board of directors since 1937.

Under Sir Felix Pole's guidance, the Standard had successfully come through the war and it was his business acumen which had later set the paper on its expansion programme. His son was undoubtedly a man with the same abilities, and on becoming chairman he immediately set about maintaining the impetus which the company was generating, by setting up a commercial print company, The Reading Standard Printing Co. Ltd, to complement the newspaper business and the process engraving interest. A purpose-built factory was erected in East Street and was equipped with type frames and a number of letterpress machines, and a

---

56 See Appendix I.
few months later the goodwill, plant, and staff of a small printing company, The Gosbrook Press, was acquired, to supplement the business already established. The company was quite a reasonable size from its inception, for it employed some fifteen to twenty people, and the newspaper was able to attract considerable business for this new venture.

The increasing circulation of the Standard was beginning to create problems for the production staff in the Valpy Street premises, which were extremely cramped, and the ever-increasing volume of advertising obliged the Standard to enlarge the paper which, between 1956 and 1959 often fluctuated between eighteen and thirty-two pages in order that advertising should not be turned away. The increased size was not only a problem for the press but also for the composing room, for all these additional pages had to be set and made up ready for the Thursday deadline and this was proving to be increasingly difficult.

It was therefore decided that new and larger premises should be found for the newspaper, and that a new press should be acquired which could cater for a much larger paper. At the rear of the commercial printing company's East Street premises, the Standard built a new two-bay workshop to house the press, and during 1959 a Goss 4 unit rotary press was installed starting production in September 1959. This new press was capable of producing 32 broadsheet-sized pages (Reading Standard size) or 64 tabloid pages, and with its introduction the Standard altered its format slightly from 17" in width to 16", retaining its existing depth of 27½" and reducing the number of columns per page to eight 11-em columns.

57 See illustration, overleaf.
The Goss Newspaper Rotary 4-unit Press installed in the East Street Extension Building which started production in September, 1959. This machine is able to print 32 pages Broadsheet ('Reading Standard' size) and 64 pages Tabloid.
The new press considerably relieved the printing problems which had previously plagued the *Standard* but, whilst the composing room and plate-making department were still in Valpy Street, the curved stereos had to be transported to East Street in order to plate up the press. It is not surprising therefore that better premises for those departments adjacent to the press were also sought and towards the end of 1960 the *Standard* acquired the old Methodist chapel in London Street, for £25,000. This building had originally been erected, in 1843, to house the Reading Mechanics Institution and had been used as a theatre immediately prior to its acquisition by the *Standard*. It backed onto the East Street buildings and therefore allowed good access for the production equipment, while giving the *Standard* a splendid and impressive frontage onto London Street.

Moving the complete composing room, including eight Linotypes and a five-ton stereo moulding press, presented the company with a major problem, for it had to be undertaken in such a way that it did not disrupt the production of the paper. The London Street premises were prepared in advance to receive all the equipment, and as the last pages of the *Standard* for Friday 14 April 1961 were being made up the hotmetal pots were emptied and the Linotype machines shut down. Throughout the weekend the whole staff worked with the printers' engineers and removal men to transport the complete composing room and stereo department to London Street. As each piece of equipment was delivered and put into its place, a team of electricians set about the task of wiring it up ready for

---


59 See illustration, overleaf.

60 *Reading Standard*, no. 4612, Friday 14 April 1961.
The grand London Street premises of the Reading Standard 1959
use, and on Monday morning the composing room was ready to start work on the coming week's paper.

The move proved to be an unqualified success and the pressures on the production department were overcome; with the ability to produce the paper in twenty-four to thirty-four page sizes the Standard was able to accommodate the tremendous amount of advertising which, even with the larger paper, was frequently over 60% of the paper's content. This state of affairs did not last long, however, and within a year the Standard found it necessary to have the press altered to enable it to produce an even larger paper. This adaptation to the Goss equipped the company to produce a paper of between thirty-six and forty pages when necessary, and it was now well able to cope with the pressures from advertising.

The Standard was growing rapidly at the time, not only in its physical size but also its circulation, which was increasing at around six per cent per year, rising from 26,616 copies per week in 1957 to 32,594 per week by 1962. Its popularity was due both to its journalistic content and its appearance. Having shed the old nineteenth century image to some extent in 1952, when it removed advertising from the front page, it went one stage further in 1957 when it again revamped its typographic layout and reduced its masthead to read 'Reading Standard' in 72-point Bodoni bold upper and lower case. The back page was also cleared of advertising and was used for late news items, and the whole paper adopted a greater use of two-column, three-column, and sometimes four-column headlines and captions and a greater use of illustration throughout the paper. Much of this new look was due to the efforts of

---

61 Reading Standard, no. 4430, Friday 25 October 1957.
Alan Sandall, who had been appointed deputy editor in 1958, and editor in 1962 after Jim Pettengell had stepped down due to illness.

Alan Sandall's efforts were not only directed to the appearance of the paper but also to its content, and the Standard stepped up its reporting of local issues and participated in local campaigns such as the route of the M4, one-way traffic systems, parking in the town, and many other issues in which the public had more than just a passing interest. He was ably assisted in this task by a very good team of reporters who, with a good balance of youth and experience, were keen to see the paper succeed.

In advertising, too, the Standard was the leader of the town's papers, and the advertising team led by J. F. Hancock worked very hard to attract advertisers to the paper's columns. This was achieved by offering them good well-designed advertisements and also the opportunity to advertise in special free supplements which the Standard produced at certain times, each one dealing with a particular topic such as Fashion, Homes, or Holidays.

When Baylis, one of Reading's largest grocery stores, started to give Green Shield Stamps to their customers, Jim Hancock realized the opportunity for the Reading Standard and persuaded Baylis not only to advertise in the paper but to allow the Standard readers who took along a cutout of the advertisement to be given additional stamps against their purchases in the store. This resulted in an increase in the circulation of 600 copies for the first week during which the offer appeared, and the

---

62 Personal interview with A. Sandall, a Reading journalist, who was editor of the Reading Standard from 1962 until its closure in 1965, then remaining with The Thomson Organisation as deputy editor of the Evening Post until leaving the Reading area shortly afterwards.
circulation continued to rise even though the offer was not included every week.63

One other aspect of the newspaper circulation, which the Standard's sales team considered to be a stumbling block, was the matter of the sale or return of papers by the distributors in the town. For some inexplicable reason, this sale-or-return system was not employed by them, and frequent pleas by the Standard to adopt the system were ignored. In the end, Jim Hancock approached a number of large newsagents individually and offered to deal on a sale-or-return basis directly, and not through the local agent. Inevitably, this meant considerable additional work by the Standard's staff, but again it was a move which paid dividends for the paper's circulation continued to increase and between 1960 and 1964 it had risen 24.8%, from 29,253 copies to 36,509 copies per week.

The 1960s were in fact a period of considerable activity by the whole company, which was always seeking new areas of involvement. During 1960, for example, in anticipation of the report on the government's enquiry into commercial television and radio,64 the Standard formed two new companies: Reading Broadcasting Co. Ltd, and Radio (Berkshire) Ltd. Although the recommendations of the Pilkington Committee in connection with radio and television were not due to be presented for another two years, the directors considered that there was a possibility of short-range commercial radio being permitted and therefore, by taking this preparatory step, hoped to enable the Standard Group '...to participate in this advertising medium if and when circumstances

---

63 Interview with J. F. Hancock.
permitted'. In order to have relevant expertise on the board of directors, the well-known commentator Raymond Glendenning was elected to the board in the same year.

Two further subsidiary companies were formed in 1962, the first of which, The Creative Press and Publishing Co. Ltd, was set up as a preparatory step to the company publishing a new national weekly paper entitled *Golf News*, which the company eventually embarked on in February 1963. The second company, called Leisure Publications Ltd, was formed in July 1962 as a move to ensure that the contract for printing a magazine for the camping trade remained with the Group. Both of these publications ensured that the new rotary press was utilized more than just once a week and, again, was an extremely farsighted business move by the company.

All this activity inevitably attracted more commercial printing, and the increase in that aspect of the company’s business created considerable pressure on the East Street factory. Not only did the machinery and equipment need to be modernized but considerably more space was necessary as well. To achieve this extra space the single-storey building had a first floor added, and this was achieved whilst production continued in the factory underneath. After the building was completed, the whole production layout was reorganized and several new machines were installed to replace the fairly elderly presses which had been used up to that time.

Despite the considerable business activity in the various companies within the Standard Group, under John Pole’s chairmanship the paternal outlook engendered by Walter Rivers was maintained. Working for the

---

65 See Appendix I.
Standard was like belonging to a big family, no matter in which part of the company a person worked. John Pole knew all his employees by Christian name. He was never too busy to listen to anyone with a problem and he frequently found time to wander through the workshops, talking to the staff. Pole's fellow directors and some of the management staff often jokingly suggested that his meandering round the factory was a ploy to glean the latest scuttlebut, for he was always very well informed about all that was going on in the company and often surprised his fellow directors with knowledge of events that had not yet reached their ears. Pole's caring attitude was complemented by that of the managing director, R. S. Rowsell.

The considerable business activity of the Standard was creating problems for the Reading Newspaper Company and there is fairly general agreement by those involved in the press in Reading at this time that the Mercury and the Chronicle had a tough battle on their hands. Unfortunately, the Standard's success was attracting the attention of some of the larger national newspaper organizations, who were keen to expand their provincial press holdings in order to benefit from the tremendous growth of local advertising, which was a product of the postwar period.

In the early months of 1963, Sir William Carr, Chairman of the News of the World Organisation Ltd, approached the Standard with a view to making an offer for the company. Under normal circumstances this approach would have been refused by John Pole but at this time he found himself in an extremely vulnerable position. A considerable number of the company shares had been left to members of the Rivers-Parry
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66 Interviews with A. Sandall and with J. F. Hancock.
family in Walter Rivers's will; many of those shareholders were non-participants in the company but one member of the family, Tom Rivers-Parry, was one of the directors of the *Standard* and had held that position since 1949. He was also involved with the Caxton Publishing Company and had suffered some financial reverses in that business, and he was therefore agreeable to selling his shares in the *Standard* in order to recoup some of those losses. John Pole, as chairman, therefore found himself unable to stop the *News of the World* from making an offer, for he could not depend on enough support to fight off a possible takeover.

The *News of the World* started an investigation into the *Standard* in order to establish its worth and to make an appropriate offer to the shareholders, but while this appraisal was being undertaken Roy Thomson heard of the situation and was extremely interested in making an offer himself. The Thomson Organisation was already in the midst of an investigation into the areas close to London, in which the potential existed for the conversion of existing weekly newspapers into daily evening papers, and that investigation had already highlighted Reading as an extremely likely area for such a venture. The somewhat drawn-out enquiry by the *News of the World* gave Thomson the opportunity he needed, and he came forward very speedily with an offer which, at the time, the staff often described as offering the shareholders buckets of money. The offer was good enough to be accepted, and the *Reading Standard* and its subsidiary companies passed into the hands of The Thomson Organisation.

John Pole felt absolutely betrayed by the sell-out by the Rivers-Parry family but, even more, felt that he had betrayed all the staff in the *Standard* organization. As soon as the deal was accepted, the staff were 'called round the stone' in the newspaper office in London Street, to be
told the news, and at that meeting Pole was ashen and very upset. The staff, too, were stunned, for it was seen as the end of a particularly enterprising and successful chapter in Reading’s press history.

Due to Lord Thomson’s desire to wait for the very latest technological developments in typesetting, the conversion of the Standard into an evening paper was delayed until September 1965. As the London Street premises were considered to be unsuitable for a daily evening paper, a new site was found near to the River Thames at Caversham. There the new computer typesetting system and web offset press were installed, in readiness for the production of the new Evening Post.

By early September 1965, the Evening Post was ready to be launched, and it was decided by The Thomson Organisation that the Reading Standard should then cease, its last issue on 10 September to be produced using the new technology installed ready for the evening paper. Why the closure of the highly successful Standard was thought necessary, no one appears to know, for The Thomson Organisation could have had the best of both worlds by keeping the weekly and producing a daily evening as well. Had they done so, it is thought by many of those who worked for Reading newspapers at this time that the success of the Standard might have eventually forced the Mercury and Chronicle to close. As it was, the closure of the Standard gave a new lease of life to the Berkshire Chronicle and the Reading Mercury; in fact, the Reading Newspaper Co. advertised the ‘New’ Reading Chronicle in World Press News during that week and indicated, with the change in title, format, and masthead to simulate that which had been used by the Standard, its obvious aim to take over the business from its old rival.

---

67 See illustration overleaf.
Civic send-off for Evening Post

DEADLINE 4 DAYS

The Reading Standard goes daily

The Reading Standard will go daily. This is the biggest news ever for Reading. The Standard will be the biggest selling local newspaper in Reading and surrounding areas. The Standard will be selling 25,000 copies per day.

The Standard will continue to be free and the new daily will be sold in the evening. The Standard will be selling 25,000 copies per day.

The Standard will be selling 25,000 copies per day.

Barbara weds and misses pools win

Wanderers' cruise

Jenkins praises electronics firm

Cheap fares ‘on ratepayers’

Fans are warned

Last edition of the Reading Standard in September 1965
Perhaps the most appropriate obituary for the Standard appeared in the Chronicle of 10 September, for it summed up the relationship which both papers had enjoyed and the situation surrounding the Standard's closure:

Today a Newspaper dies. For 4841 weeks the Reading Standard has been a respected and responsible local journal, prudently directed, and ably produced. Its sudden death while still in robust health will be genuinely regretted by many, not least by ourselves. The lively yet never acrimonious rivalry that existed was good for both of us. It kept us both on our toes and Reading got the benefit. Why has it to die? Because it passed from independent control into the hands of a newspaper empire which seeks to establish an evening newspaper here. To help achieve this, it is thought necessary, so it seems, to acquire the Reading Standard and kill it. The Chronicle is thus left as the only weekly newspaper exclusively devoted to Reading affairs. Consequently we present a big new Reading Chronicle with which we aim to provide a reliable sounding board for public opinion in the town and its vicinity. 68

So, sadly, the Reading Standard ceased publication, and its end was mourned by most of those involved in local journalism at the time. It is perhaps ironic that its passing was not the result of declining fortunes, but rather of its success. Even now, twenty-five years later, the Standard is talked of with considerable pride and affection by those who were associated with it.

68 Reading Chronicle, no. 8732, 10 September 1965.
CHAPTER XII

§

EVENING GAZETTE 1935-1939

Reading's proximity to London had always operated against its having a daily paper of its own, particularly with the efficient Great Western Railway line connecting the town to Paddington. By the 1920s, both daily morning and evening papers produced in London, at the centre of the newspaper industry, could be despatched quickly to the town, and the costs of competing by setting up a completely new production unit in Reading were viewed by many as being too great to be a worthwhile gamble. However, against what many had considered to be great odds, a new Reading evening paper, the Evening Gazette, was launched in 1935, from a completely new printing unit established by the Allied Newspaper Group, owned by the Berry brothers (Lords Camrose and Kemsley) and Lord Iliffe.

Until the advent of the Evening Gazette, the Reading weekly press had remained untouched by the fierce battles for provincial press ownership which were fought by the 'press barons' such as Rothermere, Beaverbrook, and the Berry brothers. These battles were fundamentally about advertising and it was the increasing revenue from this source which set many of the national newspaper owners on an almost manic path of newspaper acquisition in order to be able to offer advertisers the
chance of great coverage for their wares, both geographically and in terms of readers.

Advertising, which had led the way to the popular journalism of Lord Northcliffe in the early years of this century, had now created the environment in which newspaper ownership had become big business, offering the successful proprietors the chance to earn huge profits.

The Berry brothers had formed Allied Newspapers Ltd, with Lord Iliffe, in 1924, after they had acquired a number of the late Sir Edward Hulton's papers from Lord Rothermere, who had in fact beaten them to the original purchase.1 These papers were subsequently sold to the newly formed public company for £7,900,000 and, with the profits from this deal, the Berry brothers turned their attention to the acquisition of provincial evening newspapers. Many of these papers were ripe for exploitation by the commercially astute press barons, for they were often small, independent papers, with little commercial awareness.

Lord Rothermere also entered the field of provincial newspapers ownership, often setting up in direct competition with Allied Newspapers, while the Westminster Press and the Inveresk Paper Company also viewed the provincial press as a potential goldmine and embarked on a programme of expansion in the provinces.

This battle for circulation supremacy and advertising revenue reached its peak in 1930-1, but was hit by the economic crisis of that period: the resulting cut in advertising revenue, combined with the increasing difficulty of raising capital on the Stock Exchange, created a situation where the two major parties, Allied Newspapers and Northcliffe

---

Newspapers, agreed to a truce; this was maintained until 1935, when the *Evening Gazette* was launched.²

Allied's choice of Reading to start a new evening paper was not as strange as many might have thought, for at this time the population of the town had risen to approximately one hundred thousand and it had become the centre of important manufacturing interests. In addition, from an advertising point of view its proximity to London was considered to be an advantage, for Reading's inhabitants had easy and cheap access to the capital. This view was supported by F. C. Barber, who also felt that Reading was some five to ten years overdue for a good local evening paper:

> London drapery houses and stores may not do much advertising in Bath, but they are bound to support a good local paper in Reading. It is so easy and cheap for the ladies to slip up to Oxford Street...³

Having carefully chosen the town for the start of a new programme of expansion, the Allied Press attempted to buy one of the local weekly papers in order to reduce the financial outlay which completely new premises and printing plant would have entailed. An offer was made to buy the *Reading Standard* from Walter Rivers, but negotiations broke down, possibly because Allied Newspapers would not guarantee to employ all of the *Standard*'s staff. Certainly Rivers's paternalistic feeling for the staff in his company was such that he probably would not have considered any alternative.⁴

Presumably the *Berkshire Chronicle* and the *Reading Mercury* were of no interest to Allied Newspapers, for there is no record or hint of any

---

⁴ Interview with F. E. Holloway.
offer being made to acquire the Reading Newspaper Co. Ltd. The Standard was the leading paper in the Reading area and had the most progressive attitude at that time.

With the rejection of the offer to Rivers, Allied Newspapers set about the task of finding premises for their new paper and equipping it with both machinery and staff, in order to get the Evening Gazette under way. The whole project was blueprinted by Hector Caird, who had previously served Allied's interests as the manager of the Bristol Times during the height of the provincial war with Rothermere and was well qualified to set this new venture in motion. He plotted and planned the whole project from '...a quiet London room near St. James's Square...' while the rest of the newspaper world speculated on the likelihood of the Gazette's success in the highly competitive area that could be reached so easily by the London evening papers.

Under Caird's enthusiastic guidance the project made excellent progress, and by the end of April 1935 the company had acquired premises in the form of the old Grand Hotel in Blagrave Street, a few doors away from the Reading weeklies and right opposite the railway station. This building had to undergo considerable alteration in order to accommodate the needs of a newspaper office, not the least of which were the considerable foundations needed to support two rotary presses. One of these presses, a Goss four-reel double-width two-folder press, came from

---

5 The offer to Rivers for the Reading Standard was openly discussed at a meeting of the Reading Branch of the National Federation of Retail Newsagents in March 1935, at which all local newspaper proprietors were present, and the only reference to any takeover offer is that of the one to Rivers. Those working in the local press at that time have no knowledge of any offer being made by Allied Newspapers to the Reading Newspaper Company.


7 See map on p. xvii.
the office of the *Glasgow Record*, another of Allied's newspapers, while the other press was a new Crabtree, of similar specification⁸.

Space was also organized to hold 20 Linotype machines, a process engraving and photographic department, and a wire room to receive news from the network news agencies.⁹ Additionally, accommodation had to be organized for the reporting and administrative staff, and also for the advertising office: altogether a large organization, the housing of which necessitated extremely precise planning to ensure that the paper was launched smoothly.

By the beginning of May, Allied Newspapers had formed and registered a subsidiary company to print and publish the *Gazette*. Reading Press Ltd, with a nominal capital of £10,000, to print and publish the *Gazette*, had Lord Camrose, Sir Gomer Berry Bt, and Lord Iliffe on the board of directors.

The plans for setting up the new paper were by now well under way, and it was announced that the first edition would appear in August. Not only was the plant and machinery installation nearly complete, but most of the requisite staff for the paper had also been employed.

Inevitably, most of the senior positions in the paper were filled by staff from other papers within the Allied group, and with Hector Caird as general manager, L. C. Reeve as works manager, and Eric Gooseman as editor, all with successful backgrounds, Allied was endeavouring to ensure success for the *Gazette*. To this core of experience, the paper added a considerable number of local journalists, much to the surprise and disgust

---

⁹ Interview with F. E. Holloway.
of Walter Rivers and Frank Neale, who ran the Reading local weeklies. The *Standard*, for example, lost Bob Garner, Bob Jones, Henry Maule and Alan Joseph, while the *Chronicle* and *Mercury* lost Bob Lacey, Alun Lofts (who was appointed chief reporter on the *Gazette*), and J. A. M. Auld; all these men were to make their names in the field of journalism after the war.\(^\text{10}\) This exodus of reporting staff was a setback to the two Reading papers, who were inevitably gearing themselves to resist the intrusion of the new paper and who had anticipated a battle for circulation and for advertising but not one for staff; Walter Rivers was particularly upset that his reporting staff should leave him to work on this new paper.

Reading's local papers were not the only ones preparing to do battle with the *Gazette*, for the new paper's proposed distribution area meant that other local papers would also be affected, not only in sales but, more importantly, in terms of local advertising, particularly as the new paper was to be a daily. Almost certainly, however, the papers to be faced with day-to-day competition from the *Gazette* were the three London evenings, the *Star*, the *Evening Standard*, and the *Evening News*, as all three were widely distributed each day throughout the same circulation area.

The circulation departments of all three London papers prepared to make special efforts to maintain their sales and the general assumption was that they would do so among the fairly large local population which travelled daily to the capital on business, for it was considered that these commuters would continue to buy their evening paper in London to read on the way home. On arrival in Reading it was expected that many would then buy a copy of the local *Evening Gazette* in order to keep in touch with local events day by day.

\(^{10}\) Interview with W. G. Garner.
However, the London papers faced a more difficult task at the Reading end, for the local branch of the National Federation of Retail Newsagents planned to make a special push for sales of the *Gazette*, which had agreed full Federation terms for the sale of their copies at 12 copies for 8d., or 27 copies for 1s. 6d., the same as for other Reading papers. The London evenings, however, were supplied at the rate of 26 copies for 1s. 6d., giving the local papers a slight edge.\(^\text{11}\)

Advertising and sale rates were, of course, not the only areas of competition faced by the London papers, for the reason people buy newspapers is to get the latest news and the *Evening Gazette*, with its own wire room and printing plant right in the centre of Reading, had in theory the advantage of being able to get the news onto the local streets more quickly than London papers could, even though all three London papers had local facilities for inserting stop-press news to their papers on their arrival in Reading.\(^\text{12}\)

As the end of August drew closer and the launch date for the *Evening Gazette* became imminent, the scene was set for a new era in Reading's press history. Instead of battling with each other, the two local weeklies joined as allies to combat the new intruder, and for the first time the newspaper press in the town became the focus and talking point of all those involved in the national and local press. Not only was there much interest in seeing the appearance of a newly designed paper, but there was considerable speculation as to the likely success of a new evening paper so close to London, which was to compete directly with the established London evening papers.

---

\(^{11}\) *World Press News*, 29 August 1935.

\(^{12}\) Interview with F. E. Holloway.
The careful planning and hard groundwork came to fruition on 29 August, when the first edition came off the presses in Blagrave Street and the public were at last able to buy the paper which had been the topic of much speculation over the preceding months. The format of the Gazette was 23\(\frac{1}{4}\)" x 16\(\frac{1}{2}\)" consisting of twelve pages with seven 13-em columns per page, and it was intended to produce four editions per day, the first edition coming out around midday.

One aspect which had received a considerable amount of attention was the new paper's appearance, and great efforts had been made to break away from the conventional make-up for an evening paper and present a new look to the Gazette. To some extent this was a difficult thing to achieve, but by using the unusual Bookprint typeface for the text and a mixture of bold italic and bold sans serif for sub-headings and headlines, a different look was achieved.

It was intended to have two pages regularly devoted to sports news and gossip; a front page given over to mainly national and international news, pictures and women's pages; and a city page, which would include the Stock Market's closing prices which London evening papers would be unable to include in their earlier editions reaching Reading.

The first edition lived up to all expectations, containing a well balanced coverage of news, reported in a straightforward and unbiased way, and, with a good number of illustrations (including one full page of halftones), it was attractive to look at. The advertising department had obviously worked very hard to capture clients, and despite the presence of the two weekly papers it had been able to acquire some good advertising.
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to the extent that 33% of the Gazette contained advertisements, most of which was display.

Much to the delight of the Gazette staff, the paper captured a scoop on the second day of publication, when they were able to run the story of the sad death of the Queen of the Belgians in a road accident.\textsuperscript{14} This story was in the early editions of the Gazette before the London papers had any inkling of it, and when they did publish the story in later editions the Gazette had a follow-up ‘exclusive’ from the only eye witness to the accident.

Despite this early promise, however, the Gazette was fighting an extremely difficult battle to gain a foothold in the area and was no doubt beginning to appreciate the magnitude of the task they had undertaken, for it is one thing to set up and produce a newspaper but an entirely different problem to persuade the public to buy it and to use it as a medium for advertising. On the day of its first edition, the contents bill displayed for the Star on newsvendors’ pitches in the town read

\begin{quote}
READING
GOES ON
READING
The STAR
\end{quote}

and to a large extent it appears to have done so, for that London evening paper had a large clientele in Reading.

If the Gazette were to secure a position in the area and survive as a healthy paper, it had, above all, to attract the necessary revenue from advertisers, and there is no doubt that it realized this. Within a few weeks

\textsuperscript{14} \textit{Evening Gazette}, no. 2, Thursday 29 August 1935.
of the first edition being produced, the Gazette employed a research company to undertake a survey of the readership pattern of the paper, which they published with a view to attracting more advertising. This report, produced by Repford Ltd, suggested that

- 89.09% of all people reading an evening paper read the Evening Gazette.
- 86.52% of all the readership of the Evening Gazette is not duplicated by any other paper.
- 77.92% of all retailers taking an evening paper take the Evening Gazette.
- 47.85% of the readership of the Evening Gazette is not duplicated by any local weekly newspaper.

These statistics were used in an advertisement which appeared in World Press News, the journal used by advertisers associated with newspapers, but it seems likely that very few readers of this report were taken in by these rather loose statistics.

The paper was obviously experiencing great difficulty in making headway on the advertising front and by the early months of 1936 the advertising content of the Gazette had fallen to between 20% and 13%. Even Lord Camrose was moved to comment on the situation when he addressed the annual general meeting of the Allied group in May of that year, saying that even though the sale of the Gazette was making steady progress,

...as in all ventures of this kind, the local advertiser takes time to recognize the value of the opportunity offered to him.

Despite these problems, the Gazette carried on, but it was never able to get very much more advertising on a regular basis and by March 1937 this lack of advertising, no doubt coupled with the burden of a fifteen per cent rise in the cost of newsprint, caused the proprietors to reduce the

---

paper to ten pages.\textsuperscript{17} This state of affairs should be compared with the \textit{Reading Standard}, which had, since the middle of 1935, increased its size from 20 pages to 24 pages, and its advertising content from 47\% to 58\% in the same period. Even the \textit{Chronicle} and the \textit{Mercury} were able to maintain a steady 36\% to 40\% advertising in their papers, and it appears as if the new paper was just not able to make that vital breakthrough against the well-known and well-tried local weekly papers, nor the advertising coverage of the more widely circulated London evening papers.

It was during 1937 that a change in the circumstances of the \textit{Gazette} occurred, when the Allied Newspaper empire was split up and the \textit{Gazette} was left in the hands of Lord Iliffe. The company name was changed to the Reading Gazette Ltd in July of that year, and although no change to the paper's title was made at this time it was eventually altered to \textit{Reading Gazette} in January 1939. This change of name, it was announced, would greatly help the paper in its policy of identifying the \textit{Gazette} with the town of Reading.

Unfortunately, not even a change of name could alter the fortunes of the paper and, with the approach of war, accompanied by the inevitable rise in the cost of materials and the reduction in advertising, the proprietors reluctantly decided they could no longer continue to subsidize the paper and would suspend publication during the period of the war, hopefully to renew production when peace was restored. (This was not to be and the \textit{Reading Gazette} has never seen the light of day since.)

\textit{Allied Newspapers} were perhaps a little unfortunate that the paper was at such a critical stage just at the point when the Second World War

\textsuperscript{17} See Appendix A.
erupted, for it could be argued that, if given a little more time, the paper might have been made into a profitable publication.

However, for all the expert and wealthy backing of Allied Newspapers, it was never able to break the stranglehold over local advertising held by the three local weeklies, particularly that of the Reading Standard. Despite all attempts to improve the quality of its pictures, it also never matched the quality of the halftones in the Chronicle nor the superb quality of those which Rivers produced in the Standard.

The early optimism of Allied Newspapers that a locally printed paper would get news onto the streets ahead of the London evenings frequently did not materialize, for the Star, Evening Standard and Evening News invariably were able to produce fudge news on their papers and still be on sale before the Gazette.\(^{18}\) It was also said that the policy of the paper to provide a balanced view in its reporting resulted in the paper never really having a view about anything and that this was also a reason for its lack of circulation.\(^{19}\) Whatever the reason for its demise, it was a sad loss to the newspaper industry, although the three London evening papers were no doubt glad to see it go, and the whole Gazette enterprise was later to be used as an example to other prospective papers planned for areas like Reading.

Perhaps the best epitaph to the paper's passing was written some twenty-five years later, on the eve of the new and exciting daily evening

---

\(^{18}\) Interview with F. E. Holloway.

\(^{19}\) This view was frequently expressed by those who had worked in the press in Reading at this time, including a number who worked on the Gazette, and also by some of those people who were readers of the Gazette.
paper, the *Evening Post*, which Lord Thomson's company started in Reading:

When the last of the small blue gold lettered vans had dashed off with its load of *Gazettes* and contents bills that night, and the subs had gone home, and the crowd on the second floor had stopped chattering, the end of a hectic chapter in newspaper history had suddenly been reached.20

CHAPTER XIII

§

EVENING POST 1965-1980

On Tuesday 14 September 1965, the first copies of a new regional evening paper, the Evening Post, came off the press in Reading and were distributed to readers in the Thames Valley.

The arrival of this new paper had been eagerly awaited, not only by the population in the Reading area, but by the world's press, which was intrigued to see how successful the first British computer-set web offset-printed newspaper would be. For, although the Evening Post had been planned by the The Thomson Organisation Ltd as a 'low cost' operation, everyone with knowledge of the newspaper industry was well aware that it involved a £1 million capital investment,¹ and that it was very much a guinea pig operation. Only a newspaper with the huge financial resources behind it that The Thomson Organisation had could contemplate such a breakaway from the traditional hotmetal method of production. It was hoped to prove that increased productivity could be achieved by using the advanced techniques of computerized typesetting, and thus operate a local evening newspaper on cost scales lower than those of the conventional letterpress hotmetal setting.

Queen sends warm good wishes

The Queen sent warm good wishes on her 79th birthday at a function in the capital on Tuesday. It was her 66th birthday at home in the country. The Queen's birthday is a public holiday in the UK, and she has not been in public since her 65th birthday. The Buckingham Palace statement said that the Queen wished to express her thanks to the many people who had sent her birthday greetings.

Brother, sister killed in French holiday smash

TWO children of a wealthy Reading businessman were killed and four of the family are today lying in hospital after a road accident in France. The dead children were Nicholas Sarjent, aged 11, and Margaret Sarjent, aged 11, of High Thatch, Chalk House Green, near Reading. They died in Queen Elizabeth and Westminster Hospital.

The accident occurred at the Nantes-Angers motorway when their father's car collided with a lorry. The family lived in a house near the French motorway.

Lord Thomson sets Post presses rolling

Lord Thomson of Fearn, who will be known as Lord Thomson of Holehird, was yesterday announced as the new chairman of the Evening Post. He will take over from Sir Charles Worsley, who has been chairman of the Evening Post for 12 years. Lord Thomson is a leading businessman in the UK and has been involved in the construction industry.

More and More

People are opening deposit accounts

More and more people are opening deposit accounts at Lombard Banking. This is a service that allows people to save money in a safe and secure way. Lombard Banking offers a range of deposit accounts to suit different needs, including savings accounts, current accounts, and investment accounts.

Weighing 6.5m TRADE DEFICIT

The Evening Post reports that the UK's trade deficit has reached a new high of 6.5m. This is a significant increase compared to the previous year, and is due to falling exports and rising imports. The government is under pressure to take action to reduce the deficit.

LATEST

6 days a week shopping at Housemans

Housemans is offering 6 days a week shopping, with everything for all babies' needs. This includes everything from clothing to toys and baby food. The shop is located at 12 Reading Street, Reading, and is open from Monday to Saturday.
The reason for so much interest in the *Evening Post* operation was that, if it succeeded, it would inevitably lead to a fundamental change in the production organisation of other newspapers, as not only The Thomson Organisation but also other proprietors would embark on the use of new technologies to cut down the high production costs of newspapers. Additionally, the advantages of web offset printing are such that they would enable companies to improve the appearance of their papers considerably, for the process results in much better reproduction of illustrations, allows for high flexibility in layout, and offers the facility to print one or more colours including four-colour process over a wide range of pages for both editorial and advertising content.

While the introduction of new technology was certainly the focus of the newspaper world's attention, it had not been the primary consideration by The Thomson Organisation when they had first embarked on the planning which ultimately led to the establishment of the *Evening Post*. That thinking had been focused very much on the use of local newspapers as vehicles for consumer advertising, and the application of new technology to produce those papers came into consideration at a later stage.

Lord Thomson of Fleet, the owner of the *Evening Post*, had made a considerable impact on the press in this country since the time when, as a newspaper owner from Canada, whose background was virtually unknown in Great Britain, he had purchased the *Scotsman* in 1953. At that time, fellow Canadian Lord Beaverbrook had described Roy Thomson as '...a little guy. Owns a lot of little newspapers.' By 1965, however, Thomson had become the owner of Scottish Television, he had bought the

---

Sunday Times in 1959, and had acquired the Kemsley group of newspapers from Lord Kemsley in the same year. He had thus progressed from the 'little guy' to the position of 'press baron' with a seat in the House of Lords in a comparatively short time, and was very much a force to be reckoned with in the world of newspaper publishing.

Thomson's success with Canadian newspapers had revolved around converting them into purveyors of local advertising. With the changing pattern of retailing in this country, coupled with the rising population and improving socio-economic standards, particularly in the Home Counties, he visualized a series of local evening papers which would form a ring around London and which would be able to capitalize on this rapidly growing need for local advertising media.

Accordingly the section of The Thomson Organisation Ltd which was concerned with regional newspapers embarked on an examination of those areas where, it was considered, an unsatisfied need existed for evening newspapers which could be coupled to an expanding advertising market.

To achieve this, four main criteria were used to assist in determining which towns would warrant detailed investigation:

1. The town should not have an existing evening paper. As no city in Britain apart from London and Glasgow could really support more than one evening paper, it was considered to be absurd to start up a new paper in direct competition with an established one.

2. The town should have a large enough population, coupled with a reasonably high hinterland population, to provide a
viable circulation, the costs of distribution working against the distribution of a regional daily paper over large distances.

3. The local trade and business conditions should be such that a considerable volume of local display and classified advertising should be available. This advertising should be sufficient to enable the paper to be an economic proposition, certainly in the long term.

4. In towns where the other three criteria obtained, an examination of the strong weekly papers which existed should be undertaken to ascertain whether at least one could be acquired for conversion into an evening paper. For, while it is possible in theory to set up a new paper from scratch, in practice it is always considerably better to use an established paper as a springboard, when launching a new paper into an area.³

Over a period of three years from 1961, an increasingly intensive marketing investigation was conducted, during which time a number of towns met the first three criteria and, of these, Reading was one of the leading candidates, appearing to be well above the national average, as the following table illustrates:

### Annual retail turnover:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>BRITAIN</th>
<th>READING C B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average retail sales per head</td>
<td>£174</td>
<td>£284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average annual retail sales per household</td>
<td>£547</td>
<td>£883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average annual sales per retail establishment</td>
<td>£15,449</td>
<td>£27,756</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Socio-economic structure:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>BRITAIN</th>
<th>EVENING POST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CIRCULATION AREA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
<td>25.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>18.5%</td>
<td>19.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>38.5%</td>
<td>29.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Percentage of population under 35 years of age:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>BRITAIN</th>
<th>EVENING POST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CIRCULATION AREA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>49.2%</td>
<td>53.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Population growth 30% above national average:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>BRITAIN</th>
<th>EVENING POST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population growth 1951-1961</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>39.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household growth 1951-1961</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
<td>51.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Figures taken from Census of Distribution, 1961; and Census of Population, 1961)

Apart from the use of such information for assessing the potential viability of a new paper, the results of such work were obviously of great value to The Thomson Organisation as a means of defining advertising and circulation potential in any area and thus a means of determining the allocation of resources to any of the company's existing papers.

The fourth criterion was the one which presented the research team with the greatest problem, particularly as most local weekly papers, in areas which met the first three criteria, were themselves capitalizing on the growth in advertising and were consequently reluctant to sell out to another company. Those which did indicate an interest in selling inevitably asked far too high a price, thus placing them out of reach, as the conversion of a weekly paper into an evening paper in itself demands considerable material capital investment.
As circumstances turned out, the *Reading Standard*, which was the most successful local weekly paper in the Reading area and which met all the Thomson criteria, became the subject of a takeover bid by the *News of the World* during 1963. The *News of the World* moved very slowly, with the result that the availability of the *Standard* became known to other people in the newspaper world. This was just the opportunity that The Thomson Organisation was looking for, and Lord Thomson moved swiftly and decisively to outmanoeuvre his rival and acquire the *Standard* for himself, in order to introduce an evening paper into the Thames Valley area.4

By 1963, however, experiments with electronic computers and photographic methods of typesetting were beginning to show the likely path of future typesetting methods, and these results, together with the dawning possibilities of using web offset for newspaper production, caused Thomson to hesitate in his plans to go ahead immediately with the launching of the *Evening Post*. It was decided to wait in order to take full advantage of the latest technical developments, including a new electronic phototypesetting system, which was still in the prototype stage.

In 1960, Lord Thomson had stated publicly on several occasions that colour printing for newspapers was not a practical proposition, mainly due to the lack of presses able to undertake such accurate work but also because of the immense costs involved. However, he further stated that the colour printing of newspapers would come, and that those companies willing to spend money on the process would be the ones to forge ahead.5 By 1963 Lord Thomson obviously felt that progress in this

---

4 See Chapter XI, p. 278.

5 Lord Thomson, in a speech to the Guild of British Newspapers, April 1960.
field had reached a point where it was worth the risk of going forward with a web offset/colour-printed newspaper, and as it was to be the first in its field it is not surprising that the world's press watched with considerable interest.

Despite the Reading Standard's move into new premises during 1960, these were judged to be unsuitable for the needs of a daily paper, particularly one which required the clean environment necessary for such a sensitive electronic typesetting computer system. A suitable side-by-side warehouse building was found on a trading estate in Tessa Road, Caversham, and this was acquired for the press and for the publishing area. Next to this building, a new modern office block was added, to house the administrative and advertising offices, the editorial department, the composing room, and the plate-making department.

For those brought up in the traditional hotmetal composing room of a newspaper office, with clattering Linotype machines and the heat and dust of typesetting and stereo making, the new electronic and paste-up composing room was more akin to a clinical laboratory. Instead of twenty-four Linotype machines, which would have cost some £192,000, two new Photon photo-typesetters were installed, each capable of setting a line a second. Built in Wilmington, Massachusetts, USA, at a cost of £20,000 each, they represented a considerable saving on conventional equipment. To these was added a Scottish-built National Elliot 803 computer costing approximately £30,000, and with an additional £20,000 spent on a reserve Photon the total outlay for typesetting equipment was in the region of £90,000, representing a huge saving compared with the traditional cost.6

---

To this was added a new six-unit Halley-Aller web offset press, capable of producing 50,000 copies an hour of a 24-page edition with spot colour (black, plus one, two, or three colours and full process colour), which cost a further £120,000, considerably less than the cost of a traditional letterpress machine.

Not only was the cost of the new equipment cheaper, but the productivity of the new typesetting system was estimated to be approximately thirty per cent more efficient than hotmetal. The fact that only twelve keyboard operators were needed to cope with all the setting necessary for a daily evening paper⁷ meant that only half of the Reading Standard’s operators were needed, and as the correction of errors was considerably easier with the new punch-tape reader, fewer readers also were required. Finally, as the product of the new typesetter was in bromide form, each page was assembled by paste-up ready for camera, again an operation which needed fewer staff than in a conventional hotmetal composing room.

The introduction of phototypesetting and web offset meant that all the production staff needed to be retrained, for all the Reading Standard compositors, linotype operators, and machine minders were letterpress people. For the pressmen, this meant learning a completely new printing process, whilst the compositors had to adapt to paste-up techniques rather than the laborious and rather dirty page make-up of hotmetal. For the keyboard operators the transition was possibly the most difficult, for they had to adapt to the ‘qwerty’ keyboard from the somewhat complex Linotype one, but for them the move away from the clatter of matrices and the heat and smell of hotmetal was a considerable improvement. The

Diagram of the Thomson Computerset layout
retraining had to be fitted into the normal working schedule for the weekly *Reading Standard*, and had to ensure that all the workers were skilled enough in the new techniques to move into the production of a daily paper.

Many of the *Standard'*s production staff moved over to the *Evening Post* and assumed the same positions of responsibility they had enjoyed with the weekly paper; thus F. E. Holloway became the overseer of the new automated composing room, H. Wortley continued as the press room manager, and P. Old, who had been head of the stereo department with the *Reading Standard* assumed control of the camera and plate making section.

The *Post*'s new display advertisement manager was J. F. Hancock, who had held the same position for seven years at the *Standard*, while W. J. Pettengell, who had stepped down as editor of the *Reading Standard* in 1962, was given the task of establishing the *Post*'s own press cuttings library.

Unfortunately, A. Sandall, recently appointed editor of the *Reading Standard*, found himself once more in the position of deputy editor. The new editor was H. Greene, formerly deputy editor of The Thomson Organisation's *South Wales Echo*.

With the possibility of lower costs and higher productivity from a system like the Thomson Computerset, it is not surprising that so much interest was aroused amongst the international newspaper industry, particularly as it offered the possibility for quite small-circulation regional papers, of between 30,000 and 40,000 copies per day, to be able to reduce costs and operate at a profit. Aware of this interest, and not being one to miss an opportunity for publicity, Lord Thomson arranged for a
demonstration of the new system in March 1965, to which the Minister of Technology, was invited. The following day it was the turn of the Postmaster General, Anthony Wedgwood Benn, to see the new system, and many people from industry, publishing, and advertising were also able to see the new system over the following days. The result of this public relations demonstration by Lord Thomson was considerable publicity for the organization, and more particularly for the coming Evening Post, and the interest generated produced a steady stream of visitors from overseas who wished to see the new typesetting system; this stream was to increase to a flood when the Evening Post was in full production — so much so, that the paper had to make special arrangements in order to cope with the extraordinary interest shown by the newspaper industry.

While the installation of new equipment was going ahead, the Thomson promotion department was hard at work in a major effort to persuade the people of Reading to buy an evening paper — a particularly difficult task, as their research had shown that the readership of an evening newspaper was very low in the district. Using local weekly papers, door-to-door canvassers, posters, and through the pages of the Reading Standard, the promotions department attempted to persuade the public that the forthcoming paper was not just another evening paper but something entirely new and well worth buying. The poster campaign was exceptionally good, for it was presented in such a way that people's curiosity was aroused and maintained right up to the launch of the Post. This was achieved by taking the new Evening Post symbol (designed by Robert Harling) and distorting it in a visualizer; it was then presented in various forms such as posters, beer mats, lapel badges, and on buses. The

---

8 See illustration overleaf.

*Evening Post* logo used in advertising campaign
strange black and yellow symbol appeared everywhere and engendered considerable interest. Gradually the symbol also began appearing in three subsequent phases, each containing more detail and offering clues to the identity of the product, until finally a new set of posters appeared with the full logo and sales message on it.

As a culmination to these activities, during the week immediately prior to the production of the *Post* there was a gala charity film performance, a press forum at Reading University (with the Vice-Chancellor, Woodrow Wyatt MP, Sir Linton Andrews, and Harry Henry who was then Marketing Director of The Thomson Organisation Ltd, as guest speakers), a large careers exhibition, and a carnival Saturday devoted to 'hearty English' entertainment, including fireworks, jousting on the River Thames and roasting oxen.

Just to make sure that the local people knew what to expect, 150,000 preview copies of the *Evening Post* were delivered to households throughout the circulation area and each copy was followed up by a canvassing team who sought the opinions of the recipients of the new paper.

The day before the *Evening Post* was to start, Lord Thomson announced plans for another new evening paper, the *Burnley Evening Star*, which, like the *Post*, was to use the latest printing technology. On the morning of the launch of the *Post*, Lord Thomson presided over a luncheon party held by the river Thames, adjacent to the paper's new factory and offices. About a hundred local civic dignitaries and community leaders from Berkshire and the surrounding areas attended, together with a number of people associated with the local press. In a speech to his
guests, Lord Thomson re-emphasized his own philosophy concerning the establishment of local daily papers:

...there comes a time when weekly newspapers are not enough; when, with the growing importance of the community, the newspaper manifests itself in order that a virile and developing local economy may be continuously furnished with more up-to-date local news and advertising services. 9

He went on to express the conviction that the Reading area, more than almost any other in the country, needed a newspaper of its own, and his surprise that no one had attempted to embark on one before.

Just before midday, Lord Thomson, accompanied by Her Majesty's Lieutenant for Berkshire, the Hon. David Smith, the Mayor of Reading, Mrs Alice Burrows, and senior executives of The Thomson Organisation Ltd, pressed the button to start the new press and print the first edition of the Evening Post. 10

At around five thousand copies into the first run disaster struck and, with many members of the world's press looking on, an electrical gremlin in the press caused the machine to stop. Despite a considerable effort by the maintenance crew, the press could not be run again that day. Fortunately most of the promised local deliveries had been made, but the stoppage came as an extremely cruel blow on what was to have been Lord Thomson's great day.

In the wake of the extravagant advance publicity, there were said to be some prospective Post readers who viewed the shortage of papers, caused by the breakdown, as yet another gimmick to whet people's

9 Evening Post, no. 1, Tuesday 14 September 1965.
10 See illustration overleaf.
11 Interview with A. Sandall; he was deputy editor of the Evening Post at that time.
It was ironic that it was not the new and somewhat unknown technology which let the paper down, but an ordinary electrical fault in the press drive.

Lord Thomson viewing the first edition of the *Evening Post* to come off the press. John Pole is standing behind him.
appetite for the new paper.\textsuperscript{12} It was ironic that it was not the new and somewhat unknown technology which let the paper down, but an ordinary electrical fault in the press drive.

However, producing a daily newspaper with a completely new system was bound to be problematical when full production started. The situation in the production department during the first day is best summed up by a printed legend which appeared on the composing room wall and which said, 'Anyone who remains calm in this confusion simply does not understand the situation'.

Inevitably, with such a new and untried system, some faults did start to come to light, and the next few months were difficult ones for those involved with the production equipment. For example, it was discovered that the typesetting equipment was susceptible to surges in the electrical supply, and this had to be corrected. Perhaps the most embarrassing discovery was that the press was not suitable for the production of four-colour process printing, certainly when attempted at normal production speeds. As the pre-publication publicity had stressed the advantages of having four-colour pictures for news and advertising, it was no doubt a difficult decision to stop producing process colour work in the paper within a few months of the launch. However, the machine was capable of producing spot colour, and this was continued.

Despite all the interest shown in the new paper, the Post had to work hard to encourage local people to buy a daily evening paper, and after six months of publication the circulation still only stood at 16,548.\textsuperscript{13} One of the most difficult things that the Post had to overcome was the

\textsuperscript{12} World's Press News, 24 September 1965.

\textsuperscript{13} Evening Post, no. 147, Saturday 5 March 1966.
apparent resistance by Reading people to buying a daily evening paper for local news and information. The locality had been served for years by three weeklies: the Mercury, which was distributed predominantly in the country districts; its sister paper, the Reading and Berkshire Chronicle, which sold in Reading and the local towns; and the highly successful Reading Standard, which also sold both in Reading and in the local areas such as Wokingham, Bracknell, Henley, and Newbury. Reeducating the local public was indeed a difficult task.

It was a task which The Thomson Organisation had made more difficult for itself when it closed the popular Reading Standard, for many people resented the closure and changed their allegiance to the Chronicle. In the week in which the Evening Post was launched, the Reading Newspaper Company changed the name of the Berkshire Chronicle to Reading Chronicle, altering the format, masthead, and typographic style of the paper to one similar to that of the Reading Standard. This move proved to be a highly successful one, and the Chronicle's circulation increased considerably at the time; indeed, it is thought by many that the closure of the Standard gave the Chronicle new life and allowed it to flourish.14

The reason for the closure of the Standard has never been explained; had The Thomson Organisation continued publishing it, they could have had both a daily evening and a weekly Reading paper under their control, and if the Standard had continued its successful growth the Reading Newspaper Company might possibly have found the competition too great and been forced out of business. The decision is even more

---

14 Interview with E. G. B. Atkinson; he was a shareholder of the Reading Newspaper Company at that time, was of this opinion, as too were many others interviewed who were involved in Reading's press during the 1960s.
difficult to understand in the light of the *Reading Standard* making a profit of £43,093\textsuperscript{15} after tax for 1964, the first year under Thomson ownership. Stopping such a profitable enterprise as that certainly indicated the faith that The Thomson Organisation had in the success of their new daily venture.\textsuperscript{16}

The *Post's* hard work gradually began to pay dividends, and by the end of the paper's second year the circulation had risen to over 40,000 per night, with signs that the battle for circulation was beginning to pay dividends. Advertising, too, was on the increase, particularly the classified advertisements which had increased from 179 columns per week in 1965 to 360 by September 1967, and advertising represented over 50% of the paper's content each day. Being a daily evening paper meant that each day of the week was treated differently, and a pattern emerged in which the papers produced early in the week tended to have fewer pages than those produced during the second half of the week. This changing pattern also affected the advertising, which frequently increased towards the end of the week, no doubt in an attempt to attract buyers at the end of a week when they would have not only time but also the money to buy the items advertised.

In order to gain more space for the increasing quantity of advertising, and also to have more space for news, features and sport, the *Post* spent a considerable sum on machinery during 1967 for the purpose of producing a larger format paper. This appeared in September 1967\textsuperscript{17}

\textsuperscript{15} See Appendix J.

\textsuperscript{16} The *Evening Post* revived the *Reading Standard* on 20 October 1983, as an advertising free sheet with a distribution of 80,500 copies per week.

\textsuperscript{17} *Evening Post*, no. 629, Friday 22 September 1967.
and, with a format of 23½" x 16½", allowed for an additional 9¾-em column to the paper, giving nine columns per page.

Despite a considerable amount of hard work and constant attention to detail, the Post was finding that breaking into a profitable situation was far from easy. The circulation was increasing and by the beginning of 1968 it was up to 44,044; occasionally this figure increased to 49,000, indicating that the potential sales were there. All the paper had to do was to maintain their sales consistently at this level. Since its launch, the Post had been running at a loss, not helped by the expenditure on machinery during 1967 and 1968. However, the greater flexibility that this machinery allowed indicated that the expense was justified, and by 1969 the paper made a profit for the first time. Although small, and despite being offset by considerable earlier losses, this upturn was a welcome sign for those responsible for the running of the paper. Also in 1969, the name of the company was changed from Reading Standard Ltd to the more appropriate title, Thames Valley Newspapers Ltd.

By 1970, a new Baker Perkins press had been installed, side by side with the original machine, and the building extension necessary to house it had been completed. Once again the paper was able to show a post-tax profit, this time of £59,132. The new machine, the fastest of its kind in the country, was capable of running at 40,000 cph, some 10,000 cph better than the old one, and was also able to produce four extra pages, up to a maximum of 28. The maximum of the old press had often proved insufficient.

The printing quality of the new press was considerably better than the earlier one, and it had the great advantage that it allowed far greater

---

18 See Appendix J.
flexibility in the production of varying formats. The *Post* could, for example, be produced in a narrower format on days when a smaller paper was deemed necessary. This led to a neater paper being produced when there was less advertising and news copy, but allowed for a wider format and greater number of pages when a fuller *Post* was produced. Due to the fluctuations in sales and advertising throughout the week, a smaller paper was published on Saturdays, Mondays, and Tuesdays with a format of 23" x 16\(1/2\)", and a larger format of 24" x 18" was required on the other days of the week, Thursdays and Fridays tending to contain more advertising.

At the time the new press was installed, the original typesetting system was replaced with a new pattern, much smaller than the original, but with greatly increased capacity. As the original system was such an experimental one, its ability to last so long under the severe conditions of a daily evening paper is surprising. However, the much needed new typesetting system effected great improvements in the production of the paper and of the *Post's* other publications.

By 1972, the paper's circulation had reached 52,167\(^{19}\) and for the second year in succession the company was able to carry forward a substantial retained profit, this time of £56,139.\(^{20}\) Despite heavy expenditure on a further extension of the printing press and the new typesetting system during the next three years, the *Post* was able to remain in a profitable situation, but the final payments made on the equipment during 1975 pushed the company once more into a loss, after taxation, of £103,108 for that year.

\(^{19}\) *Evening Post* no. 2161, Thursday 31 August 1972.
\(^{20}\) See Appendix G.
In 1965, the *Post* had bought out the *Wokingham Times* (a paper that Felix Pole had considered buying in the early 1950s) and in 1969 the production of that paper had been centred on the Reading site. Additional work had also been secured in the form of contract printing for such items as the Nestlé's house journal. As well as these, the *Post* often produced special advertising supplements and special feature supplements, all of which kept the production department fairly busy during the week.

With new equipment and machinery, the *Post* was able to continue pushing its sales and exploiting the advertising market in the Reading area and, by early 1979, had increased the circulation to 55,000. The post-tax profit of the company had been increased to £379,998 during 1978, but additional expenditure on plant and machinery had cut the 1979 profit to £183,773, considerably lower than the previous year.

Unfortunately, 1980 represented a considerable downturn in the fortunes of the *Post*. A printing dispute in the early months of the year had resulted in intermittent industrial action, and a subsequent two-week stoppage, which lost the company over £400,000 in revenue. This was followed by a recession that was deemed to have been 'unparalleled in its speed of decline, its depth, and duration since the 1930s'.\(^{21}\) It was so great that it made any kind of recovery almost impossible, despite the best attempts of the marketing and sales departments to stop the slide. Effectively, the company was having to spend £1.10 for every £1 of income, and the result for the year was a loss of £442,000.

Not only were market conditions difficult for the *Post* in that they had lost 2,000 copies in circulation and 11,000 columns of advertising, but the production costs were beginning to mount. Wages, pension and

---

\(^{21}\) Annual Report to Thames Valley Newspapers Ltd employees, 1980.
National Insurance contributions accounted for 56% of the company's expenditure for 1980 and it became increasingly obvious, as the loss continued during the 1980s, that attention had to be paid to this particular problem. Indeed, in 1985, with an accumulated loss of £2,364,000, the Post made a concerted effort to stop the slide by installing a Press Computer System’s 'Press II' front-end system. This gave typesetting control for the first time to the editorial department, thus reducing the need for extensive secondary keying of text and advertisements. It also allowed for the accounts of the company to be maintained on the same computer, thus providing many improvements in the control of the sales ledger, including itemized statements for customers and quicker responses to requests for information.

The whole installation cost approximately £400,000. It was accompanied by considerable voluntary redundancy amongst the staff, which cost the company £832,000 in severance payments, but the surgery seems to have had the desired result as the paper returned a profit of £700,000 at the end of 1988.22

During the early months of 1989, the Post installed a new Goss Visa six-unit double-width rotary offset colour press, capable of producing a 48-page broadsheet newspaper at 60,000 copies per hour. This press has two folders, which allow the production of two 24-page broadsheet newspapers to be produced simultaneously at full speed. With investment such as this the Evening Post obviously has considerable faith in its ability to survive the current economic recession and is celebrating its twentieth-fifth anniversary with full confidence in its future.

22 See Appendix G.
CONCLUSION

§

The repeal of the Newspaper Stamp Tax in June 1855 produced an immediate response in Reading, when the proprietor of the long-established Reading Mercury published the Berkshire Journal of Agriculture and Commerce within a few days of the abolition of the Act. Initially this new paper was distributed not only in Reading but also in Newbury where, despite competition from another new paper, the Newbury Journal, it appears to have enjoyed limited success.

In November 1855, the name of the Berkshire Journal was altered to Newbury Telegraph, no doubt in an attempt to identify more closely with the town of Newbury and thus compete directly with the Newbury Journal. This it did until February 1856, when the Journal was incorporated within the Berkshire Guardian, a new paper printed and published in Reading which proposed to have a much wider circulation area than that of the Newbury Journal.

Both the Berkshire Guardian and the Newbury Telegraph relied heavily on the railway for distribution, and the closure of both papers by July 1856 suggests that neither paper was able to command a large enough circulation to offset the costs of distribution. As the area had been well served by the Reading Mercury, and to a lesser extent by the Berkshire Chronicle, it appears that those people in the area who could
afford a newspaper already subscribed to one of the established ones, and had no desire to change their reading habits.

The repeal of the Stamp Tax in 1855 and of the Paper Tax in 1861 coincided with a period of increasing prosperity, and this, together with the possibilities of using the press as a weapon in the cause of political reform, attracted many people to invest their money in the newspaper business. Improving communications, such as the electric telegraph and, more particularly at this time, the growth of the railway network, coupled with increasing urbanization, added to the attraction of newspapers as business enterprises.

In this respect, Reading was in a unique position, for the railway criss-crossed the whole distribution area, and the local population was increasing at a great rate, doubling between 1851 and 1881 and trebling by the end of the century. It is not surprising, therefore, to note the considerable newspaper activity which took place at this time, particularly between 1860 and 1880, when eleven new titles appeared in the town.

Most of these papers were the work of four men, all of whom were printers: John Read, who in 1860 started the Reading Advertiser (later to become the Berks Telegraph), was also a member of the syndicate which founded the Reading Observer in 1873; Francis Lock, who started the short-lived Reading Times in partnership with Henry Ford, subsequently founded the Reading Herald and was later involved with the Berkshire Weekly Times (which became the Berkshire Weekly News in 1872); Ford started the first Reading Standard after his business break-up

1 Reading's population: 21,456 in 1851; 43,494 in 1881; and 72,217 in 1901. See Appendix C.
with Lock; and, finally, George Smith was involved in 1872 in the Reading Examiner (actually produced by W. E. Baxter, the owner of the largest chain of newspapers in the county at this time). After the closure of the Examiner, Smith went on to produce the Reading Express and Berkshire Independent in 1878 and made the first attempt to produce a daily in the town when he published the short-lived Daily Mail and Evening Post in 1880.

Apart from the three politically independent newspapers with which George Smith was involved, all the others which came into being at this time were strongly biased towards the Liberal party, which supports the evidence that the Liberal press was the most active in the country at this time.\(^2\) Certainly, in the Parliamentary election in 1868 the Liberal party enjoyed a much greater majority in Reading, as a result of a fifty per cent increase in the local electorate following the 1867 Reform Act.\(^3\)

The rapidly expanding local population, together with the enlarged electorate, was probably partly responsible for the spate of Liberal papers in Reading at this time. Local Liberals might also have considered that the Liberal Reading Mercury had become too muted in its support for the party, and that at 4d. it was priced well beyond the reach of the ordinary inhabitant. Certainly the Reading Observer was quick to express that viewpoint when it was founded in 1873.

All these papers were sold for 1d., 2d. cheaper than the Conservative Berkshire Chronicle, and it is therefore surprising that so few of them survived for any length of time. It does suggest that the clientele of both of Reading’s old established papers were too loyal to be


tempted away by the cheaper press and also, perhaps, that the *Chronicle* and *Mercury* were journalistically very much better papers. Certainly both had been in the newspaper business a long time, and were therefore very experienced in presenting the public with comprehensive news coverage. Most of the subscribers for these two papers came from the middle and upper classes in and around Reading and for them, no doubt, the high cost of their papers was synonymous with quality, a view which the *Mercury*, particularly, often expounded.

The very fact that so many papers were initiated during this period suggests that the costs involved in setting up a provincial newspaper were relatively low. Read, Lock, Ford and Smith were all printers, so the costs of equipment were most likely limited to extra types and to paper, as they already possessed the necessary presses and printing skills to produce a weekly newspaper. What they probably lacked was the journalistic and news-gathering expertise and also the means of drawing in sufficient advertising to make their papers financially secure.

It is interesting to note that John Read’s *Berks Telegraph* was the longest running of the papers started at this time and, being a part pre-printed paper, had much of the national news supplied by the Central Press agency, Read being responsible for only local advertising and some local news. When he attempted to produce the complete paper himself after 1871, he quickly ran into financial problems, and despite having an increase in circulation he did not receive enough revenue from advertising to cover the costs of paper and printing. The pre-printed sheets supplied by the Central Press agency were obviously produced in large numbers and, as a result, the unit cost of production would have been fairly low. Read, on the other hand, had to find the total cost of newsgathering and production for a relatively small number of papers, and soon discovered
that running a newspaper demanded very careful budgeting and financial control.

Most likely the other short-lived papers had suffered the same problems from their inception, but had persevered in the vain hope that they would eventually reach a profitable situation.

In addition to editorial and production costs, the papers needed to be distributed not only in Reading but also throughout the neighbouring towns and villages. The railway would have played an important role in effecting such deliveries, particularly after free postage for newspapers was ended in 1870, so the organization of distribution and the costs of transportation were other aspects of newspaper ownership which had to be considered.

A measure of the importance of the railway to newspaper delivery is indicated by the fact that, by the turn of the century, the town's two railway stations were a mere stone's throw from all Reading's newspapers — in Blagrave Street, the adjacent Valpy Street, and the neighbouring Market Place.4

The evidence suggests that during this period a weekly provincial paper could survive for some time on the financial returns from a fairly small circulation. The fact that these particular Reading proprietors were involved with a number of papers indicates that, even when a paper was unsuccessful, the losses were not too great to deter them from embarking on another newspaper venture. As they were all commercial printers, they were presumably involved in newspaper enterprises in order to make a

---

4 See map on p. xvii.
profit, although it is possible that the social status of being a newspaper proprietor might have motivated some of them.

Of the new papers started during the period up to 1880, only the Reading Observer enjoyed a lengthy period of existence. Established in 1873 as a continuation of the Berks Telegraph, the success of this paper owed much to the fact that it was the official Liberal paper in the district and had the eminent journalist, P. W. Clayden, of the Daily News, as its editor.

From its inception, it was run on very businesslike lines, and in addition to sound editorial content a considerable effort was focused on the acquisition of advertising. In this respect Clayden’s experience of the London press was invaluable, for he was obviously aware of the importance of the income which advertising provided, and which was vital if the Observer was to maintain its selling price of 1d. Clayden was also instrumental in adopting display advertising, which was a common feature of London papers at this time but which hitherto had not appeared in any of Reading’s newspapers.

It is also apparent that the company was acutely aware of the need to keep unit costs to a minimum. The move to new premises and the purchase of new equipment and machinery enabled the paper to be enlarged and the circulation to be increased, while keeping production speeds high and unit cost down.

After Clayden had departed in 1879 it was the professional approach of both Charles Slaughter and William Rivers who, by combining good journalism with good business management, ensured its success. This momentum was continued by William Rivers’ son, Walter, who was responsible for the inclusion of halftone illustration in the paper.
in 1895 and who was probably instrumental in the introduction of a football edition in 1895 and a midweek edition and the installation of Reading’s first rotary press in 1897.

The effect of all this competition on the Reading Mercury and the Berkshire Chronicle is difficult to assess with accuracy, due to the lack of reliable circulation figures for the period. However, in the face of the numerous short-lived penny papers, the Mercury and the Chronicle had maintained their selling prices at 4d. and 3d. respectively which suggests that they did not consider that these papers constituted a threat to their circulations.

However, in 1884 they both reduced their prices quite suddenly by 2d. At this time their main rival was the increasingly successful Observer, and it was very likely that a decline in sales forced the two papers into this drastic price reduction. With a circulation which had risen to 10,058 copies per week by 1884, the Observer had far outstripped its rivals, and at this point both the old-established papers had to face up to the financial realities of running a newspaper.

Of the two, the Berkshire Chronicle was the more vulnerable, particularly after 1886 when William Hall’s Reading Standard was founded. A measure of its desperate position was the fact that between 1895 and 1914 it had three changes of ownership and considerable sums of money had been spent on equipment. A new two-feeder in 1895, a Linotype machine in 1897, a new reel-fed rotary press in 1907, an attempt to produce a football edition and, lastly, converting the paper into a daily, all failed to put the paper into a profitable situation, and by 1914 it was in the hands of the receiver for the second time. This whole episode demonstrated that investment in production equipment alone was not
enough and that to produce a successful paper and ensure a healthy circulation it was also essential to maintain a high standard of journalism, aimed at the right clientele and selling at the right price.

In 1897, Walter Rivers left the successful Reading Observer to take over the Reading Standard, a move which marked the beginning of the rise in fortunes for the Standard. It also marked the beginning of the end for the Observer and, despite two or three successful years from 1902 to 1904, the paper gradually declined. The Observer undoubtedly missed the talent of Walter Rivers, who very quickly demonstrated his astute business sense by improving the circulation and profitability of the Reading Standard at the expense of the other papers in Reading.

During the period from 1895 to 1924, there was in effect a fight for survival amongst the papers in the town, for neither Reading's population nor the quantity of local advertising was large enough to support four weekly papers. With the Reading Mercury enjoying a virtually unchallenged circulation around the county, the battle in Reading was really between the Observer, the Chronicle and the Standard.

Eventually it was the Observer which succumbed, in 1924, but only after the Berkshire Chronicle and the Reading Mercury had become part of the Reading Newspaper Company, whose owner, Henry Mortimer Hobson, was able to let the profitable Mercury subsidize the Chronicle until that paper was in a financially sound situation, a position undoubtedly made easier by the closure of the Observer.

Between the two world wars, the three Reading papers gradually expanded, but both companies had to invest considerable capital in new machinery and equipment in order to remain competitive, and each paper was directed at a particular market segment. For example, the Reading
Mercury was still the leading county paper, the bulk of its sales coming from the towns and villages around Reading. The Reading Standard was primarily directed at the town itself, although it, too, had focused attention on particular areas around Reading by producing special editions for Caversham, Wokingham, and Newbury. The Chronicle had the bulk of its sales in the town but was never able to pose a threat to the superiority of the Reading Standard. The Reading Newspaper Company also published a football edition during the season, and although this enjoyed a moderate success for a period in the 1920s it increasingly found that it could not compete with the much better equipped London evening papers. They were able to gather more comprehensive sports results and publish and deliver copies by train to Reading before the Football Chronicle could distribute its own copies. In addition the paper carried very little advertising, the production costs consequently being greater than its income, so when the Evening Gazette produced a sports edition in 1935, the Football Chronicle was closed.

Reading's proximity to London had always deterred newspaper proprietors from establishing a daily paper in the town, particularly after the abortive attempt to produce the Berkshire Chronicle as a daily paper. However, in 1935 Reading became the centre of the newspaper world's attention when Allied Press established the Evening Gazette. The primary reason for Allied's interest in the town was the quantity of lucrative local advertising which they considered would be available to them, and also the possibility of increased advertising from London companies for whom the Reading population was an easily accessible market.

After an unsuccessful attempt to buy the Reading Standard as a ready-made newspaper office, Allied were obliged to create a completely new newspaper office in the town. The sheer cost of this venture could
only be undertaken by an organization with considerable financial resources, not only to set the paper in motion, but to support it during the early years of its existence.

Unfortunately, Allied's investment was not a successful one, for they were never able to persuade enough advertisers to use the paper, and the beginning of the Second World War presented Lord Iliffe's company with a timely opportunity to close the Gazette.

The considerable increase in population and the rapid expansion of business and commerce which occurred in Reading after the war generated a tremendous growth in advertising, particularly classified advertising. The Reading Standard was quick to tap this lucrative market and until its closure in 1965 the company displayed considerable business acumen. So successful was the company in attracting advertising that it frequently occupied as much as two-thirds of the paper's content and advertisements often had to be held over until the following week.

The Standard's directors also realized that to be a competitive weekly paper it was necessary to have an efficient printing plant, but that only a fraction of that printing capacity was used each week. They therefore endeavoured to fill the spare capacity by undertaking contract printing and the production of journals for other publishers. The company also expanded into jobbing printing and commercial plate-making and, realizing the potential of commercial radio, formed a company with a view to becoming involved in that medium as well.

The financial success of the Reading Standard inevitably came to the attention of some of the large newspaper empires, which were seeking to become involved in the provincial press to take financial advantage of
the post-war explosion in local newspaper advertising, and Lord Thomson made a successful bid for the company in 1963.

Prior to the takeover, The Thomson Organisation had conducted a painstakingly comprehensive survey of English towns where potentially successful local evening papers could be launched, and Reading had appeared as one of the leading contenders for such a project. The estimated cost of starting the new paper was one million pounds, a figure only available to a vast business empire such as Lord Thomson's. With such a massive investment, the paper had to run on extremely cost-effective lines, and to achieve this the company introduced new technology in the composing room and adopted web-offset printing for the production of the paper. As Lord Thomson had plans to ring London with similar evening newspapers, in order to profit from the postwar boom in local advertising, the Evening Post was very much a test-bed for the future use of new technology in the production of short-run, low-cost daily provincial papers.

Since its launch in 1965, the Evening Post has needed considerable financial back-up, both to replace and to improve its production equipment, and also to help it to establish a viable circulation and support it through periods of business recession. The line between profit and loss is an extremely fine one, and only large business empires, which can use profitable elements to subsidize less profitable ones, can afford to maintain newspapers through extremes of market fluctuations.

When the Evening Post was launched, The Thomson Organisation inexplicably closed down the Reading Standard, leaving the weekly paper market entirely to the Reading Newspaper Company. Like the Reading Standard, Charles Hobson had realized the need to rationalize the
company's production equipment, and from 1959 the *Chronicle, Mercury,* and *Bracknell News* were all produced on the one machine.

At this time Hobson forecast that the changing pattern of country life, the expansion in cheap free-sheet advertising, the introduction of local radio, and the increase in many new small local papers in the country districts around Reading, would eventually force the closure of the old *Reading Mercury* and in this he showed considerable foresight, for the *Mercury's* circulation gradually declined until the paper was forced to close in May 1987, after 264 years of continuous publication. However, the closure of the *Reading Standard* in 1965 gave a new lease of life to the *Chronicle.* By changing the format from tabloid to broadsheet, and adopting a masthead style virtually identical to that of its old rival the *Chronicle* not only increased its circulation in and around Reading, but gained a considerable quantity of advertising as well.

The takeover of the *Reading Standard* also left Charles Hobson's company as the only family-owned newspaper business in the town, and even after his death in 1963 the family maintained a controlling interest, despite Associated Newspapers acquiring a thirty per cent share in the company during 1968. However, the large national and international newspaper companies, anxious to expand their empires into the provincial press, maintained a constant vigil for any opportunity to purchase a local newspaper, and in 1977 the death of Hobson's widow, who held the majority of the family shares, opened the door for the Argus Press group to make a successful bid for the company.

Speaking of provincial newspapers in 1935, Lord Astor stated that 'It would be an ill day if they ceased to exist, or if they lost their
individuality and independence'. With the Argus Press takeover of the *Mercury* and *Chronicle* they, like the *Reading Standard*, became part of a large business conglomerate, and their independence, together with the close personal connection between the Reading area and the proprietors of its newspapers, finally disappeared.

---

5 *Reading Standard*, No. 3280, Friday 11 October 1935.
APPENDIX A

§

NEWSPRINT PRICES 1914-1980

The home market price of newsprint manufactured in the United Kingdom, and of United Kingdom imports of mechanical wood-pulp 1914-80

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Newsprint per long ton £</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Newsprint per long ton £</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Newsprint per long ton £</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1914</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>22.10</td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>43.00</td>
<td>1941</td>
<td>26.00</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>58.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>34.00</td>
<td>1942</td>
<td>33.15</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>58.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>33.10</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>58.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>17.25</td>
<td>1944</td>
<td>30.70</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>55.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>16.25</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>28.50</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>55.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>15.50</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>69.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>14.25</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>34.55</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>73.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>13.75</td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>42.80</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>76.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>37.30</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>88.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>13.75</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>35.65</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>154.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>57.40</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>165.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>10.50</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>60.45</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>184.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>9.75</td>
<td>1953</td>
<td>51.35</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>229.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>51.49</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>257.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>53.74</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>285.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>58.50</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>313.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>1957</td>
<td>59.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES

1. Prices quoted are per ton of 53 gsm for the years 1940-1, and of 50 gsm for the years 1942-80.
2. No figures are included for the period before 1914, as few are available, and the substance of the paper is not known.
3. The figures for the period 1914-24 are extracted from the Royal Commission on the Press 1947-9 Report.
4. The figures for the years 1925-61 have been extracted from the Royal Commission on the Press 1961-2, while those for 1962-80 have been taken from the Royal Commission on the Press 1974-7 and from Paper.
APPENDIX B

§

Population figures for the town of Reading between 1831 and 1901, together with figures for a selection of other towns situated between 30 and 60 miles from the capital.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Town</th>
<th>Distance from London</th>
<th>1831</th>
<th>1851</th>
<th>1861</th>
<th>1881</th>
<th>1901</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bedford</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>6,959</td>
<td>11,693</td>
<td>13,413</td>
<td>19,532</td>
<td>35,144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20,917</td>
<td>27,815</td>
<td>26,361</td>
<td>40,882</td>
<td>38,379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guildford</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3,916</td>
<td>6,740</td>
<td>8,020</td>
<td>11,593</td>
<td>15,938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hertford</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5,247</td>
<td>6,605</td>
<td>6,769</td>
<td>8,556</td>
<td>9,322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luton</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>24,000</td>
<td>36,404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maidstone</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>15,387</td>
<td>28,801</td>
<td>23,058</td>
<td>39,662</td>
<td>33,516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northampton</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>15,351</td>
<td>26,657</td>
<td>32,813</td>
<td>57,553</td>
<td>87,021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>18,800</td>
<td>27,843</td>
<td>27,560</td>
<td>40,862</td>
<td>49,336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>15,595</td>
<td>21,456</td>
<td>25,045</td>
<td>42,050</td>
<td>72,217</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes 1. Figures for the years 1831-81 are taken from Chris Cook and Brendan Keith, *British Historical Facts 1830-1900*, (London, 1984 edition)

2. Figures for 1901 came from the Official Census for 1901.

Reading’s population growth from 1901 to 1981, taken from Official Census figures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>72,217</td>
<td>86,693</td>
<td>92,278</td>
<td>97,149</td>
<td>114,196</td>
<td>127,797</td>
<td>139,799</td>
<td>132,475</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX C

§

Newspapers published in Reading between 1855 and 1980: a bibliographical listing of sources held in the British Library Newspaper Library, Colindale, and Reading Reference Library.

Note Extant copies of newspapers published in Reading during this period can be found at the British Library Newspaper Library, Colindale, London, and in the Reading Reference Library. For the purpose of listing these holdings, the titles of these libraries have been abbreviated to BL and RRL respectively. As the holdings of copies of the Reading Mercury, at both Colindale and Reading, cover an extensive period, it was considered unnecessary to list these holdings for years not covered by this study. Those wishing to obtain further information concerning the extant copies of Reading newspapers prior to 1855 should consult the British Library Newspaper Index, the Reading Reference Library Newspaper Holding List, the Bodleian Library Index, and K. G. Burton, The Early Newspaper Press in Berkshire (1723-1855), (Reading, 1954).

The Abingdon and Reading Herald [1870-83]

See Reading Herald

Berks Telegraph [Established 1860?]

BL: no. 483-693 16 July 1869 - 25 July 1873

RRL: Extracts in George Lovejoy's Scrapbooks from:
21 January 1864, November 1870, 9 May 1873, 16 May 1873, 13 June 1873

A continuation of the Reading Advertiser, subsequently continued as the Reading Observer.
Berkshire Chronicle Windsor Herald and General Advertiser for the Counties of Bucks, Oxon, Hants, Surrey, Middlesex and Wilts. [Established 1825] (For pre-1855 refer to BL and RRL catalogues)

BL: no. 1525-5469 6 January 1855 - 23 March 1912

continued as:
Berkshire Daily Chronicle
no. 5470-5996 25 March 1912 - 10 January 1914

continued as:
Berkshire Chronicle
no. 5997-8528 14 January 1914 - 15 September 1961

continued as:
Reading and Berkshire Chronicle
no. 8529-8731 22 September 1961 - 10 September 1965

continued as:
Reading Chronicle
no. 8732 10 September 1965—

Wanting 1897, 1898, microfilm 1910.

RRL: Has both original copies and microfilms of the weekly paper from
no. 1525 6 January 1855 including the 1897, 1898 editions.

Wanting the copies of the Berkshire Daily Chronicle published between 25 March 1912 and 10 January 1914

Berkshire Daily Chronicle [1912-1914]

See Berkshire Chronicle above

Berkshire Guardian [Established 1856]

RRL: vol. I, no. 26 27 February 1856
Berkshire Journal of Agriculture and Commerce [1855-6]

BL: no. 1-18 11 July - 7 November 1855

continued as:
Newbury Telegraph

Berkshire Weekly News and Windsor and Eton Gazette [Established 1871]

BL: no. 177
(BWN no. 3) 9 March 1872
no. 179
(BWN no. 5) 23 March 1872

a continuation of the Berkshire Weekly Times

Berkshire Weekly Times [Established 1871]
(No copies available)

continued as:
Berkshire Weekly News

Bracknell News [Established 1959]

BL: no. 1— 5 February 1959—

The Caversham Observer [1923-1924]

See Reading Observer

Daily Mail and Evening Post [Established 1880]

RRL: no. 1, 5 23, 29 March 1880
**Evening Gazette** [Established 1935]

BL: no. 1-1036 28 August 1935 - 31 December 1936

continued as:

*Reading Gazette*

no. 1037-1285 2 January - 18 October 1939 (discontinued)

RRL: As above, both as originals and on microfilm

**Evening Post** [Established 1965]

BL: no. 1— 14 September 1965—

RRL: As above, both as originals and on microfilm

**Football Chronicle** [Established 1909]

no copies extant until

BL: 16 September - 25 April 1914
30 August 1919 - 19 December 1936

discontinued: not published between 25 April 1914 and 20 August 1919

RRL: 30 August 1919 - 19 December 1936 only

**Newbury Express** [Established 1886]

BL: no. 1-15 11 March - 17 June 1886

continued as:

*Newbury Express and Reading Standard*

(also separate paper published from 1886 — see *Reading Standard*)

no. 16-329 24 June 1886 - 29 June 1892

continued as:

*Newbury Express*

no. 330 - 714 30 June 1892 - 28 September 1899 (discontinued)
Newbury Telegraph [Established 1855-6]

BL: See Berkshire Journal of Agriculture and Commerce

North Berks Standard [1906] [Special election edition of the Reading Standard]

BL: no. 2-6 2-16 January 1906 (discontinued)

The Reading and Abingdon Herald [Established 1868]

See Reading Herald

Reading Advertiser [Established 1860]

RRL: Cutting in George Lovejoy's Scrapbook for 11 October 1860

continued as:

Berks Telegraph

Reading and Berkshire Chronicle [1961-65]

See Berkshire Chronicle

The Reading and County Times [Established 1909]

BL: no. 1-35 31 December 1909 - 20 August 1910 (discontinued)

The Reading Examiner and Windsor and Eton Herald and Berkshire County Chronicle

BL: no. 185-316 17 February 1872 - 22 August 1874

a continuation of the Windsor and Eton Herald, Maidenhead and Slough Journal, and Berkshire County Chronicle
**Reading Express and Berkshire Independent** [Established 1878]

BL: no. 28-651 10 April 1879 - 20 December 1884

RRL: no. 236, 260, 521 30 December 1880, 24 March 1881, 13 September 1883 (discontinued)

**The Reading (Football) Observer** [Established 1921]

See *Reading Observer* Sports Edition

**Reading Gazette** [Established 1939]

See *Evening Gazette*

**Reading Herald, Wokingham Herald, Henley Chronicle, Basingstoke News and Thatcham Mercury** etc. [Established 1868]

BL: no. 4-11 5 December 1868 - 23 January 1869

continued as:

*Reading Herald, Newbury Telegraph, Oxford Advertiser, Wokingham Herald* etc.

subsequently amalgamated with the:

*Abingdon Herald*

**Reading Mercury, Oxford Gazette, Newbury Herald and Berks County Paper** etc. [Established 1723 as *Reading Mercury or Weekly Entertainer*] (For pre-1855 editions refer to BL, RRL and Bodleian Library catalogues)

BL: vol. 133 6 January 1855 - 12 November 1960

continued as:

*Reading Mercury* etc.

19 November 1960 - 4 July 1970

continued as:

*Berkshire Mercury*

continued as:
*The Mercury*
no. 13113-13243  13 December 1980 - 30 June 1983

continued as:
*Reading and Berkshire Mercury*
no. 13244-13445  6 July 1983 - 28 May 1987
(discontinued)

Wanting 1901, microfilm 1898, 1991

RRL: With the exception of 1898, held only on microfilm, the Library has a complete run of originals and on microfilm

*Reading Observer, Berks Telegraph and Bucks, Hants, Oxfordshire and Surrey Newspaper* [Established 1873]

BL: no. 1-234  2 August 1873 - 19 January 1878

continued as:
*Reading Observer*
no. 235-4359  26 January 1878 - 23 August 1924
(discontinued)

Wanting 1898, 1910; microfilm 1897, 1908

RRL: As above

*The Reading Observer* (Football edition)

BL: 12 October 1895 - 25 April 1914

*The Reading Observer* (Midweek edition)

RRL: no. 2527-2630  1 January - 31 December 1903
The Reading Observer (Sports edition)

BL: 27 August - 1 October 1921

continued as:

The Reading (Football) Observer

8 October - 24 December 1921

[Reading Observer] The Caversham Observer (A localised edition)

BL: no. [4293]-4331 18 May 1923 - 28 June 1924
(discontinued)

Reading Record [Established 1912]

BL: vol. 1 no. 1 19 October 1912
- vol. 2 no. 12 - 1 October 1913
(discontinued)

The Reading Standard [Established 1886?]

BL: no. 44-95, 624-484 17 January - 30 December 1887, 7 January 1898 - 10 September 1965
RRL: no. 252-4841 2 January 1891 - 10 September 1965
(discontinued)

Reading Standard (Bracknell, Wokingham and Twyford editions)

BL: no. 4737-4832 13 September 1963 - 9 July 1965
(discontinued)

The Reading Standard (Henley, South Oxon, Upper Thames editions)

BL: no. 4737-4532 13 September 1963 - 9 July 1965
(discontinued)

Reading Standard (Thatcham, Tadley, Theale edition)

BL: no. 4737-4532 13 September 1963 - 9 July 1965
(discontinued)
Reading Times [Established 1868]

RRL: no. 1, 6 19 September 1868, 24 October 1868
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